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NEXT
MONTH
The May issue
will be here
sooner than you
think! 11FNIRR's
normal day of
sale has moved
to the first Friday
of the month;
May appears a
day earlier than
this due to the Bank Holiday.
More on next
month's issue
on page 103.

* MERIDIAN *
* WINNER *
z:vmer
January's
Meridian
competition was
Mr G Beagrie of
Selkirkshire. He is
now the proud
owner of a
complete Meridian
500 system.
Congratulations!

ime is running out for the
decision-makers who will set
the technical standards for the
next generation of high-end audio
systems. This is because, whatever
the standard adopted, the new audio
medium will be asubsidiary or spinoff application of DVD ( Digital
Video Disc), and the major
companies involved in launching
DVD want players . in production
before the end of this year.
The specifications for DVD
movies have now been finalised and
the system has been demonstrated
convincingly [see Ken Kessler's
report from the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas, page
54]. In its main audio-video and
multi- media applications ( CDROM), DVD will carry audio
channels in data-reduced form, using
most of the disc's huge data capacity
for picture storage. So what of the
high-end audio disc? At the risk of
going over old ground, here's the
story so far.
If the DVD disc format is used
instead as an audio-only carrier, its
data capacity is sufficient to provide
digital audio with multiple channels,
higher bit-rate and higher sampling
frequency; in other words, everything
we always knew CD should have
had. So the introduction of DVD

understood

to

embody

all

• • •

the

essentials of the ARA's proposal,
except that it also provides for
sampling at 44.1kHz, 88.2kHz and
further multiples thereof (the ARA
proposes 48kHz and 96kHz) and
allows 8cm as well as 12cm discs.
Pioneer, which has already marketed
a double-sampling rate
DAT
recorder and has long promoted the
idea of extending audio frequency
response beyond 20kHz, has made
its own proposal, called Super
Density Audio Disc; but Pioneer is
also understood to be supportive of
the ARA proposal. Finally, another
proposal is understood to use the
whole data as a bitstream, rather
than PCM coding.
From the ARA's point of view, the
bitstream approach is open to serious
objections, which include the
difficulty of editing, assembling or
post- processing
the
material.
Bitstreams cannot be processed
directly, but have to be converted to
digital words for manipulation, then
converted back, aprocess not likely
to be sonically transparent. Also, the
ARA does not feel that reliance on
single-bit AID converters is desirable.
The main benefit of the bitstream
approach, in fact, seems to be that
it would allow players to be made
more cheaply, which may be
could provide the audio industry desirable from the manufacturer's
with astate-of-the-art sound carrier,
point of view, but does not square
which could breathe new life into the
with the ideal of a no-compromise
hi-fi industry and provide consumers audio system which can actually
with a genuinely no- compromise
improve on CD.
digital medium. But the standards
Since the Las Vegas Show,
for this must be set in time to be AAHEA ( the Academy for the
incorporated in the first generation Advancement of High-End Audio)
of DVD players.
has written to Toshiba, Philips and
The ARA (Acoustic Renaissance the ADA on behalf of its 100 highfor Audio) pressure group last year end manufacturer members, giving
put forward acomplete proposal for the ADA a list of features it would
a High
Quality Audio
Disc
like to see in the new audio format,
(HQAD), aset of standards designed
and in effect urging acceptance of
for maximum flexibility which would
the ARA proposal. And the EIA
offer options of multi-channel sound Audio Division's chairman Kathy
and the highest-possible audio
Gornik has sent the ADA a ' wish
quality. Last October [as reported in list' of desirable features which also
'Comment', Jan '96], the ARA made virtually coincides with the features
a presentation of HQAD to the
of the ARA document. From this
Advanced Digital Audio Conference
side of the Atlantic, the British
of the Japan Audio Society, which
Federation of Audio has added its
effectively represents the major support to the ARA too. For now,
Japanese manufacturers. The ADA we can only sit back and wait, and
group has been given the task of perhaps, as KK suggests, ' pray'.
advising the industry on future audio
And in the end, just as the movie
systems, and it has until the end of industry needs to resolve the issues
March to reach its conclusion.
of copy protection and NTSC/PAL
But
the
ARA's
submission interplayability, the new audio format
eventually turned out to be one of can only be marketed with the
four proposals to be considered by support of the record industry. It is
the ADA. Philips has made a to be hoped that an accord can be
proposal called OmniDisc which is reached with the music biz soon! +
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Alchemist
Maxim: a
bargain
at ,C300?

36 Good bookends or good
sound: which
speaker has the
cutting edge?

16 FOUR BETTER OR WORSE?
KEF's Reference Series has reached
new heights with its latest flagship
speaker, the £ 000 Model Four
Martin Colloms

20 VIKING FLAGSHIP
Scandinavian valve amp specialist
Copland is testing the water with its
first CD player, the CDA288
Alvin Gold

22 KRELL KAVES IN
Krell has finally given in to demands
for an integrated amplifier: the £2500
KAV-300i makes its debut
Ken Kessler

32 ASSAULT AND BATTERY
full technical review of Technics'
SU-C1000 ' Virtual Battery' pre-amp
and SE-A1000 power amp
Peter J Comeau

34 PM DAWN
PM Audio Labs 211 monoblock
power amp reviewed (with lab test by
Paul Miller), plus matching preamp
Chris Beeching

36 NEW KIDS ON
THE BLOCK

24 How good is
the new Xerxes?

24 THE XFILES
after ten years Roksan's classic Xerxes
turntable has been replaced by the
Xerxes X (or Xerxes 10). How does it
stack up against the original?
Alvin Gold

27 ACTIVE AND PASSIVE

agroup test compares five
new speakers, all priced under
£250: Acoustic Energy AE100,
B&W DM302, Castle Isis,
Mordaunt-Short MS20i, Rogers LS1
Peter J Comeau

34 Chinese tubes:
Mc 211 monoblocks
from PM Audio Labs

44 AV-INC THE EDGE
Naim's top AV system aims to offer
full audio-visual capabilities without
compromising your music system
Peter J Comeau

46 POT POURRI
short reviews cover the latest Ringmat,
Philips' AZ6845 personal CD and a
universal remote called One For All

can the AVI S2000MP pre-amp
combine the best of both active and
passive technology?
Peter J Comeau

103 40 MRS AT 11£ CUTTING EDGE

30 ALCHEMIST MAXIM

our special 40th anniversary series
continues with a collector's item
reprint from avintage copy of HiFi
News. This month's piece looks at the
'most perfect stylus in the world'!

a new £ 300 British solid state
integrated claims to offer something of
the sweet sound of valve amplification
David Berriman

44 Xaun 'sAV system:
audio-visual capabilities
without compromise?

22 Krell's bells!
The KAV-300i
integrated

54 LAS VEGAS'96
first part of a full report on the winter
Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas, featuring the latest in state of
the art digital products
Ken Kessler
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32 Technics'
`Virtual Battery'
pre-amp and
matching power amp
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Las ykoA
54 KK's show report reveals the
best of the best from the desert
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27 A VI's new pre combines active and passive circuitry
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the Editor speaks his mind
Steve Harris
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player
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heights with the
Reference Model Four
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readers' letters
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products, innovations, events
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get HFNIRR every month by
post — plus special free gifts

107 VIEWS TOO

'Fascinating Rhythm' in the music
business as George Gershwin's songs
swing back into copyright
Barry Fox

49 HEADROOM
the pros and cons of reviewing foreign
products for an international audience
Ken Kessler

53 RADIO
what really lies behind the controversy
over the 'World Service' funding
John Nelson

39 BLACK BOX

more readers' letters

109 DEALER GUIDE
looking for the best hi-fi specialists in
your area? They're in this county-bycounty guide

112 CLASSIFIED
read about our special new readers'
offer for private advertisers and find
the best hi-fi bargains here!
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Martin Colloms, Peter jComeau,
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Gill Newman, Bill Newman, David Nice
ROCK/POP/JA72: Johnny Black,
Fred Dellar, Barry Fox, Ken Kessler,
Ben Watson, Valerie Potter

122 FINALE
a jazz celebration: the video and CD
of A Great Day in Harlem
Ben Watson -
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more on the mysteries of the mains,
and, with caveats, a practical solution
Ben Duncan

86 ACCESSORIES CLUB
offers include Audio! Audio!, a
must-read for fans
of vintage hi-fi

60 REVIEWS INDEX
61 INTERVIEW
The Beaux Arts Trio talk to
Gill & Bill Newman

65 RECORD OF
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Three Haydn symphonies
conducted by Sir Simon Rattle

reflections on the world of hi-fi and
music
John Crabbe
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87 COMPACT DISC SERVICE
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save on CDs by post

89 THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE
review summaries plus specifications
and ratings on 200-plus selected CD
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from £ 100 to £2000
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Sir Simon Rattle:
page 65
Ton' Amos with
Boys For Pele:
odd music or
total football?
See page 81

dynamics. Stereo performance and
detail rendition are exceptional.
Sonus Faber has now blended the
speed and delicacy of the Minima
with the power of the Electa Amator
in anew loudspeaker called the
Minima Amator. Exclusive low distortion, high power handling drivers are
used in a1.5-inch thick hardwood
cabinet comprising 20 pieces. The
gently sloped crossover uses the
highest grade components and offer
parallel or hi-wiring through goldplated binding posts. The result is a
loudspeaker capable of lifelike stereo
imaging and asense of unsurpassed
grandness delivered without effort.
The £898 Minuetto is amost exciting
and affordable addition to the Sonus
Faber range—rightly described as a
miniElecta. Its handmade 16 layer
cabinet with solid walnut gives astonishingly neutral sound quality and
outstanding beauty. The leather covered baffle minimises diffraction
effects for superb stereo imagery.
Contact Absolute Sounds to find out
where you can hear these exceptional
Sonus Faber's inert Poly Stratum cabinet system — apatented sandwich
construction with Aid walnut wood and black satin lacquer finish

Sonus Faber designs for style not fashion its Electa loudspeakers
and Amator electronics are now considered classics. Sonus
Faber's Extrema is acelebration of the extreme — an undeniably

yeZ

small loudspeaker with the pretensions of agiant. The hi-wire
Extrema is the most sophisticated miniature dynamic loudspeaker made. Described as '
one of ahandful of loudspeakers
which qualify as legends'. HiFi News & Record Review warned:
'this'll take your breath away' (
Ken Kessler, October 1991).
With appropriately powerful amplification this staggeringly
capable box delivers sound on amassive scale with unfettered
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone

0181-947 5047

Facsimile

0181-879 7962

loudspeakers on demonstration.

vie ws

'You would
be listening
to the
sound the
speakers
produce,
rather than
the sound
the room
produces
from the
speakers'

FOR QUAD'S SAKE
Dear Si,, If the takeover of Quad
disappointed its many fans, the
disappearance of half its staff and
half its Quad-manufactured models
['Comment', Feb ' 96] is asadder
event still.
For afirm whose product was
recognised by many as innovative,
reliable, serviceable, nonobsolescent and of good
performance, and for afirm
producing one of the world's finest
loudspeakers, it seems
incomprehensible that annual
turnover was only £40,000 per
employee, each working at aloss!
In retrospect, the seeds of Quad's
downturn were probably sown by
the ' tabloid' hi-fi press rubbishing
Quad electronics during the 405
era. Quad's subsequent stance on
amplifier sound, its withdrawal
from advertising and the painfully
slow emergence of new product
ranges (coupled with what now
appear to be dated production
techniques) must have all

contributed to its current sorry
state. My concern now is that, with
Quad having to play its part in
enhancing shareholder returns at
Verity, every product — including
the ESL63 whose manufacturing
process, you say, ' defies
modernisation' — will have to
justify its own existence.
Production of Quad's original
electrostatic started during
HEN/RR's first year of publication.
Let us hope that production of its
current electrostatic does not end
during your 40th anniversary.
Because, if that happens, the Quad
we know will have gone.
IWooding, West Yorkshire
Quad's management assures us that the
ESL63 will remain in production — Ed.
ULTRASOUND SCAN
Dear Sir, Ken Kessler likes the
Wilson ACT One, Wilson Audio
System V, and Sonus Faber
Extrema loudspeakers. What do
they all have in common?
Scanspeak mid-range drivers! I
point this out because the next
loudspeaker on his list for reviewing
should be the Posselt 'Albatross',
which uses the same drivers. This
Danish speaker is available in the
UK and would make agreat match
for his Unison Research amplifiers
and other tube components, due to
their high efficiency.
Ihave apair in California and
cannot speak highly enough about
them. Not only do they reproduce
music to match any of the
loudspeakers mentioned above,
they are amongst the best looking
speakers available.
With the resurgence of singleended triode amplifiers in the
northern hemisphere, many of your
readers should be made aware of
these beautiful loudspeakers.
Victor Savage, California
THE ROOM-FREE SPEAKER
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading your
magazine for some years now and
have never ceased to be amazed at
some of the truly innovative and
interesting designs that are featured
every month.
For instance, in the October
1995 issue: The Real Sound
Company's high end turntable, the
Lali horn speaker by Impulse, the
Unison Research Smart 845. All
very innovative, fantastic design
and in two ' cases' (if Imay pun)
the use of timber. Really nice to see
timber being used again. Black
plastic and black metal should be
blackballed!
Iwould like to run atheory past
you. Ihave enclosed adiagram of
this theory that will, Ibelieve,
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revolutionise sound produced by
loudspeakers or at least the effect ,,
that loudspeakers have on their
environment, and furthermore, of
the effects that room environment
has on turntables, CD players,
cassette decks and so on.
Most houses are built on similar
design principles, the flooring itself
is supported by joists, placed on
bearers, which in turn are mounted
on piers that are partially buried in
the earth.
My idea would be to construct
pier(s) [labelled 3in the diagram]
in suitable positions with as much
depth into the solid as would be
convenient; [2] is either apiece of
galvanised heavy duty water pipe
with [ 5] aheavy duty flange either
welded or screwed tightly on the
end, or what might be better, an
old half-shaft from acar or truck
that has seen better days. This is
then concreted into the pier as
deeply and solidly as possible. In
the case of the half shaft avery
small hole would have to be cut in
the floor and for the plinth [ 1]
probably pine would be most
suitable, firmly bolted to the flange.
A rubber seal or similar [4] is used
to prevent dampness or dust
seeping up from under the house;
this would be attached to the
underside of the floor and the other
end round the pipe or steel rod,
gripped by ascrew clip, the sort
you see on radiator hoses.
It would be necessary to bolt the
plinth to the flange first, construct
the pier having made asuitable hole
in the floor and centred the pier
under it. Insert the half-shaft
through the hole placing asupport
under the plinth to ensure that it is
totally level, then dive under the
house and finish the job by firmly
concreting the shaft into place.
Leave to set and cure, then
mount loudspeakers on their
respective plinths, which need not
be too high off the ground, and as
long as no portion of the assembly
touches any part of the floor the job
is done. The results Ibelieve, will
be phenomenal, neutralising the
sound, as there would be no
connection to the room at all, deep
bass will sound just that, deep.
There would be no feedback of a
mechanical nature at all. In fact, I
think you would be listening to the
sound the speakers produce, rather
than the sound the room produces
from the speakers.
.Ido not have the command of
superlatives you silver tongued
devils possess, but Ido believe this
'tweak' could have very farreaching benefits.
If you were very brave afurther
refinement could be undertaken,
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aprofound impact on everythin g else.

Audio Note cables are designed to interact between components
as part of any high- end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
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in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level ' interconnect' transfer

•

or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.
Audio Note cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are ' designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
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Audio Note
Music's Finest Conductor
Audio Note (UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.
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that being the mounting on a
similar device of your
CD/turntable/cassette deck. Yours
and the proverbial troupe of wild
elephants could tap-dance to the
latest sound of music and your
stylus would be supremely
indifferent.
Unfortunately my own
equipment would benefit little from
this treatment, and Ihave to
confess the cost of the magazine in
New Zealand sends me scurrying to
our local library for the latest issue,
which has in most cases been
snapped up by another hi-fi freak.
One thing before Ifax this off, if
you live near the underground,
close to amotorway in ahouse with
asolid floor, or in apenthouse,
forget it, its not for you!
C Gladman, New Zealand
'Mechanical grounding' via aspecial
structure along the lines suggested has
been proposed by Goldmund and others.
It would be interesting to hear from
anyone brave enough to try it — Ed.
THE SOUND OF YOUR DREAMS
Dear Sir, As an avid music and hi-fi
enthusiast since time out of mind, I
feel Imust tell your readers of my
experience good and bad over the
years; in the hope that maybe, just
maybe, it might encourage all and
sundry to keep plugging away until
you get the sound of your dreams.
Ithink its fair to say that picking
or especially upgrading ahi-fi setup is akin to playing Russian
Roulette! Hi-fi magazines like yours
play their noble part as do the
unfortunate dealers throughout the
world. Isay unfortunate for obvious
reasons. Suffice to say, if Ihad
choice between the guillotine and a
hi-fi job, Iknow which one I'd
rather have!
Anyway, as Isaid, hi-fi magazines
and dealers do their best (usually)
to guide us in our quest for audio
nirvana; it also follows, from my
own experience, that the punter
also has to work extremely hard to
ensure that the system really is
heaven-sent. So it is athree-way
process between dealers, magazines
and punters; even then we can still
get it wrong. So be careful and trust
your own ears!
In my own case as afairly normal
guy Iupgraded when funds allowed
and to my inexperienced ears and a
very patient and understanding
dealer ( Cloney Audio) everything
seemed hunky dory until one day...
my beloved Musical Fidelity Al 00
went nuclear and in the process
fried my speakers (MC2s); life was
never so simple again. To make a
story short eight months later Iwas
still demo-ing amplifiers at home.
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Then Iheard my first valve
amplifier — by Croft. Ken Kessler's
glowing (sorry) review of the Micro
pre-amp and Series V power amp
combination encouraged me to
have alisten: Iwas staggered, here
was the sound Iwas looking for!
Dynamics, scale and plenty of
beautiful musical lights without the
ugly sting and bite of the treble. I
was hooked!
All that was four years ago and I
still continue to upgrade but with
one important difference: Inow
deal directly with the people who
design my valve equipment (Croft)
and nicer, more friendly people you
couldn't meet. Just recently I
upgraded the pre-amp to the new
Epoch Elite range (brass cylindrical
knobs on an anthracite chrome
front panel and using for the first
time hand wound toroidal
transformers with expensive
capacitors) on Croft's
recommendation. Iwas staggered
(again!) at improvements —
transparency, detail, spaciousness,
dynamics, background silence and
above all sheer natural beautiful
music. So all Ican say is wait till
you hear this, Ken! And all at a
perfectly reasonable price.
For me this is anew and safe way
of buying hi-fi: after all, the people
who design and make equipment
are bound to be familiar with avast
range of combinations so if they are
genuine music lovers first and
foremost then we the punters stand
to gain from their vast experience.
But the dealers and hi-fi magazines
will always have an important role
to play especially for the
inexperienced punter.
A very special thanks to al the hifi people who have in their own way
have made my hi-fi heaven-sent:
Glen Croft and Amar Biswas
(Croft); Noel Cloney (dealer); and
last by no means least the
reviewers: Ken Kessler, Martin
Colloms, Alvin Gold, Malcolm
Steward and Peter Turner.
Dermot Bell, Dundalk, Ireland
NO FORWARDING ADDRESS
Dear Sir, What's the point? Irefer
to David Thomas's letter
[HFNIRR, Oct ' 95] and share some
of his concerns about expensive
(very) short length interconnects.
But you left him high and dry.
Maybe if you printed the addresses
of your correspondents they could
take up these interesting points
with each other.
T JMaxwell, Devon
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worlds ifSi A11611)11111'. As an Italian
nwairy officer visiting New York in the
lait' I
sso's, hi' was intrigued by the
newly introduced Edison wax cylinder
'phonagram .yet unsatisfied with its pi ir
audio quality [ sing his flair for thing
mechanical Lieutenant Behan began to
turn this busin,.ss dictation inns-hint' into
adevice which would satisfy music
lovers and to ensure the ultimate fidelitv
he opened 11 1sown roleling studio on
Fifth .\venue. Then. he made the first
realistic recordings of famous
contemporary opera sines and built
up afabulous collection of 'celebrity
cylinders' including his holyness Pope
Leo XIII. llis ' micro- reproducer'
phonograph was first in alint.' iii
surcessfu' millets and today A-Tsalutes
him as atrue pioneer of high fidelity.
At \ tolio-Technica we t rit,
toward the sank goal, using unrivalled
micro-trausdeer 'know how' to reduce
the wcight of liettini's original divis' to
the mcre kw ems of our latest moving
ii il series
.4railable only al
qualify Hi-fti shops

aucle-technica.
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We don't usually publish readers' full
addresses, but we will print e-mail
addresses if available; and we do forward
correspondence when requested — Ed.
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INSIDE EVERY ROGERS LOUDSPEAKER,
LIES A HEART OF PURE GOLD.
Just acrossover.,
To us, its awork of art.
We believe the heart and soul earn,loudspeaker
is in the quality of its crossover
So next time you buy apair of loudspeakers, don't just look. Listen.
After all, beauty is only skin deep.
Rogers hmdspeakers are handcrafted to pedection with unstinting
attention to musical detail,
because its what's inside that counts.

Enjoy!

Rogers
I

BRITISH HI- FIDELITY

ROGERS INTERNATIONAL ( UK) LIMITED
Unit 3, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR411 IX.
Tel: 0181 640 2172. Fax: 0181 685 9496.
International Audio Club - e-mail: glootsi rogerinter-svin-uk.net.
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VERITY ACQUIRES ROKSAN
I

nnovativeturntable,
electronics
and
speaker

manufacturer Roksan has
been acquired by Verity
Group, which owns
Mission, Quad and
Wharfedale. Verity is
understood to have paid
£1.25m for the business
and stock. All Roksan
production will move to
Huntingdon,
probably
sharing the Quad factory at St
Peter's Road, while Roksan's
research and development will also
be relocated at Verity's new
centralised R&D headquarters, which
is currently being set up at another
site in Huntingdon and will serve all
the Verity hi-fi brands.
Roksan's founder and technical
guru, Touraj Moghaddam, will
continue to work on product
development, while managing
director Tufan Hashemi continues
in that role under the Verity
umbrella
and
will
remain
responsible for product development
and management. According to Mr
Hashemi,
Roksan will remain
independent within the Verity group.
Although Roksan already has a
number of new products scheduled
for this year, including the Rok 1
speaker, Ojan subwoofer and the
Roksan Xerxes X (or Xerxes 10)
turntable [exclusively reviewed in this
issue], the company is planning a
complete new digital system, called
the Caspian, priced ' considerably
higher' than the current Attessa
models; for such alaunch, says Mr
Hashemi 'we needed the backing of
amuch larger group'.
Roksan launched its first product,

Roksan's first
CD player

Xerxes turntable, launched in 1985

Touraj
Moghadduen
seen (right) in
his workshop in
the company's
early days
Roksan's
memorably
stylish
exhibit at
The HiFi
Show, 1989
By 1991, Roksan had
added amplification

l
inen

the Xerxes turntable, in 1985,
combining high engineering standards
with aradical approach to the problems
of vinyl disc replay. Following this
successful
introduction,
Roksan
developed apartnering arm (Artemiz)
and cartridge (Shiraz), and launched
the unusual Darius loudspeaker with
its spring-suspended tweeter. By 1991
Roksan had developed its own highquality amplifiers and ahighly-original
CD player design, forerunner of the
current range.
Commenting on the acquisition,
Tufan Hashemi said that the
resources of Verity meant the
opening up of ' many new and
exciting opportunities' for Roksan.

to its product range

MINI BLUE ROOMS HIT LAS VEGAS
immimmommi

L

Ike the bigger House Pod and Techno Pod models.

the new Minipods from B&W Loudspeakers • Blue

Room division are moulded in fibreglass and painted in
bold acrylic colours, white, red, blue
or black. The absence of parallel

21-24 MARCH Sound &
Vision ' 96, Marriott Hotel,
Vienna, Austria. Contact
+43-1 342 476.
22..25 MARCH Salon HiFi & Home Cinema 96,
Palais des Congres, Paris,
France. Contact Groupe
SPAT, + 33-1 45 57 30 48.
25-26 MARCH '
Audio for
New
Media',
Audio
Engineering Society UK
Conference, chairman Tony
Griffiths, Kensington Town
Hall, London. Registration
deadline 20 March, fees exc
VAT £ 285 (AES members
£245). Contact the AES on
01628 663 725.
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13-14 APRIL '
The Great
British HiFi Show', Palace
Hotel, Buxton, Derbyshire,
9.30am-5pm
each
day,
admission free. Contact the
organisers on PO Box 50,
Chesterfield S40 4YU.
2-5 MAY High End ' 96,
Hotel Kempinski, Frankfurt,
Germany, organised by the
High End Society. Contact
+49 0202 70 20 22.
5 MAY National Vintage
Communications
Fair,
National Eexhibition Centre,
Birmingham. 10.30am-5pm,
admission £ 5 ( under- 14s
free), includes free Sound &
Vision Yearbook while stocks
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last. Free parking. Contact
01398 331532.
23-25 MAY CES Specia,t
Audio & Home Theater
exhibition, trade only, Hilton
at Walt Disney World,
Orlando, Florida, USA. Contact +1703-907-7600.
29 MAY-2 JUNE HiFi 96,
Home Theater & Specialty
Audio Show, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City.
Contact + 1505 982-2366.
12-15 SEPTEMBER The
Hi Fi Show, Ramada Hotel,
Heathrcw, London ( trade
only 12- 13th), sponsored by
HFNIRR. Call Janet Beltor,
0181-686 2599, ext 390.

surfaces minimises standing waves
inside the cabinet, which can be
wall-mounted or placed on speciallydesigned Sputnik stands. B&W

UK.

01903 750 750. Picture shows the
Minipod's debut in Las Vegas: see
KK's show report. page 54.

AVI 'MINI REFERENCE'

H

and-finished in cherry veneer,
AVI's high- specification
Neutron ' miniature reference'
loudspeaker measures a tiny
254x235x195.mm (hwd) yet claims
great accuracy and lifelike imaging.
A 115mm bass/mid is combined
with asoft-dome tweeter, giving a
flat response down to the bass rolloff
(-6dB at 70Hz). Retail price is £499
per pair. Call 01453 765652.

1I

THE ULTIMATE RECORD DECK?
Built to special
order for the US
National Library
of Congress, the
first Professional
Archive
Turntable from
Simon Yorke

SOPHISTICATED BUDGET DECK BY DENON

R

is a versatile
machine of

eplacing the successful ' 540
model, Denon's new DRM550 cassette deck offers new

the transport modes through
motor- actuated cams. Dolby HX

ultimate
engineering

Pro is provided and Dolby B and

quality. It will

performance tweaks, upgraded
features and better styling. The

C noise reduction systems. A
built-in IR remote sensor allows

handle discs up
to 20in diameter

two- motor transport mechanism
has Denon's Non- Slip Reel Drive

the DRM-550 to be operated

and run at any

KEEPING
IT NEAT

from the remote handset

speed from 10

and a ' Silent
Logic'

supplied with Denon receivers
and amplifiers. Call UK

to 12Orpm

mechanism
which engages

distributor Hayden Laboratories
Ltd, 01753 888 447.

Neat
Acoustics has
added a third
model to its
range. The
Mystique

BUILD YOUR OWN COUPLED CAVITY

A

Second Edition of David Purton's The Coupled
Cavity Handbook is now available from Wilmslow

range

Audio, price £ 5.00. Using computer predictions based
on the Thiele- Small parameters, the tabulated
information in this 16-page booklet will allow the home

audiophile
performance

bass speaker with predictable results.

at an absurdly

Cabinet volume and dimensions, crossover alignment
type and frequencies and input power requirements,

speaker
provides ' full-

low price',
£575 in black
and £650 in
sumptuous
cherry finish.
Material cost
increases
have
necessitated a
price increase
for Neat's
Critique
speaker, to

constructor to design and build his own coupled-cavity

along with predicted responses and maximum sound
levels, are given for more than 20 possible designs using
SEAS, Volt, Maplin, ATC, Fane, Celestion, RCF and
Precision Devices drive units. Contact Wilmslow Audio
on 01965 650 605 , or David Purton ( Obsession
Loudspeaker Co) on 01727 857 804.

reading from the motor shaft, drives the massive
platter via dual belts. There are two 12in tonearms
using SME standard alignment and fully adjustable
for vertical tracking angle, overhang, azimuth and
cueing as well as downforce and bias correction. A
broadcast 19in wide racking cabinet with both
castors and static levelling feet supports the
turntable and houses the control system, which has
an RS232 port to interface with a PC, giving
computer control of speed setting and related
parameters. Since the design is modular, similar
units may be supplied in a variety of configurations
from complete professional systems down to
domestic units designed for more typical patterns of
use. For more information contact Simon Yorke
Designs, 01388 730960.

rom the creators of Orelle
products, XTC is a new

range of audiophile- standard
components intended to
provide the best possible
sound in both audio and AV

model is also
now available

system contexts. The POW- 1

grilles as an
optional extra

requirements even among the 3 million items housed
in the Library of Congress sound archives. An Airpax
DC ironiess motor, controlled by a ' soft' servo

F

standard black
finish, but this

£445. Neat
now supplies

(settabie to one
decimal place), which covers most conceivable

EXTRA QUALITY BY XTC

£385 in

in Cherry at

1

Designs of
County Durham

Quad Channel power
amplifier (£ 2000) allows two-,
three- or four- channel
operation and offers 175W/ch
from lateral dual- die
MOSFET output stages. A
direct- coupled, DC servo
design, it uses a 1000VA
toroidal mains transformer.
The purist PRE- 1 pre-

package. Six line inputs are
provided. XTC's highperformance CDT- 1 CD
transport (£ 1250) combines a

fitted with
Velcro rather

amplifier (£ 800) uses a single
MOSFET transistor junction

Philips swing- arm laser
mechanism with XTC's own

and a rear cone for mechanical
grounding. Two independednt
transformers power the digital

than Biu-Tack

in the signal path and has two

Fast Rise Time Buffered Clock,

and analogue sections. All

as previously!

independent transformers, one

Call Neat

for the audio power supply,

reducing jitter and interaction
between digital ICs. The DAC-

Acoustics,
01833

the other for the digital
control section associated with

1 digital- to- analogue converter

631021.

the system remote control

Devices 18-bit DAC and is

(RCS type) included in the

direct coupled with no

for all its
speakers at
£18/pair,
these now

12

(£1000) is based on the Analog

capacitors in the signal path.
The resonance-controlled
chassis features isolated feet

these are scheduled for
imnmediate availability, with
more XTC products promised
for the coming months. Call
Analogue & Digital Audio Ltd,
0181 810 9388.
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news
CORDLESS PHONE PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH

W

Rogers

ith its IS 360 system, Sennheiser offers an infrared cordless headphone for the price of a good

IBRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

cabled phone, just £ 16.95. Transmission is at
frequencies of 2.3 and 2.8MHz, and the transmitter
diodes can flood a room of 250sq ft with IR signal.

WORLDWIDE

Wide-angle sensors on the headphones give freedom of
movement, while an active squelch circuit eliminates
noise if the signal is cut off. Call Sennheiser UK on

AUSTRALIA Insignia Projects

01494 551 551.

Group PTY Ltd

MO FI DIRECT
FROM AUDIOPHILE

Canadian singing star meets

CANADA Plunson

Australian high- end

CROATIA Audio Centar

manufacturer: ti D Lang
(left) launched her CD All

DENMARK Audio Consult

Mobile Fidelity Sound

You Can Eat' at Byblos, The

FRANCE Professional

Lab, the US audiophile LP

Station Hotel, Melbourne,

Product Line

and CD label has

Australia. Regarded as the
birthplace of the Australian

appointed Audiophile
International as its new
official UK distributor. The
appointment means that

GERMANY Pirol Audio

rock industry, the 20,000sq

Syteme GMBH

ft venue has been renovated

GREECE Temet S.A.

as restaurant, cafe and

HONG KONG Cornwall Ltd

recording facility by its new

ISRAEL Auditon Stereo Ltd

Audiophile, already the

owner Kostas Metaxas

UK's market's biggest

(right), also the owner of

ITALY British Sound

supplier of Mo Fl discs,

.Metaxas Audio Systems.

JAPAN Rogers International

will now be able to give

KOREA Bando Pro Audio

BLACK VELVET INTERCONNECTS

the best possible service
to mail-order customers

MALAYSIA Wo Kee Hong
Electron.ci SDN BHD

Apollo

(due to interaction of the signal with

Audiophile International

F

Cables, comes a new mail-order

magnetic fields and to changes in the

NEW ZEALAND Denco Audio Ltd

on 01276 8555578.

range of interconnects called Black

clectrical properties of the cable

POLAND Hi Fi Sound

Velvet.

when flexed or vibrated) by using a

PORTUGAL Esoteric° LDA

semi- conducting material between

RUSSIA Esoteric° Ltd

rom

and dealers. Contact

a new

company,

Apollo attacks external noise

SKEET'S NEW
SET-UP

the signal conductor and a highdensity

braided

copper

shield.

Interconnects are made to order in

SINGAPORE Wo Kee Hong
(M) PTE Ltd
SPAIN JClavell

recording

any length from 15cm to 25m and

engineer Mike Skeet

are available in phono -to -phono,

SWEDEN Hi Fi Art

has added two Tascam

phono -to SCART ( audio only) and

TAIWAN Pat-Yuing Co. Ltd

DA- Pl

phonoto-DIN configuration. Cables

THAILAND Kang Yong Co. Ltd.

his

are priced per pair by adding a

UNITED KINGDOM Rogers

line-up,

standard stereo connection charge of

replacing much bulkier

£20 to the cable cost of 50p per

plassical

portable

recorders

DAT

to

equipment

to be released on the Steam

stereo centimetre ( to the nearest

Train label. These direct- to-

whole 5cm). Also available is Black

digital recordings

use two

Velvet

Centre, using one of the DA-

B&K 4006 omnidirectional

phono

Pis for the third in his series

condenser mies in a wind-

connection charge of £ 65. Contact

of steam railway CDs, soon

shielded dummy head set-up.

Apollo Cables on 01920 822095.

full-size

studio

Skeet

seen

is

machines.

here

Buckinghamshire

at

the

Railway

Pro,

using

plugs,

Neutrik

with

a

stereo

follows MCE's agreements with

right,

Birmingham Cable, TeleWest and

selected

for

Bell Cablemedia.

'Innovations 96' at the Las
Vegas

Winter

Consumer

RUSS

I

Electronics Show in January.

ANDREWS

Turntable

Accessories ( RATA) now has a

I

PTE Ltd.

Profi

ARCAM's Xeta 2 A/V processor,
was

International ( UK) Ltd.
VIETNAM W Kee Hong ( M)

For distribution
enquiries and dealer
information:

+44 181 640 2172

Freephone number for orders and

Rogers International UK Ltd.,

new black music shows in April.

mid units and retails at £ 129.99.

enquiries. For a free copy of Russ

Harman Audio. 0181 207 5050.

Andrews' Audiophile Component

310 Commonside East,

Chris Goldfinger's ' Dancehall Nite'
will cover reggae. ragga and dub.

MISSION has been chosen as

Catalogue, call 0800 373467.

and ' One in the Jungle features

overall ' Winning Business' from

WHARFEDALE says sales of its

CR4 1HX

top jungle Ws. Meanwhile, John

a field

Valdus 100 bookshelf speaker

winners by business publisher

fax: +44 181 685 9496

Peel moves from Friday evening
to 8pm Sunday and The Radio

Commerce Communications.

reduced the price from £ 89.95 to

One Rock Show ' takes a break'.

MUSIC CHOICE Europe will send

£79.95.

JBL has added a new centre -

digital music channels to up to

tweeter enhances performance.

channel loudspeaker. The TLX 103

225,000 more homes through a

WOODSIDE Sound Engineering

combines

further deal with cable TV provider

has moved to Ivy House Farm,

Comcast, for the Cleveland and

Wolvershill, Banwell, Avon BS24

Darlington franchise areas. This

3LB. Tel and fax 01934 820634.

BBC RADIO ONE starts two

composite

a

10mm

tweeter

titaniumwith

two

100mm polymer- laminate bass/
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of

180

1995

award -

'exceeded expectations', and has
A

redesigned

dome

Mitcham, Surrey,

E-MAIL:gloots@rogerinter.win-uk.net

I3

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TW1 2EB

The Highly acclaimed
Monitor Audio Studio
20SE.
Try them for yourself
with aselection of the
follovsiing equipment
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio
Research, Apogee, Alphason, Atacama, Audio
Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W, B&O, Beyer, Bose,
Classe, Copland, Cable, Talk, Chord Company, Castle
Denon, Dual, Jecklin Float, Jadis, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Micromega,
Mitsubishi, Musicwave, Mission, Martin Logan, Monitor
Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Pioneer, Project, Quad, QED,
Ratel, Sony, Sonus Faber, Sound Style, Stands Unique,
Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Tborens, Tannoy, TDI, Totem,
Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul, Yamaha.
OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
Opening Times
Mon- Sat 10am-5.30pm.
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, MI, M4
and the A205 South Circular Road. Our location is on
the Twickenham side of the Richmond Bridge, in the
vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on
local parking please call.
The nearest tune and railway is Richmond and we are
about 15 minutes walking distance away. The area is
also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to status
and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Overseas Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competitively
on shionina.

technology
in Europe. In short, WC is claiming
that
copyright
in
George
Gershwin's music did not die in
1987, 50 years after his death. It
lives on, not just for the extra 20
years which the new law can give,
but until the middle of the next
century. Other publishers are now

George
Gershwin's
work swings
back into
copyright,
thanks to a
directive
from
Brussels and
aclever
interpretation

T

he companies backing high
density Digital Video Disc
have now changed the name
to Digital Versatile Disc, and set up
nine committees to iron out the
final details. The name change
acknowledges that, in the early
stages at least, DVD is more likely
to fly as a multimedia computer
product, than as a replacement for
Laser Disc and asuperfi extension
of 16-bit audio CD.
The DVD group now has to
solve the thorny problem of patent
protection and licensing. Equally
tricky is the issue of copy
protection.
Before they release movies on
DVD, the Hollywood studios want
to see some kind of system in place
to stop people copying high quality
material on to disc or tape, or
sending it through the Internet.
One of the nine committes now has
to agree on technology that will
block both digital and analogue
copying. Then it has to persaude
governments round the world to
pass laws which make it illegal to
sell hardware without the copyprotection circuit, or te sell
equipment which defeats the
protection system.
In Europe, legislation will be
driven by the EC in Brussels, with a
Directive that tells national
governments what laws to pass.
And this is where things can so
easily go wrong, especially if
legislation is rushed. A wellintentioned Directive can have
completely unforeseen effects. We
are already seeing this with the
recent legislation on EMC and CE
safety marking. Now extraordinary
side-effects are flowing from the EC
Directive which extends music
copyright protection in Europe to
70 years after death of the author or
composer.
Warner
Chappell,
which
published the Gershwin brothers'
music, are making aclaim which —
if it goes unchallenged or stands up
in court — will change the face of
music performance and recording
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likely to mount similar claims. If
successful these claims will load the
price of CDs.
As explained in a previous
column [July ' 95], an EC Directive
(93/98/EC, ' Harmonising the term
of protection of copyright') told all
European countries to give 70-year
copyright protection, instead of the
50 years given by most. National
governments were supposed to pass
the necessary laws by 1July 1995.
The UK missed the deadline,
planned for 1November and then
rescheduled for 1January 1996.
Thanks to aEuropean court case
(involving Phil Collins), if anything
is still in copyright in one European
country, the new 70 year Directive
puts it back into copyright
throughout the rest of Europe.
Germany has already been giving
70 years, so a lot of music now
comes back into British copyright.
The DTI, the government
department
reponsible
for
copyright, said before Christmas

The Gershwin brothers with Fred Astaire (left)
in 1937. Tunes with lyrics by Ira (right) could
now stay in copyright until 2053!

that the new law would not alter
what the EC Directive says on
'reciprocity'. Music from a country
outside the Community only gets
the same copyright life as that
country gives music from Europe.
The US has not yet given life plus
70 years. So you would not expect
American composers to get 70 years
in Europe. But Warner Chappell
sees things differently, and has set
up aspecial department just to deal
with ` Gershwin
Copyright
Enquiries'.
George Gershwin's music is one
of the biggest copyright earners of
all time. He was as American as
Apple Pie and died in 1937. But

anyone now using George's tunes
on a recording can expect a
standard letter ` to avoid any
misunderstanding'. There are two
prongs to the argument.
Prong one is that George's
brother Ira died in 1983, so his
words are still in copyright. When
first published by Chappell and
others, the Gershwins' sheet music
often clearly stated, ' Music by
George Gershwin, Lyrics by Ira
Gershwin'. But WC now reckons
this designation was incorrect, and
the songs were ' collaborative
works'; George and Ira jointly wrote
the words and music. So copyright
is joint. So George's music stays in
copyright along with Ira's lyrics. So
says WC.
Prong two is that the Gershwin
material benefits from the European
Directive,
even though the
Gershwins were American and
•America gives less than 70 years.
Put the two prongs together and
George Gershwin's song music
comes out of the public domain,
and back into copyright until 70
years after Ira's death. That works
out at the year 2053, which is a
hundred and sixteen years after
George's death.
Nice work if you are the
publisher, but not so nice if you are
recording aCD. Arrangers miss out
too, because they get a royalty if
they re-work non-coyright music.
And as one musician reminded:
'Jazz soloists who play a Gershwin
melody for one minute and then
improvise for 14 minutes will now
continue to generate 15 minutes
worth of royalties for the Gershwin
estate'.
Ibought acopy of Dave Grusin's
Gershwin Collection CD. The
accompanying booklet reproduces
some of the original sheet music.
The Music by George/Lyrics by Ira
are very plain to see. Puzzled, I
contacted Andrew Gummer, the
lawyer with Warner Chappell in
London who is handling enquiries.
'I do not suppose they (George and
Ira) considered the relevance of the
original Music by/Words by tag' he
suggests.
But did Chappells ever change
any of the Music by/Lyrics by tags
during the lifetime of either George
or Ira? Did Chappells make any
attempt to discuss this matter with
Ira Gershwin before he died? Did
Ira sign any affidavits?
Apparently not. Nevertheless WC
threatens to ' enforce their rights
vigorously with immediate effect'.
Is this what the Euro -legislators
intended? Either way it is awarning
on what may happen if the same
suits in Brussels draft aDirective on
copy-protection.
Barry Fox
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±3dB toleranced frequency range
encompassing 35Hz to 20kHz.

EF bursts into 1996 with
renewed vitality and vigour.
Despite some potentially
unsettling changes over the past few
years, the company has relaunched
the Q series and has managed to
knock out a handful of award
winning budget models. KEF has
also created an entirely new top-ofthe- range Reference Series, the
largest of which is reviewed here.
The circa-£ 3000 Reference Four
is the brainchild of long-established
KEF speaker engineer Enrico
Cecconi (with KEF 17 years), and
is intended to encapsulate the best
of
the
company's
renowned
engineering strengths — neutrality,
consistency and high technical
performance. Rumour has it that
sound quality per se has also been
accorded rather more importance
than in the past, resulting in speakers
evaluated by humans and not just
computers.

KEF speaker
engineer Enrico
Cecconi, who
headed the design
team for the
Reference Series

S

Specifications include a4 ohm 'fairly
kind' loading for the amplifier, ahigh
92dB sensitivity (for 2.83V or an « 8
ohm watt') and a wide range for
operating power, from 50 to 400W per
channel ('4 ohm' amplifier ratings) of
unclipped peak programme.
This is abig speaker and it looks
impressive even in my largest listening
room; small rooms would be dwarfed
by it, nor would the bass blossom fully
in asmall space. The curvaceous grilles
hide the drive units, but Ifelt they
made
the
speakers
look
too
upholstered and top-heavy; Icame to
prefer their looks with the grilles
discarded. Incidentally, the system is
magnencally shielded for AV use.

TECHNOLOGY
In
a KEF context —
evolutionary
rather
than
revolutionary — the Reference

Enrico sees the design computers
as tools which have helped him
create an essentially accurate high
performance speaker, one where
subtleties of voicing and inner
balance are still best judged by
experienced ears. Detailed listening
to prototypes indicated that some
long established KEF precepts had
to be discarded.
For example, the larger size of
Uni -Q tweeter was felt to sound
more musical with a cloth rather
than a plastic dome and this was
chosen despite a lack of good
measured data to back the decision.
Also questioned was the company
belief that alow-frequency equaliser
of non- audiophile quality in the
signal path would have no significant
audible effect on fidelity. Reviewers
disagreed over this, as far back as the
R104/2. With the Reference Model
Four, there is no need or provision
for a KUBE-type equaliser.
The KEF team is serious about
the Reference Four. It's not just
another big speaker to them —
they've worked hard to make it
something special and have gone that
extra mile to position it in the
company of audiophile brands such
as Thiel. In context the Reference
Four seems surprisingly inexpensive,
for example in black ash veneer a
pair will set you back about £ 3000
and there are no hidden extras. The
review pair were supplied in genuine
Santos
Rosewood
and
cost
approximately £ 3800. Standing tall
at
1.3m high with spikes, each
speaker measures afairly slim 0.3m
wide by 0.39m deep. At 49kg
(1081b) they are also seriously heavy,
so you won't be moving them about
much once installed. Described as a
four-way system, the Reference Four
uses six drivers, and has a nominal
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Four can be seen as adevelopment
of its R105/3 to produce a larger
power capacity and a greater low
frequency extension. In fact it is also
intended to match the low end of
the larger (now discontinued) R107.
There's nothing half-hearted about
this speaker, which is founded on the
bass section, acritically-tuned bandpass
design with additional porting between
the rear chambers and the central
summation chamber. The latter vents
to the outside world via a massive
12cm vestigial duct. Worked hard, this
can blow up a storm but doesn't
betray itself with any odd or unmusical
noises.
Two 250mm polypropylene-coned
bass units drive the bandpass,
equivalent to a 380mm ( 15in)
woofer, while the substantial gain in
acoustic power obtained from the
bandpass technique is well known
and is in the range 3-5dB. Make no
mistake, this is avery powerful bass

KEF's Reference Series
has reached new heights with its
latest flagship design, the Model
Four loudspeaker
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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LOUDSPEAKERS
design indeed. Spurious vibration is
effectively controlled by operating
the drivers in opposition, firmly
linked by a force- cancelling beam
formed in extruded aluminium alloy.
To maintain the high power
handling envelope, the upper bass to
lower midrange region is reproduced
by two 170mm polyprop cone
drivers operating in parallel, 160Hz
to 500Hz, each allocated it's own
few litres of sealed chamber. At the
top of the tree comes KEF's pride
and joy, the patented UNI -Q
concentric driver, a 170mm polypropylene midrange with an integral
25mm soft dome tweeter, now a
damped fabric type energised by a
high strength neodymium ' button'
magnet. Placed on the 39mm pole
face of the larger driver, the tweeter
is set in time registration with the
midrange, making crossover design
abreeze, and guaranteeing excellent
directional characteristics and low
phase shifts.
The bass drivers are hidden inside,
while the visible 170mm units are
set in avertical line with the UNIQ at the top. As such the treble axis
is set above normal seated head
height, and in fact the design
accounts for this; the reference
calibration is made at 15° off-axis to
home in on the listener and give a
more representative picture of the
forward energy output.
The crossover is substantially
simpler than for earlier designs and
is no longer compensated to a
nominal
4 ohms.
There's a
conjugation for the natural upper
impedance peaks of the low
frequency bandpass. Without this the
low pass section of the electrical
crossover wouldn't operate correctly.
The crossovers are nominally
24dB/oct acoustic and are set at
160Hz, 500Hz and 2.8kHz. Thus
the bandpass system is effective over
awide 35Hz to 160Hz range, nearly
2.5 octaves.
While the cabinet is constructed
of top-grade MDF and extensively
braced, the front baffle section is
moulded
in
a low- resonance
structural grade of reinforced
polypropylene.

SOUND QUALITY
I had no idea what to expect.
Previous experiences with the R105/3 [
HFNIRR, July ' 90] had been
good, but Iwas almost indifferent to
the computer-optimised charms of
the later and smaller R103/4
[HFNIRR, Sept ' 93].
Would the Reference Four be
open-ended as far as supporting
equipment was concerned, or would
it set alimit to system performance?
Would it be marred by signatures
identifiable with more exotic aspects
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of its design, for example the UNIQ arrangement or the bandpass bass?
Ineedn't have worried. During the
running- in period ( 50 hours- plus,
including KEF's contribution) the
Reference Fours steadily settled in
to a point where they achieved a
cohesive and unified performance.
There were no obvious indications
of electroacoustic machinery at work
and Icould damp down my mental
analysis of the engineering aspects of
sound quality and let the programme
communicate.
On hand Ihad aKrell KSA-200S,
aConrad-Johnson MV55, Meridian
605, Naim NAP250 and Musical
Fidelity A1000 amplifiers controlled
via a Conrad-Johnson PV12 and
Audio Research LS22. Sources
included the Linn LP12/Lingo with
aNaim Aro and Koetsu Rosewood

It never ran
out of
headroom...
in fact it'll
play loud
throughout
the range,
holding on
well to its
fundamental
inner balance,
one which is
recognisably
truthful to the
programme
input

Signature II ( the van den Hul
Grasshopper being on loan to
another reviewer) a Krell KPS20i/1
and KPS30i. Cables included a
selection from Siltech as well as The
First and The Revelation from van
den Hul.
Early on in
the listening,
equipment trials showed that the
Reference Four had real potential.
Even the most substantial items in
the high- end line-up were by no
means wasted on it.
For example, the bass started off
sounding seriously good, but just how
good you can't begin to appreciate
until the likes of the KAS 200S is
on line. This speaker thrived on
dynamic, extended, current capable
bass drive, sounding faster, more
even and with more reach, and with
adegree of slam and overall dynamic
range associated with the best at two
or three times the price.
Icould not crack the Reference
Four in the bass. It never ran out of
headroom or distorted audibly. It
didn't go thin and hard when played
very, very loud — in fact it'll play
loud throughout the range, holding
on well to its fundamental inner
balance, one which is recognisably
truthful to the programme input.
There was no hype to the Four, no
false emphasis to cover aproblem or
create an effect. The ingredients were
good enough for the whole to blend
in aseamless manner, to produce a
sound that didn't rob the cellos of
weight nor tip up tenors towards the
counter tenor; it didn't crack too
hard on rim shots nor grate on
programme with arough high range.
For a very big speaker the
Reference Four focused very well,
and improved still further if you can
give it some space. Depth was rated
good to good-plus, and while its
transparency was not quite in the
Apogee, Martin Logan or Wilson
class, it was impressive nonetheless.
Stage width was very good while
perspectives were stable and well
layered; lead vocals were correctly
presented, neither too close nor
too distant. Low level detail was
satisfyingly good and the speaker did
well in reproducing the sense of
scale and reverberance in superior
recordings.
A particular strength of this design
was its ability to mix analogue and
digital sources, doing full justice to
both. Likewise it could produce a
huge sound on cathedral organ, then
sound intimate and exciting on a
string quartet, and yet deliver apile
driving acoustic on heavy rock.
Vocals were particularly good,
somehow
sounding
unfettered
despite a touch of plastic cone
`nasality' and a touch of ' box'
character in the lower midrange
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Morclaunt-Short

Reach for
In January 1996 WHAT HI-FI? reviewed
the new Mordaunt-Short MS 10i loudspeaker

WHAT liFFI?
"Plenty of pace, lucid and expressive, well extended bass."
"Small but punchy: rockers in small rooms will love their
attack, jazz and classical fans their open, detailed sound."
"These are superbly balanced speakers capable of thrilling
and enchanting in equal measure."
We think they liked them!
Maybe it was our new, anodised aluminium
gold dome tweeter which raises the first breakup mode of the tweeter dome beyond audibility,
resulting in asweeter, more detailed, more open
treble. Or it could have been the new MCS
Technology cone and surround, precision
profiled to improve transient attack and
termination characteristics, resulting in better
midband performance. Possibly they liked the
new, braced cabinet construction which
improves the bass.
Whatever it was you'll find similar attention to
detail in all loudspeakers from Mordaunt-Short,
where engineering with apurpose and alove
of music still mean something.
For your FREE copy of this review and aFREE
Mordaunt-Short literature pack, including details
of the new Music Series i, the new Performance
loudspeakers and our new range of Home
Entertainment loudspeakers, CALL NOW on
0374 506550 (24 hours)
Calls charged at national rate.

For those ol you who are ma aware, alive star rating is
the highest awarded or aFirst Test in WHAT HI- Fl?
and means a' bogglingly brilliant bargain'

LOUDSPEAKERS
This speaker
had a degree
of slam
and overall
dynamic range
associated
with the
best at two
or three times
the price

Two pairs of goldplated terminals
allow bi-wiring, the
drive divided between
the bass and
mid/treble sections

range. Like the almost legendary
BBC LS3/5A, it has awell balanced,
expressive and articulate midband
transcending minor colorations.
With the new tweeter, KEF has at
last joined the mainstream. At its
best the treble was unobtrusive, well

system of this size

Sensitivity was

using a concentric

close to target at

mid/treble unit.

a high 9I.5dBW,

The minor
variation above

noting that this is
for a 2.83V '8

6kHz could be

ohm wart',

seen to be resolved

predecessors.
In the room you could hear the
smooth energy response thanks to
UNI Q. Off- axis it sounded in
character, while the energy balance
in the upper range is not as ' open'
or as crisp as those designs with
direct radiator type tweeters.
The Reference Four is, however,
better in this respect than previous
examples, and it can even be argued
that the KEF approach is technically
correct and that we have just become

actually 211" into

in the family of

this nominally 4

off-axis responses

ohm system.

and there's only

conditioned to the sound of the
direct radiation type.
In practice, the difference between
the room sound of alow diffraction
direct radiator such as aWilson and
this KEF isn't all that great and you
adjust quite quickly. Iwas reminded
of the sound of Quad ESL63
Electrostatics, which also have
optimised directivity thanks to
concentric design. Nonetheless one
might wish to leave the room
furnishing set to make the acoustic

sustained by the

below this point

amplifier was 3.5

due to the high
order bandpass
design. In room,

a little ' brighter' than for some
traditional speakers.
This is the most dynamic KEF yet,
and with its full but fast bass and
generally good timing it holds the
listener's interest well. While not as
obviously crisp and open as, say, an
NHT 303, it counters criticism with
superior smoothness and a more
accurate inner balance, aneutral tonality
that doesn't draw attention to itself.
In my room the bass was solid to
30Hz and I felt no need for

it was an

If

8 ohm

design the

one word for this
result — excellent.

sensitivity would

The entire set of

be 88.5dBIW.)

off-axis curves sat

The sensitivity

within + 1.5dB

was not unduly

limits right up to

compromised by

12kHz [Fig 2].

the impedance —

Bass extended

at its worst, the

to 30Hz, - 6dB,

lowest load to be

falling rapidly

ohms while the
low frequency
only quite even

bass was
perceptible to a

but also low in

little below 30Hz,

reactive content.

virtually into

Taken overall the

subwoofer

load value was

territory. You

5-6 ohms and

would need a very

more suited to

big subwoofer to

powerful solid

complement the

state amplifier

dynamic
capabilities of the
Reference Four in

region was not

designs, though
the more powerful
valve amps will

the bass and
personally Ididn't

also deal with the

feel the need.

4 ohm tapped

Reference Four.
Its power

Fig I. KEF Reference Model Four: frequency
response on axis at ¡ ni, with LF newfield
correction (dashed line)

Fig 2. KEF Reference Model Four: response
felinity at 2m, axial (solid trace), 15°
vertically off-axis (dotted), 30° laterally offaxis (short dash), 45° lateral (long dash)

Fig 3. KEF Reference Model Four: room
averaged reponse (top), impedance versus
frequency (bottom), zero ohm base hue,
2ohmsldiv

Energy/time
curve (ETC)

rating of 400W is

results were clean,

'4 ohms' and

a millisecond

distortion tests for

sufficing for 45dB

the equivalent of

of decay. On the

or energy steps;

due to a room

200W peak
programme, 8

10dedivision

the rolloff above

mode but fine

waterfall [Fig 4]

8kHz was a

tuning of the

ohms, showed

you can see good

natural result of

placement would

CONCLUSION

that this speaker

clearing at the top

finite tweeter size

generally deal with

KEF can rightfully claim the title

remained in

of the graph while

this. In-room, my

'Reference' for the Model Four. This
description holds true for anumber
of areas — low coloration, bandpass

control at this

the longer term

and increasing
room absorption at

level. The low

delay still looked

the higher

the -3dB point

frequency range

good and rated

frequencies. The

relative to the mid

was free front

well above

bass lift of about

was 28Hz, afine

chuffing,

4dB at 45Hz was

result.

knocking or

average.
Finally, the

audible distortion

RAR (room

even on 50W of

averaged response)

pure sinewave.

showed very good

Even at 33Hz

matching to a real

clean sinewave

room. There was

output was

no perceptible

low frequency design, high power and
loudness ability, especially in the bass,
and in the sheer scale and precision
of its stereo. Building on the dynamic
and rhythmic strengths of the older
R105/3, the Reference Four is KEF's
best yet, showing that musicality and
aneutral balance can result from the
high tech and deeply researched
designs that KEF is so famous for.
The Reference Four provides
SUPPLIER

LAB REPORT

integrated, clean and low in grain,
noticeably purer and sweeter than its

subwoofer assistance.

KEF Audio UK
Ltd, Eccleston
Road, Tovil,
Maidstone,
Kent MEI5 6QP
Tel: 01622
672 261

KEF REFERENCE MODEL FOUR

musical entertainment on a grand
scale and is well nigh unbreakable.
Despite this substantial muscle it is
also believably subtle, naturally vital
on vocals and is smoothly integrated.
This speaker is aconspicuous success
and represents great value.
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possible at over

`floor dip' in the

105dB.
On the

low nzid, the
energy balance

designed axis the

near perfect from

frequency response

60Hz to 6kHz,
+2. 5dB. There

was very flat,
20kHz [Fig 1
.
1,

were no
undesirable

remarkable for a

crossover notches

+2dB 40Hz to

Fig 4. KEF Reference Model Four: MLSSA
waterfall of energy decay, 0.2ms rise tillle

Test results

measurement for

KEF Reference Model Four

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1300x300x390
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-200W
Recommended placement
free space
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
35Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
30Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
28Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
91.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
113dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.5/5 ohms/fairly good
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £3000
(in rosewood)
£3800
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history. He had worked for B&O
where he wrote his thesis in digital
signal procesing (DSP), and later for
Philips, where he worked on
its range of no-nonsense classically advanced product concepts, and as
styled valve and solid state elect- a member of a small MPEG team
ronics that tread the sensible side of whose task was tying together DSP
the
line separating high-class
and psycho- acoustics to produce
commercial hi-fi from the outright better
sound
at
ever
more
loony fringe. It has taken Copland a improbably low bit rates.
long time to wheel out its first digital
product; not due to any philosophical TECHNOLOGY
dislike of digits, though Copland does
The CDA288 is built and finished
admit to healthy scepticism.
to the usual Copland high standards,
The main reason for delay was
and has avery low control count,
that Copland's founder and leader- thanks largely to a combined twistcum-design guru, Ole Willer, has and-push control ( sourced from
always been an analogue- first man Tandberg) to initiate play and select
by training and by inclination. A new tracks. On the back there are Toslink
designer would be needed. Copland
optical and S/PDIF electrical
was determined to avoid introducing outputs, and the tricky features
'just another CD player'!
(including a display switch) have
orn in Denmark and bred in
rural Sweden, Copland is a
deeply conservative company
with high tech trappings, notable for

And so it was that news of the
£1800 CDA288 landed concurrently
on my desk with the news that it had
been designed by one Morten
Simonsen, who has recently joined
the firm. I spoke to him shortly
before putting this review to bed,
and discovered that not only was he
a long standing personal friend of
Ole, he has a more than
routinely distinguished

:

Copland's
founder and
leader-cumdesign guru,
Ole Miller,
has always
been an
analogue-first
man by
training and by
inclination...
and at
all costs,
Copland was
determined
to avoid
introducing
'just another
CD player'!

been relegated to the remote control.
The design was based partly
on a wide-ranging evaluation of
mechanisms, DACs and digital
filters. The digital filters had to
measure
up
to
a
laboratory

ece„„ette.,,re

prototype filter designed using DSP
techniques by Morten .
The final configuration uses an
8-times oversampling filter followed
by a Copland- designed linear
interpolation stage, in effect raising
the sampling rate to 16-times. Dual
20- bit converters are used in a
'time-averaging' configuration [ see
Paul Miller's lab report, right].
This
avoids
the
preferential
reduction of even- order harmonics
which results when two DACs are
used in adifferential configuration,
and so gives a more consistent
harmonic distortion spectrum,
perhaps closer to that of a valve
circuit. The transport is a TEAC
VRDS mechanism, supplied by its
own secondary winding on the
mains transformer.
The design uses quite alot of inhouse' electronics, especially the
distinctive upsampling stage after
th t iigital filter, and the whole of
the sophisticated analogue stage.
Current- to-voltage conversion, the
reconstruction filter and output stage
employ discrete components in afully
complementary cross- coupled 100%
Cla‘ A topology which is said
to be free from slew-rate
distortion. As with
many contemporary
designs, jitter reduction
is apriority, and the
latch clock signal that
informs the D'A
converter when to
convert the signal is

1fÍKING FLAGSHIP
Copland's first CD player is intended to
sound as sweet as the tube amps for
which the company is famous
by ALVIN GOLD
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CD PLAYERS
reclocked, partly to avoid what
Copland describes as the usual overdependency on the oversampling
filter, and also because experiment
had shown that the shape of the
reconstructed analogue waveform was
optimised this way. To restate this in
something approaching English, it
was the effect of the jitter on the
analogue output that was minimised,
rather than the magnitude of the
jitter in the digital domain.
The whittling- down evaluation
process for a digital filter led to a
clear sonic preference for the PMD100 from Pacific Microsonics,
which also happens to be HDCD
compatible. And so it is that the
Copland turns out to be fully
HDCD (High Definition Compatible
Digital) compatible.

SOUND QUALITY
Two test systems were used on this
occasion;
one
based
on
an
Electrocompaniet EC l-2 integrated
amplifier and Spendor SP3/1
compact speakers, the other a
Musical Fidelity E200/E300 driving
Definitive Technology BP2000 floor
standing
speakers,
with
legs
provided by Mana Acoustics.
In both cases, a Wadia 23
(£2950) single box CD
player acted as the
main comparison.
Let's make it clear
straight away:
the Copland is
not in the Wadia
23's class; considering the price
difference, this should
not come as asurprise. At least
with some of what has come to be
known as the high end, you really
do get what you pay for. The Wadia
has asublime ability to carry the day
with any material, irrespective of how
densely orchestrated or difficult —
and there were times when Ifound
it possible to hear deeper into the
music on some pieces that the
Copland skated over.
One particularly striking example
of the differences between them
was highlighted in atrack from the
Roger Waters Amused To Death
album ( recorded in Q- Sound)
called ' Perfect Sense Part I', in
which although the main speakers
subtended an angle of less than 60°
at the listening seat, the spoken
intro is placed directly left of the
listening seat, and apiano appears
on the right, giving a near 180°
spread. Both players were capable
of reproducing this directional
information unambiguously, but
the Wadia did so with greater focus
and stability (Iwas very careful to
maintain aprecise listening position
for this test). To keep matters in
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perspective, less costly players I
had on hand reproduced the same
piece with less sense of light and
dark and with a reduced image
scale.
As an HDCD virgin ( Ihad the
discs; this was my first player) Iwas
particularly keen to discover how

COPLAND CDA288

LAB REPORT
The CDA288 uses
aTEAC VRDS
mechanism with a
standard TEACsourced servo and
digital output
well this feature worked. Iused the
1
. B, but power
Reference Recordings' Sampler Vol
Fig I. Copland CDA288: spuriae (to
supplies and
2, which includes a number of
100kHz) from kHz tone at - 70dB (3dBldiv)
'analogue' board
HDCD/non-HDCD comparisons,
are of Copland's
which did indeed appear to favour
own design. The
HDCD. But this was no night and
latter utilises an
day comparison, and sometimes the
HDCD 8-times
differences were lost in the static.
oversampling filter,
My listening notes made the first
together with a
time the disc was played described
pair of Burr
a ' more focused' stereo image and
Brown's PCM63P
a smoother, more progressive,
Fig 2. Copland CDA288: spuriae (to
DACs per
organic quality in aHDCD version
10kHz) from ¡ kHz at -90dB (8dBldiv)
channel.
of ` Moonglow' ( from the Age of
Interestingly, these
Swing). Ialso noted a suggestion
are not run in
of reduced clutter during the
differential mode,
powerful climax of the choral work
but are staggered,
Nelhybel Trittico.
with one DAC
At other times, Iwas unable to
delayed by onemake definitive judgements, and at
best HDCD seems to me to be a half of the 8-times
oversample period.
marginal improvement, not in any
Fig 3. Copland CDA288: intennodulation,
Summing the
way comparable, for example, to
19kHz120kHz tones at - 10dB (12dBldiv)
output
of
both
the improvements available from
DACs confers
96kHz S-DAT. Of course, there is
distortion. But the
level of ultrasonic
some of the
a long way to go from these
key to the player's
requantisation noise.
benefits of 16-times
necessarily
sound lies in
This is clear enough
oversampling, but
equivocal
Copland's
from Fig I, which
without the
observations about
engineering of its
also demonstrates
uniform
a handful of discs
high-level
the player's effective
suppression of all
on a single CD
distortion.
handling of dithered
even order
player to adefinitive
Apparently in
signals. Though the
distortions which
assessment of awhole
an effort to
signal-to-noise ratio
would be achieved
technology, but I did
emulate atriode
has been
by differential
• feel slightly let down. Ah
output stage, THD
compromised, this
operation.
well,
roll
on
24only returns to
has the beneficial
Ordinarily, a
bit/96kHz digital coding.
what might be
effect of burying the
pair of PCM63Ps
called 'normality'
+12dB (or so) of
would realise an
CONCLUSION
for the PCM63P
noise modulation
A-wtd signal-toThis leaves the question of how the
converter at signal
customarily suffered
noise ratio in
Copland performs with ordinary
levels below about
by the PCM63s.
excess of ¡ 10dB.
CDs, and the results here are
-25dB. Distortion
Low-level linearity
The HDCD filter
excellent. Although not as clinically
below -40dB is
brings this down to
is also very good
accurate as some CD players, one
primarily noise
indeed, the -90dB
around 98dB and,
of the real strengths of this player
rather than discrete
'kHz signal [Fig 2]
through noiseis that it sparkles with personality.
harmonics but at
being recovered free
shaping, results in
The music it reproduces seems
OdB it ranges from
of harmonic
arelatively high
realistically complex and subtly
0.9 to 0.2 per cent
shaded, both dynamically and
(200-300 times
Test results
Copland CDA288
tonally. The bass end could never
that expected!) and
1kHz 20kHz
20Hz
be accused of the dry sterility
0.1
0,1
Channel balance ,dB)
0.1
anomalously, is
sometimes apparent with CD, and
99
92
Stereo separation LdB) 100
some 10dB higher
Distortion
the treble blends a digital clarity
-56
54 -41
THD at OdB
on the left channel
with aquality that for most of the
-63
THD at - 10dB
-37/-39
THD at -70dB
than the right
time is aquintessentially analogue-57
intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
between OdB and
like freedom from glare.
-68
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
Frequency response
-20dB.
The punch line? This is a
0 -0.2
Left (
dB)
0.1
Showing that
distinguished first player, and
0 -0.1
Right (
dB) -0.1
De-emphasis
this is not simply a
furthermore, as apackage, it is also
5kHz 16kHz
(error in dB) at
lkHz
peak-level
0 -0.1
realistically priced.
L/R
1.9dB
Relative Output level
overload, the high
SUPPLIER
160 ohms
Output impedance
distortion is equally
(dB) < 105
Spuriae to 100kHz
Absolute Sounds Lui,
Track access Ito track 99)
2.5 secs
evident at - 10dB
58 Durham Road,
optical and coax
Digital output
[Fig 3].
430x176x375
Dimensions , whd, mm)
London SW20 ODE.
£1800
Typical price ( inc VAT)
Tel: 0181 947 5047
Paul Miller
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lassroom doodling, playing the
Lottery — whatever forms of
daydreaming take your fancy,
there are some fantasies you're too
realistic to entertain. And not just
because Ferrari has already signed
this year's drivers. Imean: who'd've
thought that Dan D'Agostino would
even consider releasing an integrated
amplifier? Just uttering the phrase
'Krell Integrated Amp' is almost
heretical, and you expect lightning
bolts from Connecticut to strike you
down. But here it is in front of me,
representing the new 'entry level' for
one of the most prestigious makes in
all of hi fi- dom. And it more than
hints at new directions for the doyen
of powerhouse amp builders.
We should have seen it coming.
Were there not clues in the move
toward a comprehensive home
theatre system, the modular fivechannel amplifier, the forthcoming
pre- amp with on-board surround
facilities, the ever- increasinglysophisticated remote control facilities?
It's all addressed in — to give it its
full title — the KAV-300i Remote
Control Integrated Amplifier. It
wears the new look, with rounded
fascia edges and chamfered accents,
press buttons replacing rotaries, a
balanced input, operation via a
remote control that works other Krell
components. And the ` KAV' stands
for ` Krell Audio Video'. What it
doesn't share with its siblings are
dimensions requiring a housing

change, or aprice tag approachable
only coke dealers and rock stars.
No, it's not exactly cheap at
£2490, but you do get alot for the
money... and aproduct wearing the
hallowed ' IC in acircle. Now that I
think of it, the new logo looks like
the brand on asteer's hindquarter.
Head 'em up, move 'em out, and all
that. The baby KAV measures
475x387x92mm (wdh), compact yet
impressive enough because of the
Krell house style. Think sinister,
think domineering, think whatever
you like: the KAV-300i looks serious.
Then you lift it; 11.4kg is an awful
lot for an integrated amplifier, even
one which delivers 150W/ch into 8
ohms or 300W (yes, three big ones)
into 4 ohms.
No, this is not a finger-singeing
Krell but apartial Class A design. The
KAV-300i is based on traditional Krell
designs, made from no-compromise
parts
selection,
bomb-proof
construction and wide-bandwidth,
fully discrete, complementary circuitry.
And it is pure Class A up to the driver
stage. The switching is purely digital
and isolated from the 100% dualmono signal path. Volume is
accomplished via a precision twochannel electronic gain control, and
the unit accepts three single-ended
and one balanced input, plus tape.
(Note: the review sample arrived two
weeks before the CE regulations came
into effect. It sported gold-plated
phono and pro-grade XLR socketry,

Who'd've
thought that
Dan D'Agostino
would even
consider
releasing an
integrated
amplifier? Just
uttering the
phrase ' Krell
Integrated Amp'
is almost
heretical, and
you expect
lightning bolts
from
Connecticut to
strike you down

an IEC mains input and speaker
binding posts which accept banana
plugs. Units in the shops after
publication may differ from the review
sample.)
Styled and sized like current Krell
pre-amps, the KAV-300i wears arow
of short-throw press-buttons across
its front panel, and you'll rarely use
them once you've gotten past the
nasty feel of the all- plastic remote
controller. (As was pointed out to
me by arather defensive distributor,
the all-metal remote controls familiar
to past Krell owners cost around
10% of the price of an entire KAV300i and are therefore believed to be
too costly to supply with a sub£2500 unit.) At the extreme left is
the power standby button, the unit
remaining in warmed- up stand-by
mode when switched off by the
remote or the on-off button rather
than at the wall. The two lights
above it provide red for standby and
blue for operational. The blue light
also flashes when the unit is receiving
commands from the hand controller.
Next in line is the receptor for the
remote signals, followed by press
buttons for the source inputs and
tape, volume ' up' and volume 'down'
buttons and a row of red LEDs to
give avisual indication of level status.
Note that, although the volume
change is constant and in very fine
steps, there are only 11 LEDs; the
number suggests a familiarity with
the work of that great

KR
Finally giving in to the
demands for an
integrated amp, Krell
launches the KA V-3001

BY
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AMPLIFIERS
SUPPLIER
.wattage-hungry Extremas failing to
fluster the KAV-300i. And the amp
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Rd,
just adored Sonus Fabers. But how
London
could Iresist having alittle fun by
SW20 ODE
trying the Krell with the Sonus Faber
Tel: 0181-947
Concertinos
(
or
should
that
be
balance or level, the system reverting
5047
to the latter after five seconds of Concertini?) which cost just under a
control inactivity. Mute is available quarter of the price [see box].
Here's what Krell's first integrated
from the remote and, neatly, by
amplifier, wondrous ergonomics
pressing on the- active source's
button, a pretty clever touch for aside, can do for you: however much
minimising the number of buttons your upbringing tells you that a
product this dimensionally challenged
to avoid technofear. An LED
cannot possibly pump out power like
indicates mute-on status. The remote
its big brothers, the KAV-300i never
also operates other Krell products
betrays its single- chassis, highly
and, hurrah!, various Philips-based
condensed status. If this is Krell Lite,
CD players, like the Marantz CD12.
then think of it as all the sweetness
A cleverly disguised mute facility,
a remote control which might and none of the calories. It can, if

band, Spinal Tap. Accessible only
from
the
remote
is
balance
adjustment, in ldB increments; an
extra LED indicates when that same
row of 11 red LEDs indicates

happen to operate your non- Krell
CD player and adelightful dearth of
buttons aren't the only novelties on
offer; Krell has added another neat
feature which
reconfirms
the
company's commitment to home
theatre, even in their least expensive
amplification device. Supplied with
the KAV-300i is aspecial T-10 Tort
wrench to allow you to access a
switch inside the unit. It converts the
third single-ended input (labelled S3) into a unity gain stage for
'Theatre Throughput'. When S-3 is
selected in this mode, the KAV300i's volume and balance controls
are disabled, the control over levels
being transferred to the A/V
surround sound processor connected
to input S-3. The
KAV-300i also sports
apair of extra outputs

à

s.

nor yourselves by regarding the
purchase of aKAV-300i as any sort
of compromise. The only thing it
won't do is impress people who think
that a huge chassis is a sign of
amplifier excellence.
Once you get past the shock of so
much grunt for so little asacrifice in
shelf-space, you learn that the Krell
sings even more sweetly than its
Class A brethren. Was it deliberately
'voiced' to behave more politely than
its separates siblings? Maybe the
conditioning of matching like with
like affects designers, too, who might
assume that an integrated amp, even
an expensive one, will never be asked
to drive cost-no-object thoroughbreds.
So you make it less demanding, less
brutally revealing. But that's not the
case, because the Krell rose to the
high-end occasion. And Idon't mean
only with its penchant for bombast.
Mannered enough to cut the
mustard with the acoustic set, the
KAV-300i showed a delicate side
that had me and certain friends
nodding with admiration through
Bobby McFerrin, Keb' Mo', Big
Daddy and all manner of uncluttered
recordings,
unplugged
and

(1;

to allow it to be used
solely as apre-amplifier.
A tendency to assess like with like
almost cost me the experience of one
of the nicest pairings — however
unnatural — I've heard in hi-fi since
Ihooked up the Unison Research
Smart
845
to
the
Wilson
WATT/Puppy System V. Because
the Krell isn't exactly abudget item,
Icontemplated using it only with
speakers in the £ 1000 per-pair-andupward category, with a slight
dalliance with the Wilsons for alaugh.
It was immediately apparent that this
integrated amplifier suffered no lack
of power, even aquick bout with the
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so desired, perform like an animal,
and it did not clip into the Wilsons
nor the Extremas before my ears did.
Do not, Irepeat, do not insult either
your local high-end retailer nor Krell
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otherwise. Low level detail,
ambience,
soundstage
proportions,
image positioning
—
all
were
reproduced with
the kind of precision
which identifies the
larger Krell offerings,
making the KAV-300i
sound 'grown up'. Weird
choice of words, Iknow,
but integrated amps are like
children relative to the adult
posturings of separates ( and
their owners), so the sheer
competence and lack of compromise

Once you get
past the shock
of so much
grunt for so
little a
sacrifice in
shelf-space,
you learn that
the Krell sings
even more
sweetly than
its Class A
brethren

make this astand-out among singlechassis amplifiers. The midband
clarity, the transparency and transient
speed (both high and low frequency)
were nothing short of remarkable, with
dynamic swings that suggested
something even bigger at work.
Character? The Krell is so smooth
and, well, nice that it improves the
balance of the potentially wayward
Concertino,
enough
so
the
combination seems as perfect as gin
and tonic or Nick and Nora. Which
is why I'm so enamoured of the two
together. Even so, excess lushness
has been kept at bay, thus avoiding
accusations of inaccuracy or the
aforementioned desire to compensate
for lesser ancillaries. And the only
trait which needs attention in terms
of selecting the rest of asystem with
this Krell as its heart is a slight
tendency for the amp to sound thin
at the bottom, even with small-ish
•
speakers acting like high-pass filters.
But don't let that deter you for
even a millisecond. Not only is the
KAV-300i the perfect realisation of
afantasy many of us never expected
to materialise — aKrell that's nearly
affordable! — it's also aKrell that's
easy to house, easy to install and
easy to use. Oh, and even easier to
enjoy. It is, without any question,
one of those rare examples of HighEnd
for
Everyman,
exotic
amplification without the tears and
a dream come true for those with
budget constraints. Or, to put it
another way, it truly is a Krell in
miniature

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
Ihappily combined the Krell KAV-300i with the Sonus
Faber Concertinos. As a rule. Idon't have a problem
with such unholy mismatches, although the
like scenario

so

often

seems to

be

like with

forced

upon

reviewers. You lot seem to think its unforgivable if not
exactly perverse for a reviewer to try. say. £ 7000-worth
of Audio Research power with a pair of L53/5As. or
running a sub-£ 500 Trilogy pre-amp with a power amp
costing ten times that price. Why? Because we've been
conditioned to allocate portions of our budgets in
relatively

sensible' percentages, enough people

having been burned 15 years ago when some
geek said that a £ 1000 system should consist
of a Linn Sondek and a ghetto blaster. Anyway.
Icouldn't resist hooking up the Concertinos
to the KAV-300i and the result was bliss...
even though Iknow that this smallest of
Krells could probably do a decent job
with SLAMMs.
So let me reassure those with a
hankering for Krell that you really
don't have to match its £ 2500ish

ticket

amount

with

again

for

the

same

speakers.

Indeed, Ieven swapped the Marantz
CD12 for a CD63SE. to create the most
(financially) unbalanced system imaginable:
£2500 for the amplification, less than a grand for the
CD player and the speakers. But the results were, ye ,
again, pleasantly surprising...

Roksan's Xerxes X (or Xerxes 10)
celebrates ten years of high quality
British vinyl reproduction
by ALVIN GOLD

The original
Xerxes was
not
maintenance
free, and
installation
was a skilled
task for which
a stethoscope
was advised

I

twas with ajolt that Ilearned a
couple of years ago that Roksan's
first
product,
the
Xerxes
turntable, had been discontinued,
leaving the Radius and the TMS to
represent the record playing core of
the business. The Radius may be
many things (it is half the diameter
of a circle for a start), but it is not
a serious high end turntable, and
although the TMS is, it is too costly
to fill Xerxes' shoes in the face of
competition
from
the
Linn
LP12/Lingo, the Pink Triangle
Anniversary, the Well Tempered and
their ilk.
.
But the Xerxes was not to remain
out of circulation for long. The
reason for replacing the old model
springs directly from changes in the
turntable market. When the Xerxes
was released in 1985, turntable sales
were at ahistorical peak, supported
by a highly trained and motivated
dealer network capable of setting up,
installing and maintaining record
playing hardware. Although not
difficult to maintain, the Xerxes was
not maintenance-free either, and the
initial installation was a skilled task

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
There are a number of

powering options for

the Xerxes 10. of which ttried the
£139 entry level DSU, and the
DS5, a twin output supply
that costs £ 549, and
comes in a 7kg box
with a 350VA
transformer, enough
for a large amplifier.
These in turn feed the
XPS3.5 control unit which
contains the divider/filter
networks for the two motor
phases, and speed/standby
switching. The XPS3.5 costs
£169, and a superior unit called the XPS5 is
available for £ 325, which was not auditioned.
Iquickly settled on the DS5/XPS3.5 combination.
which sounded more open and dynamic, and
better paced.

for which a stethoscope was
originally advised. Now that the
market for turntables has shrunk so
precipitously, few dealers are
interested in turntables that require
extensive setting up and support.
What is needed now is a turntable
with the performance of a Xerxes,
but which can work from the box
with the minimum of dealer or user
intervention.
A
plug- and- play
turntable in fact.
This is what the new £ 1300
Xerxes X (or Xerxes 10) is all about.
Designed at the end of Roksan's first
decade, it leans heavily on the
experience gained from designing the
Radius and TMS, but with aesthetic
treatment closer to the original. It is
a much better looking design than
its bland predecessor though, and
the metal parts offer a superior
external finish.
Technically, the new model is
closer to the TMS than the Radius.
The chassis design is similar, and the
precision metal parts — spindles,
main bearing, inner and outer platter
and the motor assembly, are all
produced to the tighter TMS
tolerances. However the new Swissmade 24 pole synchronous motor,
which is said to be much better
made, quieter and more stable
than the original Xerxes item,
was used on some late series
Xerxes turntables too.
The old model used two
main chassis components:
an outer plinth section/base
to which the feet and motor
were fitted, the latter with
freedom to rotate against spring
pressure in the plane of the platter,
and atop plate, resiliently decoupled
and partly cut through to disperse
panel resonances, to which the arm
and main bearing were bolted. In the
Xerxes 10 there are three main
chassis members, including a lower
plinth to which compliant adjustable
feet and the motor are fitted. The
main bearing and the arm base are

attached to a separate subchassis,
which in turn is bolted compliantly
to the lower plinth, which means it
is effectively double-decoupled from
the top plinth and motor. In the
Xerxes
10 the arm base is
interchangeable and is available in
the usual range of flavours. All
compliances are low- Q and highly
damped, quite unlike Linn type
springing, which is one reason why
arms can be interchanged without
need for setting up, except in the
most extreme cases. (The Linn Ekos
and Naim Aro are said to be OK but
the Air Tangent would need some
adjustment due to its weight.)
Some changes are not obvious on
casual examination. The woodwork
is now much more accurately
machined by the new subcontractor,
which cuts out one key area of
variability, and contributes to avery
high standard of fit and finish. The
new plinth has usefully reduced
width and depth dimensions, and
although you still get alift-off centre
spindle cover, which makes a tiny
but usually perceptible difference to
the sound, Roksan now includes a
stay to park it when records are
playing. Who said there is no
progress? The turntable can also be
purchased with a range of power
supplies [see box].

SOUND QUALITY
The player was assessed using two
systems: Definitive Technology
BP2000 speakers driven by a
Musical Fidelity E200/E300, with
the excellent optional phono stepup; and Spendor SP3/1s with an
Electrocompaniet EC l-2 integrated
amp and the ECP1 phono
step-up.
Both
systems worked
very well. The
arm
was
the
Artemiz,
fitted
with
the
latest
RIC002 counterweight, and the
cartridge was the
Shiraz. These are both
top Roksan components.
Counterweight
apart,
neither item has changed
significantly from earlier
production. For reference
purposes, Ihad my own oldstyle Xerxes and Artemiz. As I
don't have aShiraz, Iborrowed
the one from the test deck.
Trying to describe how a
turntable sounds involves this
question: what good characteristics
(of turntables familiar to you) are
absent? Of course there's no single
answer here, but most shortlists of
failings would include impulsive and
steady surface noise, loss of dynamic
range and clarity, bass that is
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TURNTABLES
untuneful, excessive and overhung,
and poor timing. No turntable can
cure all these things all of the time.
Lack of dynamic range, for example,
often relates to compression used at
the recording or mastering stage, and
problems at the frequency extremes
are also hard to cope with, as long

impulsive sounds start and stop
better. As a result, excellence of

timing is aparticular strength of the
Xerxes. Because the LF resonances
are well dispersed or controlled by
the complex plinth system, there is
little of the usual bloom or overhang,
and resonances are not excited.
as arms and stylus tips have Translated back into music, this
characteristic resonances which can means purer and more tuneful lows,
improved
dynamics;
but
be controlled or damped, but never and
experienced vinyl listeners may
eliminated.
Iknow of only one turntable that criticise the Roksan for lacking
'weight', simply because some bloom
makes a real stab at actually
eliminating problems caused by low and overhang are qualities that many
actively seek.
frequency resonances. This is not the
The Xerxes 10 is very much in the
Roksan, but the Townshend Rock,
tradition of the old Xerxes, but it is
which actively damps arm resonances
aclear improvement in the sense that
at the headshell end of the arm, and,
characteristically, sounds taut and it provides even more of the same
(good) characteristics. I have no
precise in much the same way as
doubt that it is an improvement on
compact disc. My view is that this
an indication of a fundamentally my old model. Its midband especially
more
focused
and
threebetter controlled turntable, and a is
fundamentally better sound. Of all dimensional, and the bass is also
improved in the sense described
the other turntables I know, the
Roksan comes next closest to this earlier. Surface noise is almost never
ideal, whilst improving on The Rock intrusive even when it is audible, and
in some other respects. To put it in this despite an arm/cartridge whose
context though, Iwould suggest it is resolving ability is about as good as
closer to the Linn-influenced ` recipe' they come. There is also less
low
frequency
noise
than to the Rock.
(rumble) and the deck is
Specifically, those new to the
less microphonic. There.
Xerxes will find the deck is a little
drier and tauter than most, with was some interaction
stereo imagery which is more with stands
precisely articulated, and with
better

formed

transients:

The new
Swiss- made
24 pole
synchronous
motor is
said to be
much better
made, more
stable and
quieter than
the original
Xerxes item

SUPPLIER
Roksan Digital
Ltd,
Stockley Close,
Stockley Road,
West Drayton
UB7 9BB
Tel: 01895
436 384

which Iwas not able to resolve fully
during the test period, and Iwas not
wholly convinced that the typically
rather pushy sound of the Mana
stand was an improvement on the
more neutral, but implausibly topheavy Roksan triangular platform (I
used the tall one, but the short
version would be more stable).
One final point. Iadmit that Iwas
initially a little surprised by the
pricing: the Xerxes, for example, cost
under £ 545 in 1985 (with power
supply), and the equivalent Xerxes
10 plus XPS3.5 and DSU is £ 1603
today — almost three times as much.
Inotice, however, that the Linn,
Pink and others have gone up
similarly, reflecting the fact that
precision engineering has not become
cheaper as has happened with
electronic component production.
It is also a sign of the shrinking
market for high class turntables.
•Given the musical talents of the
Xerxes 10, which in no way have
been negated or overturned by
compact disc, this is more than apity.
The Xerxes 10 has managed the
trick of reinventing itself in the image
of the times: it is easier to set up,
use and maintain than before, while
sustaining its original musical lead
over the competition, including
Townshend, Pink Triangle and Linn.
For my money it surpasses
them all. I cannot recommend
it too highly.

Roksan Xerxes 10
Type: Manual belt drive
synchronous motor turntable
motor unit
Speeds: 33/45 vio external
control units
Turntable control units:
XPS3.5, £ 169; XPS5, £325
Power supplies: DSU, £ 139;
ATT-DS5, £549
Dimensions ( hwd):
164x444x349mm
Price: £1295 ( motor unit only)
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jitterkiller
In digital audio signal processing,
jitter is distortion.

The Meridian 518 eliminates jitter
and it does much more besides.

If you have a digital signal in your
Audio or Video system, you will benefit from
installing a 518 Digital audio processor.

The 518 also applies noise shaping,
atechnique in which distortion is moved from
the audible range where it interfers with the
music to a range where the human ear
cannot detect the sound.

The 518 also correctly matches the 16 bit word
length to 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24 bit allowing,
perhaps for the first time, full resolution from
your digital system.

Connect it between any digital source
such as CD or laser disc players and your
D to A converter.

We have included our famous digital
volume control and enough inputs and outputs
to make the 518 operate as a fine
remote contol preamplifier in a digital system.

The improvement in sound is
unparalleled by any other product.

BCDOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Now appearing at Covent Garden and Hounslow

..•

et,05

18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden VVC2H 9HB
Tel 0171 497 1346 Fax 0171 497 9205
45 High Street Hounslow Middlesex TW3 1RH
Tel 0181 569 5802 Fax 0181 569 6353

AMPLIFIERS
Passive
pre- amplifiers can
provide some of the
Pkr•NMPIIFIIIK

purest sound,
disc

Nmiè30

Cd

av

tuner

tape

S708811,

AZ>
SWIM,

record

but with certain
drawbacks. Now it
looks as though the
AVI S2000MP may
offer the best of
both worlds
by PETER .
1 COMEAU

ir

here is perhaps no better preamplifier than no pre-amplifier.
This was the motivation
behind the passive volume controls
that grew into favour once CD
presented us with adecent line level
signal. But these devices are rather
hairshirt in nature, since even when
fitted with an input selector switch
there is no remote control and load
impedances and cable linkages
suddenly become very important.
If you fancy using active speakers
or placing your power amplifier in
close proximity to your speakers to
minimise the effect of speaker leads,
then the passive pre-amplifier is out
the window. There is no way that a
CD player can ' drive' a long
interconnect through the relatively
high impedance of a volume
potentiometer without losses. What
is needed is a line output buffer,
ideally
of
very
low
output
impedance, to minimise signal loss
through long interconnect cables.
Once there is some active circuitry
in the pre- amp, why not go the
whole hog and add a phono preamplification section too? And as you
now have a power supply on tap,
you can throw in remote switching
too. This is exactly the thinking
behind the AVI S2000MP — to all
intents and purposes apassive preamp with the minimal amount of
useful active bits.
The original S2000MP has been
around for six years in an unchanged
form, but if you wanted an input for

ACTIVr
AND IASSIVE!
tested here has been modified to
reduce distortion to well below noise,
and now can be ordered with an
integral phono stage for moving-coil
or moving- magnet cartridges [ see
box] giving the model the unwieldy
name of S2000MP-1P, which retails
for around £ 1000 (£ 800 without
phono facilities).

TECHNOLOGY
Central to the S2000MP is a
motorised volume control. One of
the problems with passive volume
potentiometers is channel balance
over the range of the control. In
active pre- amps it is possible to
adjust the gain to maximise the use
of the most linear portion of the
control, but not so for the passive
unit. AVI therefore selected a
potentiometer with close tolerance
matching right down to the cut off
point. This is shaft-driven, with the
slightly noisy motor at arespectable
distance from all signal lines, so that
the pot lies right next to the input
sockets.
An array of high quality, gold
plated phono sockets on the rear
panel provide four line inputs, one
phono input and two tape outputs
plus two pre- amp outputs. Input
selection is handled by gold plated,
gas filled miniature relays, again

located near the input sockets. These
are
driven
by
a Motorola
microprocessor with logic feeds from
the from panel switches or remote
control handset.
Input selection for the independent
a turntable you had to purchase a
listen and record paths is shown by
separately powered add-on unit. The
latest version of the pre- amplifier LEDs over the analogous front panel
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Higher
performance
output
devices a.nd
a realignment
of the output
stage design
have reduced
distortion over
the amp's
predecessor

switches. From the volume control
the signal is fed to two discrete
transistor output amplifiers providing
two sets of outputs.
Higher
performance output devices and a
realignment of the output stage
design, reducing its complexity and
increasing class A current capability,
have reduced distortion over the
amp's predecessor.
The pre-amplifier is supplied with
AVI's system remote controller
which contains buttons for control
of AVI tuners and CD players (the
latter will accord with most of the
basic functions of any CD player
utilising Philips RC5 code). Input
switching is an array of green buttons
at the top of the remote, while
volume and mute functions fall
nicely under the thumb at the
bottom of the handset.

SOUND QUALITY
In general, the AVI S2000MP offers
the crystal clear clarity of apassive
pre-amplifier with
the
added
advantage of freedom from
output impedance and
cable characteristics.
Compared to my
home
grown

A VI Ltd
Unit F3, C3
Bath Road Trading Estate
Stroud, Gloucestershire
GL5 3QF
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AMPLIFIERS
passive pre- amp using DNM pots
there was hardly any noticeable
change in transparency, both units
showing off musical detail against an
inky black background.
Into short Chord Chameleon
interconnects to closely located
power amplifiers there were small
changes in the way the music was
presented, however. The AVI tended
to slightly sharpen detail so that it
was etched on to the soundstage
compared to the more relaxed and
intimate disclosure of the passive
unit. Similarly, transient information
was brightened by the AVI giving a
more immediate sense of impact and
force to the music.
These sound like positive points,
and basically they are, depending on
how you like your music portrayed.
The passive unit shows off a more
gentle and natural flow to music
while the AVI errs on the side of
more forthright and bold analysis of
the performance.
This lends the AVI abouncy and
lively nature which conveys musical
excitement and rhythm without
diminution. Both performance and
recording aspects are laid bare for
examination, but never in an unkind

compression or restriction was felt
from either full orchestral or choral
works, while pop music was rendered
with tremendous projection and
dynamic extension.
It was extremely heartening to find
older favourites, such as Boult's
Kingsway Hall recording of Vaughan
Williams Sea Symphony (
another
victim of pathetic CD transfer),
being rendered with incredible clarity
and realism. Even the darker and
more audibly obscure recordings, like
Little Feat's Lae Record Album, were
opened up to aural analysis via the
AVI
phono
stage.
This
is
undoubtedly one of the finest moving
coil stages ever to be integrated into
apre-amplifier.
It is tempting to say that the AVI
S2000MP+P has no character of its
own at all, and providing you present
it with the very best sources this is
the way it seems to be. In practice
the pre- amp subtly sharpens the
focus on instruments and performers
so that they are well-defined in the
soundscape. Luckily they also retain
their body and natural warmth, so

way. You don't need to find good
recordings, but if you do, the AVI
makes the most of them.
This is the mark of good
transparency, providing all the detail
without emphasis or exaggeration of
the input, and the S2000MP comes
very close to being ` not there' in the
hi-fi chain of electronics, at least as
far as the line inputs are concerned.
A phono input, however, has alot
more to do in terms of signal
conditioning.
AVI's phono stage lives up to the
transparency of the line stage for
both moving magnet and moving
coil inputs. With a source like the
Reference International Stratosphere
system the sense of ambience and
stereo depth from records was

the effect is one of realism rather
than electronic enhancement. But
such
focus
does
make
one
immediately
aware
of
the
shortcomings of source equipment,
so that any residual brightness or
hardness is exaggerated. This is in
contrast to the softening effect of
most passive pre-amps.
This does not mean that the AVI
is choosy with regard to its
connection to other equipment, just
that you cannot expect to use
sources with distorted or coloured
output and get away with it. With
any respectable CD player or
turntable the AVI will act as no more
than a window into the recording,
and will reveal hidden depths in all
your discs, whether silver or black.
This unit is going to stay in my
home system for avery long time,
and you can't get a higher

nothing

recommendation than that.

Itort of phenomenal. No

AVI S2000 MP+P
LAB REPORT

From the point of
view of distortion
and noise figures
the AVI is
exemplary.
Distortion is
practically buried
in the noise, with
just apeep at
some second and
third harmonics
showing at the
maximum 8volt
output. Similarly,
intermodulation
distortion is also
vanishingly low.
Frequency
responses are wide
and flat, limited
at a -3dB point
of 500KHz fowl
the aux input and
sensibly tailored at
high frequencies
fnmt the phono
input. The latter
shows good
overload margins
throughout the
frequency range,
which should keep
the audible cects
of clicks and pops
to aminimum.
l''olume control
inaccuracies at
the lowest part of
the range were
due to some slack
in the shaft
bearing in the test
model. The
control has been
upgraded in the
production models
to give better
channel tracking
at low levels.

In the AVIS2000MP+P the phono inputs go

requires either passive or active filter circuitry

straight, before switching, to a discrete

to be incorporated in the phono stage.

transistor cartridge pre- amplifier with m-c

Passive equalisation forces a considerable

and m- m sections selected by a push switch

signal loss which has to be made up by

on the rear panel. Class A circuits built from

extra, and perforce noisy, amplification

discrete transistors offer ( in AVI's opinion)

stages. Active equalisation is put into the

wider headroom and freedom from clipping

feedback loop of a gain stage and can affect

oscillation than ICs. Dynamic headroom in a

overload margins at high frequencies.

stage is particularly important in
order to avoid record clicks aggravating

Unfortunately this is just where clicks and

distortion and thus having more effect on
the music than is necessary. This circuit is

pops produce their worst excesses.
A good phono

stage has to cope with the

transient energy from clicks on the record

shielded in its own brass enclosure from

as well as handle the equalisation filtering

stray magnetic fields or digital interference.

without intruding on the subjective clarity.

RIAA equalisation. which boosts bass and

This is a tall order for the designer, and

greater differences

reduces treble to flatten the response

there are probably

characteristic put onto the record to reduce

between pre- amplifier phono stages than

groove excursion and noise respectively,

there are between power amplifiers.
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phono

input, R1AA accuracy from

input below

Fig 2..117 S2000011.1P+P: distortion Ism,
1KHz lone into Cl) input

Fig 3. Al7 S20000111P+P: imermodulation
distortion from 19120kHz tones into Cl) inpu ,

Test results

THE PHONO OPTION

phono

.117 S20000111P+P: frequemv
response from CD

AVI S2000MP+P

Distortion , dB)
20Hz ikHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -98
Intemiodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-99
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V. m-m
-93
19kHz/20kHz. 0.5V, m-c
-82
Noise (
dB)
Disc 1m-m) input (IHF, CCIR wtd) -89
Disc ( m-c) input (IHF, CCIR wtd) - 78
Input overload (
dB)
Disc 1m-ml input ( IHF) > 26
Disc 1mcl input ( IHF) > 24
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (dB)
Disc input
-62
Aux input
-99
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB 40dB
Aux input ( dB)
0.4
0.1
1.i
Input data (
aux/m-m/rn-c)
Socket type
phono/phono/phono
Sensitivity
2.5mV/1200/250m\
Loading
20k ohms/47k ohms/100 ohms
1V (0.2ohms
Output. pm-amp
250ml
Output. tape
305x100x265m ,
Dimensions, ,w(id
Typical price ( inc VAT)
1.100C
(£800 without phono stage,

2ti
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oused in arather smart black
painted steel case with
brushed aluminium front
panel and brass knobs, the Maxim
was conceived by UK manufacturer
Alchemist as an affordable, entrylevel product. It is solidly built and
Ipersonally find its brushed ' silver'
and polished brass livery, and even
its angular sides and front panel
(with shades of the Alchemist
Kraken)
rather appealing.
It
certainly looks a quality item for
£300 and includes a movingmagnet disc input.
Fortunately, the quality
extends to the inside too.
Lifting the steel lid
reveals two main
glass- fibre printed
circuit boards and
two small sub
boards. At centre
left,
the
Lshaped
power
amplifier PCB,
with an array of
four
68001.1F
smoothing
capacitors
and fuses,
fits around
the toroidal
transformer
(100VA), which is
-itself partly concealed by
an L-shaped bent aluminium
heatsink. Though thin in crosssection, this contacts the upper half
of the steel case (via silicone heatsink compound) to transfer heat
from the output devices to the case,
thus improving heatsink efficiency
at minimal cost.

TECHNOLOGY
To the right hand side is asparsely
populated board which holds the.
moving- magnet input pre- amp
stage with on-board power supply
smoothing, output phono sockets,
input selector switch and ALPs
volume potentiometer. These are
both operated by steel shafts and
couplings via the solid brass ( not
plastic with brass cosmetic finish)
knobs. Consequently, the controls
all operate smoothly and with
reassuring solidity.
To the left of the front panel, a
small sub-board holds the mains
on/off switch (also with solid brass
knob) and voltage selector. At the
rear is the usual IEC mains input,
the line/moving magnet inputs and
four large, knurled gold-plated
speaker outputs, shielded by plastics
sleeves to prevent stray wires from
touching when hooking up to
speakers with bared wires. These
also accept 4mm plugs. Also here
is a small circuit board holding a
small output muting relay and
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ALCHEMIST

aVilLica mot
Can a budget solid state
amp deliver valve- style sound?
British firm Alchemist
would like to think so...
by DAVID BERRIMAN

associated components. We are told
that the engineers at Alchemist tried
ten different circuits before settling
on the final configuration on the
basis not of measurements but
listening results. Basically, the
Maxim integrated is a power amp
with enough gain to be driven by
sources directly input via switching
and the passive volume control.
DC
coupling
and
split
(plus/minus) power rails are used,
but much of the power amp has
regulated power supply, leaving only
the bipolar output transistors
unregulated. This means that the
sensitive low-level signals are
isolated from fluctuations caused by
heavy output currents at the output
stage, but avoids the high cost of
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heavy current voltage regulation.
The designers plumped for FETs at
the input and bipolars at the output
(in class AB) and low levels of
feedback around arelatively simple
11- transistor circuit, with the
declared intention of producing
something of a vacuum tube- like
sound from silicon devices and
topologies. As a direct result of
applying
little
negative
feedback ( this normally
stabilises DC at the
output to avery small
figure, close to OV)
atrim pot has been
included on the
PCB — along
with another
for
output
stage bias
current.
T h e
movingmagnet
section is
based
on
a
good quality but
otherwise
pretty
conventional IC circuit, with a
separate IC for each channel. Diehard purists may wince at an
integrated circuit lurking here. But
some modern low- noise ICs are
very good, and it's the end result
which counts.
1

SOUND QUALITY
The Maxim is one of those rare
products which sounds right
virtually from the first few bars of
music. Inever like judging on first
impressions, because these can often
be misleading, but the Maxim had
that X factor ( or should it be the
M factor — for ` musical'?) which
so many lack. Further extensive
listening with all sorts of music
enabled me to uncover just what
makes the Maxim special.
Star qualities of the Maxim must
include its rhythmic abilities. This
amp is no sluggard: music flowed,
tripped, buzzed and swung. Every
rhythm and note was clear and
unambiguous. Bass delivery was
excellent, clean solid and deep,
though not so weighty as a bigger
more
powerful ( and
more
expensive) beast could be.
The
amp was
capable
of
delivering afine sense of depth and
ambience,
with
the
clear
reproduction of minor touches in
orchestration or within a mix.
Vocals were excellent; uncoloured
and open, with fine clear diction
when reproducing massed voices or
solos. Treble quality was also
excellent for the amp's class, clean
and smooth but also well etched
and crisp. All in all, the Maxim did
have something of a valve- like
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clarity, believability, and smoothness, but without any hint of woolly
bass, which can be a negative
sometimes with the valve- amp
breed. A valve amplifier it is not,
but this is excellent music- making
for £ 300.
With so many positive aspects
to the Maxim there must be some
negative ones. Well, apparently
not. The only observation Imade
over the listening sessions is that
the Maxim marginally ( and Ido
mean marginally) favours mid and
treble delivery over bass. By this
Imean that the mid and treble
are so well enunciated and clear,
that the amp lacks just a smidgen
of warmth. One could, on the
other hand,
say
it
sounds
marginally bass light but there
really is plenty of bass — and
deep too. Not a problem, just a
characteristic of the sound the
Maxim makes.
It would probably be unwise to
partner this up with a glassy CD
player and abrash pair of speakers.
My first thoughts were that this
amp may be ideal for vinyl replay,
considering that medium's slightly
laid back character.
However, this presupposed that
the m-m system would be OK and
I hadn't yet listened via phono.
Rigging up afairly good vinyl front
end (though not asuper-expensive
one) with an Audio Technica m-m

ALCHEMIST MAXIM
LAB REPORT
'I& lab test
measurements
were surprising in
more ways than
one. Firstly, the
power output
easily met the
30W spec for less
than I%
distortion [Fig 1J,
but the output
clipped slowly
upwards from this
power, to give a
total for one
channel driven
(for 3% THD) of
around 70W into
8ohms. Another
surprise was the
distortion, which
was generally
quite high and
did not meet the
specification,
being around ten
times higher at
IW into 8ohms,
1.45% instead of
0.15% [Fig 2].
Both channels
were identical.
There was amild
increase in THD
for high frequency
fundamentals, but
no trace of
crossover
distortion even
down to millivolt
levels. In general
the spectrum was
an even spread of
odds and evens
with evens mostly
predominating.
Perhaps this is
why the sound
was not obviously
distorted. A

Fig I. Alchemist Maxim: distortion spectrum,
lkHz, 30W into 8ohms. THD was 0.97%

Fig 2. Alchemist Maxim: distortion spectrum,
¡kHz, IW into 8ohms. THD was 1.45%

Fig 3. Alchemist Maxim: CD input frequency
response. Mild rates above 4kHz and below
55Hz are of no concern, amounting to only
0.2dB at 10Hz and 20kHz

penalty of the low
feedback design is
damping factor,
which was low
cartridge fitted, proved that Ihad
across the audio
no need to fear.
band at around
Disc replay was actually very
5.6 to 5.2 (an
good indeed. Here was a smooth,
output impedance
open, sound with plenty of deep
of around 1.4
clean bass, quiet backgrounds, no
ohms), but this
audible hum and excellent clarity,
did not seem to
stereo image and depth.
affect bass quality.
Signal-to-noise
CONCLUSION
levels for the
The fine sense of rhythm, timing and
moving-magnet
reproduction of musicianship, so
disc input were
clearly evident via the CD input, was
excellent, as were
also there on the Maxim for vinyl,
the m-nr overload
revealing
this
medium's
own
levels. For line
particular strengths. Indeed, this amp
is a fine choice for Test results
Alchemist Maxim levels, signal
is directed in
those
wanting
to
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms
via the
achieve really enjoyable
30W(14.77dBW.)
(makers spec)
volume
results from a vinyl
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm lead (W)
30
30
control,
collection ( as well as
Distortion (
dB)
eliminating
CDs) on abudget.
THD, rated power, aux -40 -40
Noise (
dB)
overloading
The Maxim is an
Disc (m-m) ( IHF, unweighted) -67.8
for these
excellent amplifier for
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR unweighted) -97
DC output offset UR ( mV)
10.2/12.1
inputs. The
£300.
Indeed,
it
input overload
tape monitor
sounds and looks more
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF)
47dB 47dB 47dB
Aux/CD ( IHF) > 5V > 5V > 5V
was likewise
expensive and will
Stereo separation (
dB)
straight
doubtless form the
Disc
64
46
25
67
48
26
in/out but
basis
of many
a Aux
Damping factor
5.6 5.8
5.2
with no
Channel balance, disc. lkHz
0.09
musically- enjoyable
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity
volume, so
system, regardless of Disc ( m-ml
phono
IHF 0.63mV
Aux
phono
IHF 51mV
one should
whether it's intended
Outputs, pre-amp (tape)
> 5V max
make sure
for classical, jazz, rock,
Dimensions, (
whd)
464x80x250mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£300 any
or whatever. It's that
'where Od8W =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
auxiliaries
sort of product.

have enough
output level to
drive atape
recorder without
additional gain.
The m-rn stage's
inverse RIAA
frequency response
of the disc stage
was within ¡ dB
20Hz-20kHz,
with just amild
0.74dB boost
around 100Hz
and above 1
kHz
rising very gently
to + 0.5dB at
20kHz.
The line/CD
inputs to speaker
outputs measured
-0.2dB at 10Hz
and 20kHz, which
is quite flat
enough, gently
falling above
4kHz and below
55Hz
[Fig 3].

SUPPLIER
Ortofon UK Ltd,
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks SL9 9UG
Tel: 01753
889 949
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OSFET output devices are
something of aconundrum
in hi-fi amplifiers. When
they were first introduced, they
seemed to offer the best combination
of durability and ease of drive.
Whereas bi-polar transistors amplify
current, and so need extensive
current drive stages before the final
output devices feed the load, the
MOSFET behaves more like avalve,
using input voltage to modify output
current.
Despite this behaviour, MOSFETs
are still not ideal as current drive
devices. Physically, they require a
large semiconductor surface area to
control high current output; and
increased resistance to current flow
requires good heat dissipation
through extensive heat sinking.
Transconductance errors due to the
way internal resistance of a
MOSFET changes with amplitude
also require higher levels of feedback,
in order to keep distortion to a
minimum.
In addition, many
amplifiers using MOSFETs do seem
to me to have acharacteristic sound
which is subtly different to the bipolar designs. The high input
impedance and internal capacitance
of the FET devices pose problems
in circuit design, and, when coupled
with the high cost of the devices and
their hardware requirements, steer
many designers along the well
trodden bi-polar path.
Technics' MOS Class AA is a
compromise, or some might say a
logical combination, of MOSFET
and bi-polar devices in the output
stage. In the SE-A1000 power
amplifier (£ 400) complementary
MOSFETs are used to drive the
load at low signal levels in a Class
A drive configuration. The speaker
load is connected to the MOSFET
stage via abridge, on
the other arm of
which hangs a
complementary bipolar
transistor
amplifier.
This
provides the highcurrent,
large
signal drive, riding
the envelope of
the MOSFET's
output and adding
the guts necessary
to accelerate and
control the speaker
drive units.
This
concept
has
a lot
in
common with Quad's
current-dumping technique, except
that the load does not form part of
the bridge and so the output is far
more load-tolerant. It could be said
that the MOSFETs provide the
finesse while the bi-polars provide
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ASSAULT
AND

BATTERY?
Technics' SU-C1000
'Virtual Battery' pre- amp
and SE-A1000 power
amplifier attack the audiophile
market at an affordable price

the horsepower.
Matching the power amplifier is a
control unit, the SUC1000 (£ 350),
which also embodies a clever
compromise. Using a battery as a
pre-amplifier power supply has
occasionally
cropped
up
in
audiophile products, though this is
once again a technique which has
not found favour widely. Batteries
may seem far more noise-free than
a mains-driven power supply, but
their general faults lie in internal
impedance and poor current delivery.
Lead-acid batteries overcome these
problems, but the more widely used
NiCd types are unable to sink noise
on the power supply lines generated
by active circuitry, even though their
own internal noise is low.
Technics' Virtual Battery power
supply uses either aconventional AC
supply or a NiCd power pack to
charge a capacitor through a
reference voltage link. The voltage
on this capacitor is used to control
a MOSFET current driver to the
power supply rails. The capacitor
acts both as anoise canceller for the
power supply and a noise sink for
the power rails, theoretically ensuring
that the circuitry is unaffected by
power supply performance.
Considering this, it might seem a
little over-the-top that Technics has
bothered with aNiCd battery at all.
Even so, the temptation of a beltand-braces solution has not been
resisted, and the replaceable NiCd
pack provides up to 30 hours battery
operation with automatic recharging.
Technics introduced its own brand
of toroidal type transformer three
years ago, and this R-core low stray
magnetic field design is used in both
control and power amplifiers.
Conventional capacitors can act like
Electret microphones if stressed, but
the Technics Master
Series capacitors
used here have
damped casework,
and bamboo fibres
in the electrolyte
separator to give
the lowest Q
and
resonant
frequency
for
best
vibration
resistance.
There
isn't
much you can put
on the front of a
power amplifier
other than an onoff and speaker
switch. But in the
Technics tradition, just to make the
appearance more alluring, the SEA1000 features large, illuminated
needle-type power meters. These aren't
much use except to techno freaks, but
the speaker switching buttons and
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headphone output are. Output
switching is accomplished by heavy
duty gold plated relay contacts, so
signal degradation should be minimal.
The SUC1000 control amplifier
is slimline, with a fascia dominated
by two large knobs, one for volume
and the other for input selection.
The chosen input is shown by
discreet LED illumination above
small labels at the top of the front
panel. A battery drawer is centrally
located, and can be pulled out for
replacement of the NiCd pack, while
apush button alongside switches on
battery operation unless charging is
in progress. Charge status is shown
by red and green LEDs.
Tiny knobs provide treble and
bass tone-control, sensibly defeated
by a push button which relay
bypasses the tone stage for optimum
clarity. Another push button switches
between m- m and m-c phono
operation.
A clearly laid out handset provides
input selection and two large volume
buttons, with extra numeric pad and
transport controls for aTechnics CD
player and cassette deck plus tuner
preset selection.

SOUND QUALITY
As the arrival of the Technics
coincided with the installation of
ATC's marvellous SCM50A active
speakers, it was decided to hitch up
the SU C1000 to these, before
making use of the power amp.

reduce the thin quality. Interconnects
were swapped around too, but with
no real advantage over the neutral
performance of the Chords. Other
CD player sources came and went,
again with no appreciable change to
the Technics' character.
In the end I switched off the
battery drive for the SUC1000 to
ascertain the change in performance.
Surprisingly, this helped a lot,
restoring more instrument solidity and
adding extra dynamic headroom too.
I had, of course, assumed that
Technics had put in the battery for a
good reason, but was left wondering
whether it was just a marketing
exercise. With CD as a source, the
Virtual Battery power supply does
seem to outperform the real battery.
This might not be the case with
the phono input, Ireasoned, as the
low level signals from amoving-coil
input could be degraded by any
residual power supply noise. And
indeed this was the case. The battery
supply provided far greater recovery
of ambience from the recording,
placing performers more accurately
in the stereo image. The phono input
sound was of a high standard,
delivering low background noise but
accentuating record clicks and
imperfections, possibly indicating
overload problems on the m-cinput.
So you only need to use the
battery supply for the phono input.
Here there seems to be a positive

TECHNICS SUC1000 and SE-A1000
LAB REPORT
Power output
from the SEA1000 holds up
well into 4ohms,
and this and the
fair peak current
output indicate
good ability to
drive awide
variety of
speakers. Overall
response is
sensibly tailored
to -3dB points at
.51-1z and 75kHz,
remaining flat
over the main
audio band.
Distortions are
well managed,
with dominant
third harmonic
and just atrace
of fifth and
seventh
harmonics with
negligible
intermodulation
distortion
components.
Noise is also
low, providing a
relatively hiss-free
performance even
on the sensitive
m-cinput.

aspect to its use, while line inputs
are better off
Technics SE-A1.000
under
the Test results
70W;18.5dBW.
standard power Rated Power 8 ohms
Measured power (dBW) 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
supply. At least Continuous 8ohms lch
20.6
using the pre- Continuous 4ohms both
19.2
10ms
amp like this Burst
2 ohms
17.6
will lengthen Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms
- 79
the battery life! IntermodulatIon distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -88dB
All
inputs
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2uF
showed some 2m sec pulse
14A -14A
full gain) rol OdBW rel full level
residual Signal-to-noise (
22Hz-22kHz -84d8 -96dB
coloration no Channel balance
0.05dB
0.1mV/0.1mV
what DC offset, L/R
to do with alack of ability to drive matter
Frequency response -3dB 5Hz to 75kHz
mode
of
power
long interconnects.
Dimensions, ( whd)
430x136x344mm
Discarding the supplied inter- supply Typical price ( inc VAT) £400
or 'where OdBw .2.839, or 1141/8ohms
connects and choosing Chord Cobra operation
as a suitable alternative, the SU- input source
C1000 was connected directly to the was switched in. This was most
SE-A1000, with a separate lead noticeable on soprano voices, which
gained a fierceness on strong high
providing remote standby switching.
This combination fleshed out the notes that upset the ear, and similar
unruliness was added to piano rightbody of instruments alittle more, and
added bass weight and extension. But hand. In the bass, the power
still string tone was considered reedy amplifier control was poor, allowing
and papery, even with the best drive units to continue moving after
sounding CDs loaded into the Teac the initial transient had passed,
producing some bass overhang and
Tl/D-T1 used as asource.
SUPPLIER
At first Itried the obvious ways to awooden effect on drums.
Despite these variations in tonal
Technics,
nullify colorations of this kind. Trials
Panasonic House,
accuracy, the transparency and
showed that the SE-A1000 was
Willoughby Rd,
unduly speaker cable sensitive, and coherence of performance allowed
Bracknell
Arcam's Audioquest Argent gave the the musical message through with
RG12 8FP
Tel: 01344
best results, adding further warmth only mild veiling of excitement and
853 214
emotional intensity. It was also
to the string and piano sound to

Judged solely as a pre-amp driving
long cables to remote active speakers,
the SUC1000 produced an almost
strident, and certainly mid forward
sound, with a degree of coloration
that one would not expect from a
separate pre- amp. Both bass and
treble were left in aweakened state,
and orchestral strings took on a
papery, thin character and were
pushed too far forward of other
instruments. But this may have had
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Fig I. Technics SU-C10001SE-A1000:
distortion spectrum at full power

Fig 2. Technics SU-C10001SE-A1000:
response at half power, RIAA accuracy below

•

Fig 3. Technics SU-C10001SE-A1000:
intermodulation distortion from 19120kHz
tones at full power

Overload margins
for both m-cand
ni-ni inputs are
well managed,
though the m-c's
begins to degrade
Test results

at ultra high
frequencies which
might give mild
transient overload
with higher output
m-ccartridges.
Technics SUC1000

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -79
intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux/m-c -88/-68
Noise (
dB)
Disc (m-c) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -65
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -92
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF)
> 21
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc input/ Aux input
38/52
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input ( dB)
0.2
0.1
0.9
Input data
an
111-M
11I•C
Sensitivity
200mV
2.5mV
200pV
Loading
22k ohms 47k ohms
220 ohms
Output
Nominal level
1V (tape 200mV)
Dimensions, (
whd)
430x70x307mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£350

possible to hear beyond the
colorations to a deep and spacious
soundstage with accurate and stable
performer positioning.
There is a lot of promise in the
SU-C1000/A-1000 combination, as
well as some good ideas that have
been developed from the successful
SUA900 amplifier. Ihad hoped that
the well balanced presentation of the
very likable SUA600, 700 and 900
series would here be crowned by
separating the pre- and power
amplifier sections, but in the event
the deviation from neutrality was
disappointing.
Keep
to
the
integrateds.
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PM Audio Labs'
211 single- ended triode
monoblocks provide a
glow from the East
by

CHRIS

Meat Loaf,
Grateful Dead,
Rolling Stones,
Pink Floyd all
enjoyed the
same seamless
unflustered
presentation.
The 211s
simply could
not be wrongfooted

SUPPLIER
PM Components,
Selectron House,
Springhead
Enterprise Park,
Springhead Rd,
Gravesend, Kent
DA 11 8HD
Tel: 01474
560 521
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ometimes it's nice to be able
and sit back and enjoy having
aproduct to review rather than
scramble and have to get the first
scoop copy in amagazine. This time
I had a real gem, the new 211
monoblocks and matching tube preamp from PM Audio Labs ( at
£2750 for the power amps and £650
for the pre-).
The first thing which grabs you
about these amps is the size of the
packaging. They arrived in four
boxes; two huge, one middling, but
the last not small either. They
contained ( in order) two power
amps, one pre-amp and a set of
valves. The size of the last box is due
mainly to the dimensions of the 211
output valves.

input socket, and four ( 1, 4, 8, and
16ohm) 4mm sockets for connection
to
the
speakers
being
the
complement for each power amp.
The line-level pre-amp is similarly
conventional, with four sets of gold
input phonos, and a mains IEC.
Output is also via gold phonos. Build
quality generally was superb, and the
pre- and power amps all had a
reassuringly solid feel to them. There
was no hint of flimsiness in the
chassis despite the weight of the
mains and output transformers, and
the pre-amp was similarly rigid
despite its lesser weight.
The pre-amp sports two controls
and an on-off switch, the controls
being source select (choice of four)
and volume. The power amps have

Diligently following the excellent
instructions in the manual, the 211,
then the 6SN7 and 6SL7 driver
tubes were placed in their respective
sockets. It's crucial that these last
two are placed in the correct socket;
if they're interchanged you won't do
any real harm to either the amp or
the tubes, but output will be limited
to a mere 4-5W, whereas in the
correct sockets around 18W of
glorious pure Class A single-ended
sound is on offer.

simply an on/off switch, and no gain
pot as on some other designs. Once
connected to the rest of the system,
the pre, then power amps were turned
on, and Isettled down to listen.
The review amps were apparently
well run-in, but I'm told that even
from brand new the amps don't have
that ' glare' which
sometimes
accompanies initial powering- up,
though sunglasses are required to
counter the illuminating brightness
of the 211.
CD formed the majority of the
auditioning, as line level sources are•
most likely to be from this format.

Connection to the outside world
is straightforward too; a single IEC
mains socket, a single gold phono

However, later in the sessions LP
featured as did radio listening just to
put a little more depth into the
material used for evaluation.
Schütz made an appearance
courtesy of the recorded Psalms,
Motets and Concertos [
05472 77175
2]. Clarity here is of paramount
importance as the trumpet and voice
has (in this register) such a similar
sound, and if an amp's resolving
power is not good, the two can
become blurred into one. Not so
here. The distinctions were easy to
make, made all the more so by the
well presented soundstage and aural
perspective. The tonal balance
between the instruments and the
voices was also very natural.
Turning to more brutally revealing
discs, the famed Suzanne Vega track
`Tom's Diner' can wreak havoc with
a poor system simply because the
recording is so stark. Any weakness
in the system and the performance
can be a real disappointment. But
the 211s did so well that they had
me checking that they were 211s and
ncrt 300Bs.
Here was an amp sourced from
China which was performing well
above what some have come to
expect. I suppose, being brutally
honest, the 211 doesn't quite have
that ultimate midrange resolving
power so revered in a300B, but here
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AMPLIFIERS
it comes so so close that you'd have
ahard time telling them apart.
At no time did Ifeel the 211s were
falling down on the job; whilst they
conveyed all the music and the
emotion they were also very detailed
and dynamic. Sudden transients failed
to unsettle the other musical material
going on at the same time, and deep
bass made no blurring or masking
impressions on the other higher
frequencies indicating good power
supply performance and design.
Most of the recordings so far have
been ` acoustic' ones. There's often
a criticism levelled that equipment
favours one music type over another,
or is more appropriate for rock or
pop rather than jazz or classical. So
Iput on Bela Fleck's ` Flight of the
Cosmic Hippo' which has some
horrendously deep bass, enough to
upset many an unbalanced system,
but again the 211s sang through,
even adding the air and space into
the aural picture which some lesser
designs fail to convey. Meat Loaf,
Grateful Dead, Rolling Stones, Pink
Floyd all enjoyed the same seamless
unflustered presentation. The 211s
simply could not be wrong-footed.
As far as speaker compatibility is
concerned, 18W, now matter how
it's generated, won't drive all speaker
loads, and certainly won't achieve
realistic levels with less sensitive
designs. Having them to hand Itried
the Analysis Epsilon ribbons, the
Impulse Lali, Audio Note Ks,
Mission 733s and the original Quad
electrostatics. There's no doubt that
the amp has atremendously musical
approach to its presentation. None
of the speakers (despite their wildly
differing technologies) failed to
perform when driven by asingle 211.
Inevitably, the ribbons achieved a
lower dynamic contrast than the
other designs ( they also had the
lowest impedance, bottoming out at
somewhere around 3.8 ohms). The
Impulses and Audio Notes went very
loud very easily, and were audibly the
happier match in terms of attaining
'realistic' levels. The amp also ran abit
cooler, probably a function of the
generally easier load. The Quad
electrostatics provided the surprise, as,
despite their middling efficiency
(around 84-85dB at best) they achieved
acommendably wide dynamic contrast,
but being apig-awful load (even on the
16 ohm tap) the amps got wanner than
with any of the other speakers, but
never worryingly hot. The Missions
performed admirably, though, with a
much more involving and musical
presentation than I'd anticipated as they
usually prefer more powerful amplifiers
driving them to really sing. So,
surprisingly, speaker matching shouldn't
be too much of aproblem, but some
care needs to be exercised if you're bent
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on the current-hungry types. The preamp was also commendably quiet and
musical for such a modest design.
Using a ' standard' ECC83 set of
tubes the line levels achieved a
modest but certainly adequate
amount of gain, as indeed they
should. Background noise was almost
inaudible except at high levels with
low-signal material such as the
opening of Vaughan Williams' The
Lark Ascending. On most material the
background wouldn't be audible at
all, so this shouldn't be taken as an
adverse comment.
The pre- comfortably drove the
power amps to their maximum
output without stress or strain which
made for a very relaxed and easy
presentation (but not asloppy or lazy
or undetailed one). Sonically it
partnered the power amps very well,
the two making anice combination.
The pre will drive almost any other
power amp too, and was certainly no
problem when coupled to the
insensitive Quad Ils which need 1.4V
for full output.
As I mentioned, both LP and
radio featured in the audition, the
LP because Ithink it still has that
certain 'something' which CD seems
to lack, and radio because it's such
a revealing source with good
programme material (pun intended).
Neither failed to please. With a
bespoke turntable and phono stage
fronting the pre-, the LP really came
alive
through
the
pre-/ power
combination, and was effortless in
its presentation of music. The
famous ` Montagues and Capulets'
had weight and authority in the bass,
and similarly Charlie Parker wove
his magic into the numbers he
performed
with
no
loss
of
involvement. The Archers, too,
acquired that 'window on the concert
hall' sense of presentation, almost as
if you were in the studio with them
because the amps let all the
important small details through as
well as the 'big' ones.
Inevitably there's a downside to
any piece of equipment, and to this
combo there are two. Firstly, the
omission of a ' tape out' on the preis, in my book, quite serious and I'd
encourage PM Audio Labs to try
and include one. The other is that
while the pre-amp will fit quite nicely
on a standard shelf, squeezing the
power amps in somewhere may be
more of a challenge. That their
aspect is both imposing and
wondrous
may
be
small
compensation for the sheer size of
the gorgeous creations, but at the
price it's acombination which, while
not perfect, is going to be a tough
act to beat for anywhere near the
same performance at under twice the
asking price.

PM AUDIOLABS MP211A
LAB REPORT
Titis unusual
amplifier's huge
211 output triode
operates in singleended Class A
mode. With an
HT rail close to
1200V, however,
this exposed and
loose-fitting tube
clearly represents
asafety hazard.
Iwould suggest
that future
versions be
protected behind
acage of some
description.
The input uses
a6SL7 cascodecoupled doubletriode, directly
coupled to a
6SN7 doubletriode which, in
turn, is cathodecoupled to the
single-ended 211
output triode. To
achieve the
maximum power
output, it is
crucial that the
two lookalike
input triodes are
inserted into the
correct bases.
Under ideal
conditions,
distortion is
primal* 2nd/3rd
order at low
levels, typically
greater than than
0.5% [Fig IL
!eating higher
order products
(typically 4th10th) to grow
with increasing
output though
not necessarily
with decreasing
load impedance.
The same pattern
is seen with IM
distortion [Fig 2],
typically greater
than 1.8% .
Adhering to a
strict ceiling of
I% distortion,
the amplifier's
maximum output
is just 3.3W
kHzI8ohm),
rising to some
25W at 3%
THD prior to
true clipping (as

r
1
,1

A2:1311.uad

Fig I. PM Components MP-211A: distortion
spectrum, ' kHz input at 1W, 8 ohm load

Fig 2. PM Components MP-211A:
imennodulation distortion spectrum

negative-going
signals collapse).
Beyond this limit,
the amplifier has
absolutely no
dynamic
headroom and can
only deliver
meagre bursts of
current (equivalent
to 3WIlohm) into
very low
impedance loads.
Below 80Hz,
distortion rises
through core
saturation in the
output
transformer,
limiting delivery to
some 12W at
50Hz and just
3W at 20Hz. At
the high frequency
extreme, our 3%
THD limit is
breached at I7W

Test results

and 8W (at
respectively
10kHz and
20kHz) though,
because of slewing,
its output never
climbs above 13W
at 20kHz,
regardless of
distortion. As a
consequence of this
and its high
5ohni120kHz
source impedance,
the practical
response of the
amp is dependent
on both its output
level and the total
load impedance
represented by the
cable/speaker
combination. High
sensitivity/easyload loudspeakers
are amust.
Paul Miller

PM Audio Labs MP211A

Rated Power 8 ohms

18W;12.5BW.

Measured power
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms for 3%THD 3W 25W
8W
Continuous 4ohms for 3%THD 3W 25W
4W
Maximum current
5ms. for 3% THD
1.7A
Output impedance (
ohms) 2.3
3
4.9
Harmonic distortion (
dB)
Rated power 8 ohms §
32
At OdBW 8 ohms
38 -46 -43
Channel separation (
dB)
n/a (monoblocks)
IntermodulatIon distortion (
dB)
Rated power 8 ohms
At OdBW 8 ohms
-29
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
rel OdBW rd lfull level
Unweighted, full gain
65.7 - 79.7
'A wtd, full gain
80.9 -94.9
Channel balance
n/a (monoblocks)
Input Impedance
90k ohm
Input sensitivity
148mV for OdBW
837mV for full output
DC offset. L/R
OmV/OmV
Frequency response -0.5dB, 33Hz to 8.1kHz;
-3dB, 11Hz to 20.5kHz
Typical price ( inc VAT) £2750
*where °dew .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
§ clipped
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i-fi sales today seem to be
divided between two major
areas — the upmarket socalled high end products where price
is less important than quality and
performance, and the budget end
where price is all-important. So it's
not surprising that manufacturers are
devoting an inordinate amount of
effort to capture the largest market
share of the low price range.
Dominated at one time by
Mission's models and now by the
KEF Coda babies, the budget hi-fi
speaker market tends to centre
around
the latest fashionable
bookshelf models. Given the amount
of hype such products receive, the
prospective hi-fi purchaser is easily
misled into believing that there is
little point in spending more than
£150 on apair of speakers to achieve
real
hi-fi
quality.
But
the
compromises
involved
in
manufacturing apair of speakers at

Five new contenders
compete for afoothold
in the fiercelycompetitive budget
speaker market

by

this price level are frightening. For
astart, it is difficult to justify the cost
of European- built drive units, so
these are usually sourced from
countries whose technology and
manufacturing base is still growing
and which are eager to expand their
markets into the west ( the Indian
Peerless paper- coned bass unit has
appeared
in
many
successful
models). Whatever the designer does
with these cheap units and cabinets
has to be acompromise. There just
is not the money to spend on
ensuring that cabinets are acoustically
inert or that drive units and
crossovers are optimally aligned. This
being the case, it is probably better
to design by listening rather than by
computer, as only the ear
can decide on the best
balance of crossover to
manne a coherent

SPEAKERS
ON TEST
Acoustic
Energy
AE100 ‘200
B&W
DM302 ,C130
Castle Isis
‘230
MordauntShort A1S20i
L200
Rogers LS!
‘149

presentation across the audio
frequency band.
Spend alittle more than £ 150 and
you should reap the benefits of better
drive units or better cabinet design
or both.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE100
This is Acoustic Energy's first foray
into the budget price range, made
possible by building the speaker in the
Far East. The design is completely
originated and administered from the
UK so the AE100 is, to all intents and
purposes, aBritish product sourced
from abroad. All shipments to the UK
are
checked
against
a strict
specification to make sure there are
no discrepancies between the design
and production.
It would have been difficult to
incorporate AE's usual metal
cone strategy at this price point,
but the AE100's drive units are
of high performance. The
110mm bass unit is built
around aresin/pulp

M EW
KIDS ON TI TE
BILOCIC

PETER .1 COMEAU
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female
vocals
are
thin
and
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE100
lightweight with a lispiness which
LAB REPORT
accentuates sibilance. Piano sound
Response-wise,
passes through these phases as the
the AE100s
hands move up and down, stretching
present rather
from good weight on the lowest
lumpy traces, just
notes, through ahollow and resonant
within 3dB limits
region to an almost metallic tinge to
from 100Hz to
the upper reaches of the right hand.
18kHz but with
Much of this is countered by the
Fig la. Acoustic Energy AE100: response
adip below the
excellent stereo image which is both
family at 1 metre. From top, on-axis; 15°
crossover region
wide and deep showing good
below axis; 15° above axis; and 30°
at 2.3kHz. This
finish. Two flared ports exit through recovery of ambience when the
horizontally off-axis
is
evident
on
all
the front baffle, tuning the cabinet coloration
does
not
intrude.
the traces, and so
to deliver low bass output without Performer placement is very stable
is not an
and the soundstage is spread behind
much
evidence
of distortion.
anomaly to do
Internally, Iwas surprised to find, a the speakers in believable fashion.
with the
Stand mounting is the order of the
vertical brace runs around the
measuring
cabinet, doing a good job of day for the AE100s. Place the
microphone
speakers too near arear wall and the
eliminating any resonance from side
position. It is
panels. A light filling of BAF faults are accentuated, the bass
least evident level
becoming unduly emphasised and
wadding acts as acoustic absorbent.
Fig Ib. Acoustic Energy AE100: MLSSA
with the bass
Crossover
components
are the upper midrange over-recessed.
waterfall display of delayed resonance
unit, but then
mounted on aPCB held in astrong Keep them clear in afree standing
here the
position and they deliver atight and
terminal panel moulding,
midrange is
which features four gold dynamic bass performance that
depressed
plated terminals for makes the competition sound thin,
compared to a
boxy and compressed. These are the
optional
bi-wiring.
treble shelf, and
mechanically
performing
High-power coils and best
so is not the ideal
film capacitors form transducers in this group, with
listening axis.
the combination of respect both to drive units and
The Room
second- and third- cabinet, and it shows.
Fig lc. Acoustic Energy AE100: Room
Averaged
order
filters,
Averaged Response; and (below) impedance,
Response
B&W DM302
connected to the
4 ohms per division
confirms the dip,
drive units via It was with the Matrix cabinet
but also shows a
system that B&W showed how
soldered thick,
Test results
Acoustic Energy AE100
good balance
stranded copper technology could be used to control
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
295x180x250
across the
cabinet
resonances.
cables. These speaker
Recommended amplifier power
per
channel
30-75W
spectrum to make
are audiophile Unfortunately, the internal lattice of
Recommended placement
the AE100s ideal
free space on stands
specification braces and sound deadening foam
Bass frequency rolloff. -3d13 in-room
60Hz
for free-standing
components that formed the structure of Matrix
Voltage sensitivity
positioning. Bass
ref 2.83V. or 1W, 8ohms, at 1m
87dB/W
with
no was too expensive to exploit in
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
is very evenly
concession cheaper products. But B&W has
6.5 ohms/8 ohms/poor
Forward response uniformity
fair
balanced for this
come up with another idea for the
to
the
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £200
class of speaker,
budget products, and the DM302 is
udget price.
extending to
the first to feature it.
-3dB at 60Hz
'Prism' is the name given to a
SOUND QUALITY
unit resonance at
output, and
and falling away
system, which reduces internal
Considering
both
its
90Hz and again
should keep the
rapidly below.
origins and price it is amazing resonances using apattern of wedgewill
need agood
AE100s
sounding
Upper
treble
is,
like
structures
on
the
inside
of
the
that the AE100 has the characteristic
quality amplifier
crisp and fast, but
perhaps, alittle
cabinet in much the same way that
Acoustic Energy sound. Hard-hitting,
to make the most
beware matching
elevated
foam wedges are used in anechoic
dynamic and bitingly clear, the
of the AE100's
to bright sounding
compared to the
chambers [see diagram overleaf].
AE100 storms through full orchestral
bass potential.
amplifiers or CD
average bass/mid
music like The Planets with little sign The principle relies on the taper of
In the MLSSA
players.
the foam wedge which,
of compression. Bass extension is
Waterfall we see
Impedance
greater
in
remarkable for just for the size of when
alumpy result
meets an 8
box, and remarkable for its accuracy dimension than one
that matches the
ohm
too. OK, there isn't much real bass half-wavelength of the
responses and
standard,
audio frequency, will
below 60Hz but you sure get the
indicates some
but sharp
impression
of
it.
Percussion scatter and diffuse the
coloration. A
phase
instruments are well served by the sound allowing the
sharp treble unit
changes
AEI00;
drums
beat
out foam to act as an
resonance is also
through the
magnificently, in ataut and sharply- efficient absorber. In
evident at
upper
the
DM302,
the
Prism
etched fashion.
16kHz.
midrange will
Tonal accuracy is good for this wedges are not made
SUPPLIER
give cheaper
of foam, but are part of
class of speaker but not without
amplifiers a
Acoustic
the plastic injection
some discrepancies. Trumpet is
Energy Ltd,
hard time.
rather coarsely painted and tinged moulding which also
16 Bridge Road,
The broad
with a reediness that is not in forms the rear baffle,
Cirencester,
port
tuning
at
but
they
still
help
to
keeping with its brass origins. Male
Gloucestershire
52Hz GL7 11‘11
voice is touched with ahollow and disperse sound inside the
Tel 01285
matches to a
guttural character lending too much cabinet to be absorbed by a
654 432
sharp bass
sheet of BAF wadding. Neither
weight to bass voices. In contrast,

cone with critical flaring mounted to
ahigh power, long throw voice coil
dedicated
to producing good
dynamic behaviour. A doped foam
surround and metal-coned dust cap
add luxury touches. The treble unit
is a25mm soft dome with ferrofluid
damping and cooling.
The cabinet is unusually heavy,
consisting of rigid MDF with an
18mm front baffle covered by an
attractively grained charcoal vinyl
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"If you haven't heard aproperly
cleaned CD, you are in for arevelation"
Peter Turner- Reviewer
(Full review available)

•Reduces distortion
and harshness
•Improves detail and
information
•Improves
3-dimensionality
•Improves bass depth
and solidity

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Limited
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Westmorland. LA8 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247 Fox: 01539 823317 Freephone/Fox: 0800 373 467 ( UK only)

LOUDSPEAKERS
are the wedges long enough to act
on bass frequencies, but they will still
manage to reduce the strength of
internal resonances due to reflection.
The Prism baffle has other
advantages, notably an increase in
strength due to the sectional lattice
that forms the wedges. The
moulding is also extended to provide
tie braces for the front baffle to
improve rigidity. The two baffles
compress the 13mm chipboard
carcass and help reduce resonance
from the panels and front baffle. The
latter is shaped for low diffraction as
well as some pretty gtyling, and
includes a slotted port for low
distortion tuning of the enclosure.
A 120mm bass unit (with acone
area that is more typical of a 100mm
midrange unit) features a doped
paper cone with nitrile rubber
surround. Treble is output by a
25mm soft dome that is recessed
deeply in its front plate. Crossover
components are cramped together
on a small PCB fitted with two
nickel plated terminals for amplifier
connection. High-power ferrite- and
air- cored coils form second- order
bass and third- order treble filters,
using bipolar capacitors.

A cut-away section of B&Ws DM302
showing the Prism' SyS

SOUND QUALITY
The DM302 generates an impressive
and immediately likeable character
that is open enough to generate a
large and detailed sonic image. The
general trend is towards abright and
colourful disposition that is musically
lively and informative. Underneath
this is a fruity yet well controlled
bass, though extension is severely
limited, giving only a hint of bass
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•guitar fundamentals.
Vocals project strongly, though not
out of proportion with the rest of the
instruments, and both male and
female diction is as clear as abell.
This is as much adelight on choral
and opera music as it is in rock,
though choral bass voices suffer a
little from a lack of bass weight.
Orchestral strings and piano are also
delightfully presented, yet once again
double basses and the lower
keyboard octaves are weak.
Mounting the DM302 presents
something of adilemma. The lower
bass, represented by the output from
the port, is strong enough to demand
at least 0.5m spacing from the rear
wall, yet in this position the upper
bass shrinks to insignificance. Bring
the speakers back towards the wall
and this area gains strength and the
speakers begin to sound larger. But
wall mounting brings with it an
uncouth and overbearing low bass
lumpiness, and it is all too easy to
choose a room position which
encourages resonance in this area.
In my view B&W would have been
sensible to align the port output with
the upper bass and make for atrue
wall mount which would have
alleviated both mounting (bracket or
stand) and positioning
problems.
This said, the 302 is
avery entertaining and
musically
exciting
speaker, very much in
the Coda 7 class but
with better controlled
bass and a superbly
integrated midrange and
treble. Stereo imagery is
excellent,
deep
and
resonant
when
the
recording acoustics are
natural, and precise and
stable when the studio
mix is more artificial.
Everything takes place
between the speakers
rather than spreading
outside and above them,
so the DM302s never
manage to shake off the
small speaker image. Even so they
do well for their price, bringing a
glimpse of the accuracy of rendition
and transparency that is normally in
the domain of much more expensive
transducers.

CASTLE ACOUSTIC ISIS
The adage ' you gets what you
pays for' is well applied to the
Castle Isis. This is the most
expensive speaker in this
group test but is the only one
to feature real wood veneers
instead of the ubiquitous
budget vinyl finish. This alone
may tip the purchaser's

B&W DM302
LAB REPORT
Measured on the
axis of the treble
unit, the
responses are well
balanced, but
things start to go
awry as you
move off-axis. A
slight suspicion of
an upper
•
mid/lower treble
dip is confirmed
on the bass-unitaxis trace, which
clearly shows the
forward midrange
and treble
character. The
consistency above
the speaker is
good, however, so
the DM302s
should be
positioned level
with the listeners
and angled
towards the
listening seat.
Horizontally
off-axis, the treble
output is still
strongly elevated,
which may lend
alightweight
character to the
speakers. This is
countered by the
suggestion of a
forward midrange
to match in the
Room Averaged
Response. A
slight fall-off for
the bass level
below 200Hz is
not enough to
make this awall
mount speaker.
Bass falls away
from 120Hz and
is recovered by
the port output to
peak around
70Hz.
The impedance
is atrue 4ohm
load, which gives
an apparently
high sensitivity

Test results

Fig 2a. B&W DM302: response family at I
metre. Front top, on-axis; 15° below axis;
15° above axis; and 30° horizontally off-axis

Fig lb. B&W DM302: MISSA waterfall
display of delayed resonance

Fig 2e. B&W DM302: ROOM Averaged
Response; and (below) impedance, 4 ohms
per division

by drawing more
current from the
amplifier. This
should cause few
amps problems,
however, as the
minimum never
drops below 3.9
ohms and the
curve is smooth
through the
crossover region.
Few nrajor
delayed resonances
are observed on
the MLSSA
Waterfall, which
falls away rapidly
after the initial
impulse perhaps
indicating the
benefits of the
Prism system. In
companion the
upper bass
resonance from
the thin cabinet
walls stands out.

SUPPLIER
It& IV
Loudspeakers
UK,
Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Marlborough Rd,
Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel 01930
750 750

13&W DM302

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
320x183x200
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
30cm from rear wall on stands
Bass frequency rolloff, 3dB in-room
68Hz
Voltage sensitivity
ref 2.83V, or 1W, 8ohms, at 1m
89dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4 ohms/3.9 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £130
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THE CHINESE DRAGON STIRS
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Monoblock PowerAmps
Built in China to the highest
technological standards
They reached in and grabbed
ard and ruthlessly to reveal
asolid, clearly defined tune
missed by just about every
other system Ihave previously heard"
AL •

Available for review at 4WI Londons
premier sound specialists
ew Cavendish Street London W1M 7LH TEL: 0171-486-8262/3
Distributed by P.M COMPONENTS LTD Gravesend. Kent DAI ISHE/ 01474-560521

Dealers enquires welcomed.

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7NE81CC/ECC81
£6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
£6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
£10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805
Golden Dragon 300B Range
300B Super
4.300B
4.300B LX Super

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £ 65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
350B £29.95 pair

Singles

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £ 50.00£ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£11.50 £25.00 £50.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

£79.00
£84.00
£124.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order or Access - Visa
- Mastercard
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34•Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types.
An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K.
£4.00'57 00 rest of ,
,.. ,, r1r1 o vnL, -nay teler hose our Sales Desk for aprompt cpotation.

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100 00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., sprin ghead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
APRIL 1596
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LOUDSPEAKERS
balance in the Isis's favour as the
elegance of the slim cabinet and
smooth sheen of the wood suit the
Castle to domestic surroundings.
What is more, the front baffles, fitted
with smoothly curved grille edges
and gold finish Castle badge, are
mirror imaged. It is touches like
these that push the Isis above the
£200 price point, yet make it stand
out from the crowd.
Castle designs and builds its own
drive units, which in this case are
recessed to fit flush to the front baffle.
Placed bass/mid at the top of the
cabinet. This unit lias a white
injection moulded cone with large,
soft dust cap backed by ahigh-powerhandling voice-coil and large magnet
system, and is built on astrong cast
chassis. Treble comes from a new
25mm unit with polyamide laminated
soft dome mildly horn loaded by the
moulded front plate.
Second
order
crossover
components are mounted on alarge
PCB fitted with four gold plated
terminals for optional bi-wiring. A
mixture of ferrite and air cored coils
are used with audiophile quality
polypropylene capacitors.
The attractive cabinet is built from
13mm MDF with an 18mm thick
front baffle, and the interior is lined
with polyester foam with a roll of
BAF wadding behind the bass unit.
A short port exiting at the bottom
of the front baffle tunes the enclosure
as abass reflex design.

sound more squeaky than normal,
and strings collect abright sheen over
the higher part of their range. This
behaviour does seem to be amplifierdependent, so may not manifest itself
in well balanced systems.
Stereo images are presented with
stability but no great excess of depth.
Extreme left and right instruments
obviously issue from the speakers,
and most performances are placed
in the plane of the speakers. Only
where the acoustic is highly
reverberant do performers start to
move into their own space. This
seems to be a property of the bass
make-up, as pure choral recordings
fare better than orchestral works. It
is the warmth of the bass which
drags the image forward and dumps
it in the location of the speakers.
This was only one of two speakers
in the group to render piano
accurately, completing runs across
the keyboard without any emphasis
or imbalance. Cymbals are also
smooth and naturally presented
without tizz or emphasis and linking
sibilance authentically with voice, an
unusual and highly regarded attribute
at this price point.

MORDAUNT SHORT MS201

CASTLE ISIS
LAB REPORT
Inverted drive
unit
arrangements
require arebalance of
response to
deliver tonal
accuracy as the
treble unit cannot
diffract output
above the top
edge of the
speaker, resulting
in an apparent
loss of treble
power in the
room. This is
countered in the
Isis by shelving
the treble
upwards
compared to the
midrange, though
the latter's level
is abit too low
below 1
kHz for
wall
reinforcement
which generally
does not make
itself felt until
around 300Hz.
On-axis
responses are
better than
horizontally offaxis, so the
speakers should
be angled
towards the
listening seat and
stands or
mounting position
chosen so that the
top of the
speakers are at
ear level.
The Room
Averaged
Response gives a
better idea of the
even tonal
balance of the
Isis, only the loss
of weight in the
midrange still
standing out
against the

Fig 3a.

Castle Isis: response family at l

metre. From top, on-axis; I.5° belou: axis;
15° above axis; and 30° horizontally off-axis

Fig 3b. Castle Isis: MLSSA waterfall display
of delayed resonance

Fig 3c. Castle Isis: Room Averaged Response;
and (below) impedance, 4 ohms per division

Mordaunt Short's Music Series speakers
recovery of the
have now gained the suffix 'i' to denote
upper bass region.
improvements over the original designs.
Changes
include
an
anodised
Port output
aluminium gold dome treble unit,
extends the bass to
a -3dB point of
braced cabinet construction and new
64Hz, though this
cone surround among other details.
is rather peaky
Inclusion of a metal dome treble
SOUND QUALITY
unit at this price point must be near
and not ideally
Designed for wall mounting, and
integrated with the
enough unique, and indicates the
probably looking better on wall
care taken in the component
bass unit forward
brackets or shelves than stands as the
provision and construction of this
output.
cabinet maintains a slim and tall
Impedance lies
profile, the Isis sounds aclass above
speaker. Rather than reverting to
well above 8
its immediate competition. There is outside sources, Mordaunt Short
designs and produces its own drive
ohms, making the
no brashness or attempt at midIsis appear to be
units, the bass cone being an
forward projection. Instead, the
lower than
injection moulded plastic with
sound is cultured and warm with
average
inverted roll surround moulded into
more than a passing attempt at
sensitivity, and
it. A domed phase plug sits at its
accuracy and transparency.
there are some
Running in and warming up are centre. The front baffle is moulded
from mica filled polypropylene which
absolutely necessary for the Isis,
is inert other than aslight rattle from
which sounds colder and harder than
the full-width badge at its base.
its true character straight out of the
The cabinet proper is formed from
box. In stable room temperatures and
after fifteen minutes use the Isis
13mm high density chipboard which
delivers a smooth and coherent leaves the side panels rather resonant
midrange and treble performance that in the midband. A single sheet of
BAF wadding forms the internal
does justice to all types of music.
Bass is alittle lumpy at times, with
sound absorbent. Finish is back or
drums gaining atouch of cardboardy rosewood grained vinyl. At
Test results
Castle Isis
coloration, but is generally agreeable the rear is alarge port tube
Dimensions
(
hwd,
mm)
350x170x195
which keeps any leak of
and well balanced with the midrange.
Recommended amplifier power
That the coherence of performance midrange output and air
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
flow distortion hidden from
higher up is not continued through
against rear well
to the bass is one of the few black the forward output.
Bass frequency rolloff, -3dB in-room
64Hz
Voltage sensitivity
Crossover filters are
marks against the Castle.
ref 2.83V, or 1W. 8ohms, at 1m
87dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
simple first order affairs
Occasionally on loud orchestral
8 ohms/8.2 ohms/average
music one can be aware of a making the most of the
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £230
finely crafted drive unit
peakiness to some instrument
(luxury finishes including Rosewood, £260)
harmonics. For example oboe can responses. An air cored coil
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difficult phase
changes around
the crossover
region which
might make the
speakers alittle
amplifier sensitive.
Also noticeable is
the high Q port
tuning at 60Hz.

SUPPLIER
Castle Acoustics,
Park Mill,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton BD23
2TT
Tel 01756
795 333
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and reversible electrolytic capacitor
are hard wired to cables which are
plugged onto the drive unit
terminals.
Four
gold
plated
connectors provide a bi-wiring
option.

MORDANT-SHORT MS20i
LAB REPORT
The family of
responses for the
MS20i are not at
all inspiring. While
fitting broadly
between +3dB
limits on the treble
unit axis, there are
several peaks and
troughs which
indicate alack of
tonal accuracy. A
peak at 900Hz
follows astrong
break-up mode in
the bass/mid unit,
and there are clear
problems both
above and below
the crossover region
with dips and
troughs at 5kHz
and 2.5kHz.
Unusually for a
metal-dome treble
unit, output falls
steadily above
10kHz, and the
effect this has on
performance is
obvious in the
Room Averaged
Response. At two
metres the major
response anomalies
have smoothed
out, but there is
still some
unevenness
through the
midrange. Bass
output is
reinforced by the
port, falling away
rapidly below
65Hz. The port
and bass unit
outputs are alittle
too high compared
to the midrange
for ideal rear wall
mounting.
A kick in the
impedance
response at
800Hz indicates
the bass unit cone
breakup mode.
Otherwise the
impedance is a
smooth nominal 8
ohms giving
SUPPLIER
Mordaunt-Short
Lui,
3Ridgeway,
Havant,
Hampshire
PO9 1.7S
Tel: 01705
407722
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SOUND QUALITY
Fig 4a. Mordaunt-Short MS20i: response
family at 1 metre. Front top, on-axis; 15°
below axis; 15° above axis; and 30°
horizontally off-axis

Fig 4b. Mordaunt-Short MS20i: MLSSA
waterfall display of delayed resonance

Fig 4c. Mordaunt-Short MS20i: ROOM
Averaged Response; and (below) impedance,
4 ohms per division

amplifiers an easy
ride.
Mordaunt
Short's MLSSA
Waterfall trace
shows the extent of
Test results

the 900Hz peak,
with adelayed
resonance that
dominates the
otherwise clean
performance.

Mordaunt Short MS201

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
305x185x212
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-75W
Recommended placement
close to rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff, 3dB in-room
66Hz
Voltage sensitivity
ref 2.83V. or 1W, 8ohms, at 1m
89dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.8 ohms/8 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £200

The MS20i needs to be placed
against arear wall to offset adegree
of midrange forwardness which
compromises its accuracy. In this
position bass output is full and
apparently extended, though there is
alimit beyond which this bookshelf
box will not go. The sound seems to
be balanced for off axis listening, so
the 20i should be placed facing
straight out into the room.
Even with the aid of rear wall
reinforcement
of
the
lower
frequencies,
the
midrange
occasionally sounds forced, and
lends apeaky output to woodwind
and cello, thickening their lower
registers and accentuating their upper
harmonics. This thickness of lower
midrange produces a murkiness
through which recorded detail
struggles, and tends to ruin any
pretence of transparency.
In asimilar vein, percussion can
sound ponderous and the whole feel
of the music can become slow and
dragging. Piano sounds hollow
and forced throughout asection
of the midrange, highlighting a
narrow range of notes which
dominate the proceedings.
Things liven up with jazz and
rock recordings, though. Jazz
benefits from the emphasis given
to the brass section, though this
sounds as though it is being
squeezed from the speakers
rather than taking its natural
perspective in the band.
Rock and pop reveals the best
face of these Mordaunt Shorts.
Against the equalisation excesses
of typical pop mixing, the
midrange begins to fall into
balance, so that the dulled treble
is enlivened by treble uplift.
Unfortunately, the bass still seems
rather plodding, whether the speakers
are positioned near or away from the
wall, but the meatiness of the bass
output might suit some listeners and
brighter sounding systems.
So an overall thumbs down for the
MS20i. Its appearance and build
quality is attractive but Ididn't find
its sound to be engaging.

ROGERS LS1
Unusually Rogers has managed to
use European based units for the
LS1, treating the black ash vinyl
covered cabinets to a Scandinavian
Vifa drive unit complement. These
include a well behaved 130mm
doped paper cone unit of known

sonic quality with rubber surround
and magnetically shielded magnet.
The treble unit is an equally well
known 19mm soft dome. Both units
are screwed directly to the front
baffle, but a touch of sleekness is
provided by a moulded surround
which holds the cloth grille and
provides rounded edges to the baffle.
The cabinet, in 13mm MDF, is
tuned by asmall port that exits just
under the treble unit. Inside is a
stuffing of BAF wadding as acoustic
absorbent and a PCB- mounted
crossover with two nickel plated
terminals exiting at the rear. Second
order networks are used with ahigh
power ferrite coil for the bass and an
air cored coil for the treble and
reversible electrolytic capacitors all
round. All connections are soldered.

SOUND QUALITY
Rogers has areputation for accuracy
and transparency, engendered by a
long history of monitor class
speakers, but as far as Iknow the
company has never descended to the
budget market with such alow-cost
item as the LS!. Iwas therefore
fearful that the reputation was about
to be tarnished. Could speakers this
cheap really offer the necessary
transparency to match the typical
Rogers family sound?
As it turns out I needn't have
worried. The LS1 is like a baby
version of the Studio series and
makes amarvellous introduction to
the world of real hi-fi. Play any type
of music and the LS1 brings out a
high level of enjoyment. On the
classical repertoire the orchestral
sound is full bodied, spacious and
accurate
in
its
instrumental
representation, and shows fine detail
off to advantage. Jazz swings with
superb rhythm and timing, the
performers separated acoustically but
blending musically. Rock music is
vibrant and exciting, bass notes
having remarkable floor shaking
ability and treble remaining crisp yet
not overbearing.
What makes the LS1 boogie,
though, is an excellent coherency of
behaviour so that you simply become
unaware
of the
speakers
as
transducers. This is an aspect shared
with the KEF Coda 7 and 8, and
goes a long way to making up for
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•share the KEF Coda's preference for
wall reinforcement of bass, and both
work
well
in
this
position.
Unfortunately the MS20I sounds dull
and uninspiring for much of the time,
and in my view is quite unsuitable
and sibilance, and amild change of for anything other than upbeat pop
character as the bass starts being music. In contrast, and for only afew
extruded by the port rather than the pounds more, the Castle Isis is far
bass drive unit. Below 100Hz bass more engaging and is tonally accurate
enough to suit all types of music.
guitar loses some tightness and
definition, and organ notes become Occasional colorations reduce the
Castle's transparency, which is a
thunderous rather than controlled, but
this is only to be expected from such shame, but the real wood veneers and
matched-pair appearance will go a
asmall cabinet and port dimensions.
Positioning the speakers is difficult long way to entice customers away
from the cheaper competition.
as a result. Right back to the wall
Similarly, coloration spoils the
the low bass is over heavy, free

any minor colorations or distortions
that are the compromise inherent in
budget speakers. In the LS1 these
departures from neutrality concern a
sharpness in the upper treble that
brings just atouch of sizzle to cymbals

ROGERS LS1
LAB REPORT
On axis with the
treble unit the
LS1 shows a
strong peak
between 4-6kHz
which pushes the
response beyond
the usual +3dB
limits. The best
results are 30° of
axis horizontally,
indicating that
the LS1s should
be placed facing
straight out from
the wall. Here
the peak is
narrower, though
still standing out
from an otherwise
well balanced
trace. The other
anomoly is a
sharp dip at
1.5kHz, a
characteristic of
the bass/mid cone.
On the Room
Averaged
Response these
problems are still
noticeable, but
the evenness of
the midrange and
bass output with
the speakers
using the rear
wall
reinforcement well
is excellent. This
is obviously a
compromise
Rogers has
chosen, where the
crossover and
units are
optimised for
good bass and
midrange

Acoustic Energy 100s from sweeping
all before them. Still they are not
without their attractions, delivering
ahard hitting and dynamic musical
force that is exciting and impressive.
Their dynamics were by far the best
of the group, showing off arange of
quiet to loud volume capability that
has always been the AE hallmark.
The build quality is nothing short of
remarkable and is up to the class of
orchestral works the upper bass,
much more expensive transducers.
which is unreinforced by the port
output, could occasionally seem a These are the only true free standing
little weak and boxy, but as timing speakers in the group and demand
good stands to make the most of
and transparency blended so well
with the open and detailed midrange their musical attack.
The DM302s also want to be free
it was easy to forgive.
standing, but can't make it with a
These niggles apart the LS1 is
simply splendid, generating asound tiny bass unit that has no real output
in the lower octaves. Here is aclassic
field that is both broad and high,
reaching beyond the speakers where case for rear wall reinforcement, yet
it has been allowed to slip by due to
the
recording
affords
natural
an overabundance of bass from the
ambience to make the Rogers seem
tiny port. If you can get it to work
to disappear. The LS 1swere the
most accurate of the group, not only in your room, the mid and treble
tonally but also with regard to image performance are excellent and the
overall transparency is to a high
precision and size. Musically the
LS is are entrancing, capturing your order, so don't leave it out of your
attention not by impressive sonics list to audition.
Despite its requirement for stand
but solely through the musical
performance. These are speakers to mounting, the Rogers LS1 here takes
the honours thanks to its wonderful
listen through, not to listen to.
coherence of performance through
the sonic spectrum. While it can
GROUP CONCLUSION
For the life of me Icannot see the never fully shake off the boxy bass
that is a typical characteristic of
point of making small so-called
bookshelf speakers that cannot be budget speakers it does
do its best to marry
wall mounted. Yet many of the
designs here still perform at their extension to upper
best when stand mounted, and I bass clarity, and the
is
good
wonder whether owners really want timing
to
blend
to invest in afurther £60-£80 rather enough
than placing the speakers on cast imperceptibly with
aluminium wall brackets available in the mid and treble
any DIY store for a few pounds? I clarity. But overall it
is the capability of the
can quite understand how designers
would like to avoid their products LS1 to make you
you
are
being put on any old resonant forget
shelves dotted around the room, but listening to a hi-fi
and
be
Ithought the idea of small speakers system
was to make less of an intrusion into captivated totally by
the room, not take up unnecessary the music that makes
a
winner.
floor space with tall and spindly this
Recommended with
stands.
Only the Castle Isis and MS20I's enthusiasm.
Rogers

standing the bass is too light and
much warmth is lost. In my room
the correct position was found at
15cm from the rear wall sited on tall
stands, but this distance will
undoubtedly differ from room to
room. In this position the bass
remained full and yet tight, yielding
far better definition than the resonant
cabinet output of the Codas. On full
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Fig 5a. Rogers LS!: response family at I
metre. From top, onaxis; 15° below axis;
15° above axis; and 30° horizontally off-axis

Fig 5b. Rogers LS!: MLSSA waterfall
display of delayed resonance

Fig Sc. Rogers LS!: Room Averaged
Response; and (below.) impedance, 4 ohms
per division

accuracy while the
treble has been
adjusted for level
balance rather
than smoothness.
The MLSSA
Waterfall trace
shows aclean
upper midrange
with the treble
peak intruding
again and some
extended resonance
from the cabinet to
spoil the upper
bass quality.
Impedance shows

adamped port
and bass unit
tuning with a
smooth passage
through the
crossover region
that makes the
speaker and easy
drive for all
amplifiers.
Nominal 6ohms
impedance makes
the most of
amplifier output
without
compromising
driving ability.

SUPPLIER
Rogers
International,
310 Commonside
East,
Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 1HR
Tel 0181
640 2172

Test results

Rogers LS1

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
300x195x218
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-75W
Recommended placement
close to rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff, -3dB in-room
66Hz
Voltage sensitivity
ref 2.83V, or 1W, 8ohms, at 1m
87dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.6 ohms/6 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price per pair iinc VAT) £149
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tfirst sight the requirements
for agood AV system and
hi-fi system seem the same,
allowing for the obvious addition of
the video element. Both should aim
for accuracy and high resolution,
imparting realism. Both should transmit the excitement and emotional
message of the performance. But in
reality these goals are rarely
encompassed by an AV set-up. •
As to why this should be, some
would say we need look no further
than the compromises inherent in
Dolby Surround processing for the
requirements of an AV system in
music replay. Others would point to
the apparently differing requirements
of amplifier and loudspeaker systems
for the video market [ see box]. And
it is true that AV fans do require an
excess of deep bass, and to hit high
listening levels from a multitude of
speakers dedicated to surrounding
the listener with sound effects.
To meet these inadequacies headon, Naim Audio has devised an AV
system with a difference. Other
manufacturers have attacked the AV
market with acomplete new product
line-up, but Naim's approach does
not intrude on the basic hi-fi system
at all. You just add the Naim NA
AV1 processor, plus a pair of rear
channel speakers and amp to drive
them. Naim also advocates the use
of aprojector and screen rather than
TV monitor.
To test the NA AV1 for both
music and video use, Naim installed
a complete active DBL system for
the front channels, comprising the
large three way DBL speakers with
each drive unit coupled to its own
NAP 135 power amplifier. Threeway S-NAXO active crossovers
divide the frequency band to the
requisite drive units, and the whole
is controlled by a NAC 52 remote
controlled pre- amp. As a source I
used a Naim CDS CD player for
music, and a Pioneer CLD2950
Laser Disc player for video plus a
Nicam VCR for TV transmissions.
Housed in astandard width Naim
case, the AV1 forms part of a
formidable
looking
stack
of
electronics with six power amps, two
crossovers, a pre- amp and power
supply and the CDS and its power
supply. On the front panel of the
AV1 are two volume controls for
individual adjustment of rear channel
level; once set up for the rear speaker
position and balance, these can be
ignored. A mute button turns off the
rear speakers when desired for
listening to two channel stereo.
There are none of the usual Dolby
alignment functions for rear speaker
delay and so forth as these are all
factory preset. At the heart of the
AV1 is a Digital Signal Processor
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Many hi-fi manufacturers now offer
.
comeete audio-visual set-ups, but
¡yin's aim is to add vision without
-'ethinpromising the music system
by PEilimER J COMEAU

that Naim call the SFX. Working to
20-bit resolution, the DSP extracts
the rear channel information using
inter- channel signal mixing and
phase modification. This sounds
more drastic than it actually is.
Dolby Pro- Logic decoding uses
phase shifting and amplitude
modulation to ' steer' the effects to
the rear channels and enhance the
interchannel separation. The source
signal is, however, stereo compatible
containing rear channel information
in phase modified form. You don't
have to use Pro-Logic decoding to
replay this information, though it is
the accepted way of doing things.
Film soundtracks are artificial
productions; dialogue is often
dubbed in after the film is made, as

Naim's
objective is to
maintain the
focus of the
stereo image,
and remember
that the rear
sound is
stereo too, not
the mono
signal of Dolby
Pro- Logic

the acoustics of the recording or
effects from film soundtracks. In both
cases Naim's objective is to maintain
the focus of the stereo image, and
remember that the rear sound is
stereo too, not the mono signal of
Dolby Pro-Logic systems.

SOUND QUALITY

are all the surrounding effects and
supposedly natural noises not
recorded on location. So the Dolby
Pro- Logic processing hardly seems
noticeable except for its beneficial
channel separation and effects
steering when playing movies.
But for music use, Dolby ProLogic is best switched off and the
front channels used with the signal
diverted around the processor chip.
Naim's system has no processing
of the front channels and so avoids

any compromises in this area. Each
rear channel is a composite of its
matching front channel plus aphaseshifted difference signal from the
opposite channel plus some delay. As
aresult you could say that the rear
channels mirror the front channels
using many of the out of phase
components that either carry clues to

SUPPLIER
Naim Audio
Southampton Rd
Salisbury
Wilts
SPI 2LN
Tel: 01722
332 266

Despite Naim's promotion of the use
of the AV1 for music surround, most
listeners first want to know how it
performs with Dolby encoded
soundtracks. Accordingly, much of
the review time was spent watching
LaserDiscs and TV films. In nearly
all cases the sound field presented
by the complete system was
stunning. The DBLs themselves
produce a large and voluminous
sound stage and are amazingly
dynamic, using their 90dB sensitivity
to reach frighteningly high sound
levels without distortion. Their detail
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resolution is carried through to
movie soundtracks, revealing every
noise and nuance of dialogue with
tremendous
clarity.
The
rear
channels should be adjusted in
volume so that they are hardly
noticeable most of the time, only
making themselves known on
extreme effects such as fly-bys and
reverberant locations. This is rather
different from a Pro-Logic system,
where sounds pop up around the
listeners and the sound field collapses
if the rears are switched off.
This is not to say that the rear
channels do not help fill the room
with sound, just that they do not
distract from the front stereo image.
This is where the action is, and the
sound system concentrates your
attention on it. With good Pro-Logic
decoding, such as in the best THX
systems, the soundstage enlarges
your field of view so that the TV is
a window into part of the action.
The Naim system, however, ties the
soundstage to the visual action, and
hence demands alarge picture too.
Naim's recommendation for a
projected image is therefore sensible.
For astart there is nothing between
the DBL speakers to disturb the
stereo image; no acres of glass or
extraneous speakers to resonate and
spoil the DBL's precision. I
accidentally provoked this when I
brought in some small speakers for
my radio tuner, not plugged in to the
Naim system. For days Icould not
understand why the DBLs had lost
alot of their bass definition. It finally
dawned on me that the change in
character had started on the day I
installed the extra speakers. Once
these were removed the DBLs were
restored to their full potential.
Naim installed aSanyo 320 LCD
projector which sat at the back of the
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•listening room projecting its image
on ascreen filling the space between
the speakers. LCD projectors have a
reputation for breaking the image into
rectangular pixels which degrade
detail, but this was not the case with
the Sanyo 320. The number of LCD
elements used gave good resolution
and brightness high enough to permit
daylight viewing though, of course,
the image improved dramatically with
the room darkened. The Sanyo had
atendency to saturate bright greens
and reds above other colours, though
this was controlled by reducing the
colour level to the bare necessity. Its
main drawback was a noisy cooling
fan, and Ihad to position acoustic
absorbent screens around the unit to
reduce the annoyance.
The AV1 incorporates no video
switching, so video sources can either
be selected by a separate controller
or, as in my case, you can let daisychained SCART outputs self-select
the active source. Audio is, of course,
selected and controlled through
Naim's system remote handset.
This impressive system was served
best by productions made for the
wide screen. So film, ballet and opera
were all thrilling in both the video
and sonic entertainment. Video tape
was adisappointment, the projector
revealing the tape's lack of image
clarity, while the system showed up
poor audio resolution. LaserDiscs,
however, were excellent. My favourite
surround test of the echoey space in
the underwater rig of The Abyss was
rendered with fascinating accuracy
from the front stereo image, revealing
noises that I have never heard
through Dolby Pro-Logic decoders.
The surround sound was suitably
reverberant though not projecting
quite the same sense of space as ProLogic decoding via THX surrounds.
So what was missing compared to
a THX system of the same class?
Well, the stomach-churning, floor
shaking 30Hz bass was less evident.
The DBLs do perform at this low
frequency, but not as strongly as a
dedicated subwoofer. Itried adding
a REL Stentor to firm up the bass
foundation with crossover and
controls set to aminimum with some
success on LaserDisc sources. Music,
however, showed that the Stentor
was interfering slightly with the
splendid dynamics of the system,
probably through its modification of
the finely crafted bass accuracy and
phase control of the active DBLs.
The revelation came with CD as
a source. For once I could quite
happily leave a surround processor
active without being annoyed by rear
discrepancies with the front stereo
signal. The output of the AV1 is
superbly clean, thanks to the 20-bit
digital processing, with no spiky

In nearly all
cases the
sound field
presented by
the complete
system was
stunning. The
DBLs
themselves
produce a
large and
voluminous
sound stage
and are
amazingly
dynamic

Naim's DM,
speakers, used for
the front channels
without the
addition of a centre
speaker. Picture
below left shows the
complete system

NA AV1
processor „C1600
NAC 52 preamp L3100
S-NAXO 3-6
crossover ,
C700
NAP 135 mono
power amps,
each: ,C1530
NA DBL front
speakers ,C7000
NA SBL rear
speakers ,C1825
Super- CAP
power supply
,C1910
NAP 250 stereo
power amp for
rear channel
„C1530
Sanyo 320
projector £10,000

effects from digital delay or added
noise through amplitude modulation
processing. The scale of the sound
on a CD like Gardiner conducting
The Planets [
DG 445 860-2] was
huge, encompassing, exciting and
moving, the rear channels doing no
more than helping the orchestral
sound to wash over the listeners.
For video use the AV1 offers an
interesting
alternative
to
the
ubiquitous Dolby Pro-Logic method.
By leaving the front channels
untouched by processing the
dynamics,
detail
and
stereo
soundstage
are
an
order
of
magnitude better than that heard
through a Pro- Logic system. The
rear channel sound is a matter of
taste, certainly producing less
obvious effects oriented output than
Pro-Logic, but not interfering with
the forward spread of sound allowing
this to focus naturally with a large
video image. But it is on music that
the AV1 shows its real strength,
adding to rather than detracting from
the performance and maintaining the
excitement that has always been the
mark of Naim equipment.

It often seems that we ara being sorely misled by
AV marketing efforts dedicated to make us buy
more hardware in order to meet the apparent needs
of the software. One example of this is the
requirement for a centre channel speaker. which has
so invaded the consciousness of movie lovers that a
whole new market has grown purely to meet the
needs of the system bereft of a speaker plonked on
top of the TV. Long term hi-fi listeners who have
taken care to place their single pair of speakers
correctly know that stable and realistic central
images can be heard from a wide seating area
without the necessity for a centre speaker.

RiNGMAT

330 MKII
XLR

D

Ringmat
Developments,
PO Box 200,
Brentwood,
Essex
CM15 8QG.
Tel: 01277
200 210

PHILIPS
AZ 6845
PERSONAL CD
PLAYER

J

ust over 11 years ago the first
Sony portable CD player
became available.
It ate
batteries, and, in any case, only
gave aplaying time of two hours or
so. The player was quite large and
the add-on battery pack made it
very unwieldy. Even so, several
friends purchased them, but they
soon turned out to be rather
unreliable. My own had to be
returned to Sony at least twice.
Ihave been waiting for ayear or
two for a more reliable, compact
little player and in August Philips
told me about the AZ6845. This is
remarkably compact, not much
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escribed in ' PotPourri' Sept ' 93,
the
original
Ringmat resulted from fresh
thinking on the optimum way of
supporting vinyl records on a
conventional platter: it comprised a
242mm paper/cotton disc with two
narrow concentric rings of a cork
composite on the upper surface and
two near the outer edge, on the
underside. Total thicknesses of 2,
2.5 and 3mm were made to
accommodate systems where no arm
height adjustment was possible. The
position of the support rings had
been arrived at on the basis of both
computer prediction of vibration
modes and by subjective listening
tests. But shortly after the mat was
on
the
market,
continued
experimentation had led to a MkII
replacement; this had an additional
underside ring and a small paper

quadrant next to the spindle cutout.
The Midi offered considerable sonic
improvements. (An upgrade service
is available for MkI owners.)
But co-designer John Rogers is a
perfectionist, and he has persevered
with the design. During April, a330
Mid! XLR is to go into production.
This is basically similar, except that
the top outer ring is now wider
(3.2mm) and 8mm less in diameter,
while the profile of the inner ring,
which sits some 16mm away from
the record label, has been lowered.
Once again, the changes in sound
quality are surprisingly apparent. But,
as Rogers admits, careful listening
comparisons are needed to confirm
that these are not merely 'trade-offs',
when the XLR may seem to sacrifice
some of the 'air' of the earlier Mid!.
The opening drum taps of `Play of
the couples' from Bartok's Concerto
for Orchestra, on the Classic Sound

giNIS•

larger than a CD and less than 30
mm thick. It is supplied with what
Ican only describe as ' lug pieces',
which kept on falling out of the
ears, so I abandoned these, and
used some Philips headphones
instead. Low impedance ' phones
are necessary as the output voltage
is limited, but the headphone driver
could give a reasonable current. I
tried some high quality 'phones, but
output volume was rather limited,
enough for most classics, but not
adequate for pop.
The player can be used with
internal Duracell batteries, giving a
typical life of about 10 hours (less

Duracell
batteries
give a
typical life
of about 10
hours (less
if the antijog circuits
are used)

if the anti- jog circuits are used).
Ordinary AA cells would give much
less time, and nicads last only
around five hours, and have to be
charged externally. A car adaptor
is supplied, with a power lead
plugging into the cigar lighter
socket, and also a lead with a
dummy cassette which allows the
audio to induce into the car radio's
tape player. I found that this
worked well, provided that I
avoided the so called ' car switch',
on the player. When ' on', this made
the sound very phasey, and
positioning went crazy. The 3.5
mm stereo jack gives audio output
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recut (Chicago SO/Reiner), offer an
immediate contrast: on the MkII,
light and airy, with atmospheric
reverberation sounding from the
other side of the soundstage, these
are firmer, deeper with the XLR and
the player's position is sharper
focused. Iused a Well Tempered
Ann/VdH MC1S (with body casing
removed), Linn LP12 with Cirkus
modifications and Naim power
supply, on RATA stands.
Some more aggressive Bartok
followed: the last two movements
from the Fourth String Quartet on
the Juilliard's 1970 CBS reissue —
this was chosen as I had always
disliked its ' one mic to each player'
character. Now, contradictory though
this may seem, one could more easily
pinpoint each instrument in space,
while as a group the quartet had
become more unified. The strings
snapping back on the fingerboard,
as the composer prescribed in the
pizzicato (
iv), were richer; the inner
detail was easier to follow.
It was evident that the XLR
realised more low register and
ambient information (thus the
increased focus within textures).
With Rickie Lee Jones's ' Easy
Money', similarly, one could hear
more about how the track was

produced: echo added to voice; the
fadeup
of piano
etc.
More
importantly,
there
was
more
expression to the singing.
On the ASM/Argo recording, the
Andantino of Rossini's Second String
Sonata begins with avery powerful
tutti. With the XLR awhole layer of
hazy near-congestion was removed,
the acoustic was clearer and support
lines more apparent, such as quiet
bass accompaniment figures. You
wanted
to
go
on
listening
indefinitely; also you could still listen
comfortably at higher replay levels.
The superb ( and alas no longer
available) Fennell Symphonic Winds/
Telarc LP has some demanding Hoist
tracks, with added percussion. These
were much cleaner, with more
perceptible depth layers in the hall;
and, for the first time in my system,
the anvil in ' Song of the Anvil'
remained in position, where usually
it shifts inwards after its first entry.
So, an improvement in several
musical aspects occurs. An essential
replacement for the 12in felt or
rubber mat for any critical listener,
the MkII remains very satisfactory,
but the XLR at £47.50 (atrade-in
allowance is offered against the
MkII) is even better.
Christopher Breunig

so this little machine is very suitable
for blind people.
The sound was completely
acceptable, and no extraneous
return to the memorised position whines or buzzes were noted, either
after turn off, as long as the lid is on headphones, or when connected
not opened. The anti-jogging store to my main system, Quad amps,
mode uses athree second memory feeding Quad electrostatics with
which is referred to if playing is Gradient sub-bass woofers. Any
disturbed. This worked very well, audible difference between this
but a violent jog causes a portable and my normal
momentary silence, though not a player was marginal. It
loss of position. The small edgewise was handy to be able
volume control is also on the front, to lock the player in
and at a high setting gives a flat playing mode, and the
response, but I am sure that I anti-jog worked very
heard a dreaded auto loudness well. It was the small
size and low weight that
circuit coming in at low settings.
really sold the 6845 to
An external mains adaptor,
me, though. It could
supplied, plugs into a hole at the
back, this also being used for the car easily fit into an overcoat
power lead. A carrying pouch is pocket, or even ahandbag.
optional. Small buttons give cueing The remarkable long battery
life is also an enormous
and track changing, both forwards
advantage. Finally, Itried the
and backwards.
This was cleverly designed, as the output into external amplified
same button did both cueing and battery operated mini speakers,
track change in the same direction.
and what an improvement over
Holding it down, for example, gave the narrow stereo image of aCD
auseful audible cueing. On the right ghetto blaster. The stereo was
end of the front panel are buttons excellent, thus making this an ideal
present for the youngsters, or for
for on/off, pause/stop, and mode
change, which allows random track general family use. I will be
changing, and which Ifound quite purchasing the review unit, and what
useless. It did not take me long to more can Isay than that!
Angus McKenzie
become used to all the controls, and
for phones or external hi-fi
connection. A three position switch
selects
button
lock,
normal
operation or allows the player to
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ONE FOR ALL
REMOTE CONTROL

I

was recently in the unhappy position of having the
remote control for my VCR die on me. Some
devices can be operated without the luxury of a
remote but the idea of leaping to my feet and kneeling
worshipfully below the TV every time Iwanted to fast
forward or rewind was too painful to contemplate.
So Idecided to buy a replacement, thinking it
couldn't cost more than £ 10 or £ 15. But to my horror
Idiscovered it would set me back £72.85 (including
VAT), or about half the price of awhole new VCR.
Companies like JVC are simply not in the business
of selling remotes unless they're boxed with one of
their mega-selling video recorders. However, I'm far
from being the only consumer who has broken a
handset or lost it under the sofa. And if the big multinationals can't service this growing niche market, a
company called One For All is more than willing to.
One For All manufactures a range of multipurpose remotes which can incorporate control of
several devices (TVs, video recorders, satellite
receivers and CD players). Of course, this concept
is nothing new. ` Learning' remotes have been with us
for some time. But the advantage of the One For All
devices is that they're not only relatively cheap, they
are also extremely simple to set up and program.
The keys on these remotes are big and clear and
logically grouped; the design is ergonomically excellent.
So instead of just replacing my broken VCR remote,
Iprogrammed the One For All model 4 (£25) to take
control of my TV, too. To do this Ijust looked
through the booklet for the codes that corresponded
with aSony Trinitron. It worked with the second code
Itried. Programming really was ' as simple as A-B-C,
1-2-3,' as the brochure rather sickeningly puts it.
Since then I've been using this single handset
instead of the two Ihad previously devoted to my AV
system. It makes life alot simpler. Admittedly, it calls
for abit of coordination while flipping back and forth
between TV and video when you're in ahurry. But
if you can walk and chew gum at the same time you
should be all right.
Any complaints? Well, Ihad mysterious power
failures which called for reprogramming and
I've had some trouble with the ' record'
button which seems abit unresponsive and
requires a couple of panic stricken jabs to
catch that all important movie whose titles
have just begun to scroll across the screen.
On the whole, though, the One For All
gets my vote. I'd prefer to see it retailing
at £ 10 instead of £ 25 but while
companies like JVC are charging
between £40 and £ 80 for their own
models, that isn't going to happen. In
any .case, a minor victory in our
continuing battle to make technology
our slave and not our master.
Andrew Cartmel
SUPPLIER
Strand Europe Ltd
Galway Road
Blackbushe Business Park
Yateley
Camberley in Surrey GUI? 7GE
Tel: 01252 861 006
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"It's tantamount to a miracle"
-Ken Kessler. Hi Fi News

If that sounds like an extravagant claim,
consider the following: You know how
magical the single-ended triode sound can
be. But you have probably always thought
of SETs as quirky, unreliable and expensive.
Perhaps ugly, too.
Not any more. With the Smart 845
Unison Research has redifined the pure
triode single-ended valve amplifier.
Not only do the Smart 845s sound superb,
they are beautifully made, they can drive
almost any loudspeaker you care to name,
they are dependable, user-friendly and,
yes, they are abargain too*.
Now isn't that tantamount to amiracle?

SMART 845

by Unison Research

'Indeed they are. All this hand-crafted glory costs only £2995
or the pair. For full information m the Smart 845 monoblocks
.ind the full range of superb Unison Research products, plus the
name of your nearest stockist. call'

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver, SLO 9DA Bucks. England
Tel: 01753-652669

Fax: 01753-654531

e KJ's CURE FOR THE JITTERS
You've read about it .... now try it.
KJ's INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
We have demonstrated the best hi-fi from around the world for over 25
years. The brands below give you some insight into the high performance equipment you will find at KJ. No flat earth attitudes here, just
because its brand name with L---- and comes from Scotland its not
necessarily the product for everyone. At KJ we take pride in our
independence - come and get a straight answer to a straight question.

THETA
TLC
£229

PART EXCHANGE
POSSIBLE

INTEREST
FREE
CREDIT
AVAILABLE

KJ WEST ONE
Cs

[Sent Post Free]
The Theta TLC is designed to
reduce the jitter, or to use simpler
language, the error in the clocking
between aCD transport and a D to
A converter, including possible errors between the transport and converter stages in single chassis CD players. It offers both optical or coaxial
inputs enabling an optical only CD to be used with a coaxial DAC. The
stunning review in this magazine (April 1995) claimed areduction in glare
and harshness reducing listener fatigue and mercase in resolution.
Our Paid Approval Scheme offers you the opportunity to try the Theta
TLC in your system at home for 7 days. You've got 10 days from date of
purchase to return the unit to us for afull refund if you are not satisfied.
(the only cost to you will be the return postage)

26 New Cavendish Street TEL: 0171 - 486 8262/3
London W1M 7LH
FAX: 0171 - 487 3452
APRIL 1996
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ergonomically, you can't get any
simpler; neither can you get any
more complicated as far as the power
supply options are concerned.
Symfonia regards the SR- 1as the
ultimate, no-compromise pre- amp
for obvious reasons. It is, as the
company states, designed for asingle
purpose, and therefore as pure of
heart as anewly-enlisted monk, that
is to say, it was designed to handle
a single source without any signal
degradation. Symfonia boasts that
the SR- 1does away with the input
selector, the balance control and the
record selector. Inarguable, right?
And they admit that this isn't the
pre-amp for those who need multirompted by aphonecall from
source capability and loads of
a disgruntled manufacturer
facilities. It is, simply, aproduct for
(surprise, surprise), Ifigure
monomaniacs, if you don't mind that
that it's time to re-state why
rather inappropriate way to describe
'Headroom' has become HEN/RR's
users of adual-mono design. But for
dumping ground for equipment not
something which should be so
sold in the UK. It really is simple,
simple, it's parts-rich and impressive.
but here goes anyway for those of
As Isaid, it's dual-mono, apure
you who joined us at the interval.
symmetrical cascade Class A circuit
This magazine, though it boasts
employing amix of bipolar and FET
the highest foreign circulation of any
devices. The power supply contains
UK-based hi-fi magazine, is first and
a custom-made 300VA toroidal
foremost aBritish publication. Our
transformer, it features an on-board
primary responsibility is to our
mains filtering system, independent
British readers, so we quite naturally
voltage regulation on the mother
devote our formal review space —
board, socketry from WBT and pure
with precious few exceptions —
silver internal wiring from
exclusively to equipment
Kimber, OFC copper traces
sold in the UK. Those
on the circuit boards and
exceptions are almost
enough filtering capacitors
entirely products which
to cause aworld shortage.
are
so
important
And, oh! Is it aquiet, silky
(historically or globally)
performer.
or just plain interesting
Elegant in its low-profile,
that we simply have to
compact blue-fascia'd case
cover them; the LAMM
mono pre-amp for monomaniacs? Vince Testa 'sSymfonia
—the dimensions are just
amplifier is a good A dual482x70x310mm (whd), each power
example. We're not quite as sniffy world's heavyweights. Unfortunately,
about it as some magazines in the Australia isn't the best vantage point supply roughly half the size — the
for aglobal takeover. But HFNIRR Symfonia sports only the large,
USA, which actually specify the
damped,
centrallynumber of retailers a brand must has a solid, loyal following Down beautifully
have in the States to qualify for Under, and agreeing to take a look positioned volume control and a
review space, but equally, we're wary at the flagship line stage pre-amp was horizontal gold stripe to give it its
the only way Icould get Vince to let identity. Itried the SR- 1with both
of opportunist distributors who claim
they're importing abrand when what go of my leg as Ifought to make my asingle and then apair of the deluxe
power supplies and was so impressed
they're really doing is using us (and way to the airport.
But listen: Iwouldn't be doing this that Ialmost lied myself into living
other magazines) to test the waters.
just to stop Vince from calling me at with apre-amp with but one input;
There are two features of this
3am. The SR- 1line stage is one of after thinking long and hard and
magazine which militate against us
admitting that, whatever pedantic
precluding assessments of equipment the bravest displays of unbridled
no; available in the UK. The first is purist lunacy I've ever seen. How so? pose Imight adopt in order to be a
our foreign readership, which wants Just ask yourself: How many £2000- reviewer, I'm not fundamentally a
Spartan. But Ido know some hi-fi
to know how we feel about certain plus, line- level pre- amps can you
products, unaware that they may not name which only accept one source? crazies who dream about this kind
of hardware: purposeful, obsessive,
be available to us. The other is a That's right: it has only one input.
no-compromise products which
possibly-self-inflicted role as the most Hell, it has twice as many outputs.
Maybe this is an Australian thing?
challenge any and all claims to be a
globally-aware hi-fi magazine in the
That's not all. Despite the air of fire-breathing purist. Such selfworld. We cover more shows, and
How
many
other
therefore more foreign products than masochistic minimalism, it's a sacrifice!
manufacturers are so convinced of
any other magazine in the world,
luxurious piece bearing cost nobecause our name is, after all, HiFi object parts and the sort of power the need to address purism to this
supply variations which have kept degree? The Symfonia SR- 1is, to
News & Record Review, with the
emphasis in this case on the third Naim in business: small ones, large use politically incorrect imagery, A
Real Man
-'
sPreAmp.
ones and the option to go truly dualsyllable. We like to get there first,
Again, maybe it's an Australian
we try to miss nothing and we mono with separate left and right
thing.
Ken Kessler
attempt to place these items in a outboard supplies. Operationally and
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From
Australia
comes the
ultimate in
purism. Do
you really
need a preamp with
more
outputs
than inputs?

SUPPLIER
Berkley- Testa
Electronics,
16 Hilloroft Drive*
Hawthorn,
Victoria 3106,
Australia
Tel: 0061 (3
9846 2407;
E-mail:
symfonia@ozem
il.corn.au
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global context. So, inadvertently, by
alerting our British readers to
products that might never reach
these shores, we employ an
accidental form of torment. So we
try to redress this by writing about
the more interesting stuff, if not
exactly ensuring that the products
find UK distribution. (There is, of
course, the risk-cum-hope that such
mentions will alert adistributor.)
What the manufacturer called me
for was an explanation as to why his
product wasn't entitled to a full
review; for all intents and purposes,
what Itold him was, ` You need a
UK presence for afull review.' Was
he satisfied? No, because his belief
in his own products places them
slightly above the invention of the
wheel and just to the left of a cure
for cancer, so a 1000 words or so in
`Headroom' wouldn't suffice.
More deserving, then, and a
perfect example of the sort of
product which could ' fall through
the cracks' is something Isaw and
heard in Melbourne last summer at
the High- End Show. I first met
Symfonia's Vince Testa adecade ago
but that was when he operated as a
distributor. Symfonia is his bid for
highend glory, arange of pre- and
power amps conceived to take on the
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S
UPER SERVICE FROM

Sevenoaks!
For nearly a quarter of a century, Sevenoaks Hi Fi
have been providing quality hi-fi products, with unbeatable
customer service

T

he world of hi-fi has changed alot
in the last two decades or so, but
one particularly successful retail
group has stayed the course, growing
steadily to achieve adominant position
in the specialist hi-fi scene. Sevenoaks
IliFi has been at the forefront of hi-fi
retail in the UK for over 24 years, and
today looks ahead with plans for further
expansion.
Sevenoaks' network is truly
nationwide, with atotal of 20 shops in
key locations as far apart as Aberdeen
and Brighton. In fact, Sevenoaks'
northernmost branch, Aberdeen, was one
of five new stores opened in 1995, the
others being in Barrow-in-Furness,
Bedford, Bury St Edmunds and
Kingston-upon-Thames. Their plans for
1996 include several new shops in
exciting new locations.
The secret of Sevenoaks' success?
Well, the moment you walk into a
Sevenoaks HiFi branch you can be sure
that you will be well looked after.
Whether you want to build your first
hi-fi separates system or you are an
experienced hi-fi connoisseur, you will
find that Sevenoaks has acarefully
selected range of the leading components
to suit every need and budget.
If you're looking for acomplete
system, you'll find that Sevenoaks'

selected suggested systems offer superb
performance and outstanding value for
money. Alternatively, the stores'
knowledgeable staff can always
recommend and demonstrate asystem to
suit your individual requirements.

QUALITY THROUGHOUT
Sevenoaks HiFi have been in the
business of selling quality products to
discerning customers, and from the
beginning have always believed in giving
those customers the benefit of meaningful
demonstrations and helpful unbiased
advice. People have always wanted their
hi-fi to reproduce their favourite music
with all the drama and excitement of a
live performance. Sevenoaks' aim has
always been to help their customers turn
their desires into reality. Discerning
music lovers will appreciate the qualities
of the equipment that can make this
possible. Brands like Arcam, Audiolab,
Meridian, Monitor Audio and Ruark are
just afew of the selected manufacturers
whose products are stocked in all
Sevenoaks HiFi branches.
Above all, Sevenoaks sets out to make
choosing and auditioning as enjoyable as
possible. Many other hi-fi retailers
appear to carry awide range of products,
but when it comes to auditioning, you
may often find that the choice is more

limited than you thought. It can be
frustrating to find that the products you
particularly wanted to listen to just aren't
available for demonstration.
Not so with Sevenoaks! Every product
Sevenoaks HiFi sell is available for
audition in any of their HiFi or Home
Cinema demonstration rooms by
appointment. This helps you to enjoy
choosing your equipment, as well as
allowing you to hear the difference
between individual components, in
comfortable surroundings.
Sevenoaks HiFi are also able to install
the products you purchase, ensuring
their optimum performance. Simply ask
your local branch for details.
When you're getting the best possible
standards of customer service, you might
not expect to get the best price. But
Sevenoaks offer aPrice Promise that
states in the unlikely event an authorised
competitor within 30 miles advertises an
identical product as available from stock
at alower price, even in asale,
Sevenoaks will match that price! So
when you shop at Sevenoaks, you can
always be sure that you will not be able
to buy cheaper elsewhere.
You can also ensure peace of mind
with aSevenoaks HiFi three- or fiveyear ' No Quibble' Extended Warranty.
This is simple to buy, flexible, and as
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Sevenoaks HiFi have their own Central
Service department, the Warranty
scheme is run entirely ' in house'.
Sevenoaks HiFi are also keen to
involve their customers in special events
like Musical Evenings. These have
proven very popular with customers and
manufacturers alike. In 1995 these
evenings featured Arcam, Ruark and a
Home Cinema evening with Yamaha.
This year there are anumber of evenings
planned with manufacturers which
include Audiolab, Meridian and Monitor
Audio, to name just afew.
With the development of Home
Cinema products and the great interest
in this exciting new area of home
entertainment, it is only natural that

Sevenoaks HiFi should lead the market
in demonstration facilities and the
selection of product available. Each
branch now boasts aHome Cinema
room, where customers can enjoy the
excitement provided by award-winning
products from manufacturers like
Yamaha, Pioneer and REL - while in
selected branches, you can experience
the state-of-the-art audio-visual
presentation offered by the superb new
Meridian Audio-Visual set-up.
With nearly aquarter-century of
service to hi-fi behind them, Sevenoaks
can look forward with confidence to
the next 25 years. Others may come
and go, but it's clear that Sevenoaks
are here to stay!

Exclusive Offers
to readers of HiFi News & Record Review
Use the vouchers with this issue's front cover to claim FREE accessories worth
up to .C.iuc when you shop at Sevenoaks HiFi. See list of branches on reverse of cover flap
M ISSION 753 SPEAKERS
£100 voucher: claim speaker cables worth £ 100 when you purchase Mission 753 speakers
(£699.95 in standard finishes or £ 799.95 in Rosewood). Mission's 753 proved an instant hit
with reviewers and the public when it was first launched in 1992, and this innovative multidrive unit tower design I'as really stood the test of time. Mission followed up the 753 with
another slimline tower speaker, the 752 (£499.95 in standard finishes, £579.95 in Rosewood).
Buy a pair of 752s at Seve looks and you can claim £ 80 worth of speaker cable. Smallest
member of the ' 75' family is the stand- mounting Mission 751 (£ 299.95 in standard finishes,
£329.99 in Rosewood). Buy 751s from Sevenoaks and use the voucher to claim a free pair of
designer stands worth £ 60 or equivalent vclue of speaker cables.

ARCAM ALPHA 5+ CD PLAYER
£54 voucher: claim a 0.5m pair of Audioquest Topaz 2 interconnects worth
£54 when you buy an Arcam Alpha 5+ CD player (£479.95).
Indisputably the UK's leading CD plcyer marufacturer, Arcam has
honed the performance of its successive Alpia series models, to
culminate in the acclaimed Alpha 5+. And Arcam has chosen
Audioquest interconnects as the vital link to get the best out of this.

M ARANTZ CD 63 I
l KI SIGNATURE CD PLAYER
£50 voucher: claim interconnect cable worth £ 50 when you buy a
Marantz CD63111 KI Signature CD player (£499.95). Marantz design guru
Ken Ishiwata has ' breathed on' the already superb CD63Il player to
extract even more detail, transparency and musical excitement from this
classic player design. Needless to say, the Signature model deserves decent
interconnects, and this way tgets them!

ROTEL RC 970 BX M K2/ RB 970 BX M K2 PRE-/ POWER AMP
£40 voucher: claim Monster Interlink 400 interconnect cable worth £40
when you buy a Rotel RC970BX Mk2/RB970BX Mk2 pre-/ power amplifier
combination (£499.95). Rotel's beefy RB970EX Mk2 amplifier offers a
healthy 60W output with excellent sound quality. It's perfect partner is the
RC970BX Mk2 pre-amplifier, a fully-featured design allowing great system
flexibility. There are three sets of line inputs plus two tape inputs.
All the vouchers on the cover of this Issue of HI-Fl News & Record Review can be redeemed against the items specified at any
of the 20 Sevenoaks Hi Fi stores in the UK at the time of purchasing the major items of hi-fi equipment specified in the offers. All
the offers are valid up to and including 31 May, 1996. Vouchers may not be used in conjuction with any other offer or promotion, nor
may they be redeemed against any other goods or services. All offers are subject to availability.
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Strictly for one doy only!

subir P

We have to be mad as the March Hare to
give equipment away at such low prices!
Our very popular Spring bonanza is sure to
be even more spectacular this year. Don't
raiss out its one of the great hi-fi
opportunities

Most of the equipment on show is on offer
at discounts on dem' units ranging
from 20% down to half price on some
clearance items.

24ti
MAKI
from lOarrt

Don't miss it, we open 10am - 4pm.
Sunday parking around the store is very
easy You can park ' free' on meters and
single yellow lines
Established brands stocked by

eu

Arcam * Audio Alchemy " Audio Innovations * Audion Aura Audiolab
Audio Research • B & W • Castle • Chord * DPA Epos * Harbeth
KEF * Klipsch Krell Lexicon McIntosh • Marantz
Martin Logan
Meridian Michell Micromega • Mission • Musical Fidelity Nakamichi
Nitty Gritty • Parasound • Pink Triangle * Proac • Quad REL
Roksan Rotel • SME • Sonus Faber • Stax Tannoy • Theta Thiel •
Thorens * Trichord * Unison Research Yamaha

k
j

.. KJ WEST ONE

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
TEL: 0171 - 486 8262/8263
FAX: 0171 - 487 3452
Open: Mon - Sat

10am - 6pin

AUDIO
ILLUSION
23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 SNB
TEL: ( 01751) 541: FAX: (01753) 772532
OPENING H&J/4'
10am - ( pm Mon , Sat ( By Appointment)

ffirivrie

rii/i9UtwenIr rIt'idi(
Bovkineamshire:

Hi End Audio and Honit.

HAZELNIERE AUDIO
High Wycombe
1014941 437592

ri/ 1/ ,/

r
.

r

latopt6ire:
ff

AUDIO GALLERY
g
01730) 895194

Please call for further inP

I
vattion:
2i ITottenham Cn Road
IoNDON WI
1(11771) 3232747
Maffordshire:
‘I.A.F. AUDIO
Burton- on- Trent
101283)5311550

11DLAND HI rl STUDIO 2
Wolverhampton
)1))112 .t8110/43
ou kshire:
PREAIIF:R AUDIO
OH 226) 382530
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Is there
afuture for
the BBC
'World
Service',
or indeed
for HF
broadcasting?

E-MAIL
John Nelson mav
be contacted via
E-Mail on
100014.636w
compuserve.com
or via Telecom
Gold on
83.INL601

of asatellite uplink station. It is said
that the main reason why the
dreadful Radio Tirana went off the
air (did you know that the title of its
frightful squawking signature tune
was ' With Pickaxe And Rifle'?) was
its inability to pay the electricity bill.
The other major factor is that
many broadcasters have opted out
of the HF broadcasting game
altogether, or are in the throes of
doing so, largely because they feel
less need to address the citizens of
the former Warsaw Pact countries.
One would not, of course, stoop so
low as to use the word 'propaganda'!
The BBC used to make time
n this column last month I available on some of its HF
mentioned the drastic cuts in transmitters to other broadcasters,
the output of the BBC External
notably VOA and Radio Canada
Services (often referred to as the International, and presumably Mr
'World Service') which seemed to
Rifkind had something similar in
be in the offing. The Labour Party mind when he talked about the
tabled a motion condemning the World Service ' leasing' time on
proposed £ 2.5m cuts early in privately-funded
transmitters.
January, to which the Foreign Unfortunately, I suspect that the
Secretary replied by saying he problem is ( or at any rate will be)
expected the BBC to replace the
that the Corporation actually has an
lost funding by securing funds from excess of HF transmitter capacity as
the
private
sector.
In
a
parliamentary debate on the issue
on 16 January, Malcolm Rifkind
averted aTory backbench rebellion
by saying the BBC would be
allowed to make up the shortfall in
the operating budget from money
'earmarked
for
the
capital
programme'. The BBC's gloss on
this interesting piece of economics
is that the government is merely
allowing the Corporation leeway to
increase the private finance initiative
limit from £ 22m to £ 30m, chiefly
for 'new HF transmitting equipment
and suitable sites'.
Although Mr Rifkind has a
reputation
for
possessing
a
formidable intellect, no-one seems
to have explained to him that the
scope for private investment in HF
transmitters and sites is nowadays
somewhat limited. Although highfrequencs , broadcasting will remain
important for the foreseeable future
need
to those dependent on low-tech low- Spare capacity: does th,.
cost receivers, satellite delivery new HF transmitter sites?
methods are steadily encroaching on
networks such as the Voice of
its terraory.
America drastically reduce the
Given the choice of listening to amount of HF broadcasting they do.
BBC World Service in more or less
For example, the site at Woofferton
CD-quality stereo or on anoisy and
(near
Ludlow)
was
largely
decidedly monophonic HF channel dedicated to VOA and RCI and
with
all
the
accompanying carried hardly any BBC broadcasts;
propagation phenomena, no-one Woofferton remains very much in
could doubt that at some point in being but Ibelieve carries the grand
the next decade there will be more
total of one VOA outlet to Europe!
people
listening to ' external'
The BBC itself is nowadays alargebroadcasters via satellite than via
scale user of ex- Radio Moscow MF
HF. One should also not forget that and HF transmitters in the former
the operating and maintenance costs Soviet Union and elsewhere, and I
of asite with several HF transmitters
understand that it is quite satisfied
running 500kW or so are enormous,
with its HF coverage of continental
and very much higher than the costs
Europe and the former Eastern
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Bloc countries; sources suggest that
the idea of it needing to lease time
on privately- run HF sites is
'essentially laughable'. And who is
to buy and run such sites, and why?
Does Mr Rifkind carry a torch for
the great days of Radio Liberty,
Radio Free Europe and the rest? Is
he nostalgic for the strains of
'Yankee
Doodle'
percolating
through the HF ether in the wee
small hours? Is he acloset SWL? I
think we should be told.
This really is not the place to
engage in political polemic, but it
seems to me that privatisation of
transmitter networks makes about as
much sense as privatisation of
railways, and for similar reasons. I
can only say that if you agree I
suggest you write to the Foreign
Secretary and tell him why you think
the BBC should be allowed to get
on with what it does best. And if you
want my opinion, it is that there is
something weirdly elegant about an
assembly of HF broadcast antennas
sitting in the English countryside,
and that in its quiet understated way
the BBC renders the world's listeners
a great service by its accuracy and
consistency. But HF broadcasting is
on the way out: it is yesterday's
technology. As soon as someone
invents a low-cost portable satellite
broadcast
receiver (which
is
emphatically not beyond the hounds
of possibility) its day will he done.
And as far as Iam concerned it will
be nunc dimittis.
RDS CHALLENGE
All of which just leaves enough space
to report that the Ford Motor
Company very sportingly took up the
`RDS Challenge' Iissued last year,
and Irecently spent an exceedingly
interesting day at their European
Electronic Operations Centre in
Dunton. Uniquely, Ford developed
all its RDS software in-house and I
had an extremely lively discussion
with
the
engineer principally
responsible.
The company also lent me a
rather splendid Scorpio complete
with RDS radio and comprehensive
audio installation for aweek or so,
with the suggestion that Imight like
to see how it performed over my
calibrated test routes. So far, the
results
have
been
extremely
impressive — afull report will follow
shortly. It is abundantly clear that
Ford takes issues such as radio
ergonomics and performance very
seriously, and in this context it was
particularly pleasing to see an entire
laboratory area devoted to unsighted
A/B/X double-blind testing. It's
always nice to have one's own
prejudices so strongly reinforced!
John Nelson
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Bigger than ever with 1400-plus
exhibitors, the Winter CES was still
dominated by the launch of DVD
by KEN KESSLER

GAS

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW

R

arely is it ever so clear,
but the 1996 Winter
Consumer Electronics
Show was one of those with a
single dominant debut. Entering
both the mass market and highend consciousness was DVD —
Digital Video Disc, the format
of the future, the all- in- one
device set to take us into the
next century. This high-capacity
version of the five-inch CD that
we know and love/hate will be
the audio and video carrier
which we'll be using whether
we like it or not. All the fanfare
provided by the likes of
Pioneer, Philips, Toshiba,
Sony, Onkyo and Samsung
couldn't hide the fact that it's
early days, the standards aren't
yet carved in granite and the
muttering rotters of the highend community are worried —
with much justification — that
alowest-common-denominator
standard might be accepted.
The day before the Show
started,
Pioneer
attracted

Stylish CD transport from Allis

54

around 200 hundred journalists
to its launch. Admittedly, the
company used some footage
slightly less action-packed or
challenging than, say, the
chariot race in Ben-Hur, but it
did show us vivid colours and
good detail. And the breakdown
of potential applications proved
staggering: up to 133min of
sound and vision on a single
CD, 400 minutes' worth of
music, DVD-ROM for the
industrial
and
computer
markets, recordable DVD —
you name it. And that's just the
start; the potential for DVD to
emerge as the best-yet audioonly digital carrier has not gone
unnoticed. But it could go awry
if the majors are left to their
own devices.
Leave it to digital maven Bob
Stuart of Meridian to sound
the alert. Through the efforts of
ARA (Acoustic Renaissance for
Audio),
of which
he
is
Chairman, Stuart has called to
the attention of the high- end
community the need to act
quickly; the urgency cannot be
overstated. Probably by the time
this sees print, the major
companies involved with the
development of the format
(Sony, Pioneer, Philips et al)
will have selected one of the
four proposals for the standards
of the high- quality audio
applications of high-density
CDs, and the fear is that the
best might not be chosen.

Stuart spoke eloquently and
`RSP Circle Surround System'
forcefully at the winter meeting which sounded so convincing
of AAHEA, letting us know in that even the most jaded of the
no uncertain terms that the
hacks crammed into the hotel
organisation had to take astand
room at the Hilton was
or we might get stuck with the
dumbstruck. The technology
worst. The results and its
combines with that beleaguered
implications will soon be made but still kicking, audiophilepublic; for the time being, bite
approved alternative to AC- 3,
your nails and/or pray.
DTS digital surround encoding,
For all the noise surrounding to give us five channels of
the pending launch of Dolby flawless, full-bandwidth music
AC- 3 as the surround- sound
and effects with aseamless 360
encoding system of the future degree wrap. A DTS-mastered
and its assured presence in version of the special- effectsDVD, it was heartening for the laden Casper (the Friendly Ghost)
true videophiles at the press was used to demonstrate the
launch to hear from Pioneer AN worth of the set-up, while
that the company would Tom Jung played material from
continue to support Laserdisc,
DMP CDs to show us how it
going so far as to unveil an worked in music-only
LD/DVD/audio CD combo
mode.
Heard
player. Igot the impression that
through five Apogee
most DVD supporters consider Ribbon Monitors —
the latest generation of DVD
and not, Ihasten to
hardware to better LD in the add,
through
visuals arena... you wonder why costlier models of
Pioneer didn't say they'd simply the Grand variety
phase out the older, 12in
the
format. So maybe apurist lurks performances
within the halls of Pioneer?
provided
the
While AC- 3 seems to be the
most convincing
de facto multi-channel digital surround demo
sound standard, it doesn't mean
I've heard from
that others have given up the
aformat which
fight for a superior alternative.
had
any
Apogee, along with DMP,
Gershman
Analog
Devices
and
Rocktron demonstrated a Acoustics latest
leAvatnid' speaker
system to end ' em all: the
features an
discrete,
multi- channel,
awesome metalbackwards-compatible-to-stereo
dome mid unit
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commercial potential; Analog
Devices says that the necessary
processor
chip
will
be
reasonably priced. ( A full
description of Circle Surround
fills a nine-page White Paper.
Interested manufacturers should
fax Analogue Devices on 001408 727 1550.)
AC- 3, though, has gone way
beyond mere acceptance to a
genuine presence. This CES
was the first to see commitment
reach alevel where release dates
were
given.
Pioneer's
aforementioned DVD elayer is
AC- 3- ready, as is its newest
top- of- the- line
receiver.
Companies such as Kenwood,
Technics, Yamaha, Denon
and others have also announced
AC- 3-equipped receivers, many
with THX approval; products
in this category are only ever
aimed at the mass market
shopper because hobbyists and
fanatics prefer separates, so an
appearance in a receiver is the
most vehement statement the

Wavac's was one of the mouthwatering
300B-based tube amps to be seen

according
to
their
own
priorities. Krell has chosen,
however, to leave little out of
the nearly-ready Audio+Video
Standard, which comes with
AC- 3, THX and Pro Logic as
standard. It employs five
Motorola DSP-56700 24-bit
audiophile grade DACs, the 20bit DACs used for the audio
channels are Burr Brown PCM63s: it has nine signal channels,
comprehensive video switching,
on- screen programming with
'customer walk-through' for
easy set-up and full audio-only
pre- amplifier functions. The
nine channels, by the way,
accommodate left, right and
centre at the front, two rear
surrounds for Dolby, two side
channels for THX and two
signals for stereo subwoofers.
McCormack has introduced
athree-channel amplifier for use
in asurround-sound installation,
the Power Drive DNA
3
delivering 100W to the left and
right channels, with 150W to
feed the centre channel. The
back is clearly laid out for three
speakers and inputs, with multiway binding posts and gold
RCAs. Lexicon, long a fave
among high- end surroundsound users, reasserts its
position at the top of the heap
with
the
DC- 1 Digital
Controller, acombination preamp/processor with achoice of
AC-3and THX capability, ideal
for mating to... the company's

first- ever
amplifiers.
Yes,
Lexicon has gone the whole hog
with a selection
of five
are willing to stick afeature in amplifiers offering between one
areceiver, then it must be ready and four channels of power.
The flagship model in the
for prime time.
Further upmarket, there are THX-certified NT series is the
500W Model 501 monoblock,
AC- 3 processors
nearing
production from Lexicon, while the 225 provides two
channels rated at 250W each.
Marantz, Meridian, Onkyo,
Parasound,
Rotel,
and The 212, 312 and 412 provide,
Harman-Kardon, while the respectively, two, three and four
channels rated at 120W per. All
high- end
brands
have
announced that AC- 3will be an of them feature single- ended
and balanced inputs as well as
optional fit. Onkyo's ED-901,
1/4in plugs and the speaker
for example, is aprocessor addon designed to update existing terminals are five-way types.
One novel touch to prevent
home cinema installations to
accidents is a choice between
AC- 3 status
for
around
US$800. Rotel's spin on this is instant switch- on or delays of
1-4 seconds. The DC- 1itself
the RTC- 980 tuner/pre-amp,
with an input for aRotel AC- 3 provides full remote control, onscreen menus, inputs for eight
decoder (to follow this spring).
Expect some of the purist audio sources, five video (three
S-video), tape loops, all of the
makes like
Counterpoint,
necessary surround channel
Theta and others to address
AC- 3 by offering modular outputs and four digital inputs.
Other
processing
news
hardware, too, which will allow
continues to issue from the
consumers to add AC- 3, DTS
HDCD camp, which now exists
or any other system which
as encoded software from major
might come down the pike,
industry can make about mass
market suitability. If the majors
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labels for artists like Neil Young
and Jimi Hendrix. HDCD
could boast nearly 30 makers
producing HDCD hardware,
identifying no less than 80
HDCD-ready
players
or
processors already on the
market. New or forthcoming
major label HDCD-encoded
discs are expected from Neil
Young (three remastered back
catalogue titles), Stephen Stills,
Tom Petty, Wynonna (Judd),
Pam Tillis, the Tractors and
Emmylou Harris. (Which begs
a question: Why is HDCD so
popular with C&W artists?)
Polyfusion Audio showed
an interesting duo, in reality the
same converter but with or
without pre-amp facilities. The
Model 805 features 20-bit
DACs, an outboard power
supply, five switch- selectable

Barclay 's latest CD spnner

boards' which are fitted to the
'mother board', computer-style.
PS Audio's DL Three
Processor is the latest in the
Digital Link range, capable of
accepting AES/EBU, coaxial or
optical inputs to feed its Burr
Brown PCM1702 DACs and
Crystal 8412 digital receiver. By
February, the DL Three will
have HDCD circuitry on its
options list. Threshold's DAC
2 uses the UltraAnalog AES21
digital
receiver
and
two
UltraAnalog D20400-A DAC
módules, with HDCD as
standard. New from Italy is
GM Audio's bargain- priced
Karen Sumner with Transparent cable
Vivaldi, which — though not
inputs ( two coaxial, two ST yet featuring HDCD — does
use 20-bit/8-times oversampling
fibre- optic and one BNC
Burr Brown DACs; it comes
coaxial), HDCD as standard
standard with one coaxial RCA
and amain processor which can
input and one ST fibre optical,
be
upgraded
to
prevent
obsolescence. The output levels with balanced AES/EBU and
BNC as options.
can be adjusted within a 12dB
Just
where
Audio
range by a rear-mounted
potentiometer, while full pre- Alchemy's latest ruse fits in I
don't know; I can't even
amp control is available from
comment on the sonic worth
the otherwise identical Model
905, which adds balance and yet because I'm writing this at
the show and haven't yet had a
volume controls.
chance to audition the results
Theta's Chroma 396 is said
in my own system. What AA
to be the lowest-priced HDCDoffered to visitors was the
compatible D/A converter yet,
itself asequel to the company's chance to have a CD- R made
previous budget converter, the from one of their own discs, the
Cobalt. In keeping trends to
CD processed through abank
of the company's new DTI
modular,
customisable
Pro32s — eight of ' em. Seven
hardware,
Theta
also
announced the Casablanca, ' a were using unique, proprietary
software addressing specific
multi- purpose
component'
which starts off as abasic pre- bands of the signal while the
eighth was acting as a superamp
but which
can
be
configured to accept
analogue or digital
inputs, AC- 3 or
DTS
surround
sound processing,
video switching and
other
facilities
through ' daughter
Still:WV

gold-and-silver looks grace

Mi',cerium's amplifier range

veeAs
duper jitter filter. Connected to
a PC fitted with a recordable
CD-ROM mechanism, the
system copied the original CD
onto the hard- drive before
feeding it to the recorder. I've
been told to expect what sounds
like asort of 20-bit facsimile.
The trouble is that AA
doesn't know quite what to do
with it: sell it to the pro market?
Offer
it
to
over- the- top
consumers? And in the latter
case, what about copyright laws?
Should customers send their
CDs to AA and have them
processed for a fee, with AA
keeping the original disc?
Audio Alchemy's HPA v1.0
is a pure Class A headphone
amplifier, housed in aDAC-InThe-Box-size case and featuring
the Audio Image processor
developed by Headroom to
overcome the in-the-head effect
of listening to headphones. The
Robyn 1is a pure DC power
supply fitted with NiCads to
provide better sound as well as

machine. It's made from handmilled
T6061
aluminium,
resting on solid brass isolation
towers and elastomeric feet.
Centauri is atop-loader with no
lid; the spinning puck is visible
during play. Other details
include the ' finest and costliest
European CD ROM drive
currently available' ( that's
probably Howiespeak for a
Philips), four independent
power supplies for the drive,
display, digital output and
'housekeeping' functions and
proprietary
jitter- reducing
SPDIF clock recovery software.
The footprint is 17.5x17.5in,
the unit is 7in tall and it weighs
amighty 751b.
Barclay Digital is back with
another digital equivalent of
Pamela Anderson, the toocurvaceous F1000 Transport. It
looks just like the infinitely
more costly ( that is, price on
application) F1, only it's atrayloader rather than atop-loader.
Selling for $ 8000, the F1000 is
machined from solid aircraftgrade aluminium, while the legs
are machined from solid, 5in
diameter
6061
round
aluminium stock. (This 6061
stuff must be the structural

p

equivalent
to
six-nines
copper...) Everything else —
the tray, the slabs which create
the chassis, the front panel —
is
CNC-cut
from
plates
measuring I/2in to 1.25in thick.
Drive is via a new 3- beam
Philips mechanism, all parts are
Dream: the ultimate retrostyle amp
hand- selected, 1% tolerance
rendering the DACman as a types,
three
toroidal
portable device. It's compatible
transformers allow isolated
with anumber of AA products.
power for the control and signal
The VRE v1.0 ' Visual Reality duties, all output types are
Engine'
uses
proprietary available. This sucker has to be
algorithms to convert composite the sexiest transport ever seen.
video into S-video output, it's
If it's drop-dead gorgeous
said to improve the reception of single-chassis players you want,
cable to ' near-satellite' quality,
look then to the Danes.
laserdiscs, etc. New transports,
Primare Systems has released
hot pre-amps, power amps and
a slimline player to match its
more from Audio Alchemy were
300-series amplification, areal
enough to take over this entire stunner displayed in anumber
report... One item we might not of finishes including all-black,
be seeing, though, is a drop- black with gold accents, matt
dead gorgeous Class A power silver, and others aimed at
amp destined for the Far East.
markets with peculiar tastes. It
Still, it's the transports which
features the company's 1Omm
catch the eye, and the tweakier thick raised face-plate, extramanufacturers are doing their clean,
unfussy
styling,
a
best to endow them with some
centrally-positioned front-access
sort of individuality. Altis
tray and seven tiny press
Audio showed asemi-finished
buttons for transport control.
disc spinner called the Centauri;
It's fully balanced, with singleHowie Mandel bristled when I ended and XLR output and
asked him where he got his dual- mono throughout for
stock of unplated Jadis Ds,
maximum channel separation.
claiming he did the design work The
transport
section
is
for the very similar French
suspended by silicone while a

56

magnetic stabiliser locks
the disc to the
hub. Conversion
is handled by
costly 20-bit BurrBrown
I702
K-grade DACs —
two
for
each
channel — and full
remote control operation is
standard.
Former Primare aesthetician
Bo Christensen has at last
released Bow Technologies'
ZZ-Eight with a floating front
panel, top-loading facilities and
top- mounted toggle switches.
This stunning machine features
a star-patterned clamp, visible
during play, and it matches the
equally
luscious
ZZ-One
integrated amp.
Yves- Bernard André blessed
the YBA CD players with ' Blue
Laser Technology', original
enough to earn the company a
patent. It's a new CD-reading
device combining a conventional laser diode and an active
blue laser diode. The extra
element is said to allow more
information to pass through the
system with less reliance on
error correction. The CD1,
CD2 and CD3 will all now
feature this technology, and
existing players can be upgraded
to ' blueness'. And the French
do have a way with stylish
players: Audio Sculpture's
Dialogue is atube design fitted
with a Philips CDM12 CDROM
mechanism
in
a
low-profile, top-loading chassis

Unusual speakers abounded: this is one
of MB!. 'sfamiliar models

Audio
Alchemy's new look!

with well- integrated support
towers adjustable from the top
plate. The gold fascia contains
a jet-black window for the
display and a row of transport
buttons. A green ring is fitted
to the clamp mechanism to save
you the need to use agreen pen
on your CDs. The tube
complement consists of two
ECC88s, and a full- function
remote control is included.
Timbre,
the
company
known for the fetching, slimline
units
with
rounded
end
sections, introduced amatching
transport, the TT- 2, to partner
the TT- 1 DAC, along with a
matching solid-state line level
pre- amp and the TIP jitter
reduction
unit.
Monrio
launched a new-look range,
including the Master DAC
using four of those select-grade
Burr- Brown 20-bit chips and 8x
oversampling. It's HDCD-ready
and designed to operate with
the Philips CDM12.4-based
Privilege transport. The latter
uses a custom-made toroidal
power transformer, the power
supply designed to isolate the
digital outputs from the CD
mechanism, and three separate
ultra-wide bandwidth, low pulse
distortion transformers are
dedicated separately to each
digital output ( RCA, BNC and
AES/EBU).
The
ST-glass
output uses A Hewlett-Packard
transmitter optimised for the
lowest possible jitter.
Maybe it's not jitter that's
under attack, but Tel Rad's
Magenta CD Analog Coupler
appears to do at the analogue
output stages what most digital
'black boxes' do between
transport and converter. Iheard
a brief demo of a $ 79 CD
player ( yes, you can get CD
players for £ 53 in the USA)
feeding this box which is said
to eliminate ' the harmonics that
were produced during the
reconstruction of the signal path
from digital to analog and that
the original ( analog) filter
couldn't correct'. Because it
connects between the analogue
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SHOW REPORT
complementary, provide full wavy machined front panel of
auto- calibration of internal its siblings, which creates a
operating
parameters
and
sumptuous shimmering look.
respond to the company's This two- chassis device has a
system remote controllers. Note footprint of 445mm wide but
to
Eurocrats:
Krell
has only 152mm deep, and —
produced its own CEready stacked with its separate power
binding posts. Is there some
supply — stands only 118mm
message in the shape, which is tall. Remote controllable, the
Synergy accepts five balanced Brad Miller of Widescreen Review
that of aMercedes ' star'?
Delightfully downsized are XLR sources and provides displays some DTS software
new products in one of the balanced XLR main and tape single-ended topology, power
transformers as far as possible
more fascinating series of amps outputs. A bypass channel is
from the driver stage and ahost
to emerge in the past few years. provided to allow incorporation
Nelson Pass's single- ended,
into ahome cinema set-up, and of other wonderful details. The
Class A solid-state amps have adaptors are available for enclosure is machined from
solid aluminium plates and
converting single-ended plugs
been joined by ababy model,
the cubed Pass Aleph 3power to XLR configuration. Each extrusions, and all mounting
input can be individually hardware is stainless steel.
amp. It's surrounded by heat
Measuring only 9.6x3.7x
sinks, occupies a space of
17in (whd), the A-2000
12x12x6.5in (wdh) and it's
matches
the
C-2000
the cutest little spud I've
perfectly, as does the new
seen in years — sort of like
PH- 2000 phono stage.
aLilliputian's idea of audio
Continuum's
equipment. It delivers
immaculately styled and
30W, weighs 401b and
finished Audio Window is
differs from the original
a remote controlled preAleph 0 by requiring one
amp with an unfortunately
less gain stage. Equally
Bill Gates-ish name. It's
delightful is the pre- amp
remote controlled, featuring
which Isaw placed beneath
Vinyl record players were thin on the ground: this
and easy-to-read display
it, the Aleph L. It has the
Transrotor was one of the most elegant
with numeric indication of
same footprint but it's only
playback levels. Four line
4in
tall.
A
simplified,
adjusted for balance, level,
unbalanced version of the Aleph phase, etc., with the settings
sources, tape, and aprocessor
memorised and recalled when loop are accessed via recessed
P, the ` L' accepts four sources,
each input is selected. Again, push-buttons, while a large
uses a 23-position volume
control wired with precision we're looking at huge chunks of volume control dominates the
front panel. This range appears
resistors and sounded terrific that 6061 aluminium...
Monrio's Pluri L is a new to be Coda's entry-level line,
through
Michael
Green
speakers in afully-tuned room.
line pre- amp bearing the which might explain a retail
price in the USA of only $ 1450.
McCormack's Line Drive
company's new house look.
Source accommodation includes Two matching power amplifiers
TLC- 1, the pre- amp in the
are offered, the 200W/ch Audio
company's cute little mini- four line signals plus tape, and
component series, now features the unit features separate left Stage and the multi-channel
remote controlled playback level and right volume controls.
4.3.2, configurable for 100Wx4,
100Wx2/400Wx1 (threethrough
a
motorised
Operation is pure Class A.
channel mode) or 400Wx2 in
potentiometer. Retrofittable, the Matching it is the HP1
remote control function features MOSFET power amplifier, a stereo. Coda, too, has amultidual-mono amplifier delivering channel A/V amplifier, the v10,
mute facility and a LED
135W/channel, or over 25 amps with the same set-up options as
indicator to show status.
into loads as low as 2 ohms.
the 4.3.2 but only 300W/ch in
Reflection Audio's 0M-1
Line Level pre- amplifier is a Each channel has its own stereo,
plus
balanced
or
toroidal power transformer and unbalanced connection and true
handsome beast nicely finished
the HP1 avoids fuses for its
Class A output up to 8W.
in black with a silver volume
Sphinx's latest in its Project
control and source selectors. It's protection, employing instead
direct-coupled without any an isolating photocoupler which
series is the Project 2Mk 2precapacitors in the signal path,
feeds its output to a separate amplifier, differing from the Mk
I through remote control
operating in Class A, powered system which disconnects the
with four dual-regulated high- main power via a switching operation, fully DC coupled line
current power supplies. Volume relay in the event of problems.
amplifier, ALPS motorised
Sutherland's sweet C-2000 potentiometer, Siltech silver
setting is via
a
stepped
resistor pre-amplifier has been joined by wiring, one balanced and five
inputs,
and
control with 0.05dB
a monoblock amplifier in the single-ended
and
unbalanced
tracking.
same unfeasibly small case. The balanced
If there's a ' Hi-Fi A-2000 uses all-MOSFET outputs. The new styling is
circuitry,
with
10 power refreshingly Euro, and the Mk
As Jewellery' Award,
then it should go to
MOSFET output transistors
2features that increasingly rare
the Jeff Rowland mounted close to the energy luxury: aheadphone output. +
Design Group for storage capacitors. The unit
* NEXT MONTH *
the
breathtaking features soft turn-on and turnTransducers, Tubes
off,
output
muting
during
Synergy Stereo preand Toys.
amp.
It
features
the
power
cuts
or
brownout,
Solidlooking tube amp from joule Electra

outputs and the pre-amp input,
it can be used with any digital
source, and the company. is
quick to point out that the
better the CD player, the less it
needs the Magenta.
Solid-state equipment seemed
to be outnulbered this year by
valve gear, but it could just be
my imagination. All Iknow is
that the Sahara bi-level complex
— soon to be torn down —
seemed tube-heavy in the
extreme. Still, there was plenty
for those who eschew glassladen hardware. PS Audio
introduced the Model 8.0 and
9.0 pre-amplifiers to fight it out
in the budget sector, the 8.0
selling for apiddling $695 (circa
£460) and the 9.0 at $ 995
(£670). Both are identical save
for the 9.0 adding balanced
inputs and outputs, remote
control and dual mono power
supplies. Both are line- level
designs with sealed precious
metal relays for function
switching, pure Class A output
stages, a bypass setting, a
passive mode, laser- trimmed
ALPS attenuators and goldplated connectors. The 8.0 can
be factory upgraded to 9.0
configuration.
Positively brutal looking is the
chunky
Plinius
SA- 250.
Measuring 275x500x540mm
(hwd) and weighing 65kg, it
delivers 250W/ch or a heady
kilowatt if mono'ed. Operation
is balanced Class A or selectable
Class AB, and the connections
also include unbalanced mono
and stereo hook-up. Krell
introduced three new stereo
powerhouses utilising what the
company calls Sustained Plateau
Bias II operation, which enables
the amplifiers to operate in
Class A mode to their full
power ratings. Although the
Full Power Balanced 150, 300
and 600 amplifiers, respectively
offering 150W, 300W and
600W per channel, are seriously
chunky, new styling touches
reduce the impression of sheer
mass. The amplifiers are fully
balanced from input to output,
direct coupled and completely
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The UK's New High-End DAC
ATrue World Class Performer
DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital
to
analogue
conversion, you just have to
listen to appreciate why. The
transparency it displays is
unique, there is nothing
between
you
and the
performance. Vocals are true
to life conveying character
and emotion. DAX-2 sets the
stage superbly with precision
and focus allowing you to
relax into the music.
Distinguishing between the
many bass instruments in a
recording no longer requires
any effort - they're just laid
out in front of you, complete

with textures and tonal
qualities.
High frequencies, so often
a serious shortfall, benefit
from
the
overall
transparency of DAX-2. A
full, open and uncurtailed
treble results, with no
sudden limit or sibilant
edginess often associated
with digital sound.
Previously unidentifiable
sounds reveal themselves as
DAX-2 digs deeper into the
recording, revealing more
than you ever realised
existed.

As standard DAX-2 comes complete with 4 inputs - AES, SPDIF coax, Toslink optical and AT&T ( ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD decoding and digital domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
HDCD• and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

For further details, brochures and prices please contact:
Audio Synthesis P.O. Box 100, Ilkley. West Yorkshire. 1,S29 9X1V. Td: +44 ( 0) 1943 600404 Fax: + 44 10i 1943 600383

Gold and Silver
have always been a

Siltech pioneered the
world-wide use of silver

Souncl Investment

in audio cables. Silver is not
afaddish choice: this metal has
the lowest electrical resistance of
any conductor and yet can handle the
highest current per square mm. Siltech
controls the refining metallurgy after mining
and discovered that gold inclusions in refined
silver gave measurable and demonstrable sonic
benefits with improved transparency of sound,
greater detail and harmonic accuracy.
The Silt

-starts

twis

with the affordable

nect of six pure silver strands
fling oudspeaker cable.The range includes
d interconnects, flat pure silver ribbon

.
aker

cables, aprecision digital interconnect and

the new single ended FTM series interconnects.This
innovative cable uses pure silver ribbons twisted
around aTeflon insulated, stranded silver core. In the
FTM-4 Sg and FTM-4 Gold cables additional 24K gold
strands give greatly enhanced performance.
Contact Absolute Sounds for alist of dealers
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone
0181-947 5047
Facsimile
0181-879 7962

5s

who will demonstrate the significant musical
performance of Siltech products. Gold and silver are
necessarily costly but listen and you will find out why
they also make asound investment.
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black box

Ben Duncan
begins to
wrap up his
in-depth
investigation
into mains
power
for high
performance
audio,
with a
'clean slate'
proposal

The kind of AC
power system that
audiophiles with
substantial reengineering budgets
may find it
advantageous to
install — if
conventional
equipment working
from the public AC
supply must be
used. Based on

A toilet-seat sized core, nominally
rated at 20kVA ( 118A peak) is
wound from aspecial, ultra-purified
steel, almost hand made, and only
in the UK. Some unlikely looking
sheds in Sheffield remain the world
source for the special steels. This one
is unlike everyone else's transformer
cores, the steel content of which are
today (thanks to 'ecology') full of old
Amstrads, recycled oxygen bottles,
bits of dead bad cars and other antiaudiophile scrap. The winding
comprises highly purified and
specially drawn, plated and annealed
copper. Intermediate wiring is a
modified audiograde speaker wire

T

he circuit in the illustration
begins
after
the
supply
company's
meter,
with
equipment and house fire protection
in the form of a 30A magnetopneumatic circuit breaker. Replacing
fuses and conventional MCBs, the
type chosen would have very low
contact resistance, and thus scant
thermal modulation during current
pulses — quite unlike wire fuses —
whether open or HRC cartridges.
Ideally, this may be the only
protection in line with the power
amplifier. That at least 30A rated
wire must then be used throughout
all the subsequent mains wiring
won't be seen as much of ahurdle.
Protection against lightning and
other over-voltage spikes on the
mains follows. Lightning damage
usually leaves enough forensic
evidence for insurance assessors to
believe you, but does your home
insurance contents policy really cover
'acts of god' ? Meanwhile, other
damaging spikes can leave you with
£10,000 or more of wrecked
equipment, and no one to claim
from, as 'Those chips could have
died anytime, mate'. To protect,
three VDRs each rated at 1000
Joules, clamp the supply Live,
Neutral and Earth to 700V worst
case between the three conductors.
The VDRs are mounted in fireproof
metal boxes, as they are sacrificial
and if they ever have to do their job,
they may explode or vaporise, as well
as shorting the line. That's why the
breaker precedes them. To be sure,
the boxes could be filled with the
special, dry silica used in HRC fuses.
Instead of using conventional filter
chokes, the supply is thoroughly
cleansed by an unusual transformer.

peak currents that

the incoming) above earth. In theory,
each leg should be fused for safety.
But another pair of breakers would
cost plenty and still wouldn't offer
direct
protection
against
electrocution, and little extra against
fire. Instead, a 30mA RCCB
(Residual Current Circuit Breaker)
monitors (after special adaptation)
the two phases, and trips if the
current [II,1
2 in the illustration]
doesn't balance. The RCCB is rated
to pass 100A, and has been specially
modified (and again, has had to have
its safety re-approved) so arcing is
largely prevented, so the break
contacts add no more resistance than
which has been specially modified, necessary.
safety tested and approved, for
The centre tap of the conditioning
permanent installed wiring use. In transformer is connected to a solid
long term installations where it can
technical earth. The main purpose
be justified, and in areas of high is to couple closely into the ultimate
EMI smog ( Chicago, Tokyo),
return path for all RÉ intercepted on
century old copper-tube Pyro shields. To be useful at up to
technology is adapted. The power 500MHz or more, it must have a
cable is threaded down a 1.5ft pipe, very low inductance, and by
which provides mechanical safety implication, be short and direct. This
protection, while aspecially chosen is achieved by having a listening
mineral powder, filling the inside,
room no more than one floor above
damps magneto-restriction noise (the the ground floor. If you live higher,
faint %hut.' noise of an impulseRF-effective grounding becomes
loaded power cable). The outside
increasingly
expensive
and
omits the usual garish orange PVC problematic. For best RF grounding,
covering. Instead, the copper surface groundfloor (or cellar) rooms are a
is highly polished, then coated with must, particularly types with solid
lacquer. The outcome is an aesthetic floors (concrete or tiles) built straight
delight, while the skin persists as a onto the ground. After afew minutes
first rate RF shield.
of work with a ' Kane drill, an
Akin to synchronous rectification,
earthing spike can then be driven
one of two servo circuits adjusts the through the floor adjacent to the
transformer's output turns ratio
equipment. The spike top may be let
within microseconds to maintain a into a recess. In urban areas, the
constant peak DC rail voltage at the underworld should be checked by a
power amplifier. The other purpose reputable dowser who can be sure
of the transformer is to filter out all
(for less cost than a lawyer) that
but 50Hz from transmission. This is there are no power cables, pipelines
achieved by the same kind of or chemically contaminated soil
winding secrets and hours of hidden underneath you. Depending
computer optimisation that go into on the depth of the local water table
the better tube amplifier's output and bedrock, and soil chemistry, a
transformers. In some cases, a depth of at least 10ft/3m is needed.
resonating capacitor, Cres may be
Earthing spikes are extended as
used to tune the energy transfer. The driven, like drain rods. The most
second servo adjusts the midpoint so solid RF earth is achieved by burying
the transformer's output is balanced copper mats, or by having multiple
above ground. In turn, the secondary earthing rods. Thus several points
may neither see nor pass ` DC'.
may be usefully locally earthed, with
low-inductance conductors tying
SECONDARY SAFETY
them together.
Ben Duncan

AND EARTHING

The equipment supply is now
balanced or ' two phase' AC, with
two lives, each nominally 120V (half

X WARNING X
Is Is

NOT a standalone DIY

project. The technology described
Is presented for information, is
unorthodox, is not necessarily

may be up to 15

available, can ONLY be safely

tinter the theoretical

installed by professionals, and

rms draw, a system
drawing up to

may require special dispensation

500W requires a

from the electrical safety

minimum 7.5kVA

authorities. Outside of 240V

capacity, that is, 31

territories all currents must be be

amperes if 240V

scaled upwards prorata with

AC.

reduced voltage.
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71

SCHMIDT
Symphony 1
Detroit SOjiirti

71

SCHOENBERG
String Trio, Phantasie
Kremer et al

61 The Beaux Arts Trio talk to Bill & Gill Newman

79

SCHUMANN
Cello Concerto
Starker Bamberg SO/Davies
Frauenliebe mid Leben, Lieder 09.40
etc
Von Otter/Forsberg
Fantasy in C, Davidsbündlertanze etc
Hough

72

SCRIABIN
Piano Sonatas, Preludes, Etudes etc
Richter

73

SIBELIUS
Violin Concerto
josefinciczIASMIMarriner

72

RECORD OF THE MONTH
65 Three Haydn Symphonies: Rattle and the CBSO

72

CLASSICAL
65 Howells orchestral works; Previn's new song-cycle;

Von Otter's Schumann; Capriccio; Josefowicz debut
CLASSICAL REISSUES

R STRAUSS
Capriccio

77 APR roundup; Sir Arthur Bliss

72
71

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
81 Featured album: Cowboy

73

Junkies' Lay It Down;
jazz reissue roundup &
79

rocklpop box sets

65

JS BACH
Partita 1, English Suite 3, French
Suite 2
Prr,
Goldberg Variations
k'.
'
sort

73

TIPPETT
Concerto for Double String Orchestra,
Sellingees Round, Little Music etc
AI
US hy/LSO WiCkON

75

VOLKMANN
Orchestral and chamber works
various

70

BARBER
Knoxville
Battle/Sr Luke's OrchIPrevin

65

66

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos 1a 3
OpprizILeipzig Gewandhausl
Janowski
Piano Sonatas Opp.7, 28 & 49:2
Brendel

71

BERG
Pieces for clarinet & piano
Kremer et al

65

BLISS
A Colour Symphony, Introduction &
Allegro, Things to Come etc
77 /. () /t/i,, it al
Violin Concerto, Theme & Cadenza
77
Carupoh LP() Blr,
CHADWICK
Symphonic Sketches, Tam O'Shanter,
Melpomene Overture
66

79

66

66

DVORAK
Slavonic Dances Opp.46 & 72
Russian Nat SO,Pletnev
Cello Concerto, Rondo, Silent Woods
etc
HarnoylPrague SOIMackerrast
Dussele

67

FAURE
Requiem, Pavane
(with Koechlin/Schmitt/Ravel)
solorris ASS! & Chntlanmer

70

GERSHWIN
Pore a Bess — excpts
BattlelSt Luke's Orch1Pretan

67

60

DELIUS
Paris, Brigg Fair, First Cuckoo,
Summer Night on the River etc
/. S( ( W./

HANDEL
Giustino
soloisislCantamus Halle Cham Chi
Freiburger Bar OrchlMacGegan

WIBIRN
Chamber vyceris

67

HAYDN
Symphonies 22, 86 L 102
CBSO ,Rarrle
Symphonies 101 L 102
La Petite BandelKuijken

72

HINDEMITH
Cello Concerto
Starker/Bamberg SOIDavre ,

68

HOVHANESS
Symphony 1, The Rubaiyat etc
York Seattle SO/Schwarz

68

HOWELLS
King's Herald, Fantasia, Threnody.
Processional etc
Ire!sh 'LSO, Hie kox

65

71

75

75

PIANO VARIATIONS
Rachmaninov, Copland, Czerny,
Mozart
:
Tones

77

APR Roundup
various pianists (historical)

81

TORI AMOS
Boys For Pele

70

JANACEK
Sinfonietta, Lachian Dances,
Taras Botha
Czech State POISerebrier
Taras Botha
NDRIGardiner

81

ANGEL CORPUS CHRISTI
White Courtesv Phone

81

WILLY DE VILLE
Loup Garou

69

KALIVODA
Symphonies 5 & 6
Pilsen Radii) OrchIll la/

81

BRUCE DICKINSON
Skunkrborks

69

KORNGOLD
Piano Sonatas 1-3
Tozer

82

ST ETIENNE DAHO
Resurrection

69

LACHNER
Symphony 8, Ball Suite
Slovak State OrchlRobr

71

SWIMSNly 2
soloists ,VPOIKlemperer
Piano Quartet
Kremer ri al

70

MOZART
Symphonies 40 & 41
English Concert/Pinnock

70

PRE VIN
Honey a Rue
Battle/Sn Luke's OrchIPrevin

70

RACHMANINOV
Symphonic Dances
NDRIGardieter
Piano Sonata 2, Preludes etc
Kocsis

71

RUBBRA
Symphonies 4, 10, 11
BBC Nat Orch WalesIHickox

70

COWBOY JUNKIES
Lay It Down

82

GENE
To See The Light ,

82

DANA GILLESPIE
Hot Stuff

82

GOLDEN SMOG
Down By The Old Mainstream

82

QUINCY JONES
Q's Look Joint

83

LORI LIEBERMANN
Home Of Whispers

83

ROOMFUL OF BLUES
Turn It On! Turn It Up!

83

BOB MIR & THE SILVER
BULLET BAND
It's A Mystery

83

TASTE OF JOY
Trigger Fables

83
82

83

VARIOUS
Box Sets & Collections
Alexis Korner Memorial Concert
& 2
VICTORIA WILLIAMS
17.
in "Toronto

jazz
85

ORNME COLEMAN &
PRIME TIME
Tone Dialling

85
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efore the Beaux Arts, our
experience of American Trios
mainly consisted of the
brilliant if idiosyncratic playing of
Jascha Heifetz, with Piatigorsky and
Rubinstein hanging on for dear life.
After which, the perfect integration
of the Beaux Arts Trio in the late
1950s came as arevelation.
Can veteran pianist Menahem
Pressler — sole survivor of the
original Trio — explain the
practicalities of producing such a
rounded sound?
'People think it's easy to play trios
if you play your instrument well and
you play your part. It is not true.
It's amutual conception arrived at
by discussions and rehearsal, and
reflects the views of all three. That
is the difference between an
integrated Trio like ours and three
very fine players who get together
once or twice.'
When he started, Pressler was the
youngest member of the Beaux Arts.
Now he laughingly admits to being
something of an elder statesman.
His present colleagues are both
young enough to be his children.
What's he like to work with? ' You
want the truth?' asks Ida Kavafian
[violinist since Isidore Cohen's
retirement in 1992]. ' Very tough to
keep up with. He looks like he's
singing, but mostly that's just the
way he looks. Idon't think he makes
much noise!'
'He looks around a lot!', says
Peter Wiley, the cellist. ' Actually
what's great about Menahem is he's
lived a lot more in music than we
have, yet he's willing and wants to
adjust and change. That's what
makes our group fun — nobody's
trying to force their way on the
other two. We do a lot of
negotiating, but it's always changing,
and that results in having a unity.'
Kavafían agrees. ' Yes, it's not just
a question of new players fitting in,
it's everybody fitting together.
Menahem could easily say " Look,
I've played this piece a lot more
than you have and Iknow how it
should go". But that's never his
attitude.'
'Generally,' reveals Wiley, 'we
have this philosophy that the guy
with the melody leads. This works.
It allows for freedom in the
performance.'
Menahem nods vigorously.
'Leading, you see, is not just being
the loudest. Also leading should not
be so free that the others do not
really want to follow.
'Leading is having a line, and in
that line expressing the musical
sentiment of the composer at that
moment. You lead the ones who
Hie NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The

BEAUX ARTS TRIO
It is more than forty years since the
Trio made its Berkshire Festival debut.
It has been recording consistently
for Philips since 1965
by

BILL &

The Beaux
Arts Trio gave
its first concert
in 1955, with
Menahem
Pressler,
former NBC
leader
Daniel Guilet,
and Bernard
Greenhouse,
cellist for 32
years

GILL

NEWMAN

want to follow, because they feel the
lead should sound that way.
'I have astrong feeling that
everyone must play everybody else's
part. It's not that the pianist dees
what he wants and the violin does
what she wants...
'Every part is important, though
in a Piano Trio, obviously from time
to time the lead is given more to the
pianist. This is understandable.'
Coming from a solo career, how
difficult was it for Ida Kavafian to
adjust to playing in agroup?
'I've always done a lot of chamber
work, but Ifeel apiano trio is less
of a subjugation for me than it
would be in a string quartet, where

you have to balance your sound so
perfectly. As the two strings, Peter
and Iwork together to focus our
intonation and vibrato and all those
things.
`Our intent is simply to serve the
music as faithfully and as beautifully
as we can. We know we are all
trying to get to the same place, if in
different ways. And Ienjoy playing
in the Trio because Ifeel one can
play with personality without
worrying that it isn't going to fit in.'
'Of course, I've experienced
changes of personnel both ways' says
Wiley. ' Eight years ago, Iwas the
new guy. Now Ida's come in. In
some respects it's easier for the new
person, because everything they hear
around them is solid and set,
artistically speaking, so if they are
sensitive, they can adjust. But since
Ida's been in the group, suddenly
everything you hear from the violin
is different from what you've been
hearing for the last five years — or
in Menahem's case 24 years!' [In
1968, Isidore Cohen had taken over
from Daniel Guilet.]
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Menahem Pressler is a highly
respected teacher. ' Iwould say
teaching has been a wonderful way
of transmitting and giving back what
Ihave experienced. It is a pleasure
renewed to sec someone discovering
for the first time a piece that you
have loved for many years. You
retain that youthful enthusiasm
because you look at it fresh, through
fresh eyes.
'I could never have been without
teaching: Idid not need it in order
to make a living, hut Ineeded it.
Teaching has been the most positive
thing Ican think of.'

noes he feel young musicians

ie today miss out on musical depth
in an attempt to achieve technical
perfection?
'I don't think so. There may have
been, for atime, an attitude that
only if you're perfect will you get
anywhere. Recordings have induced
that to a certain extent, because
fecordings are shaped to be perfect.
Of course we have a duty to be as
well-prepared as possible: it is a
necessary condition, but it is not a
sufficient condition. My life's
nourishment came through music
and what music says. Mistakes are
not so important you know. A
pimple on the most beautiful face
will not harm that face'.
`I'd like to make one comment'
says Kavafian. ' From the teaching
we have done in Europe, Ifeel there
is not nearly enough emphasis on
technical proficiency. We often hear
young Trios that do not have nearly
the technical prowess they need to
communicate their musical ideas.'
'Yes, you listen to a group play a
trio or a quartet and they have no
idea of what to do, they don't know
where to start' Wiley claims. 'The
first instruction on the page is
Allegro »la non troppo, and already
they're playing very fast. They don't
know how to read, how to interpret
a piece. Well, try doing what the
composer asks for!'
He is, however, very sympathetic
to students. 'What frustrates me is
all the outside pressures they face: to
succeed, to get ajob, to get through
school, to deal with the big city if
they're at the Juilliard or something
like that. It's all so unmusical.
'I feel sad in away because I'm
afraid they're not going to
experience at some time in their life
what making music really is — that
unlimited, unattainable ideal that is
in every piece you play. All they are
thinking is " If Iplay perfectly at my
next audition, then Imight get a
job".'
'But' counters Kavafian ' if you
don't experience that pressure at
your most learning stage, then when
you get thrown out in the world you
don't know what the hell to do. I
was very glad to have a
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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tremendously competitive schooling
at the Juilliard. If anybody was
hiding round the corner waiting to
knock me down, Iwas ready for
them.
'What Peter was saying, Ida, that
is something different' interrupts
Pressler gently.
`If you don't have the inner
striving, the inner need personally,
the feeling that there is in music

'The life in music is not so lonely if
you are in a group. In a group
you share the triumphs as well as
the less good things, which makes it
more possible to bear it and
walk on with confidence'

something so big, so beautiful and
so desirable to be part of that you
would sacrifice anything, that you
would give part of your life for a
certain moment in music — if you
don't experience this, then you are
going into music for the wrong
reasons.
'There is no rose garden promised
to anybody — no matter how big
their talent. The musician who has
the capability to stay in front of the
public for many years is such a
complex package. He must have the
technique that Ida speaks of, yes,
but without an ideal to aim for — as
Peter says — an ideal which is
bigger than life, that is bigger than
you certainly, you will never be a
truly great musician.
'We should never deride the
soloist. He or she has a tremendous
function to play the Brahms
Concertos and the Beethoven
Concertos — agreat task and
wonderful musical experiences. And
he is alone. The life in music is
not so lonely if you are in a
group. In agroup you
share the triumphs as
well as the less good
things, which makes
it more possible to
bear it and walk
on with
confidence. We
strengthen
each other.'
'True'
agrees Wiley
emphatically.
'The real
advantage we
have is our
attitude to
working. Each of
us has two other
guys pushing us and
criticizing us, kicking
and encouraging. That's
something a soloist doesn't
have day in and day out.

'This constant feedback is helping
us grow. Ithink we all help the
other guy become a better artist. I
mean who's going to tell a soloist
"Hey! you could have sounded
better there".'

A

lthough famous for the classical
and romantic repertoire, the
Beaux Arts play an increasing
amount of 20th-century music. 'We
have many composers writing for us'
says Menahem Pressler with pride.
'We are going to play a trio by
Bruce Adolphe now. You do not
know of hito? He is well-known in
America.'
Kavafian fills in the details. ' He's
young, he writes a lot of chamber
music and he is also Director of
Education of the contemporary
music part of the Chamber Music
Society at Lincoln Center. Quite
popular, with avery energetic style
and most prolific. There is also a
trio with clarinet by Bill Bolcom we
shall play, and Carnegie Hall have
commissioned a piece for us by Ned
Rorem.'
'And you know' contributes
Pressler eagerly, ' we played in
Salzburg a premiere of the Schubert
Trio, Op.100 — the E- flat — with
an extra hundred bars restored that
Schubert had requested to take out.
Not all our premieres are of new
music!'
How do they keep the freshness in
their basic repertoire? ' Not difficult'
smiles Pressler. ` If Ihear a student
say " Ineed another piece, I'm bored
with this one", Iknow they will
never make it. Because there is so
much in that music they play,
immediately you read aphrase again
-- you're hungry again.
'It's like after dinner tonight, I
will think Inever want to eat ever
again. Finished! But next night, I
see awonderful meal and Iwill have
the greatest appetite. So it is
with music. For all of us.
We see a phrase again
and we respond to it
with love and fire
and passion. It
never ends.' 4-

'Suddenly
everything
you hear
from the
violin is
different from
what you've
been hearing
for the last
five years'
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classical REVIEWS
JS BACH :
Goldberg Variations, BWV988
Christ()phe Roussel (hpd)
OiseauLyre 444 866-2

RecW

of the I Vlonth

HAYDN :
Symphonies 22 '
Philosopher', 86 &
102
CBSO, Rattle
EMI CDC 555 5092

(
67m 43s)

Not the Lilliputian kind of ' Paris' symphony beloved of the period instrument

Sir Simon

groups currently on disc. Rattle's band for Symphony 86 is bigger: not as big

Rattle

as Haydn envisaged ( 1could have done with more strings), but let's not quibble.

rehearses his

Artistically, this is an exceptional
performance. You know that for
certain as the Allegro spiritoso of (i)
gets under way, the ` sepiritoso'
element captured not by excessive
speed but by refined shadings in
phrase, dynamic and texture.
It's the thinking interpreter who
is uppermost everyhere. A continuo
for 22 (but, rightly, not for the
others); embellishments during the
repeats of (iii) of the same work
plus an intriguing departure from
the text in the first part of the
Trio; the pedal towards the end of
86 affirming the music's tonality
like ashaft of sunlight; accents
throughout unerringly placed to
give pace without haste; the lead-in
to the fugato of (iv) of 102
scrupulously prepared and the
contrapuntal strands meticulously

City of

revealed. I'd need a page to do
justice to the considered musicianship and skilled conducting with
which this disc abounds. Discover
its delights for yourself, all
presented in expansive, impeccably
balanced sound.
I
CII

i-111711011i

Birmingham
Symphony
Orchestra

A:1* •

A recent review referred to Glenn
Gould's Goldberg recordings as
having an ' iconic existence of their
own'. Too true, and all the more
reason to hear Rousset's historically
aware interpretation, with full
repeats, very well recorded on a
restored Hemsch harpsichord ( 1751)
of sweet, singing character. Here,
the music takes precedence over
keyboard display, and its wide range
thereby comes into sharper focus.
Listening to the Adagio, variation
25, one wonders if Beethoven knew
it, when such an affinity with his
Hammerklavier slow movt is
suggested. Rousset plays this
beautifully, and overall the melodic
nature of the work is as affirmatively
defined as are its rhythmic
characteristics — cg the Courante,
Varn.7 (even if the chortles and
yodels of the ' iconic' Nlr Gould
resound in the background of one's
mind there!).
The excellent booklet note not
only debunks the story of the
insomniac Count Keyserlingk, but
elaborates all of Bach's
numerological constructions within
the Variations. The predominant
dance- rhythms identified are not
always the same as those in Kenneth
Gilbert's analysis with his 1987
Harmonia Mundi recording.
Christopher Breunig

DG 447 894-2

French

(
57m 43s)

Nlozartian Bach as heard through
the mind's ear of apianistic
colourist. Pires eschews Gouldian
extremes and settles instead for a
graceful, subtly shaded and
invariably elegant interpretative
'mean'. Her touch is wonderfully
supple, while her fertile imagination
lavishes awealth of expressive
nuance on ( for example) the Third
English Suite's supplicatory
'Sarabande', here divided between
two tracks: first, the main statement
[track 12, 4m 31s] and then ' Les
agréments de la même Sarabande'
[13] which extends and embellishes
the argument by 5m.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVEN :
Piano Concertos 1 & 3
Gerhard Oppitz (ptio)ILeipzig
Gezvandha Its 7a liozvski
RCA 09026 68226 2

JS BACH:
Partita 1
English Suite 3
Suite 2
llana Pires (pm))

(76m 44s)

The effect is both humbling and
inspired, while the ensuing ' Gavotte
1' breaks the spell with a spot of
puckish humour. The First Partita is
again elegantly turned, with a wistful
'Corrente', a tenderly expressive
'Sarabande' and awealth of tonal
contrasts throughout. In the Second
French Suite, Pires takes her time
over both the opening ' Allemande'
and the closing ' Gigue', yet her skill
at tracing significant musical
incident (and that doesn't always
mean contrapuntal activity) keeps
our ears alert. It's a loving, highly
personal approach to Bach,
beautifully moulded and free of
superficial affectation — although
some might find it just a tad
indulgent. The ' 4D' recordings are
excellent

Maria Pires
plays Bach,
she 'eschews
Gouldian
extremes' and
settles for the
graceful
interpretative

Robert Cowan

A: 1 •

mean

(71 ,i, 33s)

Promise unfulfilled; and that doesn't
augur well. The touch of distinction,
pre-eminence, prestige (call it what
you will) is missing. Janowski isn't
exactly a galvanising
presence, though Oppitz's
pianism itself is pretty
impressive — particularly
so in the first of the three
cadenzas written for ( i) of
the C-major Concerto.
Beethoven left the music
unfinished and the soloist
rounds it off with
borrowings from the
composer himself. But the
poetry inherent in these pieces
strikes a less sympathetic note with
Oppitz. Rhythmic inertia seems
largely to blame and is clearly heard
in ( ii) of 3 where an attempt at
soulful expressivity sinks into
turgidity. Not so with Kempff
[1953, DG], an extraordinarily
moving statement, none of whose
qualities is anywhere evident in these
performances, enshrined in sound
65

The pianist's
65th birthday
is celebrated
by Philips with
a 25CD
Edition 'The
Art of Alfred
Brendel'. The
discs are
alternatively
boxed as 5CD
sets of works
by Beethoven,
Brahms &
Schumann,
Haydn &
Mozart, Liszt,

last pair — a feature, too, of his
earliest Vox/Turnabout recording
(much more enjoyable!) — so why
no retake there?
The two inner movements of the
'Pastorale' are curiously de-energised
and (in places) not that well played.
The 1978 Philips recording showed
altogether more commitment and
warmth, and such features that have
intensified — some tempo changes
in the first page of ( i), the
progressive slurring of the finie
semiquaver figures in the Rondo
[26-27 & 138-139] — have become
sententious or mannered. The
previous analogue recording also
offered more pleasing sound. A
rather disappointing issue.
Christopher BreuMg

111-111:2

and Schubert

that varies from good to acceptable.
No, this disc cannot sit among the
select few in what is now a severely
crammed field.
Net1en 4niharti

II-C:2-3 •

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas in E-flat, Op.7
in D,
Op.28 ' Pastorale'
in G, Op.49:2
Alfred Brcndel (pito)
Philips 446 624-2

(
65m 10s)

Brendel's latest disc ends with one
of the two ' easy' sonatas Op.49,
delivered with an easy grace:
deceptively nonchalant yet full of
individual detail and variations of
pulse to make it more than
worthwhile (especially for those of
us who have struggled through it
ungraciously!).
Suggesting that (iv) should be
taken as an Andante, Tovey wrote
that the outer movts of the ' Grande
Sonate' Op.7 were respectively ' the
early phase of a later style' (i), and
'the late phase of an early style' (iv).
No living player surpasses Alfred
Brendel's grasp of Beethoven style,
yet here his account — though
minutely detailed — is emotionally
dessicated. There's no trace of
humour in (iv); and Ispent a
depressing time looking for wholly
convincing readings until Idug out
Gulda's (c.1968). He is one of the
few pianists to offer convincingly fast
tempi for both ( i) and (iv) which
suggest the young keyboard lion,
and accord with Czerny's
description ' a passionate frame of
mind'. (But then, Guida had
enormous finger facility to realize his
conceptions.)
In the Largo there's an ugly
separation of the hands at the
rinforzando [
bar 17], and the third
main quaver doesn't sound in the
pairs of E-flat quavers preceded by
grace notes [ 38-41]. Brendel is very
deliberate in his slower timing of the
66

CHADWICK:
Symphonic Sketches
Melpomene
Overture
Tam O'Shanter
Czech State Philharmonic1Serebrier
Reference Recordings RR-64CD

(
62m 50s)

Aaron Copland, on examining scores
by George Whitefield Chadwick was
enthused about the variety of his
style. ' Iam convinced that there are

'I was delighted that
it drew

500

people, but

Icould not help but
notice that everyone...
seemed to be over 50
and under

21'

many amusing discoveries awaiting
the more adventurous musicologist!'
Of aperformance of Chadwick he
wrote: ' Iwas delighted that it drew
500 people, but Icould not help but
notice that everyone.., seemed to be
over 50 and under 21'.
A Bostonian, Chadwick is an
interesting find from the byways of
American music. The Symphonic
Sketches (
recorded by Hanson and
the Eastman-Rochester for Mercury)
were not even complete when
Dvorak introduced his 'New World'
Symphony to America. Although
Dvorak did not know Chadwick's
earlier scores he recognized his
talent, awarding him a prize for his
Third Symphony. The Symphonic
Sketches are: ' Hobgoblin';
(«No cool grey sounds for me! Give
me the warmest red and green, a
cornet and a tambourine to paint
my jubilee!'); ` Noel' (avision of the
Madonna and child); and `Vagrom
Ballad' (picturing an encampment of
amiable hobos whose humour comes
straight from the bottle).
Chadwick's most performed early
piece, Melpomene (1887), is a 13m

Wagnerian-sized overture inspired by
the tragic muse. His Tam O'Shanter
bears no comparisons with Sir
Malcolm Arnold's bawdy overture,
but instead is a 20m symphonic
poem, beautifully scored, if rather
heavily padded out.
Jose Serebrier has apenchant for
reviving neglected American music:
remember Ives's Fourth Symphony?
The Czech musicians' spirited
playing is superbly caught by the
recording.
Bill Newman

A:1 •

DVORAK:
Slavonic Dances Opp.« & 72
Russian Nat OrchIPletnev
De 447 056-2

(71m 41s)

These performances are rather
straight and lacking in passion;
Pletnev tends to underplay the
surface emotion and drama as if he
wanted to show that the music has
its serious side. What really hurts is
the lack of rhythm. The beautiful
opening to Op.-16:4 is a case in
point: Pletnev takes it slowly, almost
dreamily, but creates aheavy-footed
impression. Dvorak's lovely pieces
can take this sort of luxurious
approach, but when all's said and
done they are dances! The Russian
National Orchestra plays with an
impressive evenness of tone and
remarkable smoothness of execution,
yet Ilonged for a little more tonal
individuality.
DG's ' 4D' recording is very fullsounding with avery solid, powerful
bottom end. The sound is ashade
lacking in depth and space, and the
treble could perhaps have been
brighter and more obviously detailed,
but the basic sound is good.
Pletnev is possibly worth hearing,
but ultimately insufficiently
idiomatic for a recommendation.

•

James M Hughes

DVORAK:
Celo Concerto

Silent Woods
Rondo H Slavonic Dances 3 & 8'
Polonaise'
Ofra Harnoy (vie) /Prague SOI
MackerrasI'Michael Dussek (
pno)
RCA 09026 68186 2

(69m 10s)

Mackerras steers a confident,
unaffected course through the
Concerto's orchestral exposition. I
love the mellow sound of his
characterful Czech band; indeed,
there's an appealingly home-spun,
almost chamber-like quality to this
music-making. And what of the
soloist? Well, from her first entry
onwards, caution would seem to be
the keynote here. Comparison with
the most distinguished exponents of
this piece on record — Casals,
Rostropovich, Fournier, Gendron —
is not to Harnoy's advantage.
ANIL MI
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Technically she is not found
wanting, yet Icrave altogether
greater light and shade about her
contribution, a more subtly
variegated tone-quality. To be blunt,
Hamoy is just too strait-laced and
unmercurial for my tastes. On this
evidence at any rate, she could
hardly be considered the most
commanding or imaginative of
artists. (Hamoy's dearth of
personable charm and interpretative
guile reminded me of Naxos's
much-hyped version of the Concerto
with Maria Kliegel, though
Mackerras's accompaniment is a
much more involving affair than was
Michael Halasz's for Kliegel.)
The items with piano are more
successful but yield nothing that
would draw me back for a second or
third hearing. Good sound
throughout, with the big Smetana
Hall acoustic well handled in the
concertante items.
Andrew Achenbach

A- B:2-3 •

An idealised
cover
portrait of
Ofra Harnoy
but a less than
ideal Dvorak

FAURE:
Requiem
Pavane/KOECHLIN:
Choral sur le nom de Faure/
SCHMITT: In Memoriam Op.72:2 Scherzo sur le nom de Gabriel
Fauré! RAVEL: Pavane pour une
infante défunte
McNair (sop)/Allen (bar)IASM &
ChlMarriner

concerto

Phips 446 084-2

and a fine

(
54m 24s)

Amongst recent versions of the
Fauré Requiem, this seems to me as
good as any. Sir Neville's nicely
flowing tempi keep any unwelcome

APRM.1986

recording,
Sir Charles

ponderousness at bay and he secures
a first-rate, consistently routine-free
response from his combined
Academy forces: splendid choral
work in the opening ` Kyrie'
especially. Textures are always lucid
and well-defined (the fuller final
1900 version is employed) and there
is no attempt to inflate or
sentimentalize Fauré's vision. As for
the soloists, Thomas Allen is, for the
most part, admirable (towards the
close of the ' Libera me', however,
he momentarily loses something in
composure), whilst Sylvia McNair is
asuitably angelic presence in the
Pie Jesu'.
The fill-ups are also most
sensitively realized, the Fauré
Pavane in particular (performed sans
chorus — that ever-admirable
annotator, Max Harrison, was illinformed by the record company).
Charles Koechlin's Choral is apithy,
haunting essay for strings; Florent
Schmitt's extravert, glittering Scherzo
briefly relieves the programme's
elegiac tone. Beautiful sound too (St
John's, Smith Square), expertly
balanced.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 •

his now very experienced team bring
to this ripe Handelian fantasy,
Michael Chance, if not erasing
memories of Kowalski, is an
appropriately valorous and freshvoiced Giustino. Among the
supporting roles, all reliably sung,
Dawn Kotoski's Anastasio, unusually
charismatic for a character described
as ` despairing' in the booklet essay,
stands out. As for the music: not all
of it is from Handel's very top
drawer, but the opera is crammed
with characteristic invention, with at
least two first-rate arias in Anatasio's
Act III ' 0 fiero e rio sospetto' and
'Di Re sdegnato'.
The production has broken new
ground in authenticity, to judge by
the credit to a ' Bear growl advisor':
the beast certainly makes a
bloodcurdling noise. The set, one of
the most enjoyable in Harmonia
Mundi's Handel series, comes with
a generous sampler CD of excerpts
from McGegan's Gottingen
productions of Agrippina, Radamisto
and Ottone, all of which have been
reviewed in previous issues of
HFNIRR.
Calzan MacDonald
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Mackerras as

producer

HANDEL:
Giustino
ChancelRóschmannIKotoskilGondekl
LanelMinterlPadmorelKammerchor
Cantamus HallelFreiburger Baroque
OrchlMcGegan

(Andrew

Hannonia flundi 907130-32

accompanist,
the excellent
Prague SO

Keener) notwithstanding

(3CDs, 173m 17s)
Giustino, its libretto
based with the utmost
flimsiness on momentous
events in the Eastern
Roman Empire, almost
defies categorisation: less
opera seria than swordsand sorcery romp,
surpassing in this regard
even Tesso and Amadigi.
It has, Ifear, hardly
been heard in these isles
since Handel's time. But a
production by Harry Kupfer Isaw at
the Vienna Volksoper in 1988 will
live in my memory as one of the
most gorgeous theatrical
entertainments I've ever witnessed,
filling the stage with visual marvels.
Nicholas McGegan's Gottingen
production, to judge by the
photographs in the booklet
accompanying this Harmonia Mundi
set, was nothing like so spectacular
or inventive, and certainly his seamonster hardly hints at Kupfer's
many-headed fire-breathing
leviathan.
On the other hand, apart from the
superb Jochen Kowalski in the title
role, the Volksoper production was
musically rather unremarkable, with
nothing like the elegance and flair
for period style which McGegan and

HAYDN:
Symphonies 101 ' Clock' & 102
La Petite BandelKuijken
MG OHM 054272 77351 2

(52m 51s)

Kuijken's sensitive phrasing is set
within tempi which sound absolutely
natural, but these ' natural' tempi are
not necessarily to do with
conventional speeds — for example,
in his outstanding set of the ' Paris'
Symphonies his tempo for 85(i) was
daringly slow but utterly convincing.
Previously Inoted that in some
La Petite Bande recordings of
Haydn's ' London' Symphonies the
harpsichord continuo was very
backward, and the period timpani
often made insufficient impact.
Therefore Iwas delighted to find
that these balancing problems had
been fully redressed in this vigorous
and beautifully played version of the
'Clock' Symphony, notable for its
debonair, dynamically contrasted
clock-inspired Andante; but what
ever was Kuijken trying to convey in
the trio section of (iii)? Not only is
the first note abeat late, but the
harmony in the first few bars is
altered here to make it identical to
that when the tune is restated.
Haydn actualy wrote out this nearrepeat in full, so it is certain that he
did not want it to be identical.
Strength and dynamism are also
found in 102, with a thrilling drum
crescendo in (i) and, as with the
'Clock', the swiftish minuet is lively.
The only notably broad tempo is
that adopted for the elegant (ii). The
recording seems a trace warmer in
this symphony but no less pleasing;
67

the keyboard continuo is a touch
more audible ( the notes credit a
harpsichord to 101 and fortepiano to
102, but it certainly sounds like a
harpsichord in both).
Altogether one of Kuijken's best.
A few of his personal characteristics
catch the ear: notably, slight
'commas' before isolated chords; but
everything k done with musicality.

HOVHANESS:
The Rubaiyat
Symphony 1, ' Exile'
Meditation on Orpheus
Fantasy
on Japanese Woodprints
.1Iichacl York (na,),Seuttle SOI
N,Irivarz
Delos DE 3168

(
59m 53s)

I'm not too sure that the
combination of narrator and
orchestra, except in Peter and the
Wolf, makes artistic sense. After a
hearing or two the words become

'Remove the words
and what's left? Effective
use of accordion to
set the Persian scene of
the Rubaiyat, some
atmospheric and
occasionally descriptive
scoring and some
accordion- led ancient
Greek dances.
Light music, really'
tiresome, even when spoken in
Michael York's resonant if overexpressive tones. Of nearly 500
quatrains in the Rubaiyat,
Hovhaness mercifully uses only 11,
one of them twice. But remove the
words and what's left? Effective use
of accordion to set the Persian scene
of the Rubaiyat, some atmospheric
and occasionally descriptive scoring
and some accordion-led ancient
Greek (Greek?) dances. Light music,
really. On the other hand, the ` Exile'
Symphony ( 1936, the first of some
70 symphonies) is more substantial
than many of Hovhaness's later
works, its orientalism, modal
melodies, spare scoring, bold
gestures and timeless atmosphere
identifying it as the work of no other
composer. The Symphony expresses
his concern at the driving-out of the
Armenian race (his own) from
Turkey during the 1930s. Meditation
on Orpheus represents the Greek
hero's search for the lost Euridice
and builds with mesmeric slowness
through a ' searching' cor anglais
solo, chaos-inducing free string
rhythms and grotesquerie, to a
68

horrifying climax as Hades reclaims
her.
The Fantasy on Japanese
Woodprints reflects the exquisite
delicacy and varied designs of the
subject, the wood element
maintained by a solo marimba
against a large but economicallyscored orchestra.
Gerard Schwarz, achampion of
Hovhaness's cause, displays great
sympathy with these evocative
scores, as do the soloists: Diane
Schmidt, accordion, Ron Johnson,
marimba, and four leading Seattle
woodwinds in the Symphony. Apart
from the 14m Rubaiyar, which some
may find more appealing than Ido,
the disc is avaluable collection of
the composer's sensitive scores in
exceptionally fine performances, and
the Delos recording cannot be
faulted.
Robert Dearling

A•:1" •

HOWELLS:
King's Herald
Paradise Rondel
Fantasia for cello and orchestra
Threnody for cello and orchestra
Pastoral Rhapsody
Processional
.11, ,rav 11 -,15h (z.h) LSO Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9410

(
58m 03s)

Here is the first volume in a
projected series of Herbert Howells's
orchestral output. The earliest work
here, the colourful, rather Russiansounding Processional, dates from
1920; originally written for piano, it
was orchestrated by Howells two
years later for a 1922 Promenade
Concert. Both the Pastoral Rhapsody
(1923) and Paradise Rondel (1925 —
and named after the village of
Paradise situated in Howells's
beloved Cotswolds) are exquisite
essays in the realm of nature music:
indeed, the former piece strikes me
as something of a ' find', aworthy
orchestral successor to Howells's
own marvellous Fantasy String
Quartet (1917) and Rhapsodic Quintet
(1919).
Moray Welsh is the eloquent
soloist in the substantial Fantasia
and deeply moving Threnody (
both
for cello and orchestra, the latter
heard here in an orchestration made
by Christopher Palmer). Both works
date from the mid- 1930s, aperiod
of devastating personal upheaval for
Howells: the composer's ten-year-old
son, Michael, died of polio in 1935.
It seems that the Threnody was to
have been the slow movement of a
projected Cello Concerto, whilst the
Fantasia (
a thoughtful, elegantlystructured creation) could well have
formed the concerto's first movt.
The CD opens in swaggering style
with the celebratory pomp of King's
Herald. Asked to provide a
ceremonial piece for the 1937
Coronation, Howells responded with
the present, suitably opulent re-

moment away
from the
recording studios.
The First disc in a
Chandos project
to encompass
Herbert Howells's
orchestral works
ranges from the
celebratory King's
Herald to the
Threnody For cello
and orchestra
working of the opening movement of
an earlier 1934 work for brass band
entitled Pageantry.
These ripe, red-blooded
performances from Richard Hickox
and the LSO (who have been
sumptuously recorded, by the way)
are most welcome. And, as Isay,
there's more on the way.
Andrew Achenbach
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JANACEK:
Sinfonietta
Lachlan Dances
Taras Bulba
Czech State PhilhannontelSerebrier
Reference Recordings RR-65CD

(
65m 08s)

Janacek's showpiece Sinfonietta, with
its sophisticated textures and peasant
rhythms, receives a muscular
performance from José Serebrier and
Janacek's own orchestra, the Czech
State Philharmonic, the individual
voices in crisp focus, the ensemble
faultless.
This is not music in which to hold
back, and Serebrier does not. The
braying edge on the opening fanfares
and the whooping horns in the third
movement had me out of my chair
in excitement. He handles the
mysterious element well, too, careful
to control the tempi, the layered
string sound transparent to detail
beneath. In the finale, where the
melody seems destined for a setpiece conclusion (only to be
interrupted by tremolos and timpani
rolls) Serebrier keeps his head,
maintains asteady pace and so
doubles the impact.
The Lachian Dances come over
with great élan. But it's Taras Bulbul
which is particularly impressive. The
operatic freedom of the score
responds to Serebrier's feeling for
line, colour and detail. His reading
is a little over-indulgent, perhaps,
but this generous late- Romantic
piece can take it. The power of the
apotheosis is stunning.
A gorgeous record. And a fine
recording, made, appropriately
enough, in Brno.
Gill Newman
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KALIVODA:
Symphonies 5 & 6
Pilsen Rad OrchlMalát
Centaur CRC 2123
(66m 27s) dist. Complete Record Co
Full marks for repertoire, neat and
unaffected performances and
faithful, naturally balanced
recording. Two out of ten for
information about the music. No
dates are given for the works: not
even the keys. At least we are told
that Jan Vaclav Kalivoda ( 1801-66)
was a Bohemian composer who
wrote six symphonies. What about
No 7 in F ( 1843)?
Perhaps No 5 in B-minor ( 1841)
may not be the most original
symphony in the world but it has
more than mere pleasantness to
recommend it. After a portentous
Lento introduction (for one moment
Ithought Schumann's ' Spring'
Symphony of the same year had got
into the slot by mistake) the first
movement gets into a swinging 3/4
stride that easily holds the attention,
with the three-upbeat rhythm
somewhat familiar from Beethoven's
Fifth. This is not the work of a mere
epigone, though. The Scherzo and
Allegro grazioso (
there is no really
slow movement) are tuneful and
entertaining, the latter especially so,
and the finale is a mixture of
playfulness and impetus. No.6 in Gminor of the same year is more
serious at first. There is more to it
altogether, in fact, but both works
keep one diverted and there are only
rare ' spot the influence' moments.
An occasional whiskery moment
in the ensemble aside, the playing is
alert and the imaginative wind
writing is clearly recorded. If
Centaur goes on to record the rest
of Kalivoda's symphonies Ifor one
shall be delighted, particularly if they
don't forget No.7 again.
Robert Dearling
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KORNGOLD:
Piano Sonatas 1-3
Geoffrey Tozer (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9389

(70m 59s)

Anyone who admired Geoffrey
Tozer's Medtner and Respighi
recordings for Chandos will relish
these exuberant readings.
Erich von Komgold is well-known
as awriter of Hollywood film scores.
Now, along with other postRomantics, he is seeing arevival as
an opera composer. The works for
piano however are still unfamiliar.
His first two sonatas were
completed when he was 11. Two
years earlier, when just three movts
of No.1 were written, Gustav
Mahler had met him, praised the
work and advised him to complete
it. Not surprisingly, perhaps, the
First Sonata parallels the Rondo1541 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Beethoven', but there are few direct
echoes, though the whole expressive
stance is late-Classical rather than
Romantic. Perhaps it's in the fluent
expansiveness of the form that one
sense the kinship with Schubert.
Lachner's melodic invention is less
distinctive (though impeccably
tailored for development); but the
worst one can say of this music is
that a few moments teeter on the
edge of sententiousness. It's never
dull; it's full of invention, energy
and quite individual character; and
the orchestra is handled with real
mastery.
The suite of dances is, naturally,
lighter, but not insubstantial. It lays
greater stress on instrumental colour
and musical character: there's afine
Mazurka and a rather magnificent
waltz of symphonic-movt
proportions, with some unexpectedly
Brahmsian features.
Ienjoyed this disc, and the Kosice
Orchestra seems to be enjoying itself
too. The recording, if a little roughedged, is lively and has plenty of
depth.

Burleske from Mahler's Symphony 5
—there is also a Scherzo, Waltz and
Passacaglia to test the pianist's
technique thoroughly.
Sonata 2 — composed at the age
of 12 — uses a theme from his
teacher Zemlinsky. Moritz Rosenthal
had been in mind for the premiere,
although it was actually given by
Artur Schnabel, who also made a
piano roll of the piece. There is
much left-hand activity, the writing
involving wide leaps; and the work
explores the whole-tone scale,
experimenting with atonal writing in
places. The palette is orchestral,
requiring assured control and a
variety of special colourings.
Komgold returned to the Sonata
form in his early thirties. The former
dramatic flourishes are still in
evidence in No.3 but the themes
have become more vocal, and there
is apuckish Finale (rather like his
incidental music to Shakespeare's
Much Ado about Nothing). Paul
Weingarten gave the first
performance in Vienna shortly
before the Anschluss.
Bill Newman

Calum MacDonald
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MAHLER:
Symphony 2 ' Resurrection'
l'ishnevskaya (sop)IRossl-Majdan
(mez-sop)IVPOIKlemperer

LACHNER:
Symphony 8
Ball-Suite'
Slovak State Orch KostceIRobinsonl
'Walter
Marco Polo 8.223594

Music & Ms CD481
(77m 57s) live recording 1963

(78m 39s)

Franz Paul Lachner ( 1803-90) was
a friend of Schubert in Vienna,
studied (as did Schubert and
Bruckner) with Simon Sechter, and
lived on to become afriend of
Brahms, who seems to have
esteemed him highly. Liszt and
Wagner considered him a thumping
philistine — but then, he was the
court composer whom Wagner
supplanted at Ludwig H's behest.
On the evidence of this coupling,
Brahms had Lachner's measure
more accurately. The Eighth
Symphony (his last) dates from
1851. In G-minor, it is a
determinedly serious affair, lightened
by adeft, partly fugal scherzo that
features taxing
but delightful
flute writing in
the trio. It is
perhaps a little
old-fashioned
for its time,
but big-boned
(at over 45m),
and
impressively
well made.
The booklet
notes describe
Lachner as
writing ' in the
tradition of
Schubert,
Mendelssohn
and

A-11:1-2 •

Otto
Klemperer in
concert.
The wide
catalogue of
off-air tape
transfers to

Mahler's Second Symphony was
something of a party piece for this
conductor who, very early in his
career, had conducted the off-stage
orchestra for Mahler, and, having
made apiano reduction of the work,
played one of the movements from
memory for the composer.
Klemperer's 1951 live performance

Symphony on

from the Concertgebouw [ Decca,
issued in 1982] superseded his old
Vox set with second-class Viennese
forces and, to a lesser extent, the
EMI studio recording with the
Philharmonia.
In concert Klemperer was slow to

Music & Arts

settle. On matters of tempi he takes

CD includes
this valuable
Mahler
'Resurrection'
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a purely literal viewpoint — there is
none of Walter's devout spirituality
or Tennstedt's eternal quest for fine
detail. The outbursts as and when
they occur are dispatched matter-offactly with accented weight and
attack, with foresight of greater
things to come.

are repeated in full both before and
after trios.
The recording is a touch less
exciting than others in this series: at
times the full-orchestra passages lack
'bite', and there is ahint of greyness
in the strings. Balancing, apart from
surprisingly modest bassoons in
41(iv), is accurate but not revealing:
in slow movements particularly,
woodwind can take over from strings

The second movt is a simple,
graceful dance, with aregular pulse
and non-cloying legato line. The
earthy, peasant feeling provides a
perfect foil to (iii), where the winds
adds sarcastic colouring to strings.

(or vice-versa) without making the
ear conscious of a change of texture.
Nevertheless - stylish Mozart. [This

The Urlicht has the inestimable
advantage of the beautiful HiIde
Rossl-Majdan with her deep,
autumnal tones (if without Ferrier's
effortless legato). The Finale is
glorious, surging in its momentum
from the Allegro energico with no
capricious extremes of tempi to
disturb the total concentration. The
young Galina Vishnevskaya was then
at her vocal height.
The sound is dry and boxy
throughout, if clear and strong in
parts, but is surprisingly badly
focused in the important section for
offstage band prior to the chorus
entry. But this is of secondary
importance, given aperformance
which really has something original
to say (unlike so many of the
present time, Ifear).
Bill Newman

14
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coupling also forms part of the 4CD
set reviewed in January.]

PIEVIN:
Honey and Rue/BARBER: Knoxville:
Summer of 1915/GERSHWIN: Porgy
and Bess - ' ILoves You'
Porgy'
'Summertime'
Kathleen Battle (sop.) 1St Luke's
OrchIPrevin
DC 437 787-2

A total joy from beginning to end.
Kathleen Battle is in radiant voice
throughout, her immaculate
intonation and
ravishing tone a
continual source
of unalloyed
pleasure. The
Previn song-

•

cycle's stylistic
gregariousness
(an eartwitching

MOZART:
Symphonies 40 & 41
English ConcertlPinnock
Archly 447 048-2

amalgam of
inter-war neo Romanticism
and pure
Hollywood) will
keep the
musically
informed busy
with the various

(72m 34s)

It is always encouraging when, as in
this performance, aconductor takes
a daringly fast tempo for 40(i). The
dash and exciting impatience of
Furtwângler's legendary version is
here ( Pinnoek is only 7% slower in
this movement) but not quite the
tension. One reason could be
Pinnock's use of Mozart's warmer
revision, with its added clarinets. In
other Mozart recordings he has
sometimes rounded-off ends of
phrases, particularly at double bars,
but there is little evidence of this
here. In fact, when lively secondary
themes are introduced, the
conductor is not adverse to urging
them forward slightly — notably in
40(iv) and 41(i). A few unmarked
(but subtle) crescendi apart, Pinnock
is generally straightforward,
respecting the contours of the music,
and avoiding fashionable traditions
like the frequently imposed ' echoeffects' in the repeated phrases of
40(ii).
The 'Jupiter' always responds to
observance of all repeats (nowadays
we are released from the restrictions
of the LP side) and Pinnock's
shaping of the vast architecture of
(iv) is a high point of the disc.
Incidentally in both works, minuets
70

(45m 55s)

Kathleen Battle
records
Previn's new
song- cycle
Honey and
Rue, written
expressly with
her voice in
mind (words
by Toni
Morrison)

cross-references,
yet in such a compelling
performance as this, the various
elements cohere fairly effortlessly,
leaving one positively thirsting for
more. With gloriously seductive
performances of the Barber and
Gershwin pieces to round things off,
criticism is rendered virtually
unnecessary. Take a look at that
playing time, though!
Julian Haylock

A:11' •

two of its most challenging
tributaries.
He has obviously thought agreat
deal about this music and brings to
his interpretations acharacteristically
refreshing clear-sightedness, with
orchestral details emerging with
unusual clarity (immaculate
balancing of instrumental lines),
together with aclose attention to
dynamics and articulation, as well as
securing a precision of ensemble
lacking in a number of rival
versions. However, music which
should insinuate, threaten, soothe,
unsettle, hurtle, pulsate, throttle,
disturb, pacify, exult (or at the very
least seriously ruffle one's emotional
feathers), often goes for nothing.
The Symphonic Dances is a
cipher- laden emotional tug-of-war,
with the ' dark side' emerging the
eventual victor; and although
expressively less effusive, Taras
Bidba also conveys a titanic sense of
struggle which goes far beyond the
mere mechanics of orchestral
reproduction. Yet one continually
feels Gardiner is holding back, is
somehow not prepared to enter into
each work's distinctive soundworld
for fear of over-personalising it in
some way. Like a master
cartographer he charts the musical

'The Previn song- cycle's
stylistic gregariousness
will keep the
musically informed busy
with the various
cross-references'

terrain in commendable detail, yet
appears comparatively uninterested
in the remarkable creative forces that
brought it about. A frustratingly
disappointing release.
Julian Playlo.
ck
RACHMANINOV
Piano Sonata 2
Preludes, Op.23:1
&7
Op.32:2, 6, 9 & 10
Etudes Tableaux, Op.33:1, Op.39:4 & 7
Morceaux de fantasie, Op.3:3 & 5
Z,'/i, KO C. ,.

Philips 446 220-2

(pu)

(
60m 40s)

This is hardly the kind of repertoire
one associates with John Eliot
Gardiner ( at least not on record),
and far from gently dipping his toes

To listen to Rachmaninov's music is
to enter into his private world of
often turbulent and intensely
heartfelt emotions, worlds apart
from his decidedly reserved personal
manner and no-nonsense,
aristocratic pianism. For virtuosi
with the necessary phenomenal
accuracy and strength in their
fingers, it is all too easy to be
seduced by the physical complexity

into the post-Romantic mainstream,
he has chosen instead to negotiate

of his writing, turning it into
acrobatic frenzy. At worst one is left

RACHMANINOV:
Symphonic Dances, Op.45/JANACEK:
Taras Bulba
NDR SO/Gardiner
DC 445 838-2

(
5oni 26s)
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with the blistering pace and vigour
of an Errol Flynn swashbuckler, but
without any of its attendant grace
and charm. Whilst it would be
unkind to place Kocsis in the latter
category, Iwas nevertheless left with
the distinct impression that his

RUBBRA:
Symphonies 4, 10 & 11
/Mc .\ -at Ord/ of WalesIHickox

enthusiasm increased roughly in
proportion to the number of notes
swirling around.

new cycle of Rubbra symphonies.
The magnificent Fourth ( 1940-2),
with its hauntingly serene opening,
is rightly considered by many
aficionados to be the composer's
masterpiece. Personally speaking, it

Chandos CHAN 9401

(
58m 22s)

This admirable Chandos release
comprises the start of a long-overdue

is awork Ihave long cherished for
its uncompromising honesty,
dignified sense of purpose and

The elusive, neo-classical sound
world of the B-minor Etude- Tableau
sadly goes for nothing here, much of
it rattled off as if it were aclose
cousin to the Prokoviev Op.11
Toccata; and the ominous rocking
motion of the Prelude in the same
key is also strangely circumspect and
uninvolving. Such impassioned
outbursts as the F-minor Prelude are
akin to showing ared rag to abull,
and even Kocsis's attempts to
inflect the more reflective pages
interpretatively are often
unconvincing.
However, there is no doubting the
sheer physical aplomb of the Second
Sonata, abarnstorming reading
which will have pianist-fanciers
turning to their scores in disbelief at
the sheer technical audacity of it all.
Ihave never heard the ' bells' section
which crowns the first-movt's
development section (fearlessly
reproduced here by the Philips
engineers) sounded with such hairraising power and authority. Once
again, the poetic musings of the
slow movt find Kocsis's sympathies
less than fully engaged, yet the finale
blazes away on such an
interpretative ' high' that any passing
reservations are quite literally
pounded into submission.
A bewildering recital then: one
which, at times, has the listener
gasping for breath at the
overwhelming comprehensiveness of
it all, but at others suggests a
disconcerting lack of engagement
with the music in hand. Impossible
to assess overall, but try to hear this
CD if only for the staggering outer
movements of the Sonata. [And a
good deal else: no CD has
fascinated me more this month —
especially the B-minor Prelude! Mus
Ed1
Julian Haylock
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deftness one moment to Straussian
opulence the next.
Strauss's own ' Four Symphonic
Interludes' from his autobiographical
opera Intermezzo comprise a richly
enjoyable coupling: the gorgeous (ii),

profound spirituality. Both the
Tenth ( 1974) and Eleventh ( 1977-9)
are single-movt creations of quite
extraordinary richness and
slumbering power. Each lasts just a
quarter of an hour, yet, like
Sibelius's Seventh Symphony or
Tapiola, they really do seem to
create their own entire universe.
Here is music of truly awesome
rigour, mystery and beauty: I've
found that the Eleventh in particular
resonates in the mind long after the
CD has finished.
Richard Hickox lends intensely
sympathetic advocacy to this
glorious music. If Icontinue to find
Del Mar's outstanding Lyrita version
of the Fourth just that little bit more
intellectually penetrating and
inevitable-sounding, the newcomer's
totally unmannered reading still
remains an enviably cogent affair.
The BBC National Orchestra of
Wales respond in polished,
thoroughly committed fashion, and
the Chandos engineers have secured
atruthful, beautifully-blended
sound-picture. Roll on the next
instalment in this most welcome
new series, namely the mighty Ninth
Symphony (
Sinfonia Sacra).
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 •

SCHMIDT:
Symphony 1/R STRAUSS: Four
Symphonic Interludes from
'Intermezzo'
Detroit SOI.Prvi
Chandos CHAN 9357

(68m 20s)

Here's the third volume in Neeme
Jârvi's uncharacteristically leisurely
Chandos cycle of the four
symphonies of Franz Schmidt (the
Estonian maestro has already given
us the Second and Third, both with
the Chicago Symphony). At its best,
Schmidt's First Symphony ( 1896-9)
exudes a fair degree of charm — the
winsome trio section in (iii) is acase
in point — but both outer movts are
afflicted by a certain weary prolixity,
sturdily accomplished as they are.
The slow-movt, however, radiates an
almost Brucknerian resonance and
eloquence, and Schmidt's orchestral
touch throughout is felicitous and
assured, ranging from a Schubertian

to all intents and purposes a loving
portrait of the composer's wife
Pauline, is particularly memorable.

On Philips, a
mesmeric and
varied recital
of piano

Mellow, affectionate performances
given pleasant, soft-grained sound in
the now-familiar Detroit/Chandos
manner. Newcomers to Schmidt,
however, should investigate the
masterly Fourth Symphony and
Franz Welser-Mtist's outstanding
new EMI recording of it [CDC 555
5182 — to be reviewed].
Andrew Achenbach
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works by
Rachmaninov
From Zoltan
Kocsis.
Below:
Gidon Kremer
leads a
chamber
ensemble in
music by
Mahler,
Schoenberg,
Berg and
Webern

SCHOENBERG:
String Trio
Phantasie for violin
with piano accompaniment/BERG: 4
Pieces for clarinet and piano
Chamber Concerto - Adagio/
WEBERN: 2 Pieces for cello and
piano ( 1899)
3 Little Pieces for
cello and piano
Cello Sonata
4
Pieces for violin and piano/MAHLER:
Piano Quartet - first movt
Kremer (v1n)IV Hagen (v1a)1
C Hagen (v1c)IMaisenberg (pno)I
Meyer (ch)
DG 447 112-2

(75m 38s)

An instructive and in many ways
exciting programme that reviews fin
de siècle musical sensibilities while
underlining the creative inevitably of
Schoenberg's system. Anyone who
knows Berg's alarmingly anodyne
early piano pieces will attest to the
vastly extended aural canvas of his
four clarinet pieces, whereas
Mahler's melancholic 1876 Piano
Quartet torso recalls Schumann and,
more surprisingly, Dvorak. One
might also remember that
Schoenberg's early D-major Quartet
is palpably Dvorakian, as indeed is
the gnomic violin ' Piece in D-minor'
programmed
here.
Webern
the dreamer
is represented
by apair of
salon-style
cello
morceaux
from 1899,
while
Webern's
tougher,
more
economical
and infinitely
more
memorable
maturity is
celebrated by
later violin
and cello
pieces, as
well as by a
71

1m 45s Cello Sonata. This is
gripping stuff: terse, minutely tooled

SCHUMANN:
Frauenliebe und - leben, Op.42

and notably rich in expressive
power.
And the sequence becomes even
richer when Berg's exquisite

5 Lieder, Op.40
15 Lieder
Anne Sofie von Otter (mez-sop)I
Boner Forsberg (pno)

(Chamber Concerto) Adagio sounds
among clarinet, violin and piano,
and Schoenberg marks recovery
from illness with a searingly intense
String Trio. Here, fervour alternates
with an almost Sibelian austerity —
and is that areference to the great
Finn's Fourth Symphony at 1m I
into into [ iii]? Note too the
unmistakeable glimpse back at
Verklárte Nacht at 5m 24s into [ ii].
The programme ends with
Schoenberg's energetically
uncompromising Phantasy, where

DG 445 881-2

One of the finest Schumann Lieder
releases Ihave encountered, and the
best Op.42 since the glorious
Schwarzkopf/Parsons [ EMI] which
has still to see the light of day on
CD. Buy this alongside DG's

'Whilst retaining the sensation
of girlish innocence, von Otter
uses the natural richness of

occasional Mahlerian echoes bring
us full circle. The performances and
recordings are quite superb.
Robert Cowan

(78m 49s)

her mezzo to add emotional weight
and warmth to telling effect'

A': 1 • •

SCHUMANN:
Cello Concerto/HINDEMITH: Cello
Concerto ( 1940)
Janos Starker (tie) ' Bamberg
Russell Davies

fabulous 6CD Fischer-Dieskau set
— naturally, he doesn't sing the
Frauenliebe cycle — and you can
virtually forget about the rest!

(5/m 36s)

Von Otter exults in Schumann's
pulsating melodic lines (no less than

'Janos Starker, who has developed a
reputation for peerless technical
mastery and exquisitely expressive
intensity of playing, performs these

the German language's physically
imposing brand of phonetics) so as
to hold the listener in a state of
enraptured wonder. Whilst retaining
the sensation of girlish innocence
essential to the opening songs of
Op.42, she uses the natural richness
of her mezzo to add emotional
weight and warmth to telling effect
in ' Du Ring an meinem Finger'.
Equally, Iwould challenge anyone
to remain seated during the
rhythmically buoyant and enraptured
'Er, der Herrlichste von allen', a
reading so expressively charged and

RCA 09026 68027 2

rarely heard, outstanding cello
concertos.' The lengths to which
record companies will go in order to
sell their artists!
Starker has always had these
qualities. Some feel that, in his early
years, when he was under contract
to EMI, he was even better than he
is now. Certainly the Schumann
Concerto made with Giulini in 1958
— available once more as part of a
6CD set [CZS 568 4852]— shows
much more rapport than this
version, with Dennis Russell Davies
putting the excellent Bamberg
musicians through their paces. The
transfer level is low, and the sound
lacklustre; Schumann's woodwinds
are submerged beneath avery
plummy-sounding Starker, and all
this does nothing to ameliorate the
overall wooden approach. The
flexibility of the Philharmonia
Orchestra and Giulini's keen ear for
balance are sadly missed.
Russell Davies is better suited to
the Hindemith. The large orchestral
canvas and the instrumental
challenges to the solo cello are
convincing enough, until compared
with the real thing — for example
the electrifying 1957 account by
Enrico Mainardi with the Bavarian
RSO under Jochum [ Orfeo].
Collectors will also remember the
early Tortelier performance with the
Czech Philharmonic [Supraphon].
Bill Newman
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lovingly negotiated that it took
several playings before Icould bring
myself to move on to the next
number. The very real sense of
desolation of 'Nun hast du mir' is
no less tangibly realized, the voice
movingly falling to a mere whisper
at the end. Iwould happily part

with my money just for this
unforgettable reading of what is
perhaps Schumann's most perfect
song cycle.
The fact that this remarkable
partnership then goes on to provide
no less rewarding performances of
the Op.40 Lieder (
an utterly
captivating ` Muttertrâum'), and an
extended selection effortlessly
embracing the gentle rusticity of
'Des Sennen Abschied' Op.79:22,
playful dotted rhythms of ' Der
Soldatenbraut', Op.64:1, and
primeval force of ' Lust der
Sturmnacht'. Op.35:1 makes this
something of an essential purchase.
Just occasionally Iwould have
preferred a more wistfully poetic way
with Schumann's characteristic
postludes from Forsberg
(Eschenbach is quite unmatched in
this regard), yet this is to quibble in
the face of much which deeply
impresses. Typically crisp and clear
DG sonics which present an
eminently believable soundstage;
perhaps occasionally, Von Otter's
most boldly projected notes bring a
slight sensation of over-modulation.

3:141.!
:4teilaylock

SCRIABIN:
24 Preludes
Six Etudes Op.42
Poème
Sonatas 1, 2, 5 & 9
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
Music & Arts CD-878

Kin ite
greets the

(74m 25s)

Ihave always thought there is a
special way to play Scriabin's piano
music. Richter — recorded here in a
Warsaw recital from 1972 — is
supreme. Every Prelude tells astory,
the moods tragic, happy, carefree,
solemn or reflective, while the Etudes
are daring, exploratory, sometimes
frenetic and always impassioned. But
it is in the Sonatas that he excels,
venturing into the realms of the
unknown in the celebrated ' Black
Mass', and with No.5 scampering
along untrodden paths desperately
looking for escape.
The quite acceptable tonal quality
fully reveals the genius of the
playing.
Bill Newman

Kanawa

A:1" •
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R STRAUSS:
Capriccio

Hans Hotter

L. KanazvalHagegárd1Heilmannl
Bar/Von HalemlFassbaenderl
HollweglHotterIVPOISchirmer

at the

Decca 444 405-2

Vienna

In his late ' conversation piece'
Strauss found a text ideally suited to

legendary

sessions for
Strauss's
opera
Capriccio

(
2CDs, 139m 19s)

his needs at that compositional
stage. Though the characters
discourse on opera from almost
every practical and aesthetic
standpoint, they must strike the
listener as complete human beings,
with strong feelings on other
APRIL 1996
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matters, and in this impeccably cast
recording (produced by Christopher
Raeburn) they do.
Kin Te Kanawa has done nothing
better on disc than the Countess. If
her voice has lost any of its sheen
that is not apparent here, and she

Leila
Josefowicz is
a young

engages impressively with the text,
attending to it with delicacy and
conscientiousness.
As her rival suitor, Uwe Heilmann
(Flamand) creates a sentient being
with imaginative expression, while
Olaf Bar (Olivier) is passionate even
in the details. Another fine Lieder

Canadian
violinist, who
makes her •
concerto
recording
debut on
Philips under

singer, Hákan Hagegárd, delivers the
role of the Countess's worldly
brother with perspicacity, while the
stage director La Roche, one of
Strauss's most lovable creations,
receives a seasoned interpretation
from Victor von Halem, who
manages to be urbane yet warm.
The names of two distinguished
but now retired singers appear on
the box-top. Brigitte Fassbaender's
Clairon is occasionally blowsy of
voice — though not inappropriately
so for this egocentric stage creature.
Hans Hotter, who created Olivier in
the opera's 1942 premiere, and later
sang La Roche on disc, here
contributes just four notes as a
servant.
Werner Hollweg's prompter M
Taupe is adelightful cameo, and as
the parodied Italian singers Anna
Rita Taliento and Roberto Saccà
prove fine belcantists.
The Vienna Philharmonic is
probably unapproachable in this
score, and Ulf Schirmer's
conducting light and mouvementé
(the big ensembles are miraculous),
stripping away, perhaps, some of
Capriccio's autumnal associations
but still conveying its refined
A:1 •

STRAVINSKY:
Le Sacre du printemps
Les Noces
BojkolMarunalLudhalSilinslErnst
Senff Cham Ch/Piano Circus!
Deutsches SO BerlinlAshkenazy
Decca 44 542-2

(
57m 55s)

Ashkenazy's Rite falls badly between
the two stools of physical excitement
(Berstein, Markevitch, Dorati) and
cerebral precision (Boulez,
Karajan/II); indeed, it's one of the
drabbest of recorded performances.
The playing of the DSO sounds
coarse, insecure and provincial, with
phrase-endings swamped by
successive instrumental entries. To
take just one example, the final
'Danse sacrale': too prominent in
the mix, the bass drum gets louder
and louder — but where's the
tension? What sort of performance is
it when, at the pause after the
ascending flutes, you don't even
want to stay for those abrasive
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Sir Neville
Marriner
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Stern, Heifetz, Oistrakh, et al
(unfair?), there's acertain want of
sheer abandonment at the moment;
and the sensation of afully-formed
artistic personality communicating
through her instrument has yet to
emerge fully. But such commanding
playing is pretty hard to ignore.
Julian Haylock

A:2 •

TIPPETT:
Divertimento on Sellinger's Round'
Little Music
The Heart's Assurance
Concerto for Double String
Orchestra
Arnsley (ten)ICLS1Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9409

resolving chords?
The (possible) dilemma for
collectors is that Les Noces is
altogether more incisive, thanks
largely to the rhythmically acute
playing from four members of Piano
Circus. It's awork Ashkenazy
persuades me to like (after years of
avoiding it), and Ithink it's better
than the much-vaunted Bernstein/
DG, in spite of his starrier casting.
Christopher Breunig
B:3 / A- B:1 •
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Violin Concerto/SIBELIUS: Violin
Concerto
Leila josefowicz (vin)1ASMI
Marriner
Philips 446 131-2

(
65m 52s)

What hope for nineteen-year-old

sensuality.
George Hall

the care of

acrobatics. Time and time again I
had my Beckmesser's slate ready,
wondering how she would negotiate
certain awkward corners, and
invariably she passed with flying
colours. Compared to the likes of

Leila Josefowicz, launched onto the
international market with two
warhorses of the repertoire already
blessed with a number of classic
recordings, by some of the century's
greatest violinists at the height of
their powers?
Well, technically she's well on top
of things, and apart from a tendency
towards using a slightly over-bright
staccato (
the dash to the finishing
post at the end of the Tcha:kovsky
lacks projection because of it), she
makes a simply gorgeous sound. The
Academy under Marriner provide
rock-steady, typically polished
accompaniments; and despite a
certain lack of weight from the
orchestra in the Tchaikovsky (two
different venues were used), this is
yet another fine Philips production
which falls effortlessly on the ear.
Josefowicz is certainly no
shrinking violet; in particular,
throughout the blazing finale of the
Sibelius she really gets the bit
between the teeth, letting fly with
some breathtakingly negotiated

(
70m 56s)

In the case of the three purely
orchestral offerings here, formidable
competition comes in the shape of
Sir Neville Marriner's outstanding
recent ' British Composers' anthology
[EMI CDC 555 4522]. Hickox's
new performance of the sparkling,
exhilaratingly inventive Divertimento
on `Sellinger's Round' is agood one,
make no mistake, but his CLS
players inevitably sound just a touch
literal and tentative by the side of
Marriner's dazzlingly poised
Academy.
Hickox's strings make aspirited
showing in both the Little Music and
glorious Concerto for Double String
Orchestra, yet there's no gainsaying
the Academy's greater technical
sophistication and tonal clout in this
music. Hickox directs unfussily, but
the results could best be described
as efficient rather than especially
insightful; Ipersonally detected
more than awhiff of routine about
the invigorating finale of the
Concerto. (Whatever happened to
the surge of emotion which should
surely accompany the appearance of
the big ' Scotch snap' tune at the
close?)
No, the best thing by far on this
finely-engineered collection is the
moving performance of the littleknown 1951 song-cycle, The Heart's
Assurance, heard here in an
admirably judged 1990 orchestration
by Meirion Bowen. Written for
Peter Pears, these are settings of
texts by two young poets who
perished in the Second World War,
Sydney Keyes and Alun Lewis.
Tenor John Mark Ainsley is a
wonderfully idiomatic soloist,
making light of the considerable
technical demands posed by
Tippett's arching vocal lines, and
Hickox accompanies with keen
sensitivity.
Andrew Achenbach
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with much cross-referencing between
movements, and aslow, preludial
first-movt which throws weight onto
a massive and eventful Allegro finale.
This is a trio of comparable stature
to, say, Mendelssohn's D-

VOLKMANN:
Richard III Overture j Symphonies 1
Cello Concerto in a
&2
Overture in C
Johannes Wohlmacher (v1c)INW
Deutsche PhilharmonialAlbert
CPO 999 151.2

(
2CDs, 100m 40s)

Piano Trios 1 & 2
Beethoven Trio Ravensburg
CPO 999 128-2

(
53m 28s)

String Quartets 2 & 5
Manheint Qt
co 999 167-2

(47m 55s)

Given the flood of obscure 19thcentury repertoire returning to
currency courtesy of CD, one might
have expected the music of Robert
Volkmann ( 1815-1883) to have
received attention before this. The
one work Iknew well, the highly
attractive Cello Concerto, testified to
his substantial gifts.
It was suggested to me some years
ago that Brahms's early chamber
music was much indebted to
Volkmann, and the score of the
Op.5 Trio ( 1850) supports this
contention. In fact, the young
Brahms's letters testify to his study
of, and admiration for, this surging,
passionate work, whose heroic piano
part, muscular cross-rhythms and
sweep of argument certainly
constitute remarkable presages of
him. The structure, too, is unusual,

Three volumes
From CPO
Records widen
our perspective
on the music
of Robert
Volkmann,
the German
composer
and academic
who won
Schumann's
encouragement
when a student
at Leipzig

Lambert's Trois pièces nègres and
Britten's rarely-heard, darkly intense
Mazurka Elegiaca (
written in 1941 as
a tribute to the pianist Ignaz
Paderewski). At times, goodhumoured exuberance gives way to
an uningratiating, hard-toned
forcefulness; that apart, the playing
communicates with all the necessary
infectious spontaneity. Excellent
sound, from the BBC Birmingham

BRITISH MUSIC FOR TWO
PIANOS
Works by Grainger, Walton, Vaughan
Williams, Hoist, Coates, Britten,
Lambert, Scott, Dring, Nicholas, Gay
& Blake
e David Nettle & Richard Markham
(pnos)
Cartton Classics 30367 00172

(
77m 32

A sparkling, generously filled
collection. Nettle and Markham are
an experienced, highly polished
team, and their selection makes
supremely agreeable listening. Percy
Grainger is the most favoured
composer, with six items out of the
25, and these performers
programme, most enterprisingly,
three movements from A Lincolnshire
Posy (`Lisbon', « A Brisk Young
Sailor' and 'The Lost Lady Found').
The disc also features a fair
sprinkling of this partnership's own
two-piano arrangements, including
no fewer than five numbers from
Walton's Façade (« Popular Song',
`TangoPasodoble', ' Old Sir Faulk',
'Swiss Yodelling Song' and « Polka').
Other personal highlights include
Frank Bridge's Sally in our Alley,
Cyril Scott's Lotus Land, the
languorous ' Siesta' from Constant
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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minor. Mendelssohn is
recalled (to lesser effect) in
the early and conventional
F-major Piano Trio, while
the taut and inventive
string quartets sound more
like close forerunners of
Dvorak's chamber music.
Yet the overwhelming
presence in the background
is Beethoven: Volkmann
remains an early Romantic, inspired
above all by Classical ideals. One
can see why Brahms found him
congenial.
The orchestral works relate less to
Brahms — a sequence here and
there, a few paragraphs of
Symphony l's slow movt. In this
earnest D-minor work ( 1862) there
are rather surprising pre-echoes of
Bruckner, in the pounding scherzo
and finale layout. Schumann,
another clear influence, rather
dominates Volkmann's Second
(1864), an altogether jollier piece,
confirming that, despite atendency
to rather anonymous material, he
compensates by his command of
tension and climax in symphonic
development.
It's the 1855 Cello Concerto,

dios at Pebble Mill.
Andrew Achenbach

Amphion
Sound
Recordings,
Norton
Lodge,
109 Beverly
Road,
Norton-onDertvent,
Ma/ton,
North Yorks
Y017 9PH,
tel: 01225
852323

PIANO VARIATIONS
MOZART: Variations on a Minuet by
Dupont, K573/COPLAND: Piano
Variations/CZERNY: Variations on a
Theme by Rode, Op.33/
RACHMANINOV: Variations on a
Theme of Chopin, Op.22
David Neil Jones (pno)
Amphion PHI CD 135
(68m 25s) Dist: see box
An enterprising debut recital which
establishes this talented young
artist's credentials as an unusually
fine Mozartian — luminous textures,
wonderfully natural phrasing, deft
articulation — and also provides an
unusually penetrating insight into

though, that is the jewel in the
orchestral discs. Better orchestrated
than the Schumann, with better
tunes than the Saint-Saens and a
more original structure than either
— a compressed one-movt sonata
design subsuming elements of fugue,
slow movt and recitative — this is
surely the finest cello concerto
before Dvorak's. The Overture in C
(which Volkmann didn't think worth
publishing) strikes me as rather
academic; the Richard III, by
contrast, starts out as apromisingly
dark and atmospheric programmatic
work. Unfortunately, the composer
eventually introduces amarch on
what he must have supposed was an
English folk tune, but which any
Scot will recognize as 'The
Campbells are coming'; and this
remains an anachronistic presence in
the ensuing battle sequence.
On the evidence of these
efficiently performed works (the
quartets are especially well
recorded), Volkmann is not quite a
great composer, but he is an adept,
inventive and significant linking
figure in the development of mid19th-century music. Perhaps
Hyperion should consider his
Konzertstück for their Romantic
Piano Concerto series?
lu in .% la cl)onal..1
A- B:1-2

A- B:2

A:1-2 •

Rachmaninov's highly elusive Chopin
Variations, based on the latter's
popular C-minor Prelude.
This rather harrowing sequence,
typically lasting something in the
region of half-an-hour, arguably
lacks the melodic immediacy of the
Contemporaneous Cello Sonata,
Second Concerto or Second 2-Piano
Suite, yet it embraces such awide
and potent expressive range that its
neglect is baffling. Jones integrates
its various changes of mood and
texture in away which fully reveals
the work's underlying sense of
symphonic cohesion, unerringly
creating the impression of the whole
being greater than the sum of its
parts.
His winningly affectionate way
with the Czerny Variations acts as a
vital tonic after all the volumes of
finger-exercises and studies endured
by almost every budding piano
student; and although Icontinue to
find Copland's Piano Variations
more intellectually stimulating than
musically satisfying, Jones's
unusually sensitive and probing
account certainly goes a long way to
redressing the balance.
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To hear the magic
ofJohn Williams
playing Concierto de
Aranjuez by Rodrigo your Hi Fi comes from
Audiofreaks.
Single-ended designs, plenty of
valve power in Pure Class A,
transformer coupled valve preamplifier, beautiful craftsmanship
and - of course - highly resolving
harmonically accurate and musically
rewarding sounds along the lines of the
highest High-End standards
All the above qualities combined with
uniquely affordable cost - that is what
Golden Tube Audio is all about. Enter
the beautiful world of real High-End
Audio in a most appropriate andfully
justified manner

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 70T. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
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classical REISSUES
wonders why they did
not make more
recordings together.
As a teenager, I
played the 78s of
Liszt's First Concerto
and Franck's
Symphonic Variations
to death. The Grieg
Piano Concerto
under Rosbaud
(Berlin State Opera
House Orch) plus
two short pieces, At
the cradle and French
Serenade, were not as
well recorded, but are
remarkably ' cleaned
up' [
APR 5513, 62m
59s, mono recordings
1932/37].
H:1 •
Two double-packs
by pianists still living
prove to be mixed
bags. Edward Kilenyi
is the son of
Gershwin's piano
teacher. Having
moved from New
York to Budapest, he
received lessons from
Dohnanyi. Kilenyi describes
recording for Pathé in Paris in
1937-39 — straight through without
corrections, time being of the
essence. To my ears his Chopin
(Complete Etudes Op.10, Mazurka
13, Piano Sonata 2) is brilliant in
places but rushed, with occasional
smudges, as at the beginning of the
Sonata's second movt. His Liszt,
though, is generally magnificent:
Venezia eNapoli, Hungarian
Rhapsodies 8 and 15 all performed
with great verve, the Mephisto Waltz
No.1 as good as Kapell's, and the
Totentanz and a superb Hungarian
Fantasia under Selmar Meyrowitz
(better known for the first-ever
recording of Liszt's Faust Symphony)
[APR 7037, 2CDs, 135m 23s, mono]
H:2 •
Leo Nadelmann (
the WQXR
recordings of 1956-7, Vol.2) is more
consistent in a testing range of
material by Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven and Schubert.
Nadelmann had lessons from
Schnabel (who was his god). Despite
a progressive paralysis of the fourth
finger in his left hand, there is still a
considerable amount of recorded
radio material, much of it played on
a Steinway. ' The best Iever had in
my life. It arrived brand new in
virginal condition from Hamburg, a
week before we started recording',
recalls Nadelmann. Very beautiful,
clean, classical playing, with true
attention to style and detail. (Haydn
Sonata 49, Variations in C- and Fminor; Mozart C-minor Fantasia
and Piano Sonata 10; Beethoven
Sonata Op.14:2; Schubert Sonata in
B-flat and Impromptus D935.) [ APR
7026, 2CDs, 141m 02s]
B:1 •

Appian way

M

ore Bryan Crimp discoveries,
lovingly transferred and
annotated. Benno Moiseiwitsch's
complete Rachmaninov recordings,
1937-43, include the Piano
Concerto 2 with LPO/Goehr, the
Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini with
the LPO/Cameron, the Scherzo from
Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's
Dream, Moment Musical No.4 and six
Preludes. This was his finest period.
The quicksilver turns of phrase and
brilliant runs are achieved with a
dynamic span that never rises above
mezzoforte — which puts most of
today's players in the dog-house.
And no-one plays the B-minor
Prelude (
Rachmaninov's own
favourite) as Benno did. Orchestras
and conductors must have loved him
for his natural pianism. [
APR 5505,
78m 26s, mono]
C: 1 * •
Lyrical piano playing was also a
hallmark of Walter Gieseking,
whose repertoire in the 1930s was
considerably wider than in his final
years. With the first concerto
recordings already well established in
the market, Vol.2 (Beethoven
Concertos 4 & 5, w.Saxon State
Orch/BOhm; VPO/Walter)
completes the story. The Fourth has
a liquid quality in the scale-passages
and a clear perception of the work
from opening bars to last. The
'Emperor' is grand without being
overpowering, classical in its
construction with an overlay of
romanticism. No words can convey
the deep understanding of the
accompaniments in both works.
[APR 5512, 68m 30s, mono
recordings 1939, 1934] H:1-1* •
Gieseking's collaboration with Sir
Henry Wood is so remarkable one
lee NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rachmaninov
recordings by
Benno
Moiseiwitsch
feature in
recent piano
recording
transfers From
APR (Appian
Publications &
Recordings)

The Piano G & Ts, Vol.1,
contains extreme rarities from the
beginning of the century. As
examples of how these performers
coped with ' impractical and cheap'
recording apparatus, they are aimed
at connoisseurs rather than the
general public. But the miraculous
transfers make fascinating listening.
Here is Vladimir de Pachmann and
his highly personal rubati (Chopin,
Raff, Mendelssohn, Liszt);
Aleksander Michalowski (
pupil of
the famous Mikuli, who was taught
by Chopin) in heroic rhythmic
accents (Chopin, Liszt,
Mendelssohn), and our own Landon
Ronald, who became Musical
Advisor to HMV at Hayes (Wagner,
Grieg, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Chopin).
Endearingly, in a truncated
Mastersingers Overture, Ronald starts
before the wind-up disc cutter is
fully revolving and gets in a bit of a
mess [
APR 5531, 78m 23s, mono
recordings 1900-07].
H:2-3 •
Music for violin and piano
completes this selection, and who
better than Adolf Busch and Rudolf
Serkin? Their Beethoven Sonatas
(Von) Opp.12:3, 24 ` Spring' and
30:2, were always considered acut
above those by Kreisler and Rupp.
Even Heifetz thought Busch a
genius. The fire and eloquence of
these readings in such excellent
transfers makes them an obvious
purchase [
APR5541, 60m 20s, mono
recordings 1931-33].
H:1* •
Bill Newman
BLISS: Introduction & Allegro
A Colour Symphony
Suite From
Things to Come
B̀araza' from Men
of Two Worlds
LSO/Bliss/Eileen Joyce (pno)INat
SOIMathieson
Dutton Labs Mg 2501
(76m 33s)
mono recordings from 1935-57
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra ri
Theme & Cadenza/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Violin Concerto
Campoli (v1n)ILPOIBlissILSOI
Argenta
Beulah 3P010
(77m 54s)
mono recordings from 1955, ' 56
In the 1960s Iremember Sir Arthur
Bliss conducting two scintillating
performances of A Colour Symphony,
both with the LSO (one at the RFH
and one in Stuttgart) which have
never been equalled. It was ten years
before this that Decca had recorded
the work under his direction. As an
orchestrator, Bliss is on apar with
Debussy, Ravel and Bax. His
imaginative association of 1921
between colours and music —
inspired by abook on heraldry — is
quite unique. And Stokowski must
have been delighted with the
Introduction & Allegro written for
him two years later. The film Things
77
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classical REISSUES
are crowing about with their 20-bit
technology. Listening to the
recurring oboe, the richness and the
warmth of the strings, brass and
percussion right through the lower
stave, with all the inner counterpoint
of the composer's scoring coming
gloriously through the textures, I
would put this version of the First
Cuckoo even above Beecham's. And
keep it by me forever. Performances,
then, of great authority by a
conductor who, ironically, enjoyed
far more fame as acomposer for the
Herbert Wilcox-Anna Neagle films,
and wasted too much time trying to
make a fortune in America. As with
so many artists, it is only since his
death that Collins's contribution to
the record catalogue been truly
valued.
to Come (
based on HG Wells's
book) has also stood the test of
time. Bliss's vital score with its
breakdown of Suite movements —
'Ballet', 'Attack', ' Pestilence',
'Reconstruction', ' Machines' and
'March' — can be enjoyed every
time the film is reshown on TV.
Bliss made two recordings 22 years
apart, which are prime evidence of
his undiminished skills as a
conductor. Iam particularly
delighted with the inclusion of
`Baraza' from another memorable
film which starred Phyllis Calvert
and Eric Portman. Eileen Joyce's
solo provides the icing on the cake:
she was a superb pianist, a pupil of
the great Tobias Matthay. It would
be nice to have some more of her.
The transfers are very good indeed.
Bliss created his Violin Concerto
with Campoli in mind, introducing a
Hungarian element into the Finale
to enable him to show off his
famous spiccati. Beulah obligingly
reproduces Bliss's own programme
notes with printed examples, giving
a valuable insight into the piece.
The earlier Theme and Cadenza also
has considerable merit. Campoli's
Tchaikovsky (what a strange
coupling!) is incandescent. What a
great artist! Again, stunning
transfers, this time by Decca's Tony
Hawkins.
Bill Newman

B- H:1 •

DELIUS: Paris
3rigg Fair
In a Summer Garden
On Hearing
the First Cuckoo in Spring
Summer Night on the River
A Song
of Summer
LSOIColhn,
Dutton Labs CDI.XT 2503
(75m 38s) mono

R 1953

There is nothing more musically
satisfying than the great mono sound
of the 1950s when processed to
these standards. It makes one
wonder what the major companies
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD RnIEW
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SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C
Davidsbündlertanze
Three pieces
from ' Album for the Young'
Stephen Hough (pno)
Virgin Classics 7243 561 2082
(73m 10s)

R 1980

The best thing here is the Fantasy,
played with impressive command
and (in the closing pages especially)
magical inwardness. The way Hough
launches the opening movement is a
model of control: firm, clean, yet
imaginatively fluid and graceful.
Likewise, the three excerpts from
Album for the Young are played with
great subtlety and atmosphere, the
mood of wistful resignation captured
with artless simplicity. Only in the
Davidsbündlertiinze do doubts creep
in. The playing is admirably firm
and clean, but the music emerges
episodically, in fits and starts rather
than taken in a single breath; and
there is a slight lack of fantasy Kempff [DG] is still without peer in
my view. The recording is very
reverberant (All Saints, Tooting),
but not such that clarity is unduly
affected, and this new mid-price
`Ultraviolet' reissue sounds a shade
cleaner and firmer than the original
disc.
-

James Al Hughes

A: 1 - 2 II

SZYMANOWSKI: Violin
Concertos 1 & 2'/GORECKI: Three
Pieces in the Old Style/BAIRD: Colas
Breugnon Suite
Konstanty Ku/ka (v1n)IPolish Nat
RSO & COIMaksymiuk
EMI CD81 565 4182

(
72m 50s) ' R1981

Ioften think that Scriabin got it
wrong, making a trumpet the focal
point of his Poème d'Extase.
Szymanowski's First Violin
Concerto, completed eight years
later, is obviously modelled on it, yet
achieves far more by fusing a solo
violin in a simple succession of legato

Important
early Decca
recordings by
Sir Arthur Bliss
conducting the
LSO and LPO
can be heard
on Dutton
Laboratories
and Beulah
CD transfers

phrases with acomplex orchestral
structure. At the end, the orchestra
has the lion's share of the coda
before the violin brings the work full
circle. What makes the work a
masterpiece is the fine sense of
balance between violin and
orchestra: the soloist perilously
pitched at climactic points and the
writing devilishly difficult to control
in performance.
The Second Violin Concerto is far
more down to earth, and popular
with soloists like Robert Gerle, who
considered it a masterpiece on first
hearing. It isn't quite. The sequence
of folk-like motives is, however,
thoroughly explored by violin and
orchestra in abroad tapestry of
matched sound patterns. Four
minutes from the close, asolo harp
followed by various woodwind solos
sets the violin moving down from
the stratosphere, in preparation for
the final concerted apotheosis.
My fondness for Eugenia Uminska
and Gregor Fitelberg in the First
Concerto will never go away, but
Kulka and Maksymiuk cover
themselves in glory in both works
here.
Iam not sure that Gorecki and
Baird are altogether good bedfellows for Szymanowski. Gorecki's
Three Pieces are like watered-down
Bartok, repetitive and child-like, and
rather uncertain of direction. Baird's
Suite is neo-classical, unlike his later
12-note explorations, which are
closely linked with real-life situations
either as poetry or drama. Good
performances nevertheless.
Bill Newman

A:1-2 1e

TCMAIKOVSKY:
A Fairy Tale la words and music - Swan Lake
Nutcracker El lb, Steeping Beauty
Tony Scotland (nar)IROH OrchlErmler
Conifer 75605 55017 2, 55018 2 & 55019 2
(73m 25s/71m 40s/69m 33s)
Tony Scotland is a Classic FM
presenter who regularly narrates opera;
these records stem from a Christmas
1994 series, Ballet Matinée, and aim
to tell the stories of the three
popular Tchaikovsky ballets with
het
speech overlaid upon music
excerpts. For this project the
serviceable — Nutcracker is not
all that well played — and
vigorous Ermler/ROH
recordings 101989 have been used;
voice/music balance is excellent. Not a
parent myself, Ican only guess at the
effectiveness of these CDs: Isuspect that Jack Dee
would better hold the attention of today's children,
but that many middle-class parents will find Scotland
eminently suitable. Perhaps 'children of all ages' are
targeted — Ican imagine elderly Classic FM addicts
thinking this is all magical, whereas for me the
delivery is unctuous to adegree. Sample before
purchase!
Christopher Breunig

A:2
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rock/pop REVIEWS

Album
in

ANGEL CORPUS CHRISTI
WHITE COURTESY PHONE
Almo Sounds CD004

OCUS

COWBOY JUNKIES
LAY IT DOWN
Geffen GED24953

(
51m 17s)

Bad timing. Toronto's Junkies cough
up an excellent first effort for their
new label, Geffen, simultaneous with
the release of 200 More Miles, the
ten year live career retrospective
from their former label BMG.
Fortunately this album is more than
strong enough to stand on its own
eight legs. The Junkies sound
musically more confident than ever
without sacrificing any of the spartan
delicacy and restraint which has
become their trademark. Margo
Tinunins's recent sessions with a
music teacher have enabled her to
extend her ethereal vocal range
effortlessly, and brother Michael is
allowing his guitar the space it
always deserved. A couple of tracks,
'Come Calling' and ' Lay It Down',
are almost up-tempo, but with
Michael's songwriting clearly on a
creative high this simply adds an
unexpected new dimension to their
charm.

The Timmins family's sixth album
outing doesn't deviate overmuch
from the way of former glories, the
music emerging spare, rare and
somewhere over there. But Margo's
vocal technique has improved and,
these days, brother Michael tends to
step forward, maybe not in true

TORI AMOS
BOYS FOR PELE
East West 7567-82862-2

(
70m 34s)

There's a thin line 'twixt genius and
insanity, they say, so is she bonkers,
or is that just protective camouflage?
Her impenetrable lyrics give little
clue. But after acouple of listens,
you find yourself singing words you
never expect to understand, but you
don't mind because they're atreat,
borne along on slinky melodies and
decorated by Amos's deceptively
strong keyboard backings. Equally
deceptive is the sound, which
constantly suggests rich tapestries of
sound when, very often, there's not
much more going on than her piano
and adrum. And hearing Courtney
Love ripped apart in ' Professional
Widow' is a treat comparable with
seeing Paula Yates dissected on
Have IGot News For You. Great
album, Tori.
Johnny Black
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guitar hero fashion but certainly in a
manner that contributes something
in the way of added dimension to
the accepted Junkie sound, as tidily
captured here by REM/Indigo Girls
soundman John Keane. Surprises?
None really, though one track, 'A
Common Disaster', does at times
sound the teensy-weensiest bit like
Nancy Sinatra's ` Boots'. Now isn't
that something of a culture shock?

Cowboys
Junkies: mo ,
-e
confident
than ever

(
45m 35s)

The emergence of Herb Alpert's
new label has been hailed by the
media in a manner that suggests the
official secrets act has been
enforced. Sad really, because
accordion-playing singer Angel is
deserving of attention. She has the
panache of early Debbie Harry, and
delves into that same bubbly,
minimalist punk pop area that
accommodated many of the late ' 70s
most vibrant acts. Generally, it's all
abit unHerb-like, though the boss
himself turns up on the
supersoothing ' Lazy' just to remind
accredited fans of former A&M
glories. Well, he would, wouldn't
he?

WILLY DE VILLE
LOUP GAROU
On their sixth long-player, Cowboy
Junkies have delivered a delightful
dream of an album, which features
the liquid purity of Margo Timmins'
vocals pouring smoothly over the
gentle understatement of the backing
musicians. However, ' Lay It Down'
is much more than background
mood music; the steely edge to
Margo's singing, brother Michael's
timely interventions on guitar, the
naked poignancy of the songwriting
and the intimacy of John Keane's
production reveal the hidden
strength underlying an etherealsounding record. A classic album
that should stand the test of time.
.Vcderit:e Fbwer

A:1 •

East-West 0630-12456-2

(
advance tape)

Although this is easily his most
impressive offering since Le Chat
Blue, way back when Willy was the
guiding genius of New York's most
extravagantly romantic latinorockers
Mink De Ville, this man is still not
quite firing on all cylinders. Despite
a list of impressive sidemen that
includes Chris Spedding, Jim
Gilstrap and Michael Urbano, the
backings tend toward excellence
rather than the passion Willy needs
to bring out the best his tortured
tonsils can offer. Even an overwrought ballad with, believe it or
not, Brenda Lee, doesn't quite live
up to expectations. All of which is
not to say you shouldn't buy it. Out
on the street, one Willy De Ville is
always worth a fistful of Huey
Lewises, Southside Johnnys or even,
if you're trading with me, Bruce
Springsteens.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

BRUCE DICKINSON
SKUNK WORKS
Raw Power RAW PC 106

(
advance tape)

Recorded with Seattle producer Jack
Endino (Nirvana, Soundgarden) the
former Iron Maiden vocalist's new
album is a stripped-down, more
accessible, less bombastic recording
than 1984's ' Balls To Picasso'.
Dickinson's band has gelled into a
tightly-meshed unit, as opposed to a
mere backing group. In particular,
right-hand man and former Gun
guitarist Alex Dickson really shines.
Catchy hooks abound on this
vaguely future-themed record,
notably on ' Back From The Edge',
'Solar Confinement' and ' Inside The
Machine' but, with no obvious
single, it's doubtful whether this will
81

bring Dickinson's solo career to the
attention of awider audience.

control rarely seen, even in an
industry founded on bluster and
hype. Gene are, as yet, a minor Britpop talent with shades of seconddivision Morrissey and asuggestion
that they once heard aGram
Parsons album. There's potential in
the band, but they desperately need
an identity. More than this, they
need asecond opinion, so that when
they next decide to re-package their
leftovers someone will tell them to
can it.

ST ETIENNE DAHO
RESURRECTION
Virgin DIM 150

(17m I8s)

Short but kinda sweet, this minialbum (well, Virgin claim it is!) links
our very own Sassy, Pete'n'Bob with
namesake French star Etienne Daho
(a kind of Gallic Lou Reed — well,
Virgin claim his is!). What there is
of it is fine — and mademoiselle
Crackne11 (ultra-sexy on the sleeve
— well, Virgin have presented her
that way!) pleases with a re-run of
'He's On The Phone', presented
here as `Accident'. But Daho's 'Le
Baiser Français' simply oozes charm
and, all-in-all, the record's possibly
the best thing to come out of France
since Ginola's educated feet.

DANA GILLESPIE
HOT STUFF
Ace CLICHD 605

Dana Gillespie,
A welcome mix of old and new
material from the UK's finest distaff
blues belter, Hot Stuff contains 20
tracks combining songs from her
albums Blue Job ( 1982), Below The
Belt ( 1984) and Sweet Meat ( 1989)
with nine brand-new numbers.
Recorded in an ' all valve' studio
with crack British session players
including ex-Animal keyboardist
Dave Rowberry. Saucy enough to
earn aplace next to Millie Jackson
for excessive abuse of double
entendres, Gillespie is more fun than
abath full of Vaseline.

CHRIS FARLOWE
LONESOME ROAD
Indigo IGOXCD 500

(67m)

(
60m 05s)

VARIOUS
ALEXIS KORNER MEMORIAL CONCERT
VOLS 1 & 2

the UK's Finest
distaff blues belter
QUINCY JONES
Q's 100K JOINT
Quest 936245875-2

(
69m 54s)

Q and his hired help reprise old
Jones-connections (` Stuff Like That',
`Killer Joe', ' Stomp' etc), recall a
couple of jazz standards and slam
the results between an intro and
outro that contains clips from half
the musicians in the known world

Indigo IGOCD 2050 & 2051
(71m 54s/68m 55s)

112r..;
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He's back, that one-hit-wonder with
the perfect R&B voice. Farlowe's
latest is an accomplished live set
which suggests it's not too late to
put his career back into 'drive'. A
live New Year's Eve TV appearance
attested to his power, if not his stage
presence. Naturally, he closes with
'Out of Time'. Even more inspired
are his three-tracks on the second
volume of Alexis Korner tributes.
Recorded last May, the gigs feature
a number of Korner discoveries who
owe their careers to British R&B's
founding father. Paying homage
alongside Farlowe are Jack Bruce,
Paul Jones and Tony McPhee, but
the Detonators steal the sets from
these heavyweight veterans.
Ken Kessler A:2 A:1-2 A:1 •
GENE
TO SEE THE LIGHTS
Costermonger GENE2CD
(79m 03,)
Awful as it was, at least
The Beatles had the good
grace to wait 20 years
before releasing their outtakes and failed demos on
the world. To bang out
twenty B-sides, ' rarities' and
live tracks immediately after
your first album smacks of
frightening arrogance compounded
by an awesome lack of quality
82
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GOLDEN SMOG
DOWN BY THE
OLD MAINSTREAM
Rykodisk RCE110325

Gene: in
desperate
need of an
identity

(
49m 50s)

With word of The Jayhawks' split still
ringing in our ears, there's some
comfort to be gleaned from Golden
Smog, an occasional ensemble that
first fell together in Minneapolis's
400 Club in the early 1990s when
members of Soul Asylum, Jayhawks
and Uncle Tupelo (to name but a
few) would jam together. The
jamming turned into serious
song-writing which, in turn, has
spawned this highly desirable
artefact. For contractual reasons,
the group members play under
assumed names, but that makes
spotting who did what even
more fun. There's Uncle
Tupelo's Jeff Tweedy in the
jolly Pecan Pie, Pearlman
and Louris of The
Jayhawks are prominent in
the Byrdsy Won't Be
Coming Home, and Soul
Asylum's Dan Murphy is
unmistakeable on Red
Headed Stepchild. Destined
for cult collFctibility, it's also
apiece of primo tuneful
American country-rock that
warrants mainstream
acceptance.
Johnny Black

A:1° •
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Golden Smog are destined for
cult collectibility

(will Sarah Vaughan, Gloria Estefan,
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis and
Tone Lac do for starters ?), the
middle of this melodic sandwich
being filled by contributions from
the other half. And if Bono proves
no match for co-conspirators Stevie
Wonder and Ray Charles on ' Let
The Good Times Roll', so what ?
Things at this particular joint swing,
rock and rap comprehensively.

LORI LIEBERMAN
NOME OF WHISPERS
Pope Music PM1005-2 ( 24k Gold Edition
PMG2005-2I

r,
1m

40s)

Less than a year since her return to
recording, Lieberman is back with
an even stronger set. The fragility
which made A Thousand Dreams so
heart-wrenching — it ranks with
APRIL MS
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Di's lost look during the Panorama
interview — is replaced with more
confident delivery. Hell, Lori even
rocks out with ' Chain of Need', a
bit of a non-sequitur amidst such
gorgeous, personally-observed
ballads, this wouldn't be out of
place on Sheryl Crow's next. Ihate
to mention audiophilia, but this CD
is also the debut for Pope Music's
Dynamic Fidelity process; it was
recorded in 11 days straight to a
Nagra digital two-track with no
overdubs. All of which makes Home
of Whispers even more unbelievable.

ROOMFUL OF BLUES
TURN IT ON! TURN IT UP!
Bullseye Blues CD BB 9566

BOB SEGER AND
THE SILVER BULLET BAND
IT'S A MYSTERY
Capitol 799774 2

(
advance tape)

Firmly dispelling memories of the
pixie cavortings of Toyah Wilcox It's
A Mystery finds Bob Seger
scratching his head over the
problems that bother yer average
millionaire rock star in these
troubled times: the environment,
drugs, war and those pesky
journalists. But somewhere along the
way, Seger has mislaid the gritty
sincerity of his peak Stranger In
Town years. This album sounds
hollow, his conclusions sentimental
and sometimes bordering on the
trite. Fans who bought his recent
'Greatest Hits' will be disappointed.

(43m 15s) Dist. Direct
Hard to believe, but America's
favourite bar band and blues
breeding ground is celebrating its
25th birthday. Currently aninepiece, it still serves up some of the
most enjoyable 'big band'-style R&B
around, and this second Bullseye
offering shows that patience is a
virtue: it's ideal for retro-minded
dance-loungers who want
something sassier than Perez Prado.
A mix of pastiche originals and
selected classics, it's still a purist's
delight without sounding slavishly
authentic. The title says it all.
Ken Kessler

A:1-2 •

TASTE OF JOY
TRIGGER FABLES
Nethvert W2-30089

(42m 08s)

'Wacky Canadians. Doncha jus' luv
'em? Ido. There's a lot of them
about at the moment, and this two
girls and one guy trio have the
potential to survive on the
international stage. Fronted by
singer-songwriter Michele Gould,
who has a respectable CV in bands
around Toronto, they make a
vibrant, jangly noise, treading aline
between mainstream Banglesy-pop
and indic credibility. The subtleties

of their craft become apparent
with each successive play.
Tunes appear where you didn't
notice them first time round.
Under-stated production tricks
slowly reveal themselves. Guitar
licks kick in harder than you
remember. Suddenly, almost
against your better judgement,
you're hooked

VICTORIA WILLIAMS
THIS MOMENT IN TORONTO
Mammoth 7567 92642-2
(69m 033)
You can love or hate Victoria
Williams's quirky, child-like voice,
but you can't deny th.; • this woman
writes great songs. T1 orn the
intricate phrasing of the opening
'This Moment', to her rite of
passage classic, ' Summer Of Drugs',
it's obvious that this is a songwriter
to be reckoned with. She also seems
to be awoman who, for inspiration,
draws on everything she's ever
heard, so that gospel and rock and
cabaret and folk all mingle in her
music, while her words go their own
sweet way, charting territory that
iew other songwriters dare to dream
of. Recorded live at Toronto's
Bathurst St Theatre in March last
year, Williams is backed by her
frighteningly versatile Loose Band.

Taste of Joy:
indie credibility

BOX SETS
&COLLECTIONS

Bob Seger

N.

éCORS REVIEW

aybe it's because he does the world's
best Roger McGuinn impression. Or
because he outfoxed all those trendy rock
joumos who thought he was apunk.
Whatever the claims to fame, sometime
Wilbury Tom Petty deserves the accolade of
this 6CD set, Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers: `Playback 1973-1993' [
MCA
MCAD6-11375 •]. Its 92 recordings include
27 previously unreleased, and over a dozen
rare B-sides, perfectly annotated in a
stunning 84-page booklet. If you love jangly
guitars, quavery nasal vocals and melodies
that linger, invest in this — it's a keeper.
Charly Records' access to the Immediate
vaults has resulted in a couple of milestone
collections. The 4CD Small Faces box, The
Immediate Years [
Charly CD IMM BOX! .]
opens with acover of the Kinks' You
Really Got Me', followed by 85 tracks
including stereo and mono mixes,
instrumentals and B-sides. Said to
contain every recording they made for
Immediate, the set comes with a 52page book to back up the claims. It's aperfect
show of respect to the band whose legacy is
being raped shamelessly by Blur. Uniform
with it is a 3CD box from The Nice, The

Immediate Years [
Charly CD IMM BOX 2
.] housing 32 bombastic tracks featuring
Keith Emerson in pre-ELP guise.
The 4CD Sun Records Story (
Charly CD
SUN BOX6 •) provides fans with 112
tracks grouped into four CDs dealing with
blues, country, rock and ' the hits' from
Howlin' Wolf, Ike Turner, Rufus Thomas,
Charlie Rich, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Milton,
Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Roy Orbison and
more. Sun expert Clive Anderson's 84-page
booklet is amodel of authority.
EMI's triple-pack 'Originals' are specially
priced mini-boxes containing three albums
transferred to CD, each with its own miniature
version of the LP sleeve. Naturally, Iwent for
the Mink DeVille set [
EMI 7243 8 35262 2
•)including Cabrena, Return To Magenta, and
Le Chat Bleu, all three discs bearing only their
original track selections, which should satisfy
those who think the primary contents and
running order should be respected. Also in this
batch of 'Originals' are sets from Talking
Heads, Marillion, Herbie Hancock, Crowded
House, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Cher, Miles
Davis, Ten Years After and others.
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dealers with a derelict'
We are pleased to add
two amplifiers and two
speaker< to our select
systems.
Arion from Ireland and
Unison Research from
Italy. ne Smart 845 is
the .first single - ended
amplifier to impress us
with its controlled bass.
Visually stunning too.
The Impulse Lali
speakers team well with
low powered amplifiers
and like walls !
Alon speakers front the
U S. A. have an open
baffle design which
produce awonderfully
open and transparent
sound.
The new V - Damp
isolation feet system is
by far the best way of
eliminating unwanted
vibration feedback and
distortion from any
system. The result of
many years of research,
they clean up the
sound like no other
elastomer can.
Incredible whit*
'stoney, easy to install.
Phone for details.

A genuine consultancy offering
totally independent advice providing
audio systems for those that
appreciate music rather than hiji

Alon Speakers
Analysis Ribbon Speakers
Analogue Tracer Cartridges
Arlon Audio
Art Audio
Audio Note
Cartridge Man's Grado
Concordant Audio
Groove Tubes
Impulse Speakers
Klipsch
Nottingham Analogue Turntables
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Parasound
The Vamp
Trilogy

o

Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment only

0 17 1 3 8 0 0 8 6 6

"Re_cd

1-k&_

DANISH HARD CORE! Amplifiers that is. Check out the
outstanding value for money offered by the Densen Beat
100, a minimalist integrated combining articulation and
rhythm with apower delivery that drives all but the most
demanding loudspeakers. The powerful and refined DM10
offers more of the same, but with the advantage of dual
mono operation and massive ( 150wpc) power capability.
The sheer power and presence of these amplifiers contrasts
nicely with the delightfully refined sound produced by the
range of valve and hybrid models from Copland. The
CTA14 integrated combines valve sound with the muscle
of solid state power at avery reasonable cost while the all
valve integrateds and pre-power combos combine the best
of modern valve technology with great build quality and
finish, all at real world prices.

The

Sound
Organisation
TRILOGY
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ORNETTE COLEMAN
PRIME TIME
TONE DIALLING
Verve-Polygram 527483

against Tony Cedras's accordion.
Marty Ehrlich and Patience Higgins
are superlative on saxophones.
Forget the Berklee School, Abrams
is the master at composing for
improvisors. Dazzling.

&

(
66m Ois)

Omette's aim appears to be to suck
the teenage listener into his camp.
He's got a distinct advantage when
it comes to injecting hip hop into
jazz; however wild, his music has
always had funky, folksy bounce.
Rap slowly opens up into crazed
harmolodia. By `Ying Yang', synths
are slashing against multiple guitars
with the aerated freedom that is
Omette's trademark: you've been
seduced into hearing some of his
most ' out' work as Trip Hop.
Throughout, his alto chirrups
tangential lines whose zest derives
from a lifetime defying the prisonbars of convention.

Ar,1* S.
HEINER GOEBBELS
OU BIEN LE DEBARQUEMENT
DESASTREUX
ECM 527930

Heiner Goebbels wouldn't find
sponsorship in Britain: he writes
avantgarde music-theatre that foldsin various forms (word, music,
samples, improv) without benefit of
any naturalistic miseenscène. The

Omette
Colman

PATRICK ZIMMERLI
ENSEMBLE
EXPLOSION
Songlines 5GL1508

(
60m Ois)

SUN RA & HIS
INTERGALAXTIC ARKESTRA
SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT
(SALUTE TO WALT DISNEY)
Leo CDLR230

Zimmerli plays closely-woven
chamber jazz, his tenor meshing
intriguingly with Ben Moder's
guitar. The rhythm section (the
Takeishi brothers) is discreet and
supportive. Percussion is in the
Japanese tradition that inspired the
young John Cage, cool and sparse.
The effect is elegaic, motives
rippling out across astill pond.
Zimmerli's twittering, upper-register
figures finally become over-familiar,
as if he daren't risk the unexpected;
hopefully, Songlines won't follow
ECM by making reticence ahouse
style. Recording is crystalline.

JOE MORRIS
NO VERTIGO
LEO CUR228

(
76m 24s)

Morris, a guitarist with an
organically-developed new style,
came up with free jazzers Hemphill,
Hopkins and Sirone in New Haven,
Connecticut. He does himself few
favours by kicking off this solo disc
with 25 minutes on acoustic; the
classical, nylon-string tone sounds
pretentious and unappealing. On
mandolin he hots up, and the
electric tracks — all shimmering
distortions, African references and
boogie rhythms, like adigitised John
Lee Hooker — are knock-outs.
Atonalities from Cecil Taylor and
Derek Bailey are driven by an
infectious impetus all his own.
Program your player accordingly:
guitar-spotters should not miss one
of the few new guitarists not content
to recycle other people's licks.
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(69m 05s)

(
64m 13s)

Readers will find the sleevenote
provocative. Helmut Geerken
critiques audiophile fetishism from a
point of view informed by German
philosophy. Cynics would say he is
making the best of abad job: this
album was taped by someone sitting
in the audience. But Geerken has a
point. Sun Ra's fascination with
actuality and interaction gives any
manifestation of his music a special
charge. To hear the audience
whooping it up to the simplistic joys
of Disney numbers (including ' Zip A
Dee Doo Dah' and ' Heigh Ho') is a
bizarre counterpoint to the
Arkestra's legendary extremes:
Marshall Allen's alternately poignant
and hysterical alto, James Jackson's
Louis Armstrong vocals, June
Tyson's sublime contralto and
Michael Ray's astral trumpet. In
Sun Ra's cracked, magical world,
'heartwarming' is areproach to
commercial impersonality. Snatch it
up before Disney sues for using the
Seven Dwarves as cover stars.

only way to comprehend is to
interpret politically. He juxtaposes
colonialist texts by Joseph Conrad
with traditional African kora from
Boubakar Djebate, intestinal
trombone from Yves Robert, and
Alexandre Meyer's psychedelic
guitar. This montage of contrasting
elements has a grasp of history that
puts most world-music and new age
'fusions' to shame: musical
coherence achieved without
compromise.

JAZZ roundup
The Black Box Of Jazz [
Castle Communications
MBSCD 450-1, 2, 3, 4 *] is a4CD c.ollection mainly
recorded at the MIDEM music industry get-together at
Cannes from 1977-93, with supplements from as far afield
as Bubba's in Florida and Operetka in Warsaw. The
'names' are all here (Dizzy, Monk, Stitt, Hubbard,
Mingus) as well as lighter talents that may raise purist
eyebrows (Brubeck, Corea, Metheny). Since they retail at
under a tenner, one can hardly be picky: sound is excellent
(no audience interference) and some of it swings mightily.
Date/place/personnel lists do not stretch to instruments
played. Indeed, the sleek anonymity of the presentation
suggests use as restaurant jazzak. More usefully informative
about the history of the music are: Omette Coleman's
Chappaqua Suite [
Columbia-Sony 480584 0], acorker
from 1965, where his alto is centre-stage, rather than
marginal as in Tone Dialling, Art Blakey's Drum Suite
[Columbia-Sony 480988 *], half Swahili ritual (Blakey
meets Jo Jones and bongosmaestros Candido and Sabu),
half premium hard bop from 1957; Horace Silver's Silver's

MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS
ONE LINE, TWO VIEWS
New World Records 80469

(76m 46s)

Abrams' tentet comprises some of
jazz's freshest voices. His rampant
eclecticism — Rossini, Ligeti,
Second Viennese School, East
European folk, ' 60s free- form — is
whorled into a glittering trajectory
by decisive leadership and an ace
drummer ( Reggie Nicholson). On
'Textures 95', the players' listening
tension is palpable as Abrams places
Eddie Allen's outstanding trumpet

Blue [
Columbia-Sony 476521 * 1, more premium hard
bop, with smokin' true-blues piano from Silver; and MaryLou Williams's Zoning [
Smithsonian Folkways SFCD
40811 0], keyboard musings over Bob Cranshaw's funky
bass, recorded in 1974. Lastly, two examples of New
Thing rebellion: Dave Burrell's 1968 High Won-High Two
[Black Lion BLCD760206 I] with ghastly piano medleys
and clonking gospel even Sirone and Sunny Murray cannot
save; and Pharoah Sanders' 1969 Karma empulse!
IMP11532 * 1with the 32m 'The Creator Has A Master
Plan' and Leon Thomas's famous ' cosmic yodel'. Though
too derivative from Coltrane's A Love Supreme to really
convince, the interface between free-jazz hullaball000 and
modal hypnotism is nevertheless finely judged. Ben Watson
85

A

saterminal hobbyist, Ihave apretty good grasp of what's
available for ' support literature' in a number of fields.

(roughly late 1940s to mid- 1970s) accompanied
by 71 black and white photos. What you get is,

Cameras? There are book- length histories of every make
you can name, however obscure: Exacta, Robot, even Alpa. The

essentially, the cream of the amplifier sections of
the relevant HiFi Yearbooks, with full product
descriptions right down to dimensions and original

same goes for wristwatches, model railways, cars, pipe-collecting,
taxidermy and every other form of anorak-wearing bar one: vintage
hi-fi. No-one has produced anything even approximating aproper
'bible' for those of us who want hi-fi with birthdates in the

prices. The manufacturers are listed with their original addresses
and, in some cases, with welcome if brief histories. Over 850 products

MacMillan or Wilson eras. You simply had to hope that you could
find all those missing volumes of The HiFi Yearbook. Until now.

are featured, some solid state and some foreign, but the non-valve
and/or non- British entries are carefully vetted for either historical
importance ( for instance, early transistorised equipment) or high

Ten years ago, Jonathan Hill released astupendous volume called
Radio! Radio!, identifying thousands of valve receivers. He's now

visibility in the UK. And while Hill has stated that 'not every example
of their products is included', the British makes are covered in enough

completed what Ihave prayed for ever since: Audio! Audio! While it's

detail to include all of the primary models.

not as ambitious as the radio-related title, at £ 12.50 Audio! Audio!

Quite simply, Ican't praise this book highly enough for anyone
interested, however peripherally, in old equipment or, simply, in

will stand as the definitive guide for anachrophiles until Hill can afford
to do a more exhaustive edition. This large format paperback is a
directory of approximately 150 manufacturers and distributors of
amplifiers and pre-amplifiers in Great Britain during the Golden Age

the history of audio. It is the most enjoyable and useful hi-fi study
I've ever seen, the one audio book I'd reach for if my house caught
fire. At the price of less than one CD, it's a gift.

HFNIRR 001 Fluxchunper: The ' magic

4th ed: Martin Colloms

brick' in ablack-ash box

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each L
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 [
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95 Li

£22.95

HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil
step-up transformer:
£69.95
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber L steel

£33.95 I-.

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook

£24.95 E

inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£10.25 í
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33'A & 45rpm

Audio Glossaty by JGordon Holt
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio

power supply, for most synchronous turntables (specify type); black-ash case £81.95

Amplifiers
£17.95 E
The Complete Guide to High-End

HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack!
£8.95

Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95
Search For Musical Ecstasy by

HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone
amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of

Harvey Rosenberg
£24.95 E
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95 E

headphones at line level; black-ash case;
220/240V for only
£81.951

Valve Amplifiers by M Jones

£9.95

£24.95 EL

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design

mains filter, 5A rating

Cookbook by Roger Sander
£24.95
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 Ll
Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack

£25.95

CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00
singles unit (200)
£49.00
4-high CD unit
£86.00
CD 4base unit
£96.00 II

100 discs for £ 15.25

ECC83 £4.35

EL84 £2.60
GZ34 £ 10.60 L. 6L6 £4.50
6550 £ 15.40 1 KT66 equivalent £6.70

200 discs £25.95 E:

EF86 £3.60 L ECC88 £5.35
Dividers: packs of 25, all at £11.25:
Eurochamiels CD cleaner: £23.95 I
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.95
Recommended LP & CD titles:
Decca/Alto etc. send for catalogue
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each
Shure Stylus Balance: -£ 12.95 each
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00

in kit form
ready built machine

HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting
two-level turntable support complete

isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 L large £8.95 [
Art graphite dampers
set of 3£49.95 L
set of 4 £59.95 _
Insert Audio banana plugs good

CLEAR phono pre-amp kit
Densen DeMagic CD
Decca London tone arm.

with two shelves; black finish
£ 9.95
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75

workaday plugs, (per pair)
Michell Banana plugs gold on

mins, the very latest

brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs

£9.95

£299
£ 10
£99

NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
£12.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£12.95
TC-2 Connection Conditioner
£15.95

HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
headphone output
£ 19.95

Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
reduce levels of electromagnetic interference

TM-7XH Superfluid
CDX-15 Conditioner

£15.95
£15.95

HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:

small pair (4.5mm diameter max)
large pair ( 12mm diameter max)

Rockbase Plus CD-ROM

£49.95

6in x6in x3mm
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:

£ 12.95 .
50, £9.95

Ringmat:

100, £ 18.95 I; 500 £86.95

£11.95
£12.95 E

2mm £27.50 0 2.4mm £30.00
3mm MkII £40.00 E

o

£199
£369

Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)£269
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures)
£399

£ 12.95 I

D
E

The Tube Checker
£449
Moth Record Cleaning Machine

Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £32.95 Ii
Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'

£3.951 -_

o

EL84M £6.50 E 6SN7GT £2.60

LPLI CD L Single

HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
LP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00 .

Sovtek Valves:

Ken Kessler

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL:
Audio Audio

£ 12.50

PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 :I 100, £38
500, £180 L
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5E 100, £9Li 500, £40 El
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):
standard, 5in complete
£6.50
5in outer £5L slimline 5in £6.50 E
double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75 E

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
Address
Postcode

5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p E
Slim Double: 5for £5.45
Kontak cleaning kit. new formula: £ 19.95 r.

My card number is L I 1LL[

Tweek: contact enhancer

Signature

£16.95 LI

Books Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's
paperback, our own reference book £14.95
High Performance Loudspeakers

St

Tel:

7 Cheque postal order enclosed for £:
Accessories Club
Please charge my Access. Visa. Diners Amex'

(pounds sterling) made payable ti HEN RR

1I1111111Li
Expiry date

Please send orders to HEN RR Accessories Club. PO Box 200. 'Whit-it. .\ 1K- I0 1'111. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales .. re VAT-fre, Accessories Club
Tel: ( 0121•1) 7-11 152 fax: ( 01234) 7E2 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. •
11...o..
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he only link between acoustics
and biology that normally
concerns hi-fi buffs occurs in
the human hearing system, with little
thought given to other animals and
none whatever to plants. Thus it
came as something of ashock when
abotanist friend recently alerted me
to a note in a scientific journal
concerning sound propagation within
plants, arising from a biophysical
research project in the University of
Neveskaminsk in Russia.
It seems that asmall team whose
original remit was to examine the
processes whereby sap is raised to
great heights in trees, discovered that
the application of pressure pulses to
the liquid around aplant's roots can
throw valuable light on the way in
which fluids are conveyed through
the multitude of tubular vessels
which comprise the so-called xylem
system. Essentially, by sending fastmoving waves through the sap rather
than relying on laborious flow
measurements, huge amounts of
time were saved in gathering data on
the reactions of a plant's control
mechanisms to changes in light,
humidity, temperature, and root
wetness.
But what has this to do with hifi? Well, initially the researchers used
crudely generated pulses whose
frequency content was essentially
infrasonic; but out of curiosity an
attempt was then made to apply
vibrations at audio frequencies, when
sounds could be heard coming from
the leaves. Intrigued, the team
invited some colleagues versed in
subaqueous sonics to devise a
technology for further investigation
of the phenomenon. This led to
roots and soil being sealed into
water- filled containers fitted with
suitable drive-units, and subsequent
experiments confirmed that plants
can in fact provide viable LP
radiating elements for an audio
transducer — with the potential to
create a new species of bass
loudspeaker. At this point the project
was hived off from pure plant
physiology and granted its own
department of botanical acoustics,
with the team's leader Dr Vasili
Rozanov given afree hand to invite
commercial exploitation in the postcommunist manner.
This is a mere paraphrase of a
news report, written without access
to Dr Rozanov's fully argued
scientific paper, which I'm told will
appear shortly in the journal of
Experimental Biophysics. However, it
seems that matters are being taken
very seriously in terms of practical
applications, hence the possible
commercial feelers, which has led
me to listen- in on a few private
grapevines ( sorry!) and attempt to
INA NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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understand the acoustics involved.
Given the right environment, most
plants with thin flat leaves will take
up water continuously, of which
98% is lost by transpiration. This
occurs from countless minute pores
(stomata) and from the adjacent
tissues, involving wafer-thin layers
of evaporating water distributed
across both sides of every leaf. Any
pressure- waves arriving at those
layers via the aforementioned xylem
network will induce corresponding
vibrations in what amounts to alarge
hydraulic diaphragm, augmented ( it
is conjectured) by pulsations of the
tiny veins feeding sap to the pores.
The velocity of sound in water
reduces any differential delays
between roots and leaves by afactor
of 4.2 compared with what would
arise in air, which combines with the
in-phase mode of radiation from all
leaf surfaces to provide good
waveform coherence. This applies
up to frequencies where leaf spacings
start producing external phase
anomalies, but by this time the
response is tailing off steeply due to
viscous losses in the sap vessels,
which thus contribute a crossover
filter for good measure.
Interestingly, the transmission path
features asteady decline of acoustic
pressure as its cross-sectional area
expands from that of the vessels in a
plant's stalk or trunk out to that of
acomplete leaf system. This parallels
what happens in ahorn, as does the
watery load on the drive-unit, which
extracts amuch higher proportion of
the motional energy than would plain
air in the absence of horn-loading.
Also, any acoustical mismatch at the
far end of the chain is minimised by
virtue of the water's extensive yet
ultra-light radiating surface where it
meets the air. Indeed, according to
one of my sources the overall
conversion efficiency of afully leaved
domestic shrub can be appreciably
higher than that of a large reflexloaded speaker, thereby needing only
afew watts of drive.
The snags? Sensitivity and powerhandling depend to some degree on
humidity, temperature and illumination; operation is necessarily
confined to low frequencies; careful
sealing must be maintained at the
driven end; and the water supply has
to be kept topped up. Advantages?
Endless fun in matching technological treble to botanical bass; only
modest amplifier requirements;
delightful
debates
about
the
audiophile
merits
of
laurel,
rhododendron, monstera, etc; and
womenfolk easily appeased with
beautiful pot- plants in place of
faceless loudspeakers. A whole new
world may be about to open up.
John Crabbe

compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each • MID PRICE: £7.75 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Rock/pop — St Etienne Daho £6.25;
Lori Lieberman (Gold Edition) £25.00;
Box Sets: Tom Petty £42.75; Small Faces £24.95; The Nice
£18.75; Sun Records Story £26.95; Mink deVille £16.95
Jazz — Joe Morris £9.95; Sun Ra £9.95;
Jazz Roundup: Black BoiCof Jazz, Drum Suite,
Silver's Blue £7.95; Karma £8.25

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD / LP

Pr

ice

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
* Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT- free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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New

SPL 1. Kit £205

Records at Cost

11 'tr. Reflex using Morel Drive Units 18mm MDF Flat
Pack Cabs, air cored Ind. SOLON CAPS

UPDATE

"I haven't heard any ready built near field monitor that comes
close to these for anything close to the price"
Recording Musician

Now thousands of CD collectors have proved that
you can make the maximum savings on CDs
using the unique Wilson Stereo Library

'The speakers cost about half the price of acomparable pair"
Daily Telegraph

RECORDS at COST Service. Because...

vtd

o

SPL. Satellite Kit £ 180

Now you can
buy your CDs
at dealer's

31
/
2 litre Enclosure Reflex using Morel magnetically
shielded Drive Units
12mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs of highest quality

ATC Kits Active or Passive
ATC Sanctioned Kits 55 and 110 litres
25mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs
ATCK 50 55LTR
Passive £ 1920 Active £ 3245
ATCK 100 110LTR
Passive £2020 Active £ 3345
"Rare opportunity to be able to buy a pedigree

cost price

product for the price of a mongrel" Audio Media

Four Dem Rooms • Tuesday to Saturday opening
OVER 30 KITS TO DEM
Free catalogue on request

As a member of the WSL Records
at Cost Service you can buy any

WI

I
nts low

Audio

brand new CD (
subject to
availability) at cost price plus a
small handling charge of only 50p.

IE3

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Industrial Estate,
DEPT HEN,

Knutsford. Cheshire WA16 8XL
Tel: 01565 65-06-05 Fax: 01565 650080

All major Credit Cards accepted

AMERICAN
EKPRESS

Now you have no need to shop
around for the best discounts. Here
at last clearly stated are CDs at the
ultimate saving - The Dealer's cost
price.
Only WSL - offering amail order
service for more than 30 years - can
offer you such low cost listening.

e

AUDIO ARTS

If the product you want is not here we
usually can locate it, please ring!
—eba

Mephisto

E. 1
.
- E1599

Mese E-

Ex Derr £ 1699

Lumley R
I,* 140

Min', £12-1:5C:

Ex Dem £899

Audio Restarte LS3

Mint £ 1250

CD Transport Ex Dem £3499

Adyton Gordis 16

Ex Dem £2995

Sonus Faber Amators

Adyton Opera

Ex Oem £ 1995

Som Faber Minuettos

Mari Leeson 3ITransport Mint £4450

Audio Note Aleishu

Ex Dem £2250

Audio Physic Steps

Marked £ 799

Counterpoint 11E

Audio Now P25E

Ex Dem £ 1399

Cadence Speakers

Mint £2750

Audio Now O
WSE

Ex Dem £949

Anon Tycho

El

'BA j,'02
Auclomeca Kreatura
,
.
.s

Damnation

So why not see what savings you
can really make by checking our
prices?

Ex Dem £ 1499

Maranta 94

Mint £299

EA07000 Transport
LEO OAC 3

Return the coupon or write to us now
and we'll send you full details of the
Records at Cost Service, together with a
special promotional membership offer
Please send me full details of the new Records at Cost
Service. Without obligation (
Ienclose two first class stamps
for speedy reply).
Name

Ex Dem £750

HEN 496

To: Bill Wilson The Wilson Stereo Library
PO Box 32 St. Leonards-on-sea East Sussex TN38 OUZ

Ex Dem £2995
Mint £ 1599
Mint £550

Mirage MI

Dem £999

Triangle Arum's

Mint £3499
Ex Dem £ 1499

Copland ESA 14

Mint £725

Wilson Watt 3/2

Mint £5503

Ex Dem £850

Jags Delay 7

Mint £3099

Mirage M3

Mint £2303

Mint £999

Jadis JABOs

Mint £4450

Sonic Frontiers Transdac

Mint £500

Wadia 32 DAG

Mint £650

Counterpoint SA4

Mint £ 950

Oracle Delphe SME IV

Mint £950

Mint £ 1250

Counterpoint 5420

Mint £ 1295

APIINTIC

As New f3450

Audionote DAC 3SIG Ex Dem £ 1599

NRG 4015

Mint £2703

Rockport Arm

As New £3995

Counterpoint 16E DAC Ex Dem £1999

NRG PM

Mint

Proceed Pl & DAC

ear

Emminent Tech Ell

Mint £450

CAT SL1 Phono

Mint £2450

Croft Series 3TL

Mint £600

Ortofon MC5303

Tnlogy 902 Pre

Mint £ 1259

Deltec 2,50s Pre

Mint £999

Soundab A3

Mint £3350

Mint £499

Audio Research SR911

Mint £899

Apogee Stages

Mint£1450

Mint £ 1499

Musical Fidelity P180

Proac Response 11

Mint£1250

Tnlogy 901 Pre
Audio Research SP14
Counterpoint SAI 1
LEO LS1

Postcode

Mint £ 1000
Audio Physic Virgos

EAD. 7003 DAC AT&T

Anon Pre Amp

Address

sFaber Minin t -• -s

Ex Gem £2250

Audio Note DAC 2

Adyton Pre
Est.M0011961

Mint £ 1499

Ex 3e..- • --

Ex Dem £ 1999
Mint £3400
Er Dem £ 799
£45C

Mint £803

•power supply

Mint £790

Sota Sappher 1;33C0

Mint £350

Kontrast Speakers

Mint £699

Proceed AMP 2 Pre

Mint £2903

OrY, PT TOO

Mint £299

Mint £899

M-t £49£.

• ' e'...-3Patr Ex De— £975

E. CaItb.-

Wanted your Hi Fi Best prices paid
Full demonstration by appointment
Credit card facilities
9-9 7 Days a week
Many Hi End Cables please ring

01784 461406 or 0973 317325
88
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Górips

Welcome to The Good Hi -Fi Guide, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review's selective directory to the
hi-fi products which in our experience provide the
best performance and value for money.
In the following pages you will find technical

GUIDE

details, review comments on sound quality
and matching, performance and value ratings and
supplier contact numbers for more than 200 hi-fi
separates priced betw

n4

2000.

Turn over to find
10 pages of essential hi-fi...

This new British floorstander
from RMS defies convention
iy employing a steel speaker
:abinet

GETTING THE BEST FROM THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE

standard of performance. Above average products
A
are given arating with up to three stars for subjective
II products in this guide meet at least abasic

sound quality, without reference to price. This does not
take into account facilities, cosmetic appeal or
convenience. Ratings for better-than-average value are
also given up to three stars, in terms of sound quality
Each entry
in The Good
HiFi Guide
includes a
listing of
the main
technical
specifications
and facilities
where
appropriate,
as well as
a succinct
summary of
the sound
quality, based
on review
experience

Supplier details
are given
for the
manufacturer or
UK distributor
where
appropriate.
The supplier
of any product
should be able
to provide
any further
technical
information
and the
name of your
nearest dealer.
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
DAC type: ' 16', etc = proprietary 16hit DACs etc; BS = Bitstream
(Philips PDM); PWM = Pulse
Width Modulation (Matsushita); DS
= Delta Sigma ( Crystal); PEM =
Pulse Edge Modulation (JVC); AP
= Advanced Pulse ( Sony) RLS =
Realtime
Linear
Smoothing
(Harman). TDA = TDA1305T
(Rotel). Note that the CD audio
data is always 16-bit irrespective of
the use of different digital word
lengths in the conversion process.
Remote control: '
key' = numeric
keypad for direct entry of tracks.
Remote volume: almost invariably
actuated by apair of buttons for ` up'
and ' down'. (An exception is Quad's
rotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and
giving digital signal output. A
separate DAC unit is needed to
convert these to an analogue audio
signal for amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital- to- analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers
to a combination of two units: if
neither is indicated, the entry refers
to an ordinary ' single-box' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in apre-arranged order
or combination. The programming
facilities will inevitably vary in scope
and complexity.
Memory: how many programmed
tracks can be stored in memory.
Phase reverse: indicates provision
of aswitch to invert the polarity of
the output signal, which may give a
subtle improvement of sound on
some recordings.
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
other standard connection for optical
transmission of digital data.
Wired digital outputs: normally via
single RCA phono jacks, these
provide digital signals for conversion
by aseparate DAC unit.

AMPLIFIERS
Power output: figure given is manufacturer's spec for RMS output per
channel into an 8 ohm load, both
channels driven.
Line inputs: the number of inputs
available to accommodate CD player,
tape, tuner and other 'line level' sources.

versus price. Subjective sound quality is the over-riding
consideration. Where the product has been the subject
of apublished review in HFWRR, the relevant issue date
is given. Where no date is given, the sound quality
description and rating is based on evaluation by
HFWRR staff or contributors, though no review has
been published.

Phono m-m: LP disc or ' phono'
input for conventional ' movingmagnet' cartridges. Will also suit
'high-output moving-coil' models,
though matching may not be ideal.
Phono m-c: Input for normal (low
output) moving-coil cartridges.
Tape monitor: when recording via
the amp's ' record out' sockets, this
switch allows the user to listen to the
output from the tape itself, not just
to the source being recorded. ' Tape
monitor' can also be used to connect
other processing units between the
amp's input and output.
Pre-amp: indicates a separate preamplifier or control unit, for
connection to a separate power
amplifier which in turn can be
connected to the speakers.
Power-amp: a separate power
amplifier needs apre- amplifier for
input switching and level (volume)
control. Where both are indicated,
the entry refers to a pre-/power
amplifier combination; where neither
is indicated, the entry refers to a
normal single-box ' integrated' amp.
Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected
to the amplifier at once. (Note that
multiple
speakers
will
make
proportionately greater demands on
the amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates presence of
bass/treble controls, often deemed
unnecessary by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
of a headphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ( 114M) stereo jack.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Drive units ( number): there may be
advantages in the use of three or
more units, but most hi-fi speakers
are, two-way designs using a small
treble unit or ' tweeter' with alarger
cone unit for bass and midrange.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones
should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for a given power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Nominal impedance: load from the
speaker seen by the amp. Most amps
are designed for 8 ohms and may.
possibly have trouble with 4 ohms.

Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the ( sensible) use of
amplifiers of higher rated power.
Recommended position: proximity
to walls ( or other room boundaries)
will increase bass output. The bass
response of speakers which are
intended for ' wall' or ' free space'
mounting will have been designed to
account for this. ' NW' = near wall.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood (' wood') or a synthetic wrap
('vinyl'). MP = moulded plastic and
MR = moulded resin.
Dimensions: do not include stands
where these are separate items.

TUNERS
Number of presets: with even more
FM stations available, a decent
number of pre-sets is now becoming
more of anecessity than aluxury.
Pre-set scan: allows the user to
select astation quickly by scanning
through the pre-set frequencies
hearing afew seconds of each.
Wavebands: hi-fi tuners provide
VHF;FM reception (' F'), while
many offer medium wave AM (' M')
and some have long wave AM (' L').
Signal strength meter: indicates
whether the signal from the aerial is
strong enough for the tuner to
function properly. A useful facility,
if accurately calibrated.
Manual tuning: traditional rotary
control knob ( K) or ` up' and ' down'
buttons ( B).
RDS facilities: options, based on data
transmitted, include labelling for
programme type ('PTY') and advanced
Enharhced Other Networks (EON).
Automatic tuning: finds stations by
scanning the band.
Remote control: usually provided
among the facilities on a ' system
remote', which will also operate
all the other components in a
manufacturer's system.
Mono button: manual over- ride of
the usual auto switching which
receives stereo broadcasts above a
certain signal strength threshold.
IF bandwidth: switching the IF
(Intermediate Frequency) bandwidth
inside the tuner to ' narrow' gives
better selectivity when required to
reject : nterfering adjacent stations.
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CD Players
Arcam Alpha One
£300

A&R Cambridge

Arcam Alpha 5Plus
£470

AOR Cambridge

„,e „
e
,
SSe °

01223 861 550

A warm, full-bodied and natural British sound' quality, plus attention-grabbing
liveliness and coherence: but could 'close in' and harden on orchestral
crescendos or other complex material.

Key

•

Key

•

Path Premier

Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0
£900

Path Premier

Audio Innovations Alto
£450 chrome/£400 black

Richer Sounds

Audiolab 8000 DAC ('93)
£800

Cambridge Systems Technology

Audio Note DAC 3
£1750

Audio Note Ltd

Audio Synthesis DAX
£1995
AVI S2000MCII
£800
Denon DCD 1015
£350
Denon DCD 825
£220
Denon DCD 315
£150
DPA Little Bit 3
£300

Key

•

Key

•

1
96

•

•

12
93

* *

4

* *

1

* * *

**

* *

**

* *

***

* *

***

* *

***

* *

***

94
•

•

•

94

01453 752 656

Key

•

•

9
95

01753 888 447
3
95

01753 888 447

Key

•

•

12
94

01753 888 447

Key

01222 795 621

•
L_

95

Excellent value and performance from this DAC which is capable of elevating
many budget priced players to new heights. Transparent, informative and
well worth auditioning.

1

96

01705 673 763

One of the cheapest CO players available, this is midi width with no digital
output. A little coloured and over-sibilant, it still performed creditably in a
budget system. Some loss of resolution, but abold and outgoing sound.

Key

•

Key

• ao

8
95

**

0181 207 5050

Smooth, and at first hearing too laid-back for some, this nonetheless proved
to be avery entertaining player, with lean bass and acoherent performance
throughout. Uses Harman's 'Real Time Linear Smoothing' double VAC.

Harman -Kardon HD7325
£300

Harman Audio UK

JVC XL- Z674

JVC UK Ltd

£300

A rather 'spotlit' and forward mid/upper-mid could make singers alittle
larger than life, though with silky smoothness, while bass was hard-hitting.
Not ideally 'accurate' for classical listening, but exciting on rock.

JVC XL- Z574

JVC UK Ltd

£250

Tended to give alush, 'easy listening' tone to all CDs played on it. Good
projection of pop vocals and anice tonal balance didn't compensate for lack
of musical interest and excitement.

Linn Mimik

Linn Products Ltd

£840

Descended from the Linn Karik. the Mimik uses aSony rack and pinion
transport. Working best in the context of an all-Linn system. this one box
player offered powerful, warm bass.

Luxman D-322

Ram UK Ltd

£200

Japan's prestigious Luxman brand wades into entry level hi-fi with abasic
no-frills player notable for being amultibit machine with none of the
roughness typical at this price. A honey of aplayer with fine detail.

•

4
94

0181 207 5050

Well suited to rock. with good bass and an ability to separate strands of
music. Could lack cohesion on classical, though, with musicians not sounding
particularly well in touch with each other, and string tone was too bright.

APRIL 1996

**

0161-434 0126

Budget machine which performed well in abudget (COO) system, this was
alively, entertaining and musical player. Not great but provided good,
unpretentious sound.

Harman Audio UK

* *

01273 220 511

A 'giant killer'. with that elusive 'open' quality rare in budget players: you
could listen through the equipment to become fully involved in the music.
Treble bnght, but not fatiguingly so.

Harman -Kardon HD7525
£500

**

•

Features i12% pitch control. With brightness countered by upper-bass
warmth, at its best with rock and jazz. Produced foot-tapping rhythm, though
not very revealing on subtler material. Stereo image good but lacked depth.

Doodmans Industries

***

01480 52521

Little brother to the more expensive MC. using the same basics and aPhilips
CDM9 transport, and with asimilar sound: esentially neutral and coherent.
Good stereo imagery. with atransparent 'out of speaker' sound.

OPA Digital Ltd

* *

94

0500 101 112

Uses latest Ultra Analog 20-bit DAC to produce areference-class product.
A neutral tonal balance benefits from high levels of clarity. AT&T glass
optical link abonus. Amazing value in kit form.

Hayden Laboratories

**

•

Open, transparent. with alush midband and the euphony of atriode amplifier.
however, this is abulky design which has some quirks. notably a 100 ohm
electrical input impedance

Hayden Laboratories

* *

•

True to the Audiolab house sound, refined and finely detailed. Redesigned
with OAC7 D/A, gives sharply defined imagery and agreater feeling of clarity
than before, if slightly cool overall.

Hayden Laboratories

4
95

01494 441 736

Beautifully and unusual styling (to match the partnering amplifier) but the
sound quality doesn't quite match, proving lacklustre when used in
combination with other amps. Performed well with the Alto amp, however.

Goodmans Delta 800CD
£100

HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

•

The third incarnation of this popular DAC is not cheap but features HEICD.
Once warmed up and run in (and partnered with agood transport) it offered
afluid and precise presentation, combining analysis with natural ease.

AV International Ltd

**

01494 441 736

Add-on DAC to upgrade abasic CD player (as long as it has adigital output).
Based on Crystal's CS42330 DAC chip, it offers amusical sound which
'boogies': alittle brash but not lacking in detail.

Audio Synthesis

* *

01494 441 736

open and detailed performance Ideal
upgrade for many CD players. Absurdly good value for money. Anybody
upgrading abudget CD player should check it out.

Audio Alchemy Dacman
£150

12
94

01223 861 550

Smooth top end and an overall British 'rightness' of balance are combined
with better bass extension than the Alpha 5. May initially sound muffled
compared with 'bright' competitors, but comfortable and rewarding.

Audio Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier
£300
High levels of transparency give an
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Marantz HiFi Ltd
(01753) 680 868
Well built and attractively finished, the CD- 17 has abig smooth sound.
Enjoyable providing the music isn't too demanding Ultimately somewhat
bland and lacking in drama and musical detail.

Key

•

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680868
Lean, quick and precise with lively sound. but atreble which can be too
sharp on some discs. Given high marks for its rhythmical abilities, this was
while using alternatives to the uninspired cables supplied.

Key

•

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680868
Leaner and cleaner, with less bass warmth than the C052, with an open
and musical midrange that really makes the listener sit up and take notice.
Best matched with warmth in amps or speakers, but aclass winner anyway.

Key

Meridian Audio Ltd
01480 434334
Exceptional levels of musical detail are combined with rhythmic expression
in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and rather less explicit in
comparison.

Key

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
Aclean, laid-back sound, well-balanced with treble just alittle 'glazed', but
only average on dynamics and rhythm. Based on CDM 12 mechanism and
TDA 1305 Bitstream DAC, can be upgraded to Stage 2or 3status.

Key

•

Micromega Stage 2
- « 00

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
Comoared with Stage 1 (owners can upgrade at any time). Stage 2was
punchier and firmer in the bass, with greater clarity and deeper stereo stage.
and slightly better timing • and dynamics: but the improvements were slight.

Key

•

Micromega Stage 3
_'900

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
As with the Stage 2. this is amodular unit and owners can upgrade at any
time Measures quite like the Stage 2and sound performance doesn't
necessarily justify the hike in price.

Key

Mission Disc/Dacmaster

Mission Group
01480 451777
System-dependent, but when well-matched awell-projected, detailed and
immediate sound, subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a PSX to
the VAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition.

•

Marantz CD16
£1400
Marantz CD-17
£800
Marantz CD63
£250
Marantz CD63 SE
£350
Meridian 500/563
£1100/750
Micromega Stage 1

£1900
Mission Cyrus DAD7
£900

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680868
'Son of CD12', this model intentionally combines analogue' musicality,
warmth in the mid, smoothness in the treble and stress-free open-ness,
with more detail than is available from abudget player.

Mission Group
01480 451777
In Mission's half- width mag-alloy case, top loading but fairly easy to use.

Good rhythmic qualities seemed the result of its last'. emphasised midrange:
less well suited to classical music.

Musical Fidelity Elektra E600 Musical Fidelity Ltd
0181-900 2866
£600
Built round Philips' 7350 DAC plus aFar East transport and delightful to
use: sound was 'smooth-as-silk', perhaps too cool and laid-back, certainly
less warm than MF's tube-output players

•
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Musical Fidelity FCD

Musical Fidelity Ltd

£1500

Long-awaited CD component of the 'F' Series. Offers grace, clarity and poise.
In its element with small-scale material. Neutral top-end combines with
warm if not over-deep bass.

NAD 514

NAO Marketing Ltd
0181 343 3240
Able to reproduce afine sense of depth, openness and space along with
good detail, asmooth treble and natural sounding vocals. Bass was deep,

key

•

Orelle Electronics
0181 810 9388
Avery fine performer regardless of the type of music played. It needs
perhaps atouch more warmth and aslightly less sharp treble Display can
be turned off.

Key

•

£340

0181-900 2866

BS

e

•

clean and tight. Handles loud music of all types with ease.

Orelle CD-100
£500
Pink Triangle Ordinal
£790
Pioneer PD-S703
£250
Pioneer PDS-904
£400
Quad 77
£850 (£600)
Ratel RCD-970BX
£350
Sony CDP-561E
£200

Pink Triangle
0171 703 5498
Pink Triangle finally went digital with aDAC allowing plug-in filters: 18. 20
or 22-bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows athreepronged approach to entice every potential customer.

•

Pioneer High Fidelity (08) Ltd
01753 789789
Cut-down version of PD-S802 retains strong rhythmic bass (good on rock)
and 'different', shimmering treble (which can become too sharp): but lacks
the '802's good imagery and listener involvement
Pioneer High Fidelity (08) Ltd
01753 789789
Stable platter mechanism using Legato Link circuitry. Warm and smooth
sound with afairly good, rounded acoustic. But on more complex material
it could grow confused.

•

•

94

92

**

11

Key

95

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd
01480 52561
Two versions available, the more expensive stand-alone unit and the £600
version which can only be used with the partnering Quad amp. Asmooth
'easy listening' sound with great rhythm. ideal partner for the 77 amp.

11

**

95

Gamepath Ltd
01908 317707
Very slimline in build and available at acompetitive price. Clean, smooth
treble with agood sense of ambience. But in the areas of bass and rhythmic
accuracy the 970 was less impressive.

Key

Sony UK Ltd
01932 816 000
Totally unlike other Sonys, this one doesn't sound like abudget CD player
at all. Delivers plenty of musical enjoyment and seldom puts afoot wrong.

Key

JE Sugden & Co Ltd
01924 404 088
Well matched combination based on TDA 1541 16-bit technology, with
CDM9 transport mechanism. The SDA-1 DAC was particularly liked for its
rhythmic qualities.

Key

11

•

95
**

9
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Lacking in detail at the frequency extremes but otherwise recommended.

Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
£750/£800

**

•

5

**
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CD Players
TEAC P-700/D-700
£900/£700
TEAC T-1/0-T1
£550/£500

IP

e e‘
eeee

TEAC UK Ltd
01923 819 630
Elegant two-box combination. Rounded performance, mellow sound. Handles
the most daunting of instruments well, giving bold earthy dynamics, but
soft on stereo focus.

•

•

•

TEAC UK Lid
01923 819 630
This two box player holds nothing back in terms of sound presentation.
every piece of music is attacked with enthusiasm and intensity. Offers great
transparency and apreicse stereo image.

Key

•

•

TEAC VRDS -10SE
£850

TEAC UK Ltd

Technics SL -PS770A
£250

Panasonic UK

Technics SL-PS840
£450

(01923) 819 630

With none of the soft bass once typical of one-bit players, the 10SE has a
vital immediacy and freshness. Both transport and DAC are very good indeed.
Highly recommended, though it may not suit bright, trebly systems.

Key

•

Key

•

Panasonic UK
0990 357 357
Technics added Virtual Battery Operation to this MASH DAC-equipped player.
resulting in acoherent, warm, well-balanced sound free from harshness.
Not as rhythmically assertive as some competitors' designs. though.

•

•

Thorens TCO2000
£900

Portfolio Marketing
01494 890 277
Superb styling and excellent measurements, but disappointing sound from
Thorens' first digital product. A top loader with some unusual features
including aheadphone socket and headphone volume control.

Key

•

Woodside DVAC18
£1110

Woodside Electronics
01934 820 634
ADAC to partner with the best transport you can afford. The DVAC18 features
avalve output stage: two double triodes per channel make this acat with
aparticularly good purr.

Yamaha CDX580
£230

Yamaha Electronics UK
01923 233 166
Startlingly upfront and detailed, this player has an uncompromising sound
which requires careful system matching. Could work well in combination
with agood amp and bookshelf speakers. Superior to many budget units.

0990 357 357

Other than some weakness and lack of warmth in the bass this player scores
strongly on transparency and detail and compares well with the Marantz
CD63SE. A remarkable achievement in fidelity for alow cost player.

Alchemist Nemesis
£650

Alchemist Products
0181 883 3008
Strong on midrange, this amp worked for both rock and classical.' transparent
enough to reveal schortcomings of some recordings, but not so analytical
as to make them unlistenable. Agood balance of strengths at the price.

Arcam Alpha 6Plus
£350

A&R Cambridge
01223 861 550
Upgrade of the Alpha 5Plus with slightly more power and remote volume
control. Has the warmth and grace of its predecessor but is perhaps alittle
more punchy and dynamic. (*Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

Arion Eleldra
£1200

Anon Acoustics
01868 748 632
Arevealing and musical integrated tube amp. Perhaps not afirst choice for
heavy metal or megabass freaks but heartily recommended to everyone else.
A version with aphono stage is available for about £200 more.

Audiolab 8000A
£500

Cambridge Systems Technology

Audiolab 8000C/800OP
£1300

Cambridge Systems Technology
01480 52521
Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power amp
mirrors the pre-amplifier: good detail, control and consistency tempered
with mild restraint. Good value.

Audio Alchemy DLC/OM150
£450/£1195
Aura VA100 Wildl
£350

01480 52521

Classic British integrated. refined over many years. The sound has areal
cleanliness and no lack of detail; ambience and stereo depth are very good.
Now has more rivals, though.

Path Premier
01494 441 736
Digital specialists Audio Alchemy go analogue with this modular. upgradeable
combo. The remate controlled DLC pre- is detailed and big sounding, the
0M150 power amp natural and transparent, but lacks depth and ambience.
Nakamichi
01903 750 750
Reworked with better load tolerance: still excels in midrange speed, though
soloists could dominate too much at the expense of background subtleties.
Bass could sound lightweight with well-controlled speakers

AVI 82000MP/MA
£800 £600

AVI International
01453 765 682
Aneat, well-screened, advanced seven-source fine level pre-amp and rugged.
powerful stereo power amp, which, in combination, sound as clean as a
whistle, capturing fortissimo bravura without losing control.

AVI S2000MI
£800

AVI International
01453 765 682
Delightfully transparent-sounding integrated offering acoherent performance
both in the midband and at frequency extremes. With extraordinary speakerdriving ablitiies, this is an affordable, high power unit of reference quality.

Bryston BP-5/3B NRB
£890/£1160

Professional Monitor Company
01453 765 682
Perhaps lacking in openness, this Canadian combo is very neutral and works
well with all kinds of music. Well crafted, both electronically and mechanically
these amps measure well and promise along, trouble-free service life.
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Amplifiers
Chameleon Ruby

Michael Stevens & Partners

£995

High power delivery from this low profile unit based on adesign for the
pro market. The power and good finish might suggest arecommendation
but no better than average sound quality lets this amp down.

0181 460 7299

Chimera X150CM150P

Chimera International

£800/£1200

Pre-amp lacks the treble purity of high end models, but does have balanced
socketty (though not abalanced circuit internally); power amp is atougher,
meatier alternative to its peers. though the sound could harden at high levels

Audiolreaks

£2000

Exceptionally fine sound quality from this entry level high-end power amp.
Apentode valve design, it can be rewired to offer triode connected operation
at 25W. One of the world's finest for its price and power level.

Audiolreaks

£990

Lme-level tube pre-amp offering unbeatable combination of dynamic
expression, focus and clarity, rhythm and transparency, and open, natural
tonal balance. Strongly recommended.

Absolute Sounds Ltd

Nicely-made valve pre-/power combination from Denmark. The pre-amp has
control and astounding detail, free of glare: the power-amp is beautifully
self-effacing. Less spine-tingling than some perhaps, but also less stressful.

Copland CSA14

Absolute Sounds Ltd

£1000

Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from the Danish specialist.
Has Copland's traditional delicate, coherent and powedul sound. if restrained
and polite. Tends to 'soften' at high levels.

10

* * *
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0181 947 5047

Creek P42/A42

Creek Audio

Modular pre-/power combination which allows upgrading to apre-amp/double
monoblock configuration with optional power supply, bridge module and
m-m and m-cphono stages. Offers real music and extremely good value.

Cyrus Ill

Mission Group

£500

Remote controlled, half-width, microprocessor governed amp. upgradeable
through addition of remote power supply. The dry. forward midband is reined
in by the PSX power supply which achieves abetter balance.

Cyrus Pre-/Power

Mission Group

£6501£450

These Cyrus separates are well designed, well engineered and meet exacting
specifications. The sound is crisp and well focused though lacking in rhythm,
depth and ambience. Both have lower than usual input impedances.

Denon PMA250 III
Ylif)

Hayden Laboratories

**

4

0181 361 4133

•

5

2

**

2

**

01480 451 777
50

5

01480 451 777
**

50

01753 888 447

UK-tweaked integrated with great clarity and precision. It has deep bass
and is capable of reproducing every nuance though the midrange isn't up
there with the best..

Denon PM450SE

Hayden Laboratories

£280

With an accentuated presence region, married to arich. fruity bass, the
sound was dynamic and exciting rather than accurate. Sometimes sharp in
the treble, but always lively and involving.

Densen Beat B-100

Morel UK Ltd

£600

Particular about the speakers it drives but capable of producing some of
the finest sounds you'll hear at this price. Doesn't allow tape monitoring
during recording. Phono stages available for £ 150 (m-m) and £ 00 (m-c).

DPA Renaissance

OPA Digital

30

4

1

•

6

1

•

5

2

5

1

01753 888 447

**

(01473) 719 212
7

**

01222 795 6211

Outstanding clarity with precise image placement slightly let down by
overblown or lumpy bass. Limited current delivery means efficient speakers
are needed to get full dynamic range. Won-invasive' lone controls.

0181 361 6734

The minimalist design of this amp ranges from its four source selection to
discrete component. simple signal path circuitry. It sounds dynamically and
spatially wide-ranging, though atouch edgy with phono signals.

Exposure XV

Exposure Electronics

£800

A gutsy and hard-driving sound with aforward rather spotlit mid and
astonishing dynamics: exciting and revealing, but it does impose some of
its own character on the music. Drives low impedances well.

Harman Kardon HK1400

Harman Audio UK

£399

Everything is laid bare, by this clean-sounding, sometimes overcritical
amplifier . Its high-level driving capability reflects the emphasis on high
power supply reservoir capacitance in the robust design.

5

•

4

•

•
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01273 423 877

0181 207 5050
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2

6
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0181 207 5050

The 620 manages to make all types of music interesting, lifting it above run
of the mill Japanese designs. Will show up deficiencies in less well recorded
material but still definitely one for the budget shortlist.

LFD LSO/LFD PAD

LED Audio

£500/£500

This pre-/power combination's strength is its clarity and openness. It could
render musical instruments with great accuracy but the slightest hint of
brittleness in the source was heightened. Optional phono stages are available.

2

6

Linn Products Ltd

£650

Compact, rugged and very well made, this stereo power amp, did not score
particularly well in MC's listening tests. It was thought to lend a 'dry' effect,
with aslight loss of ambience.

•
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***
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01255 422 533

Linn LK100

•

5

1

12
95

0141 644 5111

Linn Kairn

Linn Products Ltd

£1700

Linn's versatile remote-control pre-amp sounded pure and well controlled
on line sources. but with some loss of 'air' in the treble. The LP disc sound
was not thought exceptionaL

94

•

5

0181 947 5047

£300/£300

Harman Audio UK

** *

96

0181 948 4153

£1250/22000

Harman Kardon HK620
£280

3

1

0181 948 4153

Copland 301/504

EMF Audio

4

1

95

'budget' Sonographe combination features aremote for
the pre-amp and offers 200W per channel. Fast and dynamic. clean and
clear, with anice treble. Unusually good price.

EMF Sequel

•

5

0181 948 4153

Conrad -Johnson PV10AL

Conrad-Johnson SC26/SA400 Audiotreaks
£995/21395
Conrad-Johnson's

96

0181 444 1951

Conrad -Johnson MV -55

3
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2

5
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Linn Majik-1

Linn Products Ltd

£580

Designed to match the Mimik CD player this performs well in an all-Linn
system (with Keilidh speakers), though with atendency towards marginally
hard upper midrange and spiky treble. Phono stages are an extra £60.

Luxman A-312

Richer Sounds

£140

The Luxman more than held its own as a £200 amp (its original price), with
an open uncomplicated sound. Somewhat out of its depth with very densely
scored material it is nevertheless now abargain from Richer Sounds.

Marantz PM-55SE
£250

Ataranto Hi-Fi Ltd

Michell Argo/Alecto
£715/£1990

Michell Engineering Ltd

Micromega Tempo 1
£700

Micromega UK

Moth 30 Series 60W

Moth Group

£550

Two-box unit with astereo 60W power amplifier in one and apower supply
in the other. Slim and stylish like the 100W unit (see below) but less
'interesting' and alittle strained sounding. Tape connections via DIN sockets.

0141 644 5111

Moth Group

Three box power amp (monoblocks plus power supply). elegantly styled in
keeping with the 60W version (above). Light and open but also very potent
and dynamic sounding. One of the most musically capable amps around.

Musical Fidelity A1000
£1400

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Myryad Ml- 120

Myryad Systems

II care is taken with choice of system components the Myiyad is athoroughly
rewarding amplifier, with adynamic range that seems to exceed its rated
power thanks to aclean and controlled performance right up to its limits
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01705 265 508

NAD 310

NAO Marketing Ltd

£150

With ahint of valve-like openness, perhaps thanks to its simple yet unusual
circuit design, the 310 will play more loudly than its 20W rating suggests
and will make alot of cost-conscious buyers happy.

6

1

•

* *

96

0181 343 3240

Naim NAC 82/NAP 180

Naim Audio

£2000/£990

The combination performed very well. The NAC 82 offers the luxury of a
well-thought-out remate control plus a good slice of the rhythmic
performance of Naim's flagship amplifiers.

Naim Nait 3

Nafta Audio

£550

Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical and
adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not as precise
in imagery as some rivals.

NVA AP30
£370

NVA

(Mis 0A31
£470

Oído Electronics

Orelle SA100
£370

0119118 Electronics
0181 810 9388
Hear-through midband and good rhythm with a 'play-along' bass quality
make for exciting sound. With many CD players, treble could be sharp or
splashy as this amp did not filter the players unsuppressed RE
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01722 332266
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1

01722 332266

01763 272707

Exceptional 'speed' and alifelike and exciting 'hear-through' transparency
throughout the range, given careful system matching: the 'brightly-lit' mid
will expose any source weaknesses. (With phono stage, £440)

01273 517358

ideally suited to rock and jazz, this amplifier really swings and delivers the
emotional content of the performance. Its big warm sound isn't suited to
classical but makes the most of other music. Optional phono stages available.

Orelle SC2000/SP150

Orelle Electronics

£998

Lacks the transistor edge of other rivals; airy, open and communicative, a
dab hand at the minutiae of aperformance, though large-scale orchestral
music sometimes lacks expression.

Papworth TVA50
£1425

Papworth Audio Technology

Pioneer A400X

Planear Hi-Fl GB Ltd

£300

Bright, sharp and transparent upper midrange. Open and wide stereo
soundstage that exceeds speaker boundaries. Lack of bass warmth. Restricted
musical dynamics.

* *

•

* *

0181 810 9388

7

•

•

2

01480 830345

A descendant of the original TVA valve design (via Mentmore). this stereo
power amp provides 'vintage' tube sound. The midband is sublime and the
Pap worth is warm, lush and big-sounding.

011

2
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6

01753 789789
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01753 889 949

An amp which paints music in broad strokes. Adept at reproducing dynamics
and the richer tonal colours, it has astrong, vibrant lively sound. Features
both m-m and m-cphono stages which makes it something of abargain.

MISIL ION

6

* *

0181 900 2866

£530
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6

0181 900 2866

Powerful and superbly finished. The sound offers politeness and delicacy,
not 'in your face' sonic fireworks, with arelatively thin mid. Bass has weight,
but not enough slam for headbangers.

Ortolon UK Ltd

•

0181 900 2866

The budget baby brother of the E100 (see below) this integrated is better
than average with an unfatiguing glare-free midrange, big soundstage and
fine detail. Dynamically lacks some punch.

Pro-ject Model 7
£260

2

01234 741 152

Abigger Al with more grunt and high-standard finish. Good imaging, focus,
depth and width. Transparency and detail very good, as was the bass which
had slam and articulation.

E100 Musical Fidelity Lid

4

01234) 741 152

£879

£600

6

0181 502 1416

Notable transparency plus control that holds the speakers in avice-like grip.
Can be hard and bright at high volumes. Dynamics and bass can be alittle
restrained but the hear-through transparency is up with the best.

Musical Fidelity Lid

•

0181 953 0771

Aesthetically stunning pre-/power featuring non-metal casework, upgradeable
pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its valve-like,
transparent midrange and treble blends with asolid, powerful bass.

E10

2

01753 680 868

Has the characteristic Marantz sound: slightly bright and forward but with
no edginess. No great depth to the sound but good height. Can be exciting
and invigorating but lacks coherence.

£300

4

0500 101 112

Moth 30 Series 100W

Musical Fidelity Elektra
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Amplifiers

Musical Fidelity Elektra

„..e
i

6

•

1

10
95

e
e e

Amplifiers

e
eeee

QED Vector
£300

OED Audio Ltd

Quad 77
£595

Quad Electroacoustics

Rega Hal/Exon
£1000/£1200

Rega Research

Rogers E-20a
£1100

Rogers

Rogers E-40a
£1900

Ropera

Rotel RA970BX
£300

6amepath Lid

Shearne Phase 11
£590

Shearne Audio

Sony TA -F446E
£250

Sony UK Ltd

Sugden A21aP
£500

JE Sugden A Co Ltd

Technics SUA900 Mk11
£400

Panasonic UK

01276 451 1666

Remote controlled active/passive roe level pre-amp. Impressive performance
belies unprepossessing, plastic case. In passive mode it maintained asharp
stereo focus and clean bass. Active mode added bass punch.

5

5
,
94

**

***

1

I
:
.
2
95

**

**

1

2
96

**

4

1

3
96

4

1

3
96

•

01480 52561

Conveys music well with expressive dynamics and accurate stereo, though
on criticar listening it seemed that some very low-level detall was lost. Not
intended for big/loud systems. Best used with Quad remate control.

4

01702 333 071

RegaS simplified, straight-line topology gives avery immediate, punchy
and dynamically realistic sound. Not the most uncoloured or spacioussounding of amps but has an essential synergy with the Rega Xel speakers.

•

7

0181 640 2172

Rogers returns to valve amp manufacture with this model and the E-40a
(below). Good value for money and often more refined, controlled and
sweeter than the 40. Works extremely well with the LS3/5A speaker.

0181 640 2172

Like the E-20a, an Audio Note valve design for Rogers. Frequently superior
to that amp in terms of dynamics, bass and depth. Musical and full of
character. Good partner for the LS3/5A plus AB1 subwoofer.

01908 317 707

Lively and invigorating amp which works equally well with all types of music.
Controlled and analytical but not as accurate as it might be. Benefits from
long warm-up. Optional phono stage available for £130.

6

•

4

6

2

•

•

1

0990 357 357

With thunderous bass and beautifully smooth treble, the warm 'easy listening'
sound did tend to veil the finest detall rather than sounding transparent.
But its lush sound makes it asafe bet

01494 890 277

Tube Technology Unusis
£1610

Tube Technology

01932 873 444

Trilogy 900
£500

Trilogy Audio Systems

Trilogy 901
£750

Trilogy Audio Systems

Trilogy 902
£1595

Trilogy Audio Systems

Essentially uncoloured.
lucid and transparent offers plenty of resolving power on all kinds of music,
even if it lacks the vivid 'being there' quality of valve amps.

This two-box tube pre-amp gave pretty convincing results. A good, deep.
clear bottom end and sweet midrange were combined with aslightly bright
treble.

90

5

35

4

30

5

2

•

•

10
94

**

1

2
92

'***

10
95

0181 856 2499

4
93

**

7
95

**

0181 856 2499

•

6!

e

Loudspeakers

e

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Lid

**

3
95

•

4

Well stocked with quality components. In combination with Trilogy's 958
monoblocks it was beyond reproach in its delivery of clear-cut sounds.
Offers great detail. Optional m-cphono stage is £400 extra.

ATC SCM2OT
£2000

10
92

1

When used with the partnering power amps the Trilogy tube pre-amp has
aglorious, tactile three-dimensional midband and treble. The bass is just
dry enough to sound well-balanced on most modern recordings.

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

12
95

0181 856 2499

Affordable all tube pre-amp from this guate British manufacturer. Silky but
not soft and dynamic without any hint of aggression, it sounds as if it should
cost more. Its high gain m-m phono stage will handle some m-ccartridges

ATC SCM10
£1000

**

01924 404 088

Not upset by difficult loudspeaker loads provided it was not pushed too
near to its limits, this solid-state amplifier was reminiscent of the best
features of 'valve sound', friendly and forgiving.

Thorens TTP2000/TTA2000 Portfolio Marketing
£500/£550
This is the one with the key operated mains power.

96

5
95

1

01932 816 000

Posseses both m-m and m-cinputs, unusual at any price level these days.
This amp is nice to listen to and provides afair degree of enjoyment but
fails to excite.

Acoustic Energy

8
95

01438 740 953

Same marble front, redesigned inside with better power supply: retains its
original rich sonic flavour, more musically satisfying and detailed than before.
Bass warmth is adeparture from neutrality, but alikeable one.

Acoustic Energy AE -1
£764

***

4.
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01285 654 432

Difficult-to-credit levels of detail, and freedom from dynamic compression,
characterise these state of the art metal dome/cone miniatures. Require
expensive dedicated stands and lots of power.

130

8

Free

296x180x225
89

01285 760 561

Small but heavy true 'mini-monitor' that offers natural balance, good
integration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty amplification
but responds with awide dynamic range.

125

8

Both

380x180x255

6
92

165

8

free

1023x239x333

8
93

01285 760 561

Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied to stunning
dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass. Needs medium to large room
for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.
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Apogee Ribbon Monitor
£1000

Audio Physic Step

Path Premier

Aanyll Audio

01359 240 687

Non-resonant design and rigid stands help give asurprising bass attack for
the size and convincing stereo image (if less crisp and airy than the BBC
LS5/12A), and music flows in an unstressed way.

Audio Physic Tempo

Aanvil Audio

B&W DM6O3
£500

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

B&W Matrix 805
£995

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

B&W P4
£600

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

B&W P6

MW Loudspeakers Ltd

£1000

Fine transparency and stereo depth from this slim floorstander. Agenerally
clear, clean and uncomplicated sound is marred by response deviations in
the midrange. Well made but lacking in excitement.

330x140x230

**

850x236x306• 2
96

**

333x334x210

3
90

**

120 Free W

810x200x240

3
95

Free

1000x165x300

(01903) 750 750

01903 750 750

01903 750 750

Impressively neutral, detailed and transparent, with good stereo image laid
out behind the plane of the speakers. Midrange is dry and rather recessed
for rock: bass lacks ultimate precision but is forceful and extended.

2 160 88

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Castle Severn
£500

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Celestion 1

Celestion International Ltd

£120

Needs close wall mounting to augment bass output. Natural and unassuming
midrange blends well with smooth treble from titanium metal dome tweeter.
Lush bass warmth countered by upper mid emphasis.

Celestion Impact 10

Celestion International Ltd

1651 4

58

300 I

2 130

915x230x250

7
92

8

Free1 1045x260x410

4
94

8

Free

Free

W

**

770x200x200
95

01473 322 222

274x160x215

11
92

*

**

Wall

310x190x205

12
95

**

**

NW

470x272x290 **

4

Free

820x236x245

8

Free W

375x200x250

8

50 VVaLl

6

V

01473 322 222

01473 322 222

180

Succeeds over a wider range of music than the Impact 10, being refined
enough for classical music yet lively and dynamic on rock and jazz. Gives
awide, high soundstage.

(01473) 322 222

150

Over-emphatic bass but classic, enchantingly clear midrange performance.
Good depth of soundstage and the speakers perform well away from walls
and corners, but the upper bas 'thrum' is always evident

01705 407 722

Very low coloration and top-rate clarity and dynamics from aclass- beating
midrange, joined seamlessly to asmooth. sweet treble. Bass can be alittle
soft and slow but has sufficient power.

Epos ES14

Epos Acoustics

£675

The original Epos model, which (perhaps deservedly) has become almost
acult product. produces natural sound through simple, thoughtful design.

Epos ES22

Epos Acoustics

£1185

Showing none of the problems common among speakers with low crossover
rates, the 22 has some of the coherence of apanel design. Works well with
all types of music. Admirably transparent.

Gale Reference Monitors
£100

Richer Sounds

GIL Imagio IC100
£170

Goodmans Loudspeakers

Harbeth BBC LS3/5A
£700

Harbeth Acoustics

165

87

**

91

01705 407722
488x226x290

200

01705 407722
873x202x250

**

12

**

**

,
, 95

0171 407 5525

Designed by Pink Triangle and built by JPW this is athoroughly enjoyable
little loudspeaker, with asurprisingly generous sound. Bass and midband
are well voiced. A little brash in the treble, it needs careful positioning.

2

V,

275x185x220

01705 492 777

Reflex-loaded bookshelf speaker using the ICT (Inductive Coupling
Technology) two-way coincident-source system. It is capable well beyond
its price and should be included in any shortlist of speakers under £200.

**

01444 440 955

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble *sizzle'. Less expensive from KEF or Spendor.

APRIL 1986

**

8
95

01756 795 333

Unbelievably good sound from atiny speaker with plausible bass extension
and alarge soundstage. Less impresive on jazz and rock, the Celestion lOs
produced good results on classical music.

Epos Acoustics

*

01756 795 333

Beautifully finished, this speaker has agood midrange and aslightly bright
treble. Better for classical music than rock, its performance is about average
for the price. The Castle Howard (see above) is well worth the extra money.

Epos ES11

**

01756 795 333

Very natural sound with articulate bass, evenly balanced tonal quality and
well-focused stereo from this unusual three-way quarter- wave loaded,
floorstanding design. Efficient, dynamic and involving.

Celestion Impact 30

6

01903 750 750

With quarter-wave bass loading, this large speaker could sound airy, detailed,
dynamic and agile, but if this is to be achieved it needs careful set-up and
choice of ancillaries.

Celestion Impact 30
£430

*

311x191x232 rió
95

Compact studio monitor suitable for medium or medium/high volume
monitoring. Refined, excellent imagery and lack of compression are key
characteristics. Ultra-heavy, non-resonant enclosures.

Celestion International Ltd

.

1100x220x465 10 ,

Free

A welcome addition to the range of budget floorstanders and adelight to
the ear. Generous bass, big soundstage, bright treble and clear midband,
though coloured in the lower mid. Highly recommended at its price.

Castle Howard
£1100

HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Free

2

01494 890 277

Castle Acoustics Ltd

£445

410x240x290

Outstandingly well voiced, particularly in the bass and midband. the Boston
has unusually fine resolution of tonal colours focused on the lowest octaves.
Also offers extraordinary vivid imagery and notable depth.

Castle Chester
£700

£280

\
s,

94

Designed to work with adigital equaliser even without it the Tempo sounded
very smooth and well integrated with aseamless blend from mid to treble.
The sound was spacious and detailed; more suited to classical than rock.

Portfolio Marketing

Celestion Impact 20

4

Both

01359 240 687

Boston Acoutics CR7
£200

£130

e

e

(01494) 441 736

Ribbon hybrid with asquare tweeter which can be rotated and repositioned
depending on the siting of the speaker. Sounds like amuch larger speaker.
Deep and controlled bass but not absolutely transparent.

£1300

£2000

csç'
-

e

Loudspeakers

300x190x170 **

97

Loudspeakers

-e

Heybrook HB1 Series 3
£270

Heybrook Hi-Fl Ltd
01752 731 313
Particularly well balanced bass and midband which offers space, depth and
excellent resolution. Pitch and timing are of high order: treble can be slightly
brittle. Needs dedicated stands.

260

8

Wall

470x290x230

Heybrook Solo

Heybrook HiFi Ltd
01752 731 313
High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually clear insights into
dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth or sweet
and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

150

6

Wall

360x230x230

Impulse Loudspeakers
0181 766 0474
A successor to Impulse's H6, this is ahorn hybrid but by horn standards
sounds remarkably uncoloured. The midrange is seamless with aparticular
strength in reproducing vocals. Need alarge room.

160

8

Free

990x245x360

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Very clean at high listening levels with alean and dry bass that has excellent
tunefulness and timing. Open and vital midrange with exquisite detail
partnered by transparent and sweet treble.

230

6

Free

1050x460x350

JPW Loudspeakers
01752 607 000
The free-flowing midrange is afeature of a soft' but natural presentation.
Stereo image is airy and open. portraying good depth and height. Classical
MUSIC flows well.

140

8

Wall

320x230x215

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Neither coloured nor resonant, this speaker can rock with almost any halfdecent amplifier, no matter how low in power Trades some loss of finer
ambient and harmonic detail for transparency and afuller bass. Great value.

130

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
One of the best speakers in its price range. Not quite as clean as the Coda
7s when pushed but their overall balance is more suitable to budget
electronics as well as being easier on the ear. Thoroughly recommended.

140

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Floorstander whose top section is effectively aCoda 8. Speed is the essence
of the 9s. providing afast and detailed presentation. These speakers were
at their best with jazz and rock.

140

Impulse Lah
£1600
JBL Ti2000
£1999
JPW Sonata
£120
KEF Coda 7
£130
KEF Coda 8
£180
KEF Coda 9
£300

Both

6

300x180x245

Free

6

325x200x280

6

Free

835x200x295

130

8

Free

300x190x170

Kilpsch Heresy
£920

Midland Radio Supplies
0121 430 7817
A 'hooligan' of aspeaker - loud, solid and palpable. High listening levels
yield avast acoustic presence with abright sheen. Unrefined, vulgar and
coarse but great fun at 116d8 max!

30

8

500 Wall

543x394x337

Klipsch Forte

Midland Radio Supplies
0121 430 7817
Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
efficiency provides ear-splitting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and clear
but some colorations. Exciting, powerful, dynamic on rock.

310

8

100 Free

900x420x310

Audionord UK
01865 883 890
Quasi-ribbon tweeter gives crisp, articulate upper mid and anatural, full
balance to lively and dynamic midrange. Bass is compromised by panel
size and lacks extension. Big stereo spread and depth.

470 87 , 4

150 Free

Audionord UK
01865 883 890
Unlike many panel speakers. capable of operating successfully with everyday
power amplifiers. Reasonably sensitive with limited output at both frequency
extremes. Bold and outgoing quality with neutrality throughout the midband.

85

4

Meridian Argent 1

Mission 731LE

Mission 731

Mission 751
P:300

Mission 752
£501)
Mission 753
£700
Monitor Audio Studio 2SE
£600

98

**

11

* *

***

11

* *

***

11

**

95

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle Also made by Harbeth. Rogers, Spendor.

Magneplanar MG -0.6 SE

12

1

95

KEF LS3/5A
£650

£890

**

95

KEF Audio

Magnepan SMGb

8
93

**

93

KEF 050
£500

£1480

**

01622 672 261

This two-way co-axial model sounded positive and outgoing, with astrong,
well-defined bass and smooth clear treble. Stereo image explicit and stable.
but the sound needed more solidity to give the real presence.

4

160

Free

832x190x301 11
94
* *

**

1200x460x48

**

**

Free

1270x482x52

* *

**

Free

325x275x275

Meridian Audio Ltd
01480 434 334
Asymmetric shape and rounded edges reduce resonances and diffraction.
More admirable than likeable. Lucid and transparent. with abalance that
favours the treble.

170

8

Mission Group
01480 451 777
'Limited Edition' variation on the 731 which features better components and
build (including arevised crossover and bi-wiring facilities) for £20 more.
Gives a 'heightened' presentation but is sensitive to room placement.

130

8

Wall

315x175x200

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Replacing the successful 760i, with better mid/treble integration, helped by
braced front-to-back construction. Convincing (if not deep) bass for size,
good sense of ambience and scale.

135

8

Wall

315x180x200

6

Wall

320x185x268

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Small speaker with big speaker sound. Upper bass has fullness in balance
which has tilt through the midband. Also, reticence and nasality in very top
end. Midband is pushy and deep bass missing.

1

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Stunning mid presence, plus bright treble and warm bass (best 30cm from
wall) works very well on rock and vocal music generally, if less good on
classical piano, for example. Will go very loud.

170

8

Wall

840x200x255

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Neutral and well balanced with clean, sharply defined transients and striking
dynamic presentation. Good bass extension and Wallop I Crisp, lightweight
mid and treble with mild hardness.

130

6

Wall

875x208x315

Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
Superbly finished top class miniature. Not as accurate as an LS3/5A, it
nonetheless has excellent transient response, very good integration and
notable levels of detail, smoothness and transparency.

130

2

**

**
92

8

Free

265x165x200

AMR 1996
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Loudspeakers
Monitor Audio R700 PMC Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
£500
Given quality equipment these speakers respond magnificently, making a
wide range of music come alive. Don't even consider other £500 speakers
without including them in your listening tests.

Monitor Audio Studio 6

Monitor Audio Ltd

£900

With the same metal-cone bass unit as the larger Studio 10. the 6has a
drier, more neutral bass. Generally sweet and easy on the ear despite alittle
sibilance. Other finishes include rosewood (£1000) and piano lacquer (£1200).

Mordaunt Short 860
£1695

Mordaunt Short Ltd

Musical Technology Harrier

Musical Technology

£400

Cheap way of buying yourself metal diaphragm technology, which works
superbly well. Low levels of coloration plus good detail retrieval and awell
balanced response. Slightly warm bass and brightness of brass sounds.

165

8

Free

350x215x260

***

170

8

Free

895x220x274

**

170

6

Free

860x260x350

150

6

NW

800x254x230

01223 242 898

01705 492 777

Built using aspecial cast-resin polymer this is asurprising find at the price.
Bass, mid and treble were in good proportion with no undue emphasis or
exaggeration. Fine dynamics, excellent focus and deep stereo image.

01494 793 137

Naim SBL

Nairn Audio

£1692

Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone-type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.

OreIle Orator

OreIle Hi-Fi

£700

OreIle's first speaker is an honest-sounding design. capable of atuneful
bass: the midband is anatural extension of this, while the treble has fine
qualities. Active crossover and pedestal will follow.

Philips OSS 930

Philips Consumer Electronics

£1300

'Digital' active loudspeaker displaying fine tonal balance and low coloration.
but with arelatively weak, dynamically false bass and alack of musical drive
and rhythm. The overall effect is bland and mildly compressed.

Polk RT8
£380

Polk Audio

Rega Ela

Rega Research

£500

Light and airy, but the 'spotlit' bright and forward treble needs careful
matching (suits vinyl better than CD): some paper-cone colorations, but
good dynamics. Floorstanding. place close to wall for good bass

2

**

96

01722 332 266
210

6.5

Wal

885x266x270

170

8

Free

400x230x290

Free

575x220x325

0181 810 9388

0181 689 4444

01727 827 311
This floorstander has adeep and full sound but is also crisp and finely
detailed. Consistently appeared more sensitive than the quoted numbers
suggest.

132

135

8

NW

794x191x254

130

8

Wal

800x200x300

110

**

01702 333 071

Rega Xel

Rega Research

£1040

Designed to produce high levels with plenty of bass, and successful at this.
Can sound hollow and lacking definition with non-Rega electronics. Note:
It is Pegas policy not to quote sensitivity or recommended amplifier power.

Rega Kyte

Rega Research

£230

Large sound is achieved by an open and spacious midband. Bright, analytical
performance with just-adequate bass, at least for small rooms. Low coloration
allows transients to 'cut loose'.

3
95

01702 333 071
125

6

Both

980x210x290
96

01702 333 071

Revolver Purdey

RAM UK Ltd

£250

Immediately likeable budget floorstander, with alively and warm rather than
neutral personality. Bass is limited in extension, but full enough to shake
the floor and tight enough to play along with the mid.

RMS Revelation II

Reference Music Systems Ltd

ç'1391)

Steel cabinet speaker with integrated stands and wooden trim. Musically
very enganging with no trace of boxiness. Sufficiently revealing to need high
quality amps and source equipment.

Rogers LS2A/II

Swisstone

Y250

Refined and capable transducer with aseamless mid/treble transition. Bass
lacks power and extension but is highly tuneful. Very involving musically.
Lively and rhythmically dynamic.

100

6

Wal

295x180x200

12
93

0161 973 0505
110

6

Wal

125

5

Both

160

8

Free

**
1000x230x23I
750x190x220

01359 268 282

0181 640 2172

HORN

356x236x208 **

LOUDSPEAKERS

139Cli

IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194.
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London tWO 0171 486 8262. INW3) 0171 431 7423. ( NW6) 0171 794 7848. Middic 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
364500/01745 343060. W. Mids 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817

WEST END STYLE
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WEST END HOME THEATER
KJ WEST ONE 0171 486 8262
99

FROM LONDON TO LAND'S END
Do you want the best Digital Surround System south of the M4?

MERIDIAN DIGITAL THEATRE
Analogue and Digital Audio Systems

Salisbury Hifi has had aproud association
with Meridian for over 17 years, culminating
in our appointment as the DIGITAL
THEATRE DEALER for the South & west.

If you live in SWINDON or PORTSMOUTH.
BRISTOL, PLYMOUTH or LANDS END and
you want the best from music or film,
we're ready, willing and equipped to satisfy.

We also stock the entire '500' series
including the 518 Digital Audio Processor
and the 541 'Analogue' Surround Pre-amp

MERIDIAN &
Analogue ai ct Digital Audio Systems

and M60 Speaker System.
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Together, we make sound sense

DCPR

15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SP1 2DF.

Better off
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THIS MONTHS PRODUCT FEATURE

D

vibrations
sounds perfect
fit FOCULPODS -qv

Foculpods are
precisely replicated
energy absorbing
pads. They improve
the detail / stereo
imaging of sensitive
audio and video
equipment.
They work by
absorbing vibrations
in the component
chassis, or from the
shelf or rack.

£14.95

=

LFLêIX

sIgh per/ormance vIlintlon ebrerbIng

FOCULPODS1

all other Audio, Video and computer equipment

r

Loosely grouped
molecules within

the material rub
,—k—rjr together and
transfer the
=
vibration into heat.
The tacky surface
eagerly bonds to
metal chassis and
wooden shelves.
further improving
vibration
absorption.

DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
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germ,

Far ; 852, 2-,

Grotto Te; 01 246 6576
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New Zealand Tel Fax

9 849 6.

•i(2evy/leew4y4

' 511 o98

Israel Tel 3 924 7524

Fan 3 924 5117

Horowy Tel 9469 1937 • Fax 755 25335

117,7

All Tube,
All Affordable,
All Yours
1Ile Audio
I37/VT60 amplit ier
, , ,mbination has .1 .- atistying
‘Iity which k
rare at
.,11\ price, hut at under four
t..i the rain ti's a steal. -

Fax 01 246 6713

FOOMIOOS
htramaneaup

Isolation
Feet
designed to be placed under CompeeMr.

Players, Turntables, Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and

WHAT THE PRESS
HAVE TO SAY

1111
available from
most good HI Fi
shops

"...I thought they
worked very well on
some low-cost CD
',erase achl 3'2 00 RIP on al

players Ihad
knocking about..."

NOT ONLY DO FOCULPODS ISOLATE YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM
VIBRATION, BUT THEY ALSO INCREASE THE AIR SPACE BETWEEN TO
PROVIDE BETTER VENTILATION - 50mm DIA x20mm THICK
Hong Kong ' • . , 757 8, 1,

Tr ( 01722) 322169 or 415355

For a
comprehensive information pack and
details of other products from

Hi Fi Choice
July 1995

(01745) 571600
(01745) 570194

Hollool
Mom re; ,1540

Portugal Ter ; 01 1274 7758

Fax 3 540 7438
Fax , 011274

1423

1
,441
1,4

0V0 .
4'
484166 .
68.

Towoom Tra,

*Mk. Row Wow. C1,
448:1 LITS 600

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in Cat'rard,Thorens and SN I
h
Supply and service of Garrard, Thorens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TD124 ( review copies available)

seam

Compare and Contrast
Only at Heatherdale Audio
202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 0903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours
Fay ociO3 S7 11 34

We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.
Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.

4Big lane. Goose Green. l.ambourn. Berks RC16 7XQ
New 1996 catalogue now available
Fax /Ansaphone:

01488 72267

SEE US AT THE GREAT
BRITISH
SHOW
BUXTON 13-14 APRIL

THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE
e 9e
e
„›..• •-•
e"
e

Loudspeakers
Rogers LS3/5A
£700

Swisstone

0181 640 2172

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble sizzle'. Less expensive from KEF or Spendor

Rogers LS4A/11
£330

Swisstone

Rogers Studio 5
£700

Swisstone

Rogers Studio 7
£900

Swisstone

Ruait Equinox
£1850

Roark Acoustics Ltd

Ruait Talisman 11
£750

Roark Acoustics Ltd

Ruark Templar

Roark Acoustics Ltd

£500

This floorstander sounded superbly open, natural sound and (unlike some
competitors) sounding right at both normal and high volume levels. String
and woodwind tones had anear-electrostatic purity.

SD Acoustics SD3R
£400

Designed to hang on the wall or sit on aspecial tripod floor stand. Elegant
looks and asmooth, open, natural sound. A tendency towards bass and
upper mid excess requires care with amplifier matching.

Pear Audio

£1675

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area.
Seductive sound comes from asolid, architectural bass which is matched
to an open, dynamic mid/top.
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95

0181 567 0260

Further up the frequency range the transparency of this speaker is stunning.
and combined with such an accurate and open soundstage there is much
to recommend here. Finish is lacquered MDF.

Sonus Faber Concertino

Absolute Sounds

£590

Besides the LS3/5A, no other mini monitor offers such balance and
competence at the price lias aslightly forward top end Ideally suited to
medium-powereed or vintage valve amps.

Sony SS86E

Sony UK Ltd

£100

Screened for AV use, this has a heavy if not well-defined bass and
emphasised treble. But midrange clarity was good, and the speaker could
sound invigorating: agood match for many budget systems.

Spendor BBC LS3/5A

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

£630

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble eizzlË Also made by Harbeth. KEF. Rogers.
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01932 816 000
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01323 843 474

Spendor SP2/3

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

£930

Evolved from the SP2, and thereby from the famed Bd. Spendor's new
version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the
SP2, with excellently integrated treble. A big-sounding monitor.

130

8

Free

304190x170

12
92

01323 843 474

210

8 150 Free

545x275x330

5
94

01236 420 199

Coherent both in terms of imagery and across the frequency. this dual
concentric design (with an extra bass unit) is well balanced for all types of
music, though bass can be heavy and ponderous.

Tenney 631

Tammy Ltd

£150

Small speaker with agreat singing voice. The sound has aslightly 'cupped'
quality and they need to be listened to on-axis and at fairly close quarters
(2m listening distance) for best results.

TOI 0.5
£500

TUL Electronics Ltd

TOI Studio 1M

TUL Electronics Ltd

£900

Power-hungry transmission line offering transparency and air with bass
performance exceptional for the price. Higher-efficiency polyprop version
is £700.

170

4

Free

717x237x219

3
95

01236 420199

125

6

Free

343

135

6

Free

200655

(157
I:

01494 441191

Transmission line bass has very good weight, power and slam. Tonal
balance teeters on the edge of brightness. Careful matching and positioning
allows good bass to treble transition and avoids fizz

9
95

91

01494 441191

TDL RTL2

TUL Electronics Ltd

£300

Floor-standing member of the RTL range. Against the wall the lower octaves
warmed. But the bass was not the typically exaggerated transmission line
lumpiness. Accommodates wide range of music.

185

4

Free

770x230x335

11
93

01494 441191

170

6

Wall

750x200x220

2
94

01494 441191

Largest of the RTL models, this is well balanced with smoothly integrated
upper midrange and treble matched by adeeply extended, if not ideally
controlled bass. But 'hollow' character predominates, obscuring detail.

APRIL 1996

430

Free

01535 632 700

Shahinian Arc

DWI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

8

0181 399 6308

Ribbon tweeter and rigid PBM resin cabinet help give stunning mid clarity
and clean if bright treble, but needs careful placement. Rather weak bass.
not so free' as mid, was improved when placed nearer to back wall.

TUL Electronics Ltd

210

01702 601 410

May Audio Marketing

TDL RTL3
£400

**

92

01702 601 410

Good looking floorstander with well-controlled bass and above average build
quality. Let down by an upper midrange that lacks musical excitement and
projection though clean and detailed elsewhere. Need careful cable matching.

Tannoy Ltd

170

30

,

01702 601 410

First in anew range of stylish speakers. Fell into set-and-forget category.
Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds warm,
cuddly, natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet.

£330

Tenney 636
£420

Free

e

0181 640 2172

Delightfully smooth mid and treble, with free and spacious stereo image.
Very transparent and 'open' with low coloration throughout mid and treble.
Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

Silvered°

8

e

0181 640 2172

Refined and smooth, the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While bass
was well extended, it was less forceful than others Unobtrusive in size.
buileand character, should suit many systems.

Sequence 400

Silverado 1
£1995

•

e

e

0181 640 2172

Clean and clear with excellent upper midrange detail resolution. Tonal
colours are naturally and vividly presented. Fine stereo focus and imaging
Bass breathes naturally nearer to rear wall.

SD Acoustics

130

,e „e>
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6

Wall

920x200x375

2
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Neybrook, JBI., lecklin, Jamo, Oriel, Orelle, KEF, LED, Marant 3, Mitchell, Moth,
Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Oroton, Pro-iect, S.M.E., Sequence, Stemford,
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TOI. Electronics Studios Series and many

* Home Installation *
* Free Local Deliveries *

"Introducing a new brand of
amplifiers exclusive h)
Studio One Sonnetter
Campion Intergrated."
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Technica, Boston, B&W, Chord Company, Castle, Denon, Dynavector, Harmon-Kardon,
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Hazlemere Audio
is to help music lovers increase
their enjoyment of music in their homes.
The advice we offer is objective
and given to help YOU decide what
you like best.
TNT REFERE \ CE TURNTABLE

SPRING SALE 120:40'. REDUCTIONS)
iti.m()),,i R3110\ FQI 1p511- NT , 5113
MARK 1.I.V_INSON
No 21,
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We offer home
demos on Hi -Fi

€ 520
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MUSE
NOTTINGHAM
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PROJECT
SD
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TRILOGY
VPI
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'Fo listen to the beautiful
music produced by the world's
finest audio equipment call for
an appointment, day or evening:

20

"Call Joesph or Ossie now for Free advice"
"Audition the ECA Servo aPoint 2True Ribbon
Loud Speaker" Be Amazed"
"Records cleaned and sleeved on Nakgaoka antistatic
for £ 1.50 per album"

PREMIER AUDIO
for

Audio Synthesis
Cable Talk
Chord Company
Classe
EAD
Exposure
Mirage
Kora
Custom Design Stands
Stands Unique
& Others
Demonstration Facilities.
Home Demonstrations & Free Installation,
Part Exchange & Used Equipment Available

• Anytime

Barnsley ( 01226) 382530

High Wycombe
SERVING THE YORKSHIRE AREA
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40th ANNIVERSARY

40 YEARS

AT THE
CUTTING EDGE
Where are they now? This is a
reprint from the February 1958 issue...

M

ay's cover story is the
no-holds-barred Audio
Research Reference
amplifier, but more down-to earth
products tested include Meridian's
new ' 20-bit' player, an Audio
Synthesis pre-/ power and DAC,
and a group of litterbusters/— do
they really work? Features include
the best £500 system, building a
valve amp kit, Barry Fox on the
future of hi-fi and Reviewers
Recommend. Kicking off May's
music section is an interview with
Lord Menuhin. Finalty, two exciting
competitions offer prizes totalling
over £4000: you could win a
superb Arion valve amplifier or a
bumper bundle of high-quality
BASF 353 cassette tapes. Don't
miss the May issue, on sale
Thursday,
4 April.

111.F. NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 196

[be " Needle that Remembers"
WE recently
vv learned of a
bright idea, thought
up by the American
Duotone Company
for selling and for
controlling the wear
and tear of styli.
The underlying fact
is the soundest ever,
for many people will
gladly pay f100 to
£200 for aset of HiFi equipment, and
then quickly forget
the stylus point. We
wrote off for details,
and here they are, as
received,
together
with a picture which
provides
considerable food for
thought.
"At a time when the ordinary diamond stylus is going lower
and lower in price, the Duotone Company announces a $ 50
Diamond Needle, billed as the most expensive and perfect Diamond Stylus in the world.
"No trick behind this one.
The Duotone Diamond " 50"
Needle really is different, and most ideal for the high fidelity
connoissellr who spends thousands of dollars for his sound equipment, and wants to be certain of the finest stylus possible.
"The polished mahogany case is your first indication that the
$50 diamond stylus is quite special.
But the case is only the
trimmings. It is the diamond stylus itself that is causing so much
attention. For to select the diamond tip used in this stylus, a
diamond expert went over 1,000 stones under a large microscope.
He selected from these 1,000 stones, one diamond that was apure,
full shanked diamond with flawless shape.
"The diamond was then hand polished with infinite patience to
a spherical precision of absolute tolerance for perfect fit in the
record groove. Next the diamond expert hand set the point in
the needle shank with jeweler accuracy.
"As a final step, the stone was turned over to the hands of an
electronic expert, who checked on the skill of the diamond expert
by subjecting the stone to extensive electronic precision tests. A
photomicrograph of the actual diamond tip was then taken, and
is packed in the mahogany case with the needle.
"Also in the mahogany case with the Duotone Diamond " 50"
Needle is a Duotone High Fidelity Test Record, prepared by Duotone Sound experts, which makes it possible for you to judge and
continue to check the performance of the Duotone Diamond " 50"
on your own equipment.
"In addition to the High Fidelity Test Record, you will also
find in this case, a Duotone 75-Power Test Microscope, Professional Tools for correct needle installation, and a "Needle That
Remembers" Registry Slip and Guarantee, so that the Duotone
Sound Experts and Diamond Authorities will be certain to advise
you by mail when it is time to check or change your needle.
"Duotone Diamond " 50" is a completely hand made, precision
diamond needle made by the same Company who developed the
first commercial diamond needle, that meets the standards and
demands of the world's most expensive sound equipment. Now
it is possible to provide this expensive sound equipment with a
needle fully equal to the equipment, and a needle that makes it
possible for this equipment to perform to its maximum."
•
•
* Editorial Footnote. "The Needle that Remembers" doesn't.
But the manufacturer does! When the guarantee card is signed
and returned, it is filed at head office; and six months or a year
later, when Duotone consider that the stylus is due for a check-up,
they send a reminder direct to the user. Each stylus has its serial
number, and the dealer who sold it has the history chart, making
it a matter of seconds to turn up the files. The stylus is then
checked for wear, etc.
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RINGMAT
FOR RECORD LOVERS
First record support to be properly designed

OGgie

RINGMAT is the leading support for a record on a
turntable platter and has been acclaimed around the world
for its outstanding performance and cost-effectiveness.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

NEW XLR VERSION OF 330 Mk11
AVAILABLE FROM APRIL 1996

IN SOMERSET
Yes, it's true, and has been for some while, but
there are still those who find out alittle too late,
having been seduced by the latest flavour of
the month.
In fact Pinewood serves the whole of the
South and West and is the only Absolute
Sounds agent for the area, dealing exclusively
with the undisputed leader in the finest
imported equipment.
At the high end, mistakes are costly, so you
don't just buy bits here and pieces there unless you're amasochist. Instead, you find a
dealer who takes responsibility for getting it
right and who handles those names that have
become yardsticks of excellence - names such
as KRELL, WILSON AUDIO, SONUS FABER,
AUDIO RESEARCH, COPLAND.

Tracking even more secure. Sound is fuller and
more natural. Greater power and expressiveness.
Bass line goes much deeper.
PRICE:
RINGMAT 330 Mk11 XLR

£47.50

RINGMATS can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers.
There is an exchange scheme for earlier RINGMATS.
For more information on this or on RINGMAT generally,
or for mail order (including VISA/MasterCard), contact:
RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 8QG
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: 01277 200 210 Fax: 01277 201 225
(Mail order p&p: additiona' £ 2.50 UK; £ 5.50 outside UK)

Popworth
Audio Technology

Now think about this: there's alot of talk lately
about the possibility of living to 140. If you
fancy that idea, good luck - but do you really
fancy it without ever owning the finest system
money can buy, installed by adealer who will
give you matchless support?
Go on - do it while your ears are still young.

/()ee-J

Knights

r,eydv,er,e7

Broadway Road • Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322

Reintroduced by popular demand! Built to the original
specification.
The relaunched TVA 10 is manufactured to the
uncompromising standards of Quality and Reliability
associated with the Papworth name.
The 50 Watt per channel output from the highly
developed McIntosh circuitry linked with nine section
output transformer, ensures bass control usually
associated with much larger amplifiers.
All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen

Consultation inul Demonstrations by appointment only

Telephone (01223) 247837

Please telephone

Papworth Audio Technology
Papworth Everard, Cambridge • CB3 8RG
Tel: ( 01480) 830345 Fax: ( 01480) 830781
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Subscriptions
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0181-646 6672
FAX HOTLINE 0181-648 4873

Back issues
dissing avital
mck number?
)ur Back Issues
Service can

THR
CDs I
SUBSCRIB

Ne can also
3hotocopy
3rticles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most issues from
1992 and 1993; simply cut out or photocopy the coupon,
w write to:- Sarah Elsey, HFNIRR Editorial,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
o Croydon,
CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance (sterling cheque or
postal order/international bank draft) is payable to LINK HOUSE
MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome credit card orders, but we
CANNOT take credit card orders by telephone.

Subscribe now and receive free:
Test Disc III. Normally retailing
for .02.95, 74 tracks that will
take your system to the limit.
any two of HFNIRR's unique
compilation CDs, originally available
only as special gifts with the magazine,

PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
We can supply photocopies of any HFNIRR article. The charge is

featuring over an hour of music each:
Ace All Time Greats (July

£2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To avoid delay
when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and

1994) featuring `Shaft' and 21
original R&B Classics from

title as accurately as possible.

Sam Cooke to John Lee
Hooker
Hyperion's Curls (April

BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you look
after your copies of HFNIRR. Each holds 12 issues. Binders cost just
£6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £9.00) from our Back Issues

1994) 15 classical Hyperion
selections, from Rimsky-Korsakov to Purcell.
Meridian (April 1992) 7 tracks recorded using the Meridian 607

department.

AID converter; including Elgar's Overture 'Cockaigne'

ORDER FORM

Virgin Classics Collection (April 1991), over 72 minutes of music
featuring MacDowell's Hexentanz Op. 12
Chandos Best of British (October 1991) including Britten's Peter

Please send me the following back issues/photocopies*:
The following issues are NOT available:

Grimes 'Storm' Interlude conducted by Vernon Handley

1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Jan, Feb, Apr.
Nov, Dec;. 1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan. * Tick as appropriate

Be sure to include three alternative choices to avoid disappointment.

Issues:

Subscription rates:
£33.00 UK
£42.60 Europe Airmail

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick
postal service required.
Photocopies are £2.50 L £4.00 (airmail) per article Ul

£40.00 Overseas Surface
£58.60 Airmail

UNITED KINGDOM

£4.00 per copy Ul

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international bank draft payable to

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.60 per copy Ul

Link House Magazines Ltd. Or debit my credit card,

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£5.60 per copy Ul

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£6.20 per copy Ul

Please send me

E

Visa

El Access

El Diners

E

Mastercard

Credit Card No.
Expiry Date

binder(s) (
a £. 50 or £.00 (overseas)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

Signature

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

Postcode

Postcode

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners /Amex*
Card No

Country

Tel No.

(pounds sterling)

Discs (Please number from 1-5 in order of preference)
Ace All time Greats E! Hyperion's Curls
Meridian E

Expires

Virgin Classics Collection [l

Chandos Best of British E
Signature

Date:

V. orders will he dispatched promptly hut some surface mail delis-cries may take longer than 28 da>.. Photocopies of
form are a“eptahle. Data protection occasionally we may make names and addresses available to carefully
.1 i.impanies who sell pcods and services ho mail ha, no belicve may he of interest to our read - rs. IT you would

MOE

tto receive such mailings please tick this box [:11

I

When completed please send this form to:
Hi -Fi News Subscriptions Dept, 120-126 Lavender Avenue,
Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 3HP.
Tel 0181-646 6672. Fax 0181-648 4873
Tick here if you are an existing subscriber L
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here II
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SOUNDBYTES
High Density Filler Material for Speakers and Stands
SOUND- BYTES are uniquely shaped steel chips, four times heavier than sand. Once poured into the speaker stand they
effectively provide a solid steel core within. This makes the stand an extemely dense heavy platform, ideal for improving bass
and imagery. Each 4 litre tub of approximately 20Kgs in weight, will provide enough SOUND- BYTES to adequately
fill most commonly available speaker stands and floorstanding speakers.

"It'll transform your unfilled stands, budget or dear."
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News & Record Review July 95

RECOMMENDED BY THE UK'S LEADING STAND AND
LOUDSPEAKER MANUFACTURERS

_

s4
SOUNDSTYLE

AF41,114

REVEDLYER
TARGETI-

Iii II ! URN] 1100

Yard-Lew-to,.
RUARK

Atacama Audio

A Stroke of Genius

SOUND- BYTES IS NOW AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER FROM JAMES KERR

£24.95 ( INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND DELIVERY)
'APR Subject to Status Written details on request

Arcam,

Villa
18 Months

Audiolab,
Audioquest,
Beyer,

Bost

B&W,

Casi

Mission, NAD,
Onkyo,
••••••••••••••••ie

ill

-

• SpecialiJEJ

Jince

the

Panasonic,

Sennheiser,
Tannoy,

REL,

Sound- Bytes,
Target,

TDL,

Ruark,
Soundstyle,
Teac,

Technics,

1950i

HOME CINEMA,
MINI SYSTEMS,
AUDIOPHILE,
SEPARATES.

il

9,St, Ent

SAUCHILHALL ST.

views too

'Page 9
of the
February
issue really
takes the
biscuit'

WHOOPS!
Dear Sir, Usually the only part of
your rag which insults your readers'
intelligence is the competition,
requiring no more than
regurgitation of the stuff you've just
told us. Page 9of the February
issue really takes the biscuit,
however. Ithink most of your
readers are capable of realising that
they've just read the same letters
twice. Does no one bother to check
the proofs?
As asubscriber — and one who
has been reading HFNIRR for 23
years — Ithink I'm entitled to a
copy of the Page 9that should have
appeared, please.
On quite another subject, but
while I'm writing, your blanket
upper limit of £2000 for
components in The Good Hi Fi
Guide' (which must in any case be
afair waste of valuable editorial
space as far as regular readers are
concerned) is absurdly arbitrary. It
may be expensive for acartridge or
tuner, but it isn't particular so for a
power amp or pair of speakers these
days — judging by your reviews,
anyway. Why don't you just accept
that you've lost the budget
marketplace to your competitors
and become aproper high end
mag? Surely there is room for one
in the UK?
Paul Graber, Herts
Yes, we do have egg on our face
concerning February's ` Views'.
Unfortunately, due to our new desk-top
publishing software and achange of repro
house, events conspired to cause us to lose
apage of letters, which we reinstate
below, starting with the missing portion of
T.Marsden's truncated missive. Apologies
to all concerned! — Ed
PAPER THE HOUSE — CONTINUED!
...The technique [of putting pieces
of paper under furniture to improve
the sound of hi-fi equipment]
works, of that Ihave no doubt.
The sound quality from hi-fi
systems is not the exclusive domain
of equipment and acoustic

HUI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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parameters. Why does it work? I
have no idea!
Perhaps in the future some
researcher will provide an
explanation and at the same time
bring to light other phenomena that
we are ignorant of at present. He or
she, however, will have to be thick
skinned to withstand the inevitable
verbal abuse. ' Open mindedness' is
inversely proportional to technical
certificate achievements. (We are
not talking Richard Feynman, you
understand).
The possibility now arises for
thousands of hi-fi enthusiasts up
and down the country, in fact
millions throughout the world, to
enhance the sound quality from
their existing hi-fi systems at zero
cost. The more existing furniture in
the room, the greater the gain. One
can only wonder what the effect
would be in aconcert hall with
radically redesigned seating.
Readers who decide to avail
themselves of the technique should
note that the object is to change
four legged furniture into three
legged furniture and any three
legged furniture should be left
alone.
Irealise all this seems ridiculous
but, bear in mind, that for years the
hi-fi fraternity has accepted that
equipment mounted on three '
points will sound better than the
same equipment mounted on four
points.
T Marsden, Manchester
A DISTANT ECHO
Dear Sir, Nice and very surprising
to see the revival of aBeam-Echo
amplifier in the December issue of
your magazine.
My main reason for writing to
you is that Iam aproud possessor
of an original Beam- Echo valve
amp which is still in use every day
of the week.
My model is the Beam-Echo
SPA21/2 based on the original
Mullard 5-10 amplifier. Idrive it
with aTechnics CD player SL
PE340A, aTechnics 671 cassette
deck and asmall Realistic Tuner;
the combined results are superb.
The valve line-up in each amp
consists of two EF86s two ECC83s
and two EL84s in push pull. It
requires no pre-amps having six
inputs and one tape outlet and, oh
yes, I'm sorry but it boasts seven
controls, a7Kcs filter switch and a
phase reversal switch on the front.
It's sure to be over 40years old but
has only developed one minor fault
in acoupling capacitor which I
replaced some years ago.
The Avantic DL7-35 looks avery
nice amp but how does it justify
such ahigh price tag of £2850?

What would avintage set such as
mine be worth on the market
today?
R Blanchette, Wolverhampton
To put the price of Beam Echo's `new'
DL7 -35 into perspective, remember that
in 1959 the DL 7-35 cost £3.3 each, so at
‘66, apair would have represented over
amonth's wages for most people. (The
SPA21 integrated, incidentally, was
listed at £.
48 10s). Beam Echo has asked
us to point out that the chassis seen in the
December '95 review shows avery early
prototype, and does not represent the high
standards of build quality being achieved
in production — Ed
NON-STEREOTYPE
Dear Sir, It may be rather late in the
day, but Iwould like to raise my
objections to the stereo
transmission and recording of
music. This may seem odd, but I
suggest that using stereo only
enhances the distorting effect of
concert hall or studio acoustics on
the music as heard. Using stereo we
may be better able to locate the
positions of instruments, but what
has that got to do with music? The
ideal from the listener's point of
view would be to hear the music,
classical or pop, as nearly as
possible as it was conceived in the
head of the composer who will be
trying to realise abalance of
instrumental sounds. This for
recording or radio should mean the
proper placing of microphones to
give an overall balance for feeding
into amono output.
If the aim of stereo recording is
to create the feeling of being in a
concert hall then just afew coughs
here and there would suffice. One
obvious disadvantage of stereo
listening must be that the listener
should be placed equidistant from
the two speakers while for mono
listening there is no such awkward
limitation. Stereo listening with
headphones has the additional
problem that, as each ear hears only
one channel, this greatly
exaggerates the stereo effect and is
akind of distortion.
As asenior citizen my early
listening was entirely mono and
required only agood amplifier and
one speaker. While Iappreciate the
great advances in amplifier and
speaker technology and design, I
regret the present obsession with
stereo in music as alargely
unnecessary complication having
little to do with the achievement of
true high fidelity listening.
Everyday listening to common
sounds needs two ears to locate the
source of the sounds, but for music
only the overall effect matters.
GA Sergeant, Surrey
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG 8, OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
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HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts ALS 2SP

Tel: 01532 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA. AVI, B80, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON. KEF, MARANTZ. MISSION
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Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE
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"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"
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Graham* HI-FI Ltd. Canonbury Yard
190a New North Road London NI 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7820

GRAHAMS HIFI
4111111111111111.

EJAAIL 10C670.135•Compumenee corn

SOUTH COAST

(e
Choose from

the finest
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•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29RF
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BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
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EASTBOURNE Green St (01323) 731336

PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (01705) 663604
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Excellent Listening Facilities

I)

plus many more

2: 0151 227 5007

LONDON

Grahams HiFi
... Graham ts the hest place to buy quality
• equipment in London £300 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Dernonstrction
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.
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The Old School

Andog Audio
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Near Norwich. Norfolk
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WEST SUSSEX

SPALDINGS

WORTHING AUDIO
20 TEVILLE GA1 E PRECINCT, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN11 IL
Telephone: ( 0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH

3 f:)EM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
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1419, SALE (369; 110101.11091110
DISUETE UP 1425. SALE £310,
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BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos. Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, A7C,
Ma•antz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978
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Xurixii Audio - Full range inc. Audio Ph sic speakers
L.F.D. Amplification - DACS - Cables. Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall speakers
Stands Unique & Tnpos stands
Specialist Engineering Dept: Upgrades
Consultancy, Custom Design
Telepeene: or 527 . 873766 Wye.
Tees. 0121. aCE . 5057 Eves

AUDIO

$E(.011DItAIID
MIRIDLUI 201 (6S 0; 1901110101 101
(100; MUM DELTA 10.3 (D
(39SJA0.11
DELTA
110.3
(300:0010N (X01560 (200;
MUSICAL FIDEL111 8200 0119
KENWOOD DPIOSO 190;
SORT
1184460 ( 160; MONITOR AUDIO
LISO ( 20Cc ROGERS L.S7 £100:
MONTO PMIS ( 100; M 006
RECINER ( 111; PLITOUNG AA CD04 1)23; ROTEL 11191080 ( 120;
MUSIUL TIMOR KILPIE (3)0
POIEL ITC9SUJI TUNER-FIE (100;
ROTEL 01960U LISS;
Alf.01
ALPHA PLUS CO (210; PEUSKAI
FIDELITT PREIRJUP110 PIE-

CF2 459
( 01222) 228565

Gloucester

AUDIO TEEHNICA. AVI, BEYER. CABLE TALK

CHORD, (RD (VALVE', DEMON, DUAL, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, NAKAMICHI,
ORTOFON, RED, QUAD, 00000, SENNTIEISER, SEGUENCE DESIGN, Ski E
SPENDOR, TARGET, MK, Mt, ¡MORDIS, TRI01.008 (
VALVE) etc., Keith Monks
Record Cleaning Machine.
CASTLE,

FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD

Bristol

58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD
101452) 303046

Aft(Affi, AEC AUDIOGUEST

MATTERS

65 Park Street
Bristol BST 5PB
101179) 264975

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:

MUSIC
MATTERS

TIMES

TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10.30 TO 6PAL LATE NIGHT
FRIDAYS TILL 8PAL CLOSED MONDAY.

TO ADVERTISE

Branches at:

IN THIS

aBirmingharn: 363 Hagley Road,
Edgbaston, Tel: 0121 429 2811
aSolibull : 93-95 Hobs Moat Road,
Tel: 0121 742 0254
uStourbridge : 156/157 Lower
High Street, Tel 01384 444184
—Demonstrations By Appointment--

SECTION
RING WARREN
0181-686 2599
EXT. 447
APRIL 1996
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specialist guide
WEST MIDLANDS

will11111K

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
DPA
EPOS
OU•D ROKSAN
ROGERS

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Sharing the ASDA Carpark
with ample free parking.
Off Illigh Street, Bloemich,
Np. Walsall, West Midlands

NAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
ALSO . APOLLO
AT
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
RAW
HOSE
MEYER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE KEF REFERENCE
KENW000 MARANTI
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
PAICROPAEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL
SENNHEISER
SONY
SUMIKO SYSTEMDEK
TARGET TUL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN MR_
YAMAHA
CHORD

/11-144-+K-rfff
27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
'cr 0181-567 8703
ACOUSTIC ENERGY,AMC,AUDIO LAB.AURA,BSO,B&W,CANON,
CAS11E. CHORD CO., CYRUS, DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
JPW.KEF.MARANTZMICROMEGA,MISSION,MONITOR AUDIO,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, QUAD, REL REVOLVER,
ROGERS.ROTEL,ROYD,SOUNDSTYLE.SYSTEMDEK,TARGET,TEAC.
1}10RENS,VAN DEN HUL & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Fee local delivery &
Installation. Repairs & Service.
Closed Wednesday

Audio Reflections

Stockists of Audio

On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of Englard-ATC: SCIA10, SCIA20, SCIA20 Tower, SCIA50A end
SCIA100A, ATC, AV International, Bryston Amplifiers. Castle Yo')' Chester d
Howard. Concordant, Chameleon Amps, Chord SPM Power Amplifiers.
Equinox. Harbeth Acoustes. JPW, Sequence Loudspeakers. Maranta, Sumo
Gyrodec. Michi. Ortolan premier range. SME. Spender. Target, TEAC.
Townshend Seismic Sink, 0E.D. Aun den Hul The First 8The Second Can ES
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS, or in your own home without
obligation. For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY.PhonWFax
Leeds (01)3) 2528850 (evening cans welcome)
Generous Part Exchange and Second Hard Equipment avaiiabie

TEAC®

Esotic Ili- End Restek Preamplifier. separate power supply - outputs

"

uviiirku

Audio Research SP'.). black £ 725: Deltec Om: pdm one - series 2
£195: Tel: 0181 688 6397
017.011
1)17.011

Four Bright Star Sound Isolation bases. 341/2 -x161/2 -x5" originally made for Jadis 500 power amps 1275 each: Target stands: 2s PS-1

W ould

etc. Target 3Tier equipment stand 1:45: Equipment/amplifier stand,
151/2's 15x5", purpose made. slate and brass lamed feet will,
matching CODCN £275 each: Tel: 01235 833181
D42.55
ARC V140 Power amps 1Silver) £ 4.750: Acuphase DP70 v CI
Player £ 2.450: Goldniund T3F Arm upgrade your Piere Lorne
£1,850: All mint, boxed, manuals. mandrake interconnect: 3m £ 7511.
11/2m £ 380: .2x Iin £ 265 each. Tel: 01235 833181
017.55
Krell KSA250 mint. £ 2.750. Krell KBL full y balanced pre amp.
mint. 11.8511 I
leo £4,9001: Krell DSP CD player, balanced outputs &
cusiom cover. mint. 1.2.5181 ( list 15.5110): Apogee Divas. in grey.
original hoses 12.500. Transparent Super balanced interconnect:
two I . 5in pairs. £ 550 each pair. Two 2m pair, Symo speaker cable perfect for Apogees. £ 600 boils pairs. Mana Phase 4 reference table
1500. Mana custom built 3 shelf equipment table £ 3511. Mana two
tier power amp table £ 350. Tel: 01968 682321 levesi

you like to hear more")
_I

amplifier isolation bases £ 70: PSW Iwall shelf £ 55: TTWI naIl shell
£35: 4 Sony Esprit FW 1N1 sound hases £ 275: All hosed. instruchons

.

P'ROJ EC- TS

IMIEJ•1,11NOLEY

0 1 1 3

OM ... U.

2 3 0

11.4.

4 5 6 5

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

Meridian 101 I05's 103. good condition £ 350 Tel: 0181 530 7977
DI7.00
Krell KSA10018.1101i £ 1.495: Musical Fidelity MVX pre- amp 1M.
Coffin'''. recommended - Ili Fi News) £995: Panic HIS ( black)
£1.495 Tel: 0181 224 2344
017.00

052.00

Quad II opportunity. four amps. Iwo pre- amps. two tuners ( with

N1agneplanar, 6G. NIKIIA. loudspeakers. Serial no's. 1147009
L/1 14709R. Original ribhons, no defects. £ 595 Tel: 01903 262426

decoders), assorted replacement sakes. Selling . 1, collection. two
sets. or split if unavoidable. hest utter secures. " Tel: 01022 612157

I
Worthing. Wesi Susses,

019.86

Meridian 200 Transpon ssilh 203 DAc7 plus NIKB remote
mic sink 64 transpon.

Theta Date MKII ( Pal) Transpon. DS Pro Generation Ill balanced
output coverter. £ 4.500: Audio Research LS5 MKII Preamp black.
£3,000 All hosed. immaculate Tel: 01243 584728 1Rogner Regis)
017.00
Krell KSL Pre- amp 111.5001. Audio Synthesis Transcend CD
Transport based on the Teac T1drive 11500). Audio Synthesis ProPassion fully balanced passive controller £ 350). All in perfect condition with all documents and packing. Tel: 01353 777106 D22.75

017.00

Fi

WANTED & FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO It ANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:

D18.20

NULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,

0116 2835821
0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

LEICESTER LE2 80E TEL/FAX:
Audio Research LS2 Preamp. pristine black faceplate. 2sears , Id.
RCA and balanced outpuis. 121IV model. works beautitulls with
transformer. all £ 1.600ono Tel: 01865 247783 ( Oxford
I / 17.181
Dynaudio Consequence Speakers. cherry. mini £ 5.750: Resiek
Exponent mino amps 14.500: Counterpoint SA30(l0 Valse pre- amp
1:751): Meridian Argent 3 speakers Rosewood £ 750: All mint. *M:
01438 716149 ese, illensi
D18.211

WANTED

CD 111.200) Boxed as new £ 500. Audio Teo Gear. Phone for list.
Tel: 01344 27869 D22.10

Meridian 201 pre- and 205 mono- block amplifier combinaiion.

APRIL 1996
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equipment you have, but want abetter
performance, don't change itUPGRADE ITI
You can build better than you can buy and we offer kits,
parts and instructions for anything from simple component
upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end
equipment from scratch.
NEW UPGRADING SERVICE.
If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your
prized possession, send àto us and we can do the upgrade
for you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before
starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you
require and can afford. We have asecure, low cost
collection and delivery service within the UK
Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rotel etc
To receive you copy of our 1994/95 catalogue and a £5
discount voucher usable on your first order over £50, just
mail, phone or fax the address above, together with £3or
$5US or your credit card information

and sei s-

Dec in the box with superior power ma-

lion 3. £ 250. Tel: 0181 871 23451es es)

KEF 107 Walnut. Mk.2. 114.000+ 1. Boxed as new. £ 1.350. Audio
Note AN-1Silver Wire 1195(l). ANnew .£ 550. Technics SI.P20011

Moving House Sale. Magnepan 3.3R Ribbons £ 1,800. SMGh 14511,
makes great surround set-up. Cla,c 30 preamp and 711 poweramp
£1.400: Linaeuni LFX speakers 1350: Trasnparent cables feel
Mu, SS , ise £ 150; 1metre Musiclank £60: Imetre Digitalink £ 100.
All I iactilate : Ind hosed. Tel: 01252 111016
026.65

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmorland,
LA8 9AS, ENGLAND
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539

If you like the Hi

INTianan°Nal

boxed. URBI dist £ 71)001 redundancy and wife forces sale. Bargain

Nairn 52 Pre-ainp 13.200. Tel: Tim Pager on 0941 119432

TRADE

CHORD
4 16 )

‘v

balanced/unbalanced. Power amplifier 400W RMS hioh chrome
facures. Loudspeakers Dynaudio. ()cos cables, sinualls unused.
at £ 3.001kmo Tel: ( I181 397 1273 ( home) or 0181 391 2777

By Appointment Tel: Bamsley (01226) 382530. ( Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

Russ
Andrews
i

ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstartion Facilities Home Demonstrations 8 Free Installation

spendor

1

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

Synthesis. Murage. Chord Company. Classe,

Cable Talk EAU Exposure Kora 8 many Others

DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY

Perfectly Balanced Sound

REVIEW

1

Al

zumn

YORKSHIRE

WEST LONDON

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD

Open 6 Days, 9ans - 6pm
Late night Friday

Must be in very good condition. Tel: 0049-2151-501224 diem:my)
Pioneer 1)-07 digital audio tape warded. good price offered. Other
makes possible. Tel: 01354 54292 or Fax: 01354 54192 Peter
Wands%)

1017.00

OR

ate

THE HI-FI
j!

STUDIOS

TEL. SUGDEN, PROAC. RUARK ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY. ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE AUDIO NOTE ONIX. TEAC IMPULSE HORNS APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS STEMFOORT. PINK TRIANGLE MOREL LOUDSPEAKERS. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS MICHELL ENGINEERING ' FULL RANGE LSME.
UNISON VALVES. SUX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVESI. ART
AUDIO ¡VALVES). REL ¡ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS). PROJECT. NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
BEYER. GRADO YAMAHA & KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
III

for sale trade
Solla Cumin

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX : 0151 348 1988

ALL OF THE BELOW SONICLINK CABLES ARE AVAILABLE TO AUDITION ON OUR
HONIE TRIAL SERVICE
1

Soniclink Silver Pink - lm Interconnect £35.00
Recommended for upgrading the leads supplied with Hi Fi
equipment, also available in long runs for audio visual
systems 5m £75.00, 10m £ 125.00

2 - Soniclink Derwent - lm Interconnect £50.00
Ideal for upgrading the sound quality of afavoured source.
3 - Soniclink Violet - 1
m Interconnect £85.00
This cable can portray ambience and emotional quality, also
recommended for use with pre to power amps, excellent value.
4 - Soniclink Blue - lm Interconnect £ 115.00
4core solid core cable adding extra clarity over the violet.
5 - Soniclink Green - 0.5m Digital Interconnect £40.00
75 ohm digital interconnect terminated with gold phono plugs.

Soniclink ASTloudspeaker cables produce atight, clean, and
crisp sound throughout the whole audio range, all speaker cables
are available for home trial terminated with 4mm gold plugs.
6

Soniclink Ast 150 - Single wire speaker cable £3.95 mtr

7

Soniclink Ast 75 x2- Biwire speaker cable £4.95 mtr

8

Soniclink Ast 150 x2- Biwire speaker cable £7.95 mtr

9

Soniclink Grey - Single wire speaker cable £9.00 mtr
A high quality Solid core cable, represents excellent V.F.M.

10 - Soniclink Supermains Mains Cable IEC 1.25m £60.00
This high current mains cable will improve all aspects of
the audio range, recommended for use with power amps.

OTHER AGENCIES INCLUDE
DNM Reson. Chord company. Van Den Hul. Audio Quest. Kimher. XL0. Lyra. Sumiko. Goldring. Ortofon. Stax. Beyer.
Audio Alchemy. Townsend. Soundstyle. Target. Sennheiser. S.M.E. Trichord. WBT. Kontak. QED. Ixos. Nordost.
Please tel/fax for our latest poduct and price list. Mon- Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm (Sat to 1.00pm)
52, GREEN LANE, GREAT SUTTON, SOUTH WIRRAL, CHESHIRE, 166 41E.
MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

.)(eedieeek/i,•
Keer/

re/wee/ : irie/re,/,/eee/ 7:
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teeeer,

AUDIO RESEARCH D200 (£3248) offered for
£2195
LUMEY 120 monblocks (with cages)
£2195
AUDIONOTE Soro SE with phono input
£ 1295
SEQUARRA FM1 panoramic display tuner
£3995
SYSTEMDEK 11X ( acrylic platter)
£ 195
ROGERS LS3 5A speakers ( new)
£550
LINN LP 12/Itok/005/LINGO
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH D400 power amp ( ex demo)
£4750
CLEARAUDIO Accurate cartridge ( low hrs)
£ 1495
NAKAMICHI 1000 ZXL cassette deck
£ 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH Litzlink interconnect ( from)
£200
MAGNEPAN SMGb speakers ( new) reduced to
£ 765
NAKAMICHI Dragon ( boxed)
£ 1195
MIT MH 750 Loudspeaker interface cable
£495
THETA Cobolt DAC ( ex demo)
£575
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 MC transformer
£ 120
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 power amps ( boxed
£795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre- amp ( boxed)
£495
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS (
Lumley) Ref 2 speakers
£895
AUDIO RESEARCH V 140 mono blocks ( mint)
£4995
APOGEE Centaur minor speakers
£795
AUDIONOTE OTO ( ex demo) full guarantee
£995
CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD player
£275
CLEARAUDIO Turntable/arm/cartridge ( demo)
£2795
SONIC FRONTIER SFS 40 stereo amplifier
£795
AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre- amp (£ 14650)
£5995
SONY 552/702 CD/DAC MINT/BOXED & BARE
£1195
NAIM Nait integrated amplifier
£225
KEF 105-3s reference speakers Ex. value at
£1195
QUAD FM 4 tuner
£275
KOETSU Red (s/h boxed)
£295
PHILIPS CD 304 CD player ( the good one)
£ 150
VOYD Reference/SME V/Clearaudio signature
£6695
RARE OPPORTUNITY
McINTOSH MAC 40 MONOBLOCKS ( PAIR PLUS McINTOSH C22 PRE-AMPLIFIER
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS AND PRICE

visA

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK

202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001 FAX: 01903 872234

112

-) I
NNOVATIVE AUDIO SERVICES
Sale of Manufacturers Ex-Dem and Discontinued Stocks
As a leading dealer in mail order quality hi-fi equipment we have
acquired alimited number of superb products at very special prices.

LOUDSPEAKERS in pairs
Spendor S20 Walnut
Spendor SP3/1 Black/Lt.Cherry/Walnut
Spendor SP3/1 Rosewood
Spendor SP1/2 Teak
Spendor SP1/2 Walnut
Spendor SP100 Walnut
Spendor SP7/1 Black
Spendor BC1/69 Ltd Edition Lt.& Dk Cherry
Spendor SA250 100w active 2- way monitor
Spendor SA350 100w active version of SP2/3
Spendor SA450 100w bi-amped active monitors
Spendor SA1200 fully active version of SP100
Harbeth HL5 Walnut
Kef 103.3 inc stand & kube, Black
Kef C95 Black

SALE

LIST

350
450
460
700
700
1,100
1.600
725
975
1,200
1.500
2.995
495
395
199

700
795
830
1.330
1,330
2,030
1.990
1.245
1,400
1,800
3,290
4.300
999

Chameleon 900S 200wpc ( level contro),
450
Chameleon 900S 200wpc ( no level control)
475
Chameleon Ruby 200wpc
550
Chord SPM-800 160wpc
875
Chord SPA- 1016 280wpc ( professional)
1.800
Quad 66 pre- amp & remote panel
450
Quad 66 CD player
250
Quad 240 power amp ( professional)
295
Quad 34 pre- amp
250
Quad 510 power amp ( mono 150w - professional)
465
Quad 520f power amp ( stereo 100w - professional) 500

769
835
995
1,965
2,995
897
649
595
399
849
679

AMPLIFIERS

All of the above items come complete with full manufacturers
warranty. Prices include UK mainland carriage and VAT. Access and
Visa credit cards accepted.

Tel: 01634 852185 Fax: 01634 827285
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PHONO

INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

Acoustics

are

proud

to

bring

you

another first. With the launch of our baby 211,
phono integrated valve amplifier. Designed for

Saturday 13th Sz Sunday 14th April 1996
The Palace Hotel, Buxton Derbyshire
9.30am to 5.00pm each day

the 90's, offering 18 pure class A linear Single

FREE ENTRANCE

Ended Watts per channel in a zero feedback,

AWarm Invitation is extended to you, your family and friends at this, the
10th year of celebrating all that's Best in British HiFi.

DC,211 Triode design.

To mark the Show's first decade, you're welcomed to enter our fabulous
Free to Enter Draw to win one of the Three Thousand Pounds worth of
prizes!
Be Sure to visit the Great Bazaar where you'll find thousands of Records,
CDs, Components & Accessories, Furniture, Audio Publications etc,
there's agreat Valve and Vintage section too!
Exciting News for 1996... aspecialist secondhand equipment section
where you can be sure of finding many rare bargains.
AUnique Opportunity to meet the designers in person and have all your
•
questions answered.
See and Hear the newest equipment first hand, in the super atmosphere
of the Palace Hotel, where the large demonstration rooms offer some of
the best sounds around.
Don't miss some very special 'Show Offers' and save agreat deal during
the weekend.

"Staggering! Only C2499.00"

Tel: 017535 26939 Fax: 01753 532262
DISTRIBUTOR/DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

INN ENGLAND

Audio Research M300 monoblocks ( latest)
Conrad Johnson Prem 8A monoblocks
Audio Research V140 Monoblocks
Gryphon S100 Power Pump
AUI S2000 ( 250w) power amp
Nestorouic Alpha I150w Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity P270 Mkt'
Electrocoparnet AW100
Proceed Amp 2
Krell KSA 100S
Audio Note Ongaku
Goldmund Mimesis 3
trilogy 958 Monoblocks
Jadis JA500 Monoblocks
Jadis JA80 Monoblocks
Meridian 605 Monoblocks
Exposure IV
Copeland CTA 501
LFD PA1/LS1
Boulder 500AE
Adcom GFA 535
Gamma Acoustic Space Reference 3006
Mark levinson ML2
Aragon 2004
Chord SPM800
Krell < SA 250

mint sill £ 5995
mint sal £ 7950
mint s/h £ 4995
mint s/h £ 3500
mint s/h £ 1095
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £ 695
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £ 3995
mint s/h £23995
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £ 1895
mint s/h £8995
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1395
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £895
x-dem £ P0.A.
mint s/h £ 195
xdom
£ P.O.A.
mint s/h £ 2750
mint s/h £695
as new £ 1295
mint sill £3500

Audio Research SP15 mk11 ( black)
Audio Research SP14 Mk11 (black)
Audio Research SP11
Audio Synthesis Passion
Jadis JP 80MC
Audio Research LS2B
Jadis JPL
Musical Fidelity F22
Chronos Pre- amp and PSU
Gryphon Bel Canto
Tesserac Tap A Line/Phono
Tesserac Tala Line
Classe OR6 Mk11
Exposure XIV • IS
Heybrook Signature
Burmester 808 Line/Phono

mint sib
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint sih
mint s/h
',gem
x- 48m
mint s/h
mint sit,
mint eh
mint s/h

£2895
£ 1895
£ 1595
£ 350
£ 7995
£695
£ 2495
£695
£ 1495
£2495
£3995
£795
£2295
£ 1495
£ 395
£ 1995

MINT SA-I - Secondhand, as good an example as you'll find anywhere
AS NEW -

Typically less than 4 months old in new condition.

X-DEM -

Typically as new.

VGC -

Slightly less than mint, may have minor marks.

rr

OIS!

-

392

1959

TEL:

0181 - 392

1963

F:

0181 - 392

1994
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Buxton 13/14 April 1996

Look forward to seeing you at the best event of the HiFi year!
Enquiries to: The Great British Hi FI Show, PO Box 50, Chesterfield 540 4YU
(Formerly "The Chesterfield Hi Fi Show)

GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE
SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SLI

Make anote in your diary

Nakamichi CA5 Pre- amp
Conrad Johnson Prem 76
Meridian 210/209
Gamma Acoustics Gemini
Jadis JP80 MC
Krell KRC 2

mint s/h £ 495
mint sh
£6500
mint eh
£400
xdom
£ 450
mint s/h £ 5995
mint s/h £ 2750

Alun V
Alun I
Soundlab A3
Bonus tabor Amator
Sonos Faber Minima Amator
Wilson Watt 3 Puppy 24- Paws
Apogee Stage
Apogee caliper Signature
Men/han DSP 6000
Proac Response II
Magneplanar 1.4
Sonus Faber Extreme 4. Skis
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Muse 18 Subwoofer ( 300w active)
Linn Kabers nPlinth
Ruark Accolades ( passivefactivel
Wilson Wan System V
Neat Critique
Duntech Crown Prince
Martin Logan Aetius
KEF 105 3
Linn Helix LS 150
Infinity IRS Beta
Wharfedale Harewood
Gamma Accoustics Epoch Five
Meridian MI
Soundlab Pristine III
Aloe V Midi
Pink Triangle Ventrical
Linn Tukan
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
Magneplanar SMG A

0- gem
£ 3495
xdom
f995
mint eh
£ 3995
as new £2250
as new £ 1150
mint sill £6995
mint s/h £ 1395
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £ 4995
as new £ 1495
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £ 4500
mint s/h £ 4500
as new £ 2250
mini s/h £ 750
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/11 £ 10950
mint s/h £250
mint se, £ 2750
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £ 195
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £395
x-dem £ PO.A.
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £ 3995
CPO A
as new
£ 595
as new
£295
mint s/h £ 2495
mint s/h £ 351'

Denon DCD SI
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
EAD 9000 Pro SeneslIl ( 2box HDCD1

mint s/h £ 2995
mint s/h £ 1499 ,
as new £ 3750

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

/
"CHOICE fi
Equipment bought or part exchanged.
Full demonstration facility - by appointment.
Major credit cards accepted. Open 7days 9.30am - 8.00pm

EAD T7000 Transport
Maranta C094
Wade 22 Transport
Wadia 26 Dac
Wacha 12 Dac
DPA Ti Transport
Meridian 506
Meridian 508
Meridian 500/563
Accuphase DP70
AVI2000
PS Audio Ultralink
Audio Research Dac 1
Wadia 6
Accuphase DP80

mint s/h
mint sin
as new
as new
as new
mint s/h
as new
as new
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
mint sth
mint s/h
mint s/h

£ 1250
£ 395
£ 1650
£ 1995
£ 1195
£450
£695
£ 995
£ 1495
£2250
£295
£ 1095
£995
£2250
£ 2995

VPI TNT MkIll
Pink Triangle prroo
Voyd Valch/RE1300
Piere Lome JUSL5
Roksan Xerxes/Tabriz-Zi
Emminent Technology ETII
VPI TNT MkIlrf nplanar III
Ortolon MC3000 Mkt'
Koetsu Black
Audio Research PH2
Tesserac Taha
SME 20N
SPJ Arm
Pioneer F93 Tuner
Transfiguration Supreme
SME2ON

mint s/h £3250
mint sih £425
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £2500
mint s/h £ 595
mint s/h £ 595
mint s/h £2795
mint s/h £ 395
mint s/h £ 295
mint s/h £ 1995
x-dern £895
new
£P.0 A.
mint s/h £2500
mint s/h £350
as new
£ 995
mint s/h £ 2500

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the Hi Fi Exchange
we have clients looking to purchase your
equipment

CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

0181 392 1963

Audio Note Audio Components Parts fic Price list

So what is new , Firstly we nave.
onmodate the considerable increase on bust,
•
•
.v1 over the past 2year, One of the main complaints that are levied against our lots is that we do not otter the facility for you to hear them, so by the time you read this
we will have an in-house demo-rooni !.... •
room in Manchester. Serious K. 0161-707 4823
.
rfil hear the Audio Note range of kits we mil still not sell the kits in an assembled form, but up -snow ye have also been unable to demonstrate Ihem. Subject to prior
arrangement you will be able to see anti ne,
tn.r. ,, grange of kits in combination with our existing cable speaks: ci azornerte and amplifier programme to those of you who have experienced delays in your orders, Iwish to hark you for your patience
lo order to achieve this rapid expansion of the kit programme. strengthen and improve our technical advisory service in general and to gel underway aset of technical valve and valve «corny application notes, we have engaged Andy Grove. tweedy ot Hob World Fame to increase our capaety to Inform you and
gee you the best service possible. Ihave worked with Mole before and he is one oldie most knowledgeable individuals in this much- maligned and misunderstood held You can expect great things tram our co-opeattoni
The increase in interest in all things single-ended especially Inc bode non feedback variety is now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are about to follow suit so if you are looking for asingle- ended product beware of the lake prcphet. who speaks of things he does not believe in. untold
becomes financially expedient or downnght necessary to nave asingle ended ampere, on the programme So whetheo you are building asingle- ended amplifier yoursell or looking lo buy amanufactured single-ended product please remember gut it was Audio Note who on the face of the usual industry hype
about continual progress -.
brought this technology to the attention of press puble and general audio industry alike, rot because it would lend aquick buck to the purse hut because we firmly believe that it asuperior way of amplolytng any music stone' and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred
technology for anyone who wants the genuine aestheticsind beauty of mat music reproduced in their home
Now that we stand on the boundary of this the brave new world of 1920s circuitry we note with interest the numbe, at manufacturers who have manulactured valve amplthers tor many years. but who only now have -doscoveed" the value ollne single-ended stage, and who in the past have been the strongest
proponents of the high powei high quality' valve amphher. watch them as they now for commercial gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker efliclency and single-ended triode amplification and then draw your own conclusions about then sonceoG and competence in overall knowledge of the technology of
Audio Audio Note were first and remains the last word in sonic quality if you appreciate music properly reproduced
As expected land predicted in the above paragraphst we are now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appearing on the market some ate good, many are not Ills important to remember that the hardest thong to achieve is simplicity, man Is acomolnahng being bust look at our lax syslenno). and since
World War Two we have been led to believe that complication equals technology not true especially not in music reproduchon equipment here simplicity is adistinct value Singleended amplification requires an understanding of tle necessity 'or somplicity hat is very rare another common fallacy is that the SE
power supply needs to have very large capacitance or storage, also not correct you want as fast and responsive an SE power supply as you can get so asmall agile power supply sounds much better than abig slow one, valve rectification is amust chokes are good. but not mandatory it cost is aproblem aUrge
resistor will do It is most Important to remember that in ano-feedback single-ended ampere, the circuit and power supply must have the same constants to Modem correctly. so simple and small is heeded!
Another Interesting aspect °011ie SE revolution is the attempt to incorporate tenets of current technological dogma and beliefs into the SE performance envelope we are already seeing low distortion SE, self -cancelling SE Unison°, Si. soon to be Joined by ' high current SE" and " high power SE". don't be duped
by these slogans claims that you can gel 55 watts SE Class Afrom one VT 4C211 are utte, nonsense. likewise 15 watts from asingle 3008. these kinds of power specifications are no good unless they are accompanied by adistortion figure at the rated power to give you an illustration of ere at 55 yens Class A
SE a211 has about 50°x harmonic distortion, one has to question the sonic quality ol any signal at that distortion level II only the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whose unjustifiable clams are pressed on an unsespechng public, as they do trying to explain the benefits of
DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into senree as amuse carrier we would have acleaner and more me market where being correct and truthful would not be amarketing disadvantage
Bark to Inc sublecl matter all this talk about justice and correctness would be candy if not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own special version of any of the single-ended cocues being chscussed, whether old or new, we will continue to expand on what is
already the most extensive range of ultra high quality components that the discerning "do if yourself' valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any singleended or Ishame on you!) push-pull amplrher, whether trade ot pentode All al these parts are used on various models of the manufactured line of the
Audio Note amphheos These components include mostly specialty made items like ceramic valve bases with either silver or gold plated pins, paper in oil aluminium foil signal capacitors. copper 8silver foil signal capacitors Black Gee graphite electrolytic capacitors acid'corrosivetree silver solder copper and
solver wired audio output transformers. nonmagnetic tantalum resistor, non-magnetic RCA and speaker terminals valves and any other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old or constructing new valve amplifiers
All prices are excluding UK Vat at 17 50%. which. it you love inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase, after the addition of postage and packing costs
We accept Vea, Mastercard. Access. Deers and Amex to pay this may. we will need your address card no wdh start and expiry dates you can also pay by bankers draft Faro cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account
Delivery is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds. Sut please allow up to 60 days for some items if not stock at the time or order
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information mlevant to the subject ol Amt. Design and which would be usetul to share with others, please let us know edher by fax of telephone, there is an award of £20.00 (payabk in valves or other bits post heel lo anybody who sends us
abook which coMains uselul information about valve amplifier design or theory.
Likewise. I
am looking for anumber or old valves to experiment with so if you have any PlOs PX25s DA3Os ADls or any of ne old triodes I will be happy to buy or swap at agood price likewise anyone of you know where to find old shade bp: recorders. Studer. Telefunken or Amperec or the like record
cutting plating. poocessing or pressing equipment Or have books or onformatoon about building microphones recording lechnoque, LP manufacture then it woll all le gratefully received. Audio Note has the intention over the next 2-3 gars to set op remodel.) and record manufacture and whilst we already have
quite alot ol Information much mom is needed
Circuits Valvedata 8Basic Technical Information
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture promo' around. Men we shall be happy to prowde you with acornet pack containing good circuits like °make Kegon11(assi. Nero. Gaku-On plus several other power amplifier circuits and the Witte pre-ampere,. Mach rs the best preamploter circuit
we have come across Just send astamped sell addressed M sue envelope together with 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamps. or of you love outside the UK USS 15 00 in Sbills will do please do not send Bankers Drafts in USG International Response Coupons or International money orders as they
cost more to cash than their value
We have alarge number 01 requests for the circuits of the Audio Note UK- made amplifiers like OTO Phono SE. 611Phono. Meshu, Soto etc, and since we tunlike the meanly of ow talented competitors) do not have any secrets in the deportment and are only too pleased to help extend the envelope of knowledge
in this much maltgned held we shall be happy to send you or any existing or prospechve competitor one or more circuit diagrams they cost £500 each or you can buy tor example all phono-integoated amplifiers for £30 00 ($50 011i or all line- ntegrated amplifiers for £25 all pre- enablers for £20 DO (£35 00l.
or simply acomplete circuit pack for £50 00 ($80 001 All can be paid erne' by credit card cash bankers draft or cheque drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage
We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves ECC82. ECC88/6922, I2AY7/6072A. 702512AX7WAECC83. WO. 3008, 211./VT4C. 845, 61.34/6CA7. 2A3. 604 5U4G. GZ34/5AF14. E16406605 AVAGT. 6L6G, 58816L6W6CM166. Again send astamped addressed 84 envelope
together with £400 in small denonanalion stamps or if outside the UK another USS 1h00 will suffice
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subbed tof valve amplifier circuit design Guy Adams and I
have written and assembled anumber of aneles and extracts from old books which give some background lo the suoject. co not expect to become an instant expert but it will serve as
auseful releoence for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we have expanded this info- pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already bought the old pack, lust send £2.00 or 05.5 5.0o. For the lull pack asmall charge is required this time £700. on small denommahon stamps with a
stamped sell addressed envelope, or outside the UK. please send SSS 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterling for Inc above charges as well lust convert the SSS amounts to Sterling at $ 170 to the Pound. after you have rounded up to the nearest 55 00.
Sound Practices
If you are senously interested in the subiect of valve amplifier design, without the usual preconceived notions of what is good" amplifieo design and technology the traditional view which has brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously disqualified itself quite monumentally' then Sound
Poacirces is he magazine to read here you will find arboles about design parameters DIY articles for amplifiers and speakers reviews of new and ole in other words the very subjects that none of the sellserving, advertising led traditional press wo I
touch as they do not enhance the business of their normal
advertisers You can buy Sound Practices from us at £500 per copy Mere are currently 5issues available) or by subscriphon loom Sound Prachces. PO Box 180562. Austin. TX 78718. USA. Aregular modern world bargain, and there are practically none of those in Audio today With enough subscription support
Sound Practices may lust bong about the "sound practices" that the hili industry has abandoned for so long So get asubscriphonn Our bend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and MC. so convenience is at hand at long last. Utilize en 512 339 6229 voth your card no if you want adirect subscription
By the time you read this Sound Practices issue 9should be here so this should keep you on the street for the next weekend ,Buy acopy for £500 epostage or sell addressed envelope with order if you live in the UK) contains the followed aMcles. Baty Ongaku. Speaker Selection by Gordon Rankin.
Confessions of aJunkyard ()mg. Speaker matching Or mode amplifiers Search too Audio Tranquility by Herb Belched. Exempla, Horn System and much much more, with probably the best Introductory piece of editorial Ihave ever lard eyes on!
Much good and infoornafive reading as usual again £5Wean A4 hze stamped addressed envelope of you live in the UK or 055 10.00 and aself addressed envelope it you five abroad
Vacuum Tube Valley
Now Ibet you never heard of this one ben., but demonstrating the strength of the revival in everything that has to do we, valves, whether single-ended, push-pull or lust old and good. Vacuum Tube Valley os aquarterly, high quality pont and read, each issue focuses on aUS brand of yester-year in the current
issue tissue 2Volume One) Hearnet ts dealt with exlenswely. There is along article by Ere Barbour about the E134 1001 afavourite of mine any longer but avery popular valve nonetheless and an interesting overview of available and vintage types The Audio Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY
amplification building very practical and useful Cathode bias agreat article about how to bias the VV528 and biasing and tubehle in general Tube matching valve matching to us Bole) and much more It is nee to see amagazine that lakes ahistorical perspective Welt worth aread. available from us at £650 a
copy. Of directly from VfV 1095 E. Duane Ave Suite 106. Sunnyvale CA 94086. USA. $35 00 for foreign subscribers
Position Feedback
There is one type of feedback that we are not enmely against! Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society with aspirations towards greatness nor unlike the great undeoground magazines of the 1970s Ills aquarterly publuabon of zany. controversial commentary by on house »lee
members as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music, audio technology and the quest tor musical satisfaction. Itor one. think dos an excellent read and prowdes agood Monet« vew to most of the establehed press, which lends to view the world in the context of whal new products is
available relit now, without gown much perspective backwards We have several back issues available of Posolove Feedback and the latest issue is just on the press and all are available at £ 700 per issue Yours truly is aregular contributor toPF, imat better reason to subscribe ,
Complete Kits
At the current moment the following kits are under development and should be available dean 1994, the sequence of introductor may be *Omni from the number, we have the Kit Three evadable lor shement now
Kit Two
6550 single ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo chassis expected cost £599 00 incl Vat Delivery currently unknown due to unavailability of Sovteck 6550WA. we can Mier it vothout values tor £570 00
Int Three
3008 parallel single- ended mono chassis. 16 ,17 roans Class A. cost £ 1450 00 Ind Vat
Not Four
606 push pull 10 walls Class A. stereo chassis expected cost £ 19900 .nd Vat. delivery 0Mober 1995
Kit Five
211 songleended. 15 watts Class A. mono chassis, expected cost £2.250oncl Vat, delivery December 1995 We hope.
Kit Six
300E1 smote-ended 76 yens Class A stereo chassis expected cost £499 00 including valves and Vat this will be our entrypoim" or " gateway -lo single-ended tree bliss or rock and roll if you peer. Expected available January 1996
It you are in doubt as to whether akit erect is suitable tor you we suggest you spend LIS 0000 buying the Instruchons for the MI One. smote 3000 molder. this we gee you agood idea whether aMt project is for you. it you deeded to buy akil then the £ 10.00 will Sc refunded against the cost ol the Mt. As
the other kits become available their instruction manuals will also be available at £ 10 00 each We have the Kit One instruct/ors available in English and Italian
Audio Note Output Transformers
We age in the process of building up lour separate ranges of Audio Note output translormen in order to one the best possible outputs at efferent puce points, they will fall onto Mug categories.
A) Economy range. where the price/quality relationship is carefully calculated to ensure audio quality on acompact package initially we won only be offering 3single-ended output transformers in this range push-pull are under development. but do not expect to see any on hsside of August 1995
El) Mid price range which are the output transformers already on offer we have made acouple ot additions to this range since the last list
C) High Quality range. this will be arange of double Ccore outputs fog single ended circuits exclusively no push-pull outputs will be deed unless demand 'mares it Again 3 (gleams initially.
DI Supe, High Quality range all-silver wired outputs of the best possible quality. when Isay best possible. I
do not mean to say that these silver outputs will be as good as the silver output transformers handwound by Audio Note in Japao they won't but Men again they do not carry the pore lag either.
The quality criteria for group Aare 201/0 to 20KHz - 1to 15dB. they are 1E Cored with silicon steel laminations and are supplied with frames and solder tags which will allow good audio quality at the cost The main cost saving being the use of asmote' core speeded to Inc exact power level requited, rather than
ovespecihong by 50 or IV. as we do on Group B. the winding quality and colaPeo wire is thh same
Group 8are typically 20014: to 40KHz minus 15dB. IE cored with lugh quality silicon steel lamination, wound with oxygen-free copper vine and supplied with either bell ends or frames always voth Ming leads
Group Care typically I2Hz to 70101i minus I
. 5d8 stripwound double C- cores made trom the best available silicon steei lamination these outputs will compare more than favourable with the best available types from days gone by and trom other current sources like Padoodge. Tango lemma etc
Group Ouse Audio Note silver yam need I
say mom??
Spealeations
PP . Push Pull PPP . Parallel Push Pull SE eSingle- ended PSE = Single- ended Parallel UL signifies 43., ultrafinear taps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of 1.11.4aps as we consider these detriment to sound quality !' Dyne.. oeplacemen1
All pommy impedances are calculated too Class Aoperation with the main consederabon given to maximum dynamic power transter ability and minimum Merlon, rather than meaningless steady stale sine- or sguee-wave conchhons.
All our smote- ended output transformers are ergapped and the maemum standing current allowed before saturatton is shown in column 5
All our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts all 211.845 outputs are insulated to 5Kv flash, every transformer is tested to this level Of insulation
We generally overspealy our transformers by 50°, poweo in Push- Pull Which means that ahansformeo stated as 25 ivans will allow about 35-38 wan peaks. our singleended outputs are generally ovespeceed by we,, which means bat they volt Instarganeously allow peaks of double the given maximum
pm, through undrstorted, this is necessary due to the better clipping behavoour of the single-ended stage
We do not give any further technical information on our output transformers as we do not wish to take pad in technical competitions our products are designed to criteria which are and vell be understood once they are listened to ,
In additoon to the output transformers offend below we otter adesign service, tame we can supply almost any regiumment tor waleband transloomers, whether tor merophones, moving cod cartridges, lone input, phase seiner, onterslages. dower or powe output we design and manulacture prototypes inhouse the cost for the paper deed,. is £200 00. prototype cost eMutated on apeo case basis We can also produce production quantities
Sizes ale given as Wodtly,Height Depth where depth is the depth of the coil itself and width is the length of the core
Audio note Audio [Welly Output Transformers.
Group A
Single•ended Outputs
Recommended Value Alm Cl APowerPrimSec. Imp, SiteAVelge
Max. CurrenthIce Ex UK VAT
3008 2A3 684G
15 watts
255 - 48Onms
gomq SE
44 50
801AVT62,845
20 watts
OK - 4.8 Ohms
10OrtiA SE
7330
3008 203 ,664G
20 watts
1K25 - 48 Ohms
150,14 PSE
84 50
Group B
Recommended Valve Max Cl. APowerfirim-Sec Imp. Size/Weight
Max. CurtentPrice ex UK WIT
EL84.EOL86/6V6
20 watts
266 - 48 Ohms 117.98,10mm 110mA PSE
87 00
30062M/684G
25 walls
2K5 - 48Ohms 11 iii98x9Ornm 90mA SE
91 00
Et.34W7
30 watts
105 - 4/8 Ohms 115.98x95mm 180mA PSE
moo
2.6306045
30 wens
1025 - e8 Ohms 98x82x95mm
130mA PSE
113.00
Weep II CoM.
588110066
30 watts
201 - 46 Ohms 115x98495mm 140mA PSE
10600
211Aff4C
30 wans
10K - 4/9 Ohms It7ey9,lor,
ron,A SE
114 00
211VT4C145
50 wans
100 - 46 Ohms 102.134.
L
124 00
3008
50 watts
1025 - 4/8 Ohms 135x1 5,1 •
LPSE
15100
845
50 watts
2K5 - 4/8 Ohms 137.111.
17200
211n114C
75 watts
50 48 Ohms 137.115.
,SE
237 00
EL34i6550Ia88
20 watts
36 - 46 Ohms 117.98.5o1 '
SE
101.00
3008/A3/684G
25 watts
205 - 4616 Ohms 117.98.9!!• ,
oo •I SE
102 50
6L6G
30 wans
3K 58 Ohms 115.98.95m in luJASE
107 00
New SF Product
6550/K788
60 walls
2K3 - 418 Ohms
110mA PSE
12300
Weep I
Push-Pell Omits
EL84/CL86.6V6
15 walls
8K - 48 Ohms 80 ,6748mm
PP
42 00
ELM 6166 5881
25 oats
6K - 48 Ohms 88.73.80mm
PP
5500
2016134G30013
30 vans
5K - ee Ohms 88x75x8Omm
PP
63 00
KT886550
50 wens
6K6 - 46 Ohms 108x91x9Omm PP
73 00
E134 KT66 5881
50 yens
36 - 48 Ohms 98.82x83mm
PPP
74 00
845
50 pens
608 - e8 Ohms 108x91x9Omm PP
111.00
61886550
60 watts
41(3 - 4616 Ohms 125.100x113mm UL PP
11100'
6188 6550
100 watts 262 - ao16 Ohms 150.147.1118mm UL PP PPP
134 60'
Group C
Singlemnded only
3008 2A3 6846
25 watts
265 - 4816 Ohms
90mA SE
36050
211 ,
1[NC:845
50 wens
104( - 4816 Ohms 165x148x140mm 150mA SE
41000
3006
50 watts 1K15 - 4616 Ohms 165.110x I38mm 180mA PSE
396 00
Group 0
Pure silver wired athlete
300132A3.6134G
25 watts
21(5 - 418 Ohms 117x98x9.0mm 90mA SE
I645 00
211 0147 845
50 watts
100 - 48 Ohms 112034050nm 150mA SE
1975 00
The Audio Nate silver wired outputs fisted here are designed and made in the UK, we can supply the
Audio Note Japan manufactured outputs for the Oriale. Kageki. Gatakle or the 8119011 but they are
exceptionally expensive as you would expect trom iNms nul take upwauls from 100 hours each to
make ha example an output toansformer for an Ongaku costs £ 1050000
Audio Note Dubs 6lamer'
Value
05111400mA
3H.100mA
3H 250mA for Ongaku Cu
5W150mA
5H 400m0
10l1 125mA

114

Size

63474x76mni

Peke Ex. UK VAT
18 00
14 00
2400
21.00
31 00
2600

10H/200mA
98,6563mm
20H 50Ma
68.56.58rom
Othe values can be supplied to older, any tor quote

33 00
24 00

Audio Note Males Traestormers
This moue relates lo our finished 'meets, mans loansformes are notoriously etteuit dems to oiler as
the number of permutabons of HT and Heater voltages are almost endless We have added mains
transformers for making replicas of the Kasse and Ongaku as there has been considerable call for these,
hkense we are prepanng mains ',easterners for the WE91 described on Sound Practices Issue 1. we
shall contd.e to expand one range as opportunities and our espeoence with your requirements improve
Primary Whams
SecoadareNT Maim
Secondary Healer Viledlegs MU Fe 08 661
Diel00010w120v
Ou230v al 350mA
00-12.6v at 1Amp
34 00
Ou/220,230v 24
Ov3 15u-0u3 15v at 4Amp
120v 110v 100v Ov
Ou230v at 04 Amp
Ov-12 6v at IA
41 00
Ow100v/110W120v
3.150-3 15o41 4Me
120../110v100Wfly
300v-0v- 300v al 60mA
12 6v-Ov at 15A
46 00
100y 110v .120v
63vCho at 600mA
for MiTube Pre- amp
with 50H choke input
fitter
Dv 100v 110v 120v
IN290v at 40mA
12 6v-Ov at 15A
26 00
Ovi1006110e120v
P.6.3v al 300mA
Ov 1100w110020v
310v-244v-0,244010v at 315e0v-3 15v at 45Amp
72 50
Dv 100. 110v 120y
32OmA
126v at ISomp
120v..110000W0v
vo920v al 160mA
0-10v al 4Amp. Ov-6.3v at
9800
Ovi100v ,110v ,120v
150v - 150v at 50mA
15A Ov-5v at? 5A
120v 110v 100v Ov
390vOu 390v at 20OrnA
315v-Ov-3 15v at 1.2 Amp. 7v
86.70
OW100W110.1120v
170v al 50mA
at 3A. 7v at 3A. 5v at 2A
120w110v 1100w0v
425v-0u 425v at 22OrnA
315v-Ov-3 15v al 25A
95 60
100v 110y 120v
7.0v al 2A. 7Ov-Ov at 2A.
too Kit one 8kd
00-0v at 3A.
Three mono channel
315v-Ov-3 15v at 750mA
120v 110v 100v Ov
390v-0v390v at 200mA
170-tIo al 50mA. 7Ov-Ov at
107 00
3A 7.0-0v at 3A. 50-0v at
2A
For Kasse replica
3.15Y-0,3 15v at 12A
120villOW100v6v
380v-Ov 380v at 200mA
150v-Ov al 1506m, 10v-Ov
137.00
100.'110020v
325A. 10v -0v at3 25
5vOu at 3A. 5v Ov at M.
For Ongaku replica
5v-CG al 3A. 5v - Oval 3A.
63v • 06 3v al 1250
We also have amains transformer choke kit tor the WE91 >me amplifier as shown in Sound Practices.
Ihe combined web our ungle-ended output transformers with 3KOhm primarY imPedance. mil maim a
very hne replica of the classic amphfier total cost £420 40 Pe ,n
et
We now also have the facility to make any mainstransforrner to your specification as long as you order
minimum 2pm they can be supplied inth solderlags lhong leads flames or bell-ends Ask or quote.
On amore general note. it is important to understand the specialised nature ot the design and
manufacture of transformers for Nei) equipment in most moon.' aPPlicolions the malo cotera am
cost wept,' Or longevity an audio manstranslormer also have to have good regulate° orate' load must
run cool and generate no mechanical noise or nbration produce no excessive shay magnetic fields etc
etc apretty tall order. Merl one considers that the cost also has to be easortable So no matter where
you older your mains hanstormer remember that ot should conform to Me above crdena, so speedy this
when you order As ageneral rule we do not recommend paned transformers. as all listening tests have
shown these to sound less clear than imported equivalents'
Medic Mole Paper lo Oil %eel Capacitors
These handmade signal capautors are conically superior to any of the plastic Or other Peer types me
Nye come across it you lave never experienced Inc difference that areally good paper oil capacrtor can
make na valve ampither. Men you really should try Our specially made tepee ,'
caps have aIrle. Colour,

lack at harshneSS and erenress o. dynamo behaviour across the trequency range which is guaranteed
to brighten up your day' ReCOOIMefeed as replacemente in old and new valve amphbers alike land even
In Me Odd Iranustor amphherl. act essentM for DIY protects le One with enwronmental standards. all
Audis Note paper in oil capacitors contain only non-tore biodegradable vegetable oil Me papa ,is a
specially treated and impregnated by amethod that enhances longenty and sound quality. to ensure
optimum pedormance al rcord As you vall see, we are slowly incorporahng solid 99 99% pure silver
eadouts on this large al paper in cil capacitors as well in common won the copper and silve ,1 00GPM
There are several new values avai able. Including the 22mPSO vott caps made for speaker crossovers
and the 056mF/200 volt suitable ter solod state amps we have also added some values suitable for RIM
equahnreg netwo5ks and the odd feedback loop'
Ilifin
2 2mF
0ImF
0.56mF
0001mF
0.0028e
00082mF
0OW
0.015mF
0.022mF
0033mF
0.047mF
0082mF
0lniF
0.12m6
0.15mF
018mF
a22mF
0.33mF
033mF
0.47mF
0.68mF
ImF
14mF
0.00018mF
00004mF
000082mF
0.0015mF
00047 ,4
0012mF
0.015mF
0022mF
0.033mF
0.039mF
6047mF
0056mF
0.058mF
0060mF
0.065roF
0071mF
0072mF
0073mF
0.074mF
0075mF
0078mF
0082mF

DC Voltage
50 Yet
200 von
ZOO volt
400 von silver leadout wires
400 volt hive' leadout wires
400 Miniver leaded rums
400 volt silver leadout wires
400 vet
400 volt elver leadout safes
400 volt silver leadout wires
400 volt solver edam wires
400 von
400 volt silver leadout wires
400 von
400 «Kt solver leadoul wires
400 zolt silver leadout vares
400 eon she learlout untes
400 volt
400 Mt silver eadout wres
400 we solver inlaid wires
400 mk saver &Moe woes
400 volt silver leafout wires
400 1011
630 von
630 , oll
630 loll
630 Mt
630 wit
630 von
630 van
630 voit silver Isacout wires
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 yin
630 voll
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 Mt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 vel
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Size
21.9mm
32xlImm
25x36mm
21x9mm
2Ix9mm
21xlmm
21x9rnm
21x9
35x10mm
32slImm
33x14mm
33104mm
33.11mm
34x16mm
321.16mm
35.18mm
43x18mm
43.18mm
36x25mm
53x24rnm
70x24mm
17x9mm
20x9rnm
20x9mm
17x9mm
20x9rnm
21xlImm
21x11mm
20x10mm
32xlImm
32x11mm
33x14mm
33x15mm
33x11mm
33x14mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33e16e1m
33x1fam
33x16mm
33.16inm
33x16mn.
33x16nini

Price ex. UK VAT
II 65
265
545
545
545
545
545
325
545
595
6.15
425
625
415
6.65
515
585
635
795
8.95
11.15
12.65
14 95
2.95
295

2.95

295
295
3.45
145
545
175
195
685
4.25
425
425
125
135
435
435
435
435
435
455
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0.1mF

o.15ne
0.18mF
0.22mF
022mF
027mF
0.33mF
036mF
03911F
0.47mF
068mF
lmF
0.018mF
0.22mf
0.39mF
0.68mf
12mF
022mF
022mf
01mF

630 voll
630 volt saver Indoor
630 volt
630 von
630 von saver leadout
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 von silver readout
630 noll saver leadout
630 volt ever readout
1000 von
ION volt
1000 von
1000 von
1000 von
1600 von
2000 von
IWO volt

woes

wires

wires
wires
wires

34:16rnm
42x16mm
43x18mm
52x19mm
52,19,011
53x22mm
5252211m
425251111
52461111
52x26mm

6.65
7.75
545
7.25
9.45
6.15
7.25
745
7.95
965
1245
15 15
4.55
695
11 65
13.85
16.75
965
11 55
28.75

70130mm
32xlImm
56x26mm
61x25mm
52,32mm
72x4Omm
6052611m
7029mm
Square can vnth
porcelan insulators
15,45.108mm high
All Audio Note paper in oil signal capacitors are axial type. We are preparing arange of very small
Metered value paper in Oil capacitors at the moment in addition to the above The range of Audio Note
paper in oil capacitors rs steaddy expandIng so ask for values that you do not see
Piedlo Note Paper he 011. Copper 8Myer Foil Signal Capacitors
We are currently developing too tether ranges of paper in oil capacitors where instead of using
aluminium foil as in me above paper caps. in Me first range we use an oxygen free copper foil wM
99.99% pure solid silver lead out wires, these copperforl paper signal capacitors are considerably better
than the standard offerings Secondly to ' bodge' the price- quality pap between the more standard
paperod caps and the Japanese handmade Silver foil signal capacitors we will be olfenng our own
9999% pure saver foil signal capacdors, which are pretty staggenng in quality, even of 1
have to say this
myself the silver lod caps also have solid silver lead- out wires lo start with there will be afew
values/solapes of each evadable and we shall expand as fast as we can to cover all me popular values
94815 Nale Copper Foil Piper ln 011 Capacitors
Size
Prise ex UK VAT
Value
OC Voltage
11 55
0.001mF
630 volt
23s9mm
11 55
23x9mm
0.0028e
630 volt
11 55
23x9mm
0.0082nd
630 volt
12 15
0.01mF
630 volt
23x9mm
1315
a022re
630 von
30x9mm
0047mF
630 volt
28x16mm
15.35
1665
0ImF
630 volt
3352211m
1115
0.15mF
630 von
25,22,011
2145
0.22mf
630 von
56x25mm
2665
033mF
630 von
35x3Omm
31 05
0.47mF
630 von
56x38mm
1mf
630 von
65,44mm
50.15
Audio Note Silwr Foil Paper In Oil Capacitors
41 00
14546mrn
630 von
0.047mF
74 00
630 volt
16.46mm
elmF
22x36mm
101 00
015rnF
630 volt
135 00
19x46mm
022mF
630 von
0.47mF
630 volt
25.46,11m
19600
486 65
38.460,0,
Imf
630 von
Audio Nett Silver Fell Maul Capacitors
Best signal capacitors available, quality really speaks tor itself, used In amplifiers like Ongaku, Kegon,
Gaku-on and M7Tube Silver handmade in very laded quantilles at Audio Notes Noddy in Tokyo. Japan.
These capacitors use afine mylar te dielectric and are manufactured using considerable tension on the
toll and dolectro to give Me best possible mechanical contact and the least scope for internal resonance.
Valet
OC Vold,'
Price ex UK VAT
0OlmF
500 volt
177 00
0.01111F
500 volt
211/5
0.05mF
500 volt
346.75
0ImF
500 von
645 75
0.2mF
500 von
99575
Audio Note Paper In 0116111mM' Capacitors
Mainly for use in inductor power supplies, but have Other dam
Value
DC Voltage
Size
Price ex UK VAT
2mF
400 volt
30,405551111
26.75
2mF
630 ,
,
ort
35x45.72mm
33 65
41 75
2mF
1000 volt
45x45x72mm
2mF
1600 volt
50x70x72mm
45.95
4995
ImF
1000 von
45s45x120mm
ImF
2500 vol
70100d 221111
26575
10mF
IOW voll
70x100x100mm
9675
1000 von
70.100,1201111
12mF
10995
13675
12mF
1600 vol
100x100x120mm
15975
12mF
2000 vott
100x101102(hum
Palle Noll Add 6Chloride Fell Sider Solder
The best solder we have been able to find, does not contaminate the unction which over time increases
'unction resistance used in all our amplaiers from OTO to the Gakii-On.
WelghVMeesure
Ake ex Id VAT
50 grammes or about 9meter imm diameter
19 95
1kilo roll of I
mrn diameter
210.65
Audio Note Cables & Wires
We are proud to otter In. Audio Note range of high quality copper and silver coax. speaker and wrong
cables which depending on the overall pnce of the project, vrill do pasha to any hai system, regardless
ot price
Solid 99 99% Pure Addle Moto Silver Wire
Gauge
Insulation Meterlot
Price per Motor ex UK VAT
005nim
Polyurethane
16.75
02mrn
Polyurethane
22 75
035mm
ML
2495
0.611m
ML
27.85
08mm
ML
31 75
111m
ML
36 75
The above solid saver wires are suitable for low level interstage transformers, output translormers. power
supply chokes Inductors for speaker crossovers both actwe and passwe or for internal wiring in
tonearms amplaers etc Awider range of gauges is stocked so enquire about required gauge emay
well be stock. Serious trade discounts avertable on langer quantities.
Audio Note 15 Strand 0.119mm 19.9g% Sliver Wiring Will
This is the wrong recommended for all nardwded topflight projects the same wire is used in the ANN
interconnect and as signal wiring wire in all Mr KondoS amplifiers and pre- amplifiers, evadable in red,
white, green and black We will sell as Otte as 05611 of each colour so buy alittle and see if it makes a
dalerence in your amplifier agood place to start is on the Phono or CD input
Cost per running meter £22 50
kaki Note Cod Interconned Cables
Imitator
Construction
Price per Memo Meter ex Id VAT
AN-Ayellow
symmetrical 61,
1copper iitz coax
15 32
AN -C
symmetrical OFHC copPer lit7 coax
19.79
AN-Slord grey with yellow minima symmetroal 99 99°. saver In coax
84 25
AN ,/silver grey
symmetrical 99.99°, sayer fib coax
152 35
AN-Vx silver grey
symmetrical 99 99'. silver liU coax
382.98
Audio Note Speaker 8Wiring Cables
Typetolow
Construction
Price per Moe. Meter ex UK VAT
AN- Dgreen or red
single conductor 66 copper speaker wiring
685
WEI blue white writing
double strand screened 66 SPeaker wire
12 34
AN- Lblue black writing
double strand screened 661n copper speaker wire
25 11
AN-SP silver
single core 15 strand 99.99% ln silver speaker wire
10638
AN-SPx silver
single core 20 strand 99 99°. Utz silver speaker wire
382 98
PIPE Insdated Silver Plated Copper Wires
We can also provide less expensrve wrung wires for hard wiring circuits. these PTFE Insulated saver
plated copper wires are 19 strand of 015mm vitre and come in brown. Slack, blue. pink, red, green.
orange violet. white and redWfute they cost £ 160 per meter in any colour
Audio Nola Elea °Why Stopped Adarreatom is Switches
These handmade attenualors and switches are manufactured by afrond of Mr Kondo ot Mlle Note, and
represent ne best available volume controls and switches you can use in your pre-amplifier. the
anemone is 48 steps and with sihrerirnochum plated sontactsbrushes made vnth an array ot tantalum
film resolors The swaches feature saver plated contacts and self cleaning Kilian
Typo
Value
Price ee UK VAT
Stereo PotentrometerAttenuator
10KOhms
22115
Stereo PotentiometerAttenuator
50KOluns
22175
Stereo Potentiometer Attenuator
100KOhms
237 75
2channel switch
6way adrustable
98.75
4channel switch
6way adiustable
124.75
Audio Note Nigh (Wady Ceramic Vile, Bain
All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality, made from steatite and »Op the best metal
pans from alloys which retain then spring tension around he valve pin for longer. They are
recommended as upgrades to most old valve amplifiers and should be an essential pan of any DIY
project
Toe
Madding
Plating
Price is UK VAT
4pin UX4 for 3006/2439019
Chassis
Gold
825
4mn UX4 for 30082)13601A
Chassis
Nickel
725
4pin UX4 WE-type for 300512A3/801A
Chassis
Silver
14 75
4pin UX4 WE type wilt bayonet mounting
Chassis
Solver
48.95
4pm Jumbo 4for 211 ,VT4C645
Chassis with abayonet Saverchrome
159.95
5pin 015 for 807
Chassis
Gold
915
7pin 87 for 6X4. 0A2
PCB
Saver
115
7pin B7 tor 6X4. 082
PCB
Gold
785
7pin B7 lor 604. 082
Chassis from above
Saver
615
7pin 87 tor 604. 0A2
Chassis from above
Gold
795
8cun 081 for EL3a 6550 5U4G GZ34 6L6G etc Chassrs
Silver
5.65
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8pin
9pin
9pin
9pin
9pin
9pin
9pin

U8X for 5134. 6550. 5U4G. £234. 6L6G etc Chassis
Gold
8.65
119 tor ECC83, ECC88. 5687 6350 et
PCB
Silver
3.85
89 for ECC83 ECC88 5687.6350 etc
PCB
Gold
5.75
139A for ECC83. ECC813. 5687.6350 etc, etc Chassis from above
Silver
4.45
I39A for ECC83. ECC88. 5687. 6350 etc. etc Chassis from above
Gold
6.75
69A for ECC51. ECC88, 5687, 6350 eh. Mc Chassis from below
Silver
495
695 for ECC83, ECC88, 5687,6350 etc, etc Chassis from below
Gold
7.15
Toecaps
Topcap
For 807 pentode etc
Nickel
975
You may motto stan your motel with less overall cost and tor this purpose we can offer the following
'industrial grade ceramic valve base
Industrial Grade Valve Bases
Type
Mounting
Price ex UK VAT
8pin for 5134. 6550. KT66. 6L6G
Chassis min bracket
145
9pin for ECC83. ECC88 5687 6350
Chassis ivith shroud
185
ladle Nell Ceramic Sland-(Ms
In most hardenred valve power amplifiers it is Irequently difficult to get the HT and heater rails suspended
and separated safely and neatly from the chassis this especially applies when building amplifiers using
the ream nigh vonage directly heated triodes like 211. VT4C. 845. 849, 3041.1 DA100 etc When planning
design like Mrs it is Important to incorporate suitable layout from the start, and the Audio Note stand-ofts
should be more or less mandatory in that context They are screwe type with steatite insulator and either
awrap- round turned head' on the single way version or Separated solder slots on the muln-way
verses
Type No Number of Tags NeldrlAemilli
Solder Coneection Chassis Fixing Prled ex UK VAT
421
25 5mm
Wrap- round
Scresm bolt
14.
AN AN-422
17.4mm
Wrap- round
Screw- it bolt
1.41
AN-423
22 6rnm
Solder slot
Screw- in
1.41
AN-452
AdiuStable. 1711m Solder slots
Dual bon screwin
242
AN-453
Mumble, 24mm Solder slots
Dual bon screw-in
3.05
Ml-4S5
Adjustable 32rnm Solder slots
Dual boll screw- in
4.01
M-458
Adjustable 58rnm Solder slots
Dual bolt screw in
579
AN-460
f
Adostable. 72mm Solder slots
Dual boll screw- in
7.31
M-476
25mm ,45mm
Solder slots
Screw- in bolls
535
AN-479
25mm 66mm
SOlder slots
Screw- in bolts
753
Audio Note Selecled Audio Valves
Our valves are selected troll the best evadable sources and are tested to the some stringent standards
that we apply in the prOduction of pur own amplifiers tney fall into two categories standard production
items and rare. mostly NOS ¡ New Old Stockr valve, which are no longer in production We have
compiled aspecul list of NOS items. whoh is available against astamped addressed envelope if you five
outside the UK Send US5 200 You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT cheap but we
have stock of original GE RCA and Unded Electronics 211, both standard versons and reolorced adlocce
tYPe 845 Westinghouse VT2510 ,10Y. V162601A. WE3008, STC4300A. Millard G234/CV1377, Tungsol
5U4G ( best sounding 5046 lhave ever heard.). Chatham 564WGY and many otners
Standard Stock Items
Type No
Type
Prim n UK VAT
E83CC 12AX7W4/7015
double mode
295
E83CC Superil2A)(71VB
hIph pram super Own.
395
E83CC01 ,12AX7WXT
super tow nee, low morophony audio version of WB
545
6072A 12AY7
double mode low gain ECC83 type exception] sounding used In
945
Ongaku. M7Tute Silver Kegon probably best sounding ECC83
E88CC692160J8WA7308
douNe mode
395
EF8652672729
.
pentode
245
5%
5C03212AU75814a
double triode mu spec
275
6SN7GT Russian
noube mooe. USX base
6SN7ViGTA Sylvand
double Mode original USmade. An merophony super sounding
595
6SL7GT
double Mode U8X base
325
675
6350WA
double Mode
875
5687WB Sylvania USA
double node powerful dnver used in Onaku Kegon etc
14 75
E1
82CC7044 General Electnc USA double node very powerful Omer pineounralent of 56871613
165
ECL8268M8
Inode-pentode
EL8416605
small power pentode
155
451
EL841A6B05WA
small PO.,Pentode. mil spec version
small power Mode
245
6V6GT
medium power pentode
275
61.66
5881:1Cf66,616WGC
medium power terror*
45f
medium power tetrode. standard base
555
5881WXT
8067/1134 Fat BOP
885
DecIr pleetrrot,d1
power
645
61.30G
power mode. Audio Note branded and tested to our specdcalion
56 45
3008
100211
povrer Mode Audio Note branded and tested to our speckation
2945
AN-845
power mode Audio fete tested and trod
33 45
8033
Powedul regulator indirectly heated triode
2465
6.45
6AS7d080
strong regulator odrectly heated triode
2A3 4po or 8pin for Audio
directy healed small power tnode
17 95
Innovaborts Second Audio Amplifiers
5040 RuSSien
HTrectifier
3.26
5030T Russan
HT-rechfier
225
51361 Synena
11T-rectrfer
3.95
50401
HT-rechhcer
GZ345AR4 Russian
HT- rectifier
225
75
0234D/1377 Willard
141-recolor
44 65
C.Z3PCV378 UK made
HT-rectMer equnralent to GD2i34 Sur better sounding
9.55
Very POwerfullil-recolier 2500 von al 103mAl55
24
5R4WGBCetron USA
604
HT-rector very good lor prearriplawrs. 7pin base
265
615
HT-rechhelor pre.amphhers 6. power amplifier trontends, 080
265
Please note. our 3008s are manufactured in China by Gold Dragoehuguang Soi are tested in-house
under real working conditions to parameters somewhat more stringent than is otnerwise done No tney
do not sound quite as good as oriental WE 300135 or SIC 4300A, nor do they carry the same premium
price please consider the following unless you have absolutely tons of money or you happen to have
them in your attic, do not consider ongrnal 30051's it is in most cases far toner to invest the money in
more permanent features of the amplarer project, like better output transformers, better sonal caps or
resistors or the lee valves wear out. better quality passive components last Apair of °myna' WE 3001Ts
costs at least £ 1.200 00. On agood day. thrnk in terms of an overall price compromise you can get some
fabulous sounding passwes for the ddlerence In cost between apair of Chinese 300B's and the original
WEs and in many cases the improvement in sound qualrly is greater than the WE 3009s will contribute.
and the contributor to sound is permanent consider that when you plan your project
We have made some very considerable purchases of valves al the US-government auctions and types like
the 6SN7WGTA. 6072A. 5687 and 7044 are probably the best sounding small signal-driver valves made.
he pnces are not unduly high at the moment so now is the time to try
Redden
We endeavour lo Mock Me entire El2 range of all the different makes of resistors that we stock. except
he very lowest ohmic valves, which are extremely costly. as arule we clo not stock valves below 10011ms
or above 3143 Whet we ahwayS try to have every single 512 valve in stock, this cannot be guaranteed.
delnrery especially on Me Holcos and tantalum tilm resistors can be very long indeed. however, since
most are used in our product*n of finished products, there will generally be stock available within 4
weekS
Ileysddig
We offer three gulp levels of resistor quality all are 1%, staling wan the Beysehlag metaltam, which
are snotty magneto / as are me vast majorrty ol other makes of metal him resistorsi, but nonetheless
very good sounding as used in all our UKmade ampldiers op to and including quality Level 3. Me
MEISHU P1P4 30011 no feedback Mode amplifiers
Beyschlag 1wad. 1°. resistors up lo 500KOhm, f0 It above 500KOhm £013 each
Kelso
Better sound quality can be achieved with the 142. 1wan. 1°, nonmagneto resistors whon we regard as
the best edustnal grad( melee resistors available They have one small drawback as they are quite
hawk, and regurre carelul handtmg, do not bend the legs too close lo the body, they may become norsy.
Holco resistors type 02 5OPPM cost.
£3 06 each Rom 16010 560. 00 89 each horn 561 to 1969 £036 each from 2001m to 230601m En 41
each Rom 231606m to 18106m, £ 102 earn from 1141 to 2140. £ 124 each from 2M1 to IMO, and £2.21
each from 4M1 to 5M0
Webb Tentalem Film Resistor'
This is dentely Me best sounding resistors available, forget the 015/10, which may be ok in high
feedback transistor ampidiers but in our opinion quite uncomplimentary to the qualities of real Aucho
Amphficafion ic directly heated mode ampfiliers running feedback free in single-ended Class Al this is
where you will need the tantalum film resrstor for the best results.
The 1.2 wan Shmkoh tantalum resistors are non-magnetic and cost £226 each
Some values are evadable in 1wan from Shmkoh at 0480 each fist ot stock available
Audio Note 112 watt Tantalem Resistors
With our in louse usage of tantalum resistors Increasing all the lime. and Shmkoh becoming less and
less able to supply we have bound it necessary to second- source the 1.2 wan value in adddion to the 1
was already offered. the ANTant are non-magnetic and share all other aspects of the Shinkoh, except the
colour. they MP be available by the time you read this in the following values. 1011. 126, 16E. 186. 226,
279 336. 39R. 47R. 569. 689. 826. 910 1009 1209 1506. 180R. 22011 271:16. 3306. 3909 4706.
5606. 6006. 6806. 8209. 91011. 1KO, 11(1. 11(2. let 1633. 11(5. 1K8, 2KO, 2K2. 2X7,3X3,3X9, 407.
51(6. 6101 8K2, 9K1. 10K. 126. 15K. 18K. 22K. 27K, 33K, 39K. 47K. 56K. 62K. 68K. 75K. 82K, 91K. 100K,
1201( 150K 17131( 180K. 182K. 220K 250K 270K. 33011 390K. 470K 510K 5601( 620K 680K. 8206
The 1/2 wan Audio Note tantalum resistors cost fl 99 each
Addle Nell 1matt Tantalum Resistors
Up to now the tantalum firm resistors have been extremely dal Kurt lo get however after not
persuasion and against aminimum quantity guarantee tom Audio Note UK. the manufacturers have
agreed to widen the range of 12 van and reintroduce the 1watt range which becomes an exclusive range
for Audio Note we consider this to be amap ,breakthrough since without areasonable range of values
at the 1wan rating it is pretty Moult to get tne very best out of Me best circuits The 1wan Audio Note
tantalum Illm resistors are available in the same values as the 12 wan, with the addl.° of the IMO.
The Audio Noll 1watt 16 tantalum resistor values are £370 each
We shall now be working on gelling 2and 3wan tantalum resistors made available as well. and who
knows perhaps we will be able to build amplifiers in ayear's time that have all tantalum resistors on all
parts of tse circud
Audio Note Precision Carbordilm Redden
In addition to the non-magneto tantalum resistors we are going to stock arange of precision godplated
carboradm resotors. In many cases hl rarbonle rester is Preferable if You are building an amPldOr
based on an old circuit like for example Me W191 or another circuit of similar vintage We shall be

stocking values suitable for protects like the WE91 in 12 and 1wan values, rinse resistors are made
especially for us by amajor manufacturer
They cost Mr the 12 watt f3 30 each 1watt £485 each 2wall f6 89 each
Allen Indley 1tralt 5% Carbonlilm Resistom
Due to popular demand and ageneral lack of other sources we have started stocking arange OAR*,
BlallleYs oarhonle resistors n
1
-1PY Menem« Dryers like my frond Herb Rerchert consider these the
very best sounding for many applications
Avertable in the 512 range of values, the 1watt cost £ 1.43 each
illgh Wattage dimmed Residors
Anulen item we shall start otlenng arange of 2 - 15 watt wrrewound resistors we shall be starting with
asmall range and expanding It as we go along. at the moment he rollowIng is evadable all these
resistors are 5°v tolerance and glared
Wedge
Ville
Tolerance
Price ex UK VAT
6watt
47R
5%
086
6wan
1006
47011
5° ,
086
6wall
5°.
086
6wan
1KO
5%
0.86
6watt
2102
5°.
086
15K
5°,
132
6mat
wa
20K
5%
132
9w
6
w'
e
n
n
1006
5°,
124
9watt
165
5°,
124
9watt
1K8
5%
124
More values will be added over the next 6months, together wrth some nonmductrve wuewoundsr
Black Gate Mecum Transfer. High Performance, Graphite toll capacitors
Firstly. I
would like to categorically state that any rumours about Black Gate capacitors being unavailable
or doconfinued are totally moguided memo and Incorrect. Audio Note is currently the sole source in
Europe that holds any vgnrhcant range ol values in stock we use literally 1000s in producton as we
were the first company to realise the tremendous benefits that Black Gate capacitors otter and vre are to
date the only high end audo company in the world to Incorporate Black Gila capacitors consotentry in
our finished products
llene are very few audio parts that promise aguaranteed improvement when replacing practically any
other part but this is what the Black Gel1 capacitors actually do Exchanging any electrolyfic capacitor
anywhere in the mud of an amplifier or in the crossover of aspeaker me greatry improve sound quality
We are working on some guidelines as to where. how and whoh types of Black Gate to use in different
circuits, the first such technical guideline is available now and is called " Improving your CO player and
can be obtained by sending astamped addressed envelope to us requesting this leaflet All MOM Note
Level 2Signature products use Black Site Electron Treader in colal sonatpower supply junctions
It is very important to note that all Bled Gale capacitors take lime to chargeop or stablise. when lust put
in circuit depending on type and apploalon this " maturing -time can be behveen 100 and 300 hours
Black Gate call Mis Me idling process". see enclosed fist of available values We feel however thal this
process takes longer, ho hum ,
We are about 10 5100k the entire range of values on the enclosed fist so aseparate price fist is attached to
the list of Black Gate programme avanble Ask us to send you this lisiases too long for an
advertisement or to incorporate in Our Standard component list, wherefore it Is not Included in lull Again,
as always we appreciate astamped Sell addressed envelope il greatly influences the expediency this end
knenelenl
Please note. Me pricellst lor Black Gete capacitors Is aguideline only, due to Me continued
stlr
i
e
u
n
4
gthening ol the Japanese Yen, if is impossible to print up-to-dale prices monthly, so ask for price
Voltage

A
471/IF
0
3
311F
4711F

2
355 v
50
v
.' 0
0
°
,
ï

I
mF

when you order
6G- Type
Suggested Use
PK
Anywhere
PK
PE
Amuhere

3
24
-32
7m
m' F
FF

A' ylwe
An
e::

PK
gx
PK
PE
Ph
PK

50 v
50
,0
00
11
50
50 0
,0
00
11

Price ex UX VAT
165
175

Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywhere

105
1
12
1.23
1.38
1.68

58 vollt
vt
16 von
50
16
o
16 volt
volt

Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere

187
168
2.82
411
312

33OrtiF
16 volt
10mF
4711F50
volt
50 volt
100mF
16 volt
100mF
50 von

Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

668
297
441

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anyvaore

103..4711

Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere

3130
:F
m
F
4
22
227m
4
mF
F

22011F
10mF

SO colt

F
4
2
m
1070.
2
mF
F

100
1100:0n
00 vo 5

220mF
100mF

100 vo
16 von

150111F
22EMF
47Omf
22(MmF
10.000mF
4700mF

50 volt
16 volt
16 volt
1600E
80 volt
16 von

lt
lt

47mF.47mF
100mF.100mF
100mF
220m4210mF
100mF.100mF

500 volt
500 von
500 volt
350 volt
350 volt
350 volt
2
12'F
50m F
350 von
Oahe
50 von
63von
2
12mF
00m F
6.3 voR
220mF
6.3 volt
2200e
63 00
vott
E
47mF
16
100mF
16 volt
22011F16 volt
100mf
25 volt
220mf
25 volt
100mF
50 volt
1000,0F50 volt
2200mF
2200mF
100mF

35 von
63 volt
100 volt

22
4
2rn
mF
F

50 volt

6
10e
81

22nd

50 vol
col
50 volt

4.
0
7
4
m
7m
FF

5
50 1118
90

220mF
1111)nf
470mF
4700mf
Imf
4
:000,0m
.7m5F
F

63 volt
16 volt
16 volt
35 volt
50 volt
50 : E
50
n
50 volt
50 volt

47mF

Standard

6.31
854
Anywhere.75
7

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

Standard
Standard
Standard
01(0 Type
SnType
51,
2-Type
51(0-Type
SKi..Type
SlitType
in(-Type
F-Type
F-Type
F-Type
F-Type
F
Type
FE-Type
FE-Type
FE-Type
FE-Typo
P6-Type
FE-Type
P6-Type

- 550v
- 550v
- 550v
- 400v
- 40fw

4.73
547

surge
surge
surge
surge
surge

24.55

Anywhere
PSU smoothIng
Anywnere
PSU filter capacitor
PSU Mer capacitor
2
130:44364;.. 6:55
9
23555
3
95
7
297
5
5
PSU finer capacitor
PSU finer capacitor
PSU later capacitor
Decoupfing or liner capacaor
718
4
92
5
17
33
%
2
1
nu fine capador
Low ESR. Low Impedance use anywhere
1.11
As above
122
As above
1.56
As above
211
As ave
4
above
Ultra low ESE version, comparable to film Caps 147;
18
5
Ultra low ESE version. comparable to film caps 13.71
Ultra low ESE version. comparable to 11m caps 995
As above
As Move
21.43
As above
As above use anywhere
58
15.77,1

P11-Type
As above use anywhere
P11-Type
As above use anywhere
P11-Type
As above use anywhere
C-Type
For muds with CC potential dalerence
CType
For muds with DC potenlol difference
/Molar
For loudspeaker crossover networys
Bipolar
as above
Boole,
as above
Bipolar
as above
BG-Nx type For PSU demoting
135-14x Type For super low noise PSUs
5G-8 Typo For super low nose Ms
13541 Type as above
BG-N Type as above
510-N Type as above
51G-6 Type as above
8G
06
B0 .
-7,
N
11

28
27
1
8
7

5571
101.43
32.85

1
1
26
2
32 35
655
7
2395
36 90

2
14
16
85
5
2
28
:
35 I
9
4
4
:
5
55
6.65
755

abo
tt've
ve
77Tyyypple as a

1000mF
50 volt
42828°3935
3:
2200mF
100 von
le our component list you will hnd aI
89GG
isMNN9
Tto
;
r
9
:11 a
aav
:
a
:
d
a
'
:I
e vvee
eBlack Gate values. together with their sues.
best usage etc Lastly we can supply arange 01 more modestly priced components still good quality, but
more industrial grade if you like
Poteetlomerem
Best available from sound quality - price viewpoint made by Noble in Japan high qualrlY15c
6
0
n5duCtIve

e

Vo me
't''
Core
im Is
nt
Impeduce
Construction
Price ex UK VAT
100KOhms Stereo
Frame type. PCB mounted
395
1001101m Stereo
Encapsulated type PCB mounted
Abetter alternative is the KO-ON volume controls which are used in pre-amplifiers like the M7Tube,
M7Line and in amono version on Me Input on the Neu° Kassa, Kegon and Gaku-On these are very
good sounding pots by any Standard
Impedance
Constrection
Prim ex UK75VA
65
T
100KOhms Stereo
Encapsulated
100KOhm Mono
Urge Encapsulated
Controls
10
3
:2
1 42
2
5
55
1001(Ohm Stereo
Large encapsulated.Salute
hoh quality
1COKOhm
445
100KOhm
'rria
E
ca
mp
es
t'
ulaeled
.PC
ry8pem.
°
PC
ur mounted
d
Ko-On also makes avery good quality 100K0,110 b:a£nc7
ec7ontrol
similar lo Me encapsulated 100K Pol
5
th
Mantled type Switches
This switch is adjustable 2-6 may ahas gold plated contacts and astainless steel ball for best possible
COUOSIOP protection and contact price e. UK Val f5 60
Again Kodn offers avery nice quality sealed switch. 6way 2channel at £90 65 each
Standerd Electrolytic Capacilon
Good quality standard indirdrial types
Value
Voltage
Size
Price ex UK VAT
100mF
f0 001
18x6mm awl. 11x7mm radial
023
100mF
16 volt
15.6mm amai
029

11
5

for sale trade
220114
16 von
1
leaner racial
031
220mF
40 ell
1100mm fade
042
100r1F
63 vcdt
13x10mm rate'
041
4700m.
t
6volt
38.01811n raw
082
/200re
50e!
35x ItIon nn twat 4.xl 6mrr see
0.87
10mF
160 von
15,19mm radial
0.56
22onF
350 et
25x• 2onrn noel
125
22mi
450 rug
41,•6r. axe
199
47mF
385 vo I
25.21mm natal
2.16
56n•
400 «I
301,21frro radial
237
68.1
400 uor
30122mrn radial
268
'Me
403 voot
30425mn rachal
326
220mF
385 voll
5243Ornm rate cen
445
220mF
453 MI
40.30inn radial can
585
220œF
550 vott
112.35mm radial screw tetrneres
27 65
385 volt
50x35mm radial san
456
470n•F
RCA WIC. Sweet Ohms RCA Soebto limier AGlued Terntlealt 4toodepoetet Suedes.
RCA Pms
Stancrd 3old Flog
155
AN-CGold Peg
365
AN-GP Audio Noe gold olug
8s514- PAmmo Note silver plug telon Insulated. - 0- - agnetc
25 53
RCA Seclude
Typo
Rousting
Mee es UK VAT
RCA socket ruckel meed
Class. metre,
CUl
RCA social got pated
CM..10.1111.,
095
AN-CS Audm Note non-magnetc. *flan Instated Cnasses motnted
365
socket con elated
INC Plege 1Socket.'
Type
Moe es UK VAT
Standard BNC Plod
3.45
BNC server Mated sotket Vass s1111 1153
205
Swim Oleos, Loud:nob, Celle Spades. Dulls teuespooter Termite
Two
Prise se UK VAT
Auto Note Banana plug. gold Paled. so'n laarIFF IKRFKH,
245
Axle Note Ltedspeaker cable spade, sotto plated, non-magnetc
465
Auto Note MOST speaker ternunal, classes mooted, neke plated. red or Mack
185
Audio Note AN-5PG snake ,lermenal, cruses mounts gold plated tee t black
2.75
AO oNote AN-514 speaker tennonal Pass smot rs. fully ; to Pined, hA 3 '
7.9 ,04 td or mt.
475
Ground terminal, chassis moulted and note' plated
,
145
Our range of cornoonens IS constanty expanCing, as we Irid nevi or nett suppler's so sty en
ten try resImg 0.II advens .rHi! World an: Hof Ness
Smell Rleps
In many systems.espenally ones gem Pars/stet Pasec amplamatron Pere Is often aproblem of
'
,
looming FIF neon am tir, feedeack loop espenalhr horn connoted CC-PlaVerS. elemetng a
tenet nog would Ina cam elveuen Ine CD4mrspert anc the SAC outpd of Pe DAG in CD-playet
and the pre-ampleher Inpui peke surpr sing results
Aset ot two Mr te nngs costs 08 SC
Mlle Nate »Mg Coll. CD line AInput Mettle/ Itensterseem.
I
have reeved many rogues* MImow, coll,CD and mod match no transformers, and since ow
already make use at these 4molt be agood Idea to otter them tor general see Con/mon to el ol
lires. end signal transformers slat Hey 1101113 Mendel scieernrc can w :natt ready]
spndle noll anut tor mount rg
T,
Cale She Rimy _ImPeRstoss - Meta Use
Pre es UK VAI
T
TT7587 Goon
38121)hflrrIde)701n coppemmd MC nmicittel
51 50
117588 Red
15 8600. - IOCKOtm. rope* tree MC ridetwu
51 50
117689 Grange
50 8MOOlur - 2115 8. IMO. copper toed, We matching
51.50
717690 Yellow
381201m - 100KOMm copper.wired Mgt (Grp MC Hatter; 7820
77691 Green
158 6COlorn - IOCNOlvn centre rapped awe, ...nee High
78 2C
Ount, MC matte;
TT7692 6on
150- 600Orm - 21(5 8IONOlmot cope* wired High Quality, line
Hatching
7820
717693 Vote
25 8 ' 303Mn - 2106. cooper wired Mph Oath . ne reenrej
7820
177894 Mete
15G1500bm copper yered WO DuelAY Ss, metes%)
101 50
1717699 Seer
15-1500hm silver wired Hvgh Ouality line matcheng
378.60
1178% Mick
38I2Ottn-1000fin soh,
* mule I/C 'tent
378 60
17697 Got
15 86.10W-1001(Ohno seer me, MC metro
378 60
The moving poll oralchong transformes are suitable tor ag moving coil telordoes, Me low
treedance versions are suitable fa canopies hue Ire Moto Note may. Host oeller Otelons Ile
Golitug, esek sard some Kona. Ine high sermons am meant fo' Goldring ( robas most
Demons. Ciearankos. Van den Hui can:Agee, the lees and afew lupine output Koetsus.
The I
ne matting transformers can be used in alimier of apptcabots. Wermomprent Ise mor
and mtcon ng las we recommend between CO-player and preempt lelo. 10 selearatesalh planes
and Ri oanslert as pre-ampther mud Cl reined transformers Cl «eater tee you can It nk Ot
We WWII expand lbs range to include more types as el gn
Met Mute Chassis Sets
We Pee deciced to oter tor sale te two stamatd ewers ta: we nail tor protection el Ine
OTO/SORD/DAC mnge of LO-rnacto Auto Noie products. Chasm' are notoncasly difficult to get on
aone•ch basis, so here you are We wal only sel' the chats that yin have teeded tor productor,
dae to mereer leaves oire lest. Pity ell low erode, Our am not sect cf aharness frosned
ProCuct due dy
TIP.
Stse
Rase es UK VAT
Chasso rbum wan
wichtlepthMegM437K396025ohm
8450
Chasse 2Ai whent
291496/125mm
69.50
Chasms 1Copper
437x396.125ner
198.50
Chases 2Colter
294.396.125mm ' 65 00
Int Onenit tree Chasms rid steel. re paint
400.300,50m
7890
Kr1 One/.1 Three Chasse 11.4 ste0 p”ned chromec 400.30C40mon
116,70
You hAnN 10sencehh WM , Meao•der, rimester you wad chassis 21er tenoned., em power
ammeter us.. we motaitifit o es inputs on the sde ix the toe cover. me pOwer emote, has
mary more ventilator no es top and ode ryou witn aPCB wit lire true mckes clouded wet
the pre-ampieler Cover aced f1975 to te cost ot the chessman:I remember to spectly thrs when
you order Pease note that no copper pre•amplter led is ce vently available For Chasse 2.
Front lone to tire we vel have more damaged o,screened chasms'. ri you are nol bothered atour
tee toile or general appea•anta 0,you mend to rernesn Ire diem anyway. you can haw one cl
these for 50% of the above poets. tat Inougm you should know so enquire of Iris is of Interest
Mlle Note Complete BIOS
As ment oven ear rer we are oeve log rg arange or cowl:tee ails to Ovo/rase of You Wm Rvu jw
eddy, not do not nave the time to develop aprone home Ile ground. so to speak en orde ,to be
able to offer Iln best pose ble lualrtyprice reatonshm the lots we often will be good haw means.
or th no.dlls ewe simples de eorneonens. al fits nave tut volume [ 1,1,fj rO V. 453 O'2
single source toe CC p.ayet dame in
KM Dee
Based around the Molly famous 3008 Ctectty teatec [node. we see tons eit as the ireroducten to
real Auto Amplehcaten. as et eon's ¡ rite Important aspects 01 deagn neeSSary. Singlefrd•.
Nitheednack. Class A. Dreary Flume Tootle, to become amember of ths exclusive club of
erndhiers
Pie One has one 3COB per Cannel •unn in, al 420 031,S vatt 75mA cutent pone 9
,12 .1*d the
meanest power you me ever hear, the enput stage cons.sts o a 65 11761 wrth a5687 il.ble Mode
dove state *among en SRPP. The power suppty nacapacrlouchoke-capater rah a5134G HT
mete, tene netts are AC, healed Component epee is seni al to our Level 2fnestled products.
Auto Noe eaper non segnal tux.. fleyseag 1net • % metallil re memos good tier*
electrolyte lsody No Black Gatee and aAmple, attractive stereo chassis no grey paintwork.
¡rotectra cover is ertra We haw several upg-ele arts avelabe for All One, ask for details
O. ,not f799.30 inci Vat etch includes all valves I
yeS. a . 1M 2. KO6 needed) bol no,
postageroackong ewe to UK costernerS o ( 12. top cove , . f99 DO extm Kit One. also evadable
min apolished chrome claws and chromed transformer neterds. the makes the Kit One areal
Strom' 1Add 02)0 03 to leal £999 30 The Kot Coe is evadable row
KH Teo
1(11 Two feature aungle 6550 tame runneng In Single-Freed mode. wining some 17.wans of
pure Cass A. valve felted HT for the output stage. stereo chases. and 651975T ton and
5814•ECC.82 SRPP elver ewe. COoPoreery and [ mass. as KtOre ofit Tte . 5meter,ly env
available untold valves for 0570 00 inn UK Vat It used tv It Chonese 6550s nc crams for f
auhs In
P.m SoWly or tout !renewers win i
be aCceptedeo
1,0.0599 00 nicl Val, marks vaWeS. but 101 postage/reefing. 0000115 elm at £99 CO Wirt
...Sine cmorre chassis and chromed lei ,e1c5 on the transfoome-s. 0799 00
el awe
got timee ftut,r.s 2.3000 per chaenel running in nip e.ende: parallel pedalo IG17 watts en
pure Class A. ilns ker is on two mono Cases' mine ve rectdoed HT Meet. no mite teeth, n
uses 6.91737 doucle tree as input yess anc apair of 5687 double modes •. 1rung ir SHIP as
drivers
,ne Kl Three Is essenhally amono vesion of tile It One von double Ihe Pow.. Ine stna
componenl chow* and on Iwo class. Instead ol one
The KY Three costs f1.550.00 and es evadable now. Cover Is £9900 enra per dusts 50090.00 for
NO) Petted chrome chasms and bell-ends os also melee. al E400 OC eta. 5001131 upgrade
fits are eyewink lor Mt Thow as weil. ask inr cleta Is
XII Four
14101foot is malty ow etroducton lo valve amine« ka boldep read and power supply
mounted on one sirgee potted cereal beard. vet two OTOtype peel- toed output tansformes. •
IIID.Mt. name, PISE hiPe cnasss, covenng evene mg, so nobody wII be able to pee tat you
nave Studded to Ine Owe et the we amp», yentn es sweepong torrent Tne circuit consists
of to WK1 tetrodes running en Push•Pu I
Class A yieleng abed 10 watts. dawn by a65N7GT
and aE.C.C83 tout stage Easy to Du Id even Vor Pie beginner
The Mt ion ems f199 00 and* evadable now.
RniimplIner Kit
Atr. deed On Ore Audio Nee la 7•Lebe ormantlener coca, sunder den ',Omani.... we be otleed
in prelate versions, wen ire basiC verson ewe Meaner ',eta WIWI« USI 0299 03 inn Val
elc. More details eatable later
Write to.
Leo Note IUK ILtc . Urn C, Peace I
illualnal Estate. Lyon Close. 125-127 Dangdor Roan. love
13113 ISO. fas1 Sussex. (ngland Teleprone 01273 220511 ( 6Ines), Fax 01273 731498. Brea lone
le sales 01273 770778
¡owner Federation, contact Esoleirea LI, lel 095 917 4385, Fax 095 517 8762
Hungary please contact Metn Audos. 54. LI Raday It 2 H-1092 Buclatest. Hungary tetra/ 01
2157612
Nolte please contact de Jong Components. 2. Reggestraat, NL•5704. MT Ilelmond Te 04920
14661 Fax 14773
USA please centxt Angela instruments. 10833. Gut lord Road. Suite 309 Amuse. Moncton MD
20701 lei 301 7250451, Fax 301 725 8823
fiance pease contort relco Paris. Telriav • 4539 4967 1301,/0 ' 995

arm

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE
£2 395

301150/. L1 11

Q1,

n'.1FMiNT
Av .BALANCED MINT
il',040S24511PL9

MARK LE
.
FRE.AMP. MINT
PINK Thi ANGLE Ri 91,M2 P.001.5.v09 ,
17 3BOX MINT
LiEtteet,i, i.e. Eitre P... 1.
1
P - ROVE Me
BsR5'ES -P. 535 .HONO...E.M. ek NH,"
SUGDEN ALEC 2BOX PREATAP AVOND.LE VOD PED
4, 7 5451
YN'
KnE _ Kns4•5 5.5.4., ,pPa ss
CAT SL SIGNATJE iAJLE PRE/OP
Ex.,t2sJP
PRE

g &. ?E.

UST
sta..:

E, 45:

51.495 stand £2.500
Ft 995 than 00 4X
E995 teem: 02 530
P195
sham £ 1,400
0500
r: £ 33C0..
•: ,e5x E3.300
E'
she'd PHONE
95 et. lemc ET MO
APO en Ire 0375
95
sham 1650
new
1799
0799
1495 65301c 1891
1275 stand £ 500
13,995 stand HOW
A' 995 earl 15 RC
£995 stand 12 40C
£4,495 stand 06.500
£1 795 sband 54 5oct
£895 EX DEMO SEX
1495 stand 11.50C
0895 shed 11.800
0 495 stand 12 150
14 995 stand E11 530
£2995 Mora £8000
01 25a cam 02750
13 495 steno 15 290
11 995 stand £50CC
£2495 Shand 04497
£3 750 Shand
00C
03935 Oland 08 500
£995 shawl £2,700

00,3',','10/,IAEVAVPO,'/0 0 0I,/PVI, 1',Ii AuDIORE SEARCH V70 VALvE AMP 8AJNCED 'MN7
mA.K LE; % SON 1.3.2 Fe EFE 4ENCE moNo ROWER NAPS BALAN
mA.K LE , NSON V.5 '' 0.. VON POWER AMPS MINT
0594 LEVINSON St lPOWER AM. MINT
CARY 3058 vALvE MONO AMPS .0WATT TRIODE mmET
', 00 . X•S_PD..NYE...
7 Ek_ANCENT
D. '
90,7
495 snail 06 /X
00,130 . 0HASON Et"), vA.YE ASP MINT
£995 shawl £2.500
"AND8ERG 10620098 TAKE MONO POWER AMPS M 5."
11 09S strand£.195
ARAGON 2304 POwER pp ,,,,,shard 11 295
D..2 50-5 PO 5E. AM. v ..'
£
E6
2
9
1
5
:
MEi
rl DIAN 655.
MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED N', El 5'
LUMLEY RE.ERENCE 10/28 'AVE 5105.0AMPS I."
AXON. '‘. 553 VONO .0.9E. INT.S 5 ...AND
MuSE 15001 -E SLEWOOPER kALNs' MIN'
MERIDIAN 06,3 ACTIVE SPEAKERS WALNL51NH/ I
VE.D• A\ .. GEN' 3SPER05.5 ROSEWOOD N":
£9
95 axle,
51,435
495
£995
nee
e
AC O S' 0ENE.DH 9E3 SPEAKE.S 5S'ANDS B -. 0. V '."
0999 ex demo 12 075
CELL'OAMP' SPEAKERS OAK 7,NIN MOUNTED PAIRS ON GRAFFITE STANDS
my M151 . EVI‘lSON SURP R8 ,
1
3C
£
65130 Mond £20 000
SPEAKE.S. C.R..9nnicoo v \ e
,(q5 es Inc £2100
CONRAD-uOnNSON 'SYNTHESIS REFERENCE 4TOWER SPEAKER STSTELA
SUPERB FINISHED Ill LT ON( KANT
£2995 shand £8030
DvnIAUDIO KRAFT SPEAKERS 6STANDS GREY MINT
£ 1295 emzena £2120
DYNAUDIO SPECIAL ONES 9050601000 SPEAKERS MINT
£
795 modem £ 1240
DYNAuDIO CONSECKANCE SPEAKERS FLAGSHIP MODEL FINISHED IN
CHERRYWOOD STUNNING LOOKS & SOUND TO MATCH MINT £7250 e590010 115 275
EQUATION 01000 SPEAKERS ivALNuT 'ANT
£695 ex demo Or KC
SMELL 53 SPEAKERS WALNUT MINT
£4195 shed £6995
DUNTECK CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
12995 shard 18500
GENESIS 8300 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK & GRANITE STANDS £995 eaten: V 895
SUMO ARA PANLEL SPEAKERS (DMX VGC
£795
stand 03 500
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS& STAND MINT
£ 1.695 Hand £3.454
KEF le 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD KUBE IKUOOS STANDS £595 shard £ 1158 •
BATHTUB & SPONGES SIMILAR -0WATTS & PUPPIES BUT BIGGER
vERY SENSITIVE SYSTEM REWIRES BY AMPING AMERICAN WALNUT
12.495 stand PHONE
COUNTERPOINT SA 3000 VALVE PROA/OP
£995 shawl £ 169
031 RREPAP PHONE S
TAGE REMOTE PAIR MONO AMPS MINT
Or 395 shot £
2148
MER DAN 06008 ACT VE SPEAKEPS BLACK MN'
ET 195 85 7,110 12 995
1HARFDALE OPTIoN 14 WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY /. wsfrE 1OF
ONLY 5SRARES MADWE SUPERB VCG
01 995 snarl PHONE
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS PASO BLACK
5895
5,0, P0 5"
CELESTION S1600515 SL 6000 538 WOOFERS MINT
INFINITY IRS BETA 4TOWER SPEAKERS ROSEW000 WIT
Éi1
12
15 s' . .
ARAGON 24 KIPS RREAMP MINT
.1895
MARI .EvINSONIAL2 REFERENCE MONO AMPS VGC
U 995
RESTEK EXPONENT GERMANS REFERENCE MONO MAPS 18934910
BLACK 6GOLD FRONTS MINT
iNkLES SGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MN'
P3 9
4.r5
NEW IN THIS MONTH
plcNEER P075 CD PLAYER MINT
1395
stand
1800
NIIA•NTZ CD 66 11K 2SE CD RLAvER 611.17
v1D 5REFERENCE TLRSTABLE ROSEWOOD CYALENE ARM 6POD
SUPPORT MINT
£3250 shawl 15 1
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 9112 VALVE PREAMP MINT
ET 095 snail 0' •-• -ROW3AND MODEL 3MONO AMPS BALANCED BLACK MINT
X 253 stand 04,
PIONEER C73 AREA,» NT3 POWER MAP MINT
O1OS strand El .
IO
THIEL C8 51 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK MINT
GRvPHON IT PREMAP PLU TAC
£7
995 shard
12 4+35
300
52495
Oland £es
ELECTROCOMPANIET AW10: DRIB BAL AMP
El 295 $ tand 2,018
£
SPENDER SP PI SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
£2395 stand £3300
ALoN 1,r SPEAKERS OAK MINI
el 995 ' nand £3800
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 DIGITAL ACTIVE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD VW
12 250 shawl £3460
ALPHASON SYPHONY TURNTABLE 6ARM SUPPLY MINT
£ 1295 stand £2.700
TOWNSHEND ROCK 3REGA ARM WITH VTA ADJUSTER
1595 Mond 11 034
MERIDIAN 506 KG 2CD PLAYER MINT
€ 125
sham! 0.953
MERIDIAN 538 913 CD PLAYER 20 EST TAINT
ET 395 damn £ 1995
MERIDIAN 5(» TRANSPORT 563 DAC BALANCED MINT
Si 595 memo 01990
AUDIO RESEARCH SRI PREAMP SILVER MINT
1895
enand E.''X
NAM 12 PREATAP 140 POWER MAP TA NT
£895
sYancl £ 1256
MERIDIAN 501 PREAMP 6BSA REMOTE INNT
:575 email* 1675
MERIDIAN 551 INTERGRATED Ate MINT
£
595 exdenx 1595
MERIDIAN 555 POWER 4110 Uni,"
5550 coloro 155:
NES TROVIC Al VALVE MONO MIPS BAL CHROME MINT
01.995 shald me
mARK LEviNSON NO 20518040,161PS BAL MINT
£5995 shand 112 5W
CELLO PERFORMANCE All' 5wrrH AC MODS
STUNNING 4CHASS SMONO AMPS BALANCED
01 495 shard £20 305
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
E795 stand £ 1,750
MC SC1A 20 SPEAKERS 6STANDS ROSEWOOD MINT
11 295 strand U 0010
ATC 50 1.1 1
X• SPEAKERS dSTANDS ROSEWOOD VGC
1745 Slant 13 583
APOSEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT £ 1.595 stand £3998
MARTIN LOGAN SEOUEL 2SPEN(ERS OAK MINT
fl 49S shed 13277
FoRSELL AA REFERENCE L
TDEDITION TURNTABLE & ARM AIR
BEAPNGS S5,PEPB INC CARTRDBE MINT
£5995 sYard : 15262
SiRESHOLD PEI' 10E LINE dFEO 10 PHONO BALANCED MPIT
12.495 shed 04,920
MERIDIAN 201 PREAMP 6REMOTE CONTROL MINT
£ 395
snand £760
LADS .
FL VALVE . NE RREMAP m1NT
52995 ' Yana E. 120
AUDIO RESEARCH SR14 PREAMP MINT
£ 1595 snand 03 298
845X959001 95505E MAT REVERSE CASSETTE
0595 5
STAX LAMBDA PRO READPHONES aSODA PRO SLPPLY V017 , 9,
5„,
141 1
,
1_100
5„
FNSEMB' PM SPEAKERS 795K 'A'
01 7E5 slant £2953
PROM RESPONSE 2SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOODS 1.11917
0995 esderno 01650
AERIAL 1
DT SPEAKERS 6STANDS BLACK MINT
£3500 eaderns 06 300

,
rr:„ 0
ii,

*' ' `s'a
1,9
e . EL,STS ARE OREN TO OFPERS MTH NO PART EXCHANGES BUT
WITH WARRANTIES AS WE NEED SPACE FOR NEW STOCKS
JANUARY SALE
okTENRES 2VAL5E CO P_.•
îl 50C shano
MARK LEVINSON NIL 10A PPE
01.250 stand
..'
U.901 earl
CLASSE
ROWL4ND
ALO
VOCE. 5 0011
£4 995
£1695 stand
Or 795 shard
CONRAD JOHNSC
.PDGEE
E
-50
Oland
APOGEE MIN 0.5'
NYNT £45X enand
CHORD MO POWE , Vn•."."
£1595 Oland

STILL

:0 •
05 011
£0400
E5 OCO
E' 545
04.59-a
13.000

OODLES OF RGIA END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE • RING FOR DETAILS

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am

-7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

IAN HARRISON HIFI

TEE4: 1
1
e
n
i
t
28 4 7t
4
7

15

CARTIDGES
ORTOFON
AUDIO TECHNICA
DEMON
TRANSFIGURATION
BENZ MICRO
SHURE
RI

•••TRADE IN YOU ,
OLD MOVING CO,
CARTRIDGE ¡ ANY AGE.
MAKE OR CONDITION
AND SAVE uP TO 40 1:
OFF THE NORMAL
SELLING PRICE

TRANSFORMERS
L. PHOTO STAGES
ORTOFON
SOWTER
EXPRESSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

13:12223IMIRE=EME
TEAC. SONY
AIWA. TEAC
OUAD MARANTZ.
MARANTZ
NAKAMICHI SONY
SONY DENON
MARANTZ
12=raMIME=EMEMEEMIIM
QUAD. CONFIAD
JOHNSON, MUSE,
MARANTZ. SONY
TECHNICS. TEAC
SONIC

SOUND ORGANISATION
APOLLO, SOUND
FACTORY TRIPOD
SOUNDSTYLE. PROJECT

AuD1004JEST. COGAN
HALL
SONIC LINK. SILVER
SOUNDS. OED.
GOLDRING

EEMMIME=MMI2=IM
TDK MAXELL SON'
BASF FUJI AMPEX.
SCOTCH, JVC,
KONICA

OED DISCWASHER
GOLDRING

SENNHEISER BEYER
«G. KOSS
GRADO

EIMIMMIE=MEE:=1.
RivELIN
SENNHEISER
ER
AUDIO ECLIPSE
ALDO TECHNIcA
NEutAA ,,
,,
'..30NIC
15,1
AKN.
' 155E17E5 000

7, e

Def., ,

MAIL ORDER ONLY
a
PLEASE. PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO
BUMMING ALL ARE BRANI) NEW WITH RILL U.K. GURANTEES Gruel
•
re not supplied on approval.
MILL FIII.L. REPTON. DERBY. IME65 66(). TF.L.: 01210 702975 Mam - 9pnl

IMA/POP
imrakyeaps,
pmeris

DESIGN 8.
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11PENF OLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE. HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS. HP15 WI
101494 714058 .5 FAX

BANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINli IM ANODISED CONES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptenal TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Any one buaspeaker covers -rinds of musical spectrum
Power handling - 35 wattS/100 walls ( FINS)
HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE 8 ACTIVE CROSSOVER>
AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (
Shrelded,
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

7

.A

.L:1)1

0

-•-•

1
LIL, USI ( ) ..

r

23 LANGLES BROOM. LANGLEY.
BERKSHIRE. s1,3 8NB
12 mins Junc.5 off the MAI
Tel: 10.753i 542761 Fax: 1017531 772532
\,....

Opening Hour.
10.00am-8.00pm Mon - Sat I
By Appointment o

...!

EX DEMONSTR 31.10% .,.. iSECONDHAND B. ‘ RI;. sINS
Theta 031.1 ha, 1- :. 1. ,
i515151110
5.15',5
Theta Data Tramp in ( Lt. ii Ki
•
Nil land
C1995
Theta Cobalt DACir700
', Hand £495
Wad. X12 Tfigunienter DA(
SiHand £795
Audio Research LOT Lineeage It 1.6001
S/Hand £ 1250
Drown DM 10 Imegrated Amplifier 70m e
t1.3001 Ex Demo £995
CIA,C 30 Ronote l'reamp Bal If 1,1701
Ex Demo
£1350
Audios 300B Silts Knight Export. Gold
Mono Blocs 10.50891
S/Hand
t1850
Magnaplun. M(1 I4 ... . ..
539931111 £595
Mirage M-290 Audiophile Monitor I
C399 l
. E. Deno
£275
Monago 5,I 19fii All•Iliellc Mono. 112991
Ex Demo
iI ' C

AUDIO ED LINKS
AUTUMN 1995
CATALOGUE
£2 PER COPY
SPECIALIST COMPONENTS
AT REALISTIC PRICES
TEL/FAX 01724-870432
7FAIRMONT CRESCENT
SCUNTHORPE
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE DNI6 1EL

APRIL 1996

HI- El NEWS 02 RECORD REVIEW

classified
Lintone Audio
Audio Technica ATH9000 Headphones tes dem)

199.00
299.00
500.(5)
700.00
395.00

Arcam Delta 11(1 Pre- amp inc DAC ( ex deuil
Audio Innovations 300 Amplifier ( ex deml
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier tex dent>
Audio Innovations 200 Power amplifier ( ex deml

7011.00
599.00
170.00
450.00
950.0)0
450.00

Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2Loudspeaker ( ex dem)
Deltec Little Bit DAC Converter
Epos ES14 Loudspeakers inc Stands
Grant P100/G I
00MC/GIOOPV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit K Loudspeakers inc Stands ( white)
Krell KSA150 Power Amplifier ( ex de«)
Linn LI 2Lingo Power Supply ( ex den))
Linn Intek Amplifier
Linn Axis Turntable inc Cartridge
Linn Keilidh Loudspeakers
Linn Kaber Aktive Crossover les dem)
Linn Sara Speakers/Siands
Meridian 501 Pre- amplifier
Meridian 506 CD Player tes dem)
Musical Fidelity MVX Pte- amplifier

EX DEMONSTRATION & SECOND BARGAINS
List
AMPS

295.00
295.00
495.00
300.00
400.00
495.00
749.00
950.00
999.00
369.110
1200.00
450.00
4501X1
320.00
340.00
280.00
590.00
140.00
22 1).00

TUNERS
CD PLAYERS

TURNTABLE

250.00
495.001
1600.00

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead
Tyne & Wear NE8 3.IW
0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

S/ Fl
S/ H

KRELL KSA 100S
DPA 50S/505 PRE/POWER
2X MUSICAL FIDELITY P180
CRPS PSU ( MONO/STEREO)
AUDIO RESEARCH D200
L1NN PRETEK
QUAD 66 PRE AMP
CLASSE DR4 PRE AMP
CLASSE DR30 PRE AMI'
CLASSE DR70 POWER AMP
MICHELL ISO PHONO
ARCAM 110S PRE AMI'
LINX POWER AMP

350(1.00
495.10)

Marant/ MA22 Mono Power Amplifier ( pair ex den)
Nakamichi DR3 cassette Deck tex demi
Naim SBL Loudspeakers
Naim NAC 42.5/11(1 Amplifier
Naim 32190 Pre- power amplifier
Quad 34 Pre Amplifier ( ex demi
Quad FM4 Tuner ( ex dent)
Quad 306 Power Amplifier ( ex dent)
Quad 606 Power Amplifier ( ex dent>
Rega Planar 2Turntable inc Can
Rotel RC1)965BX Cl) Player ( ex dem)
Ruark Sabre Loudspeakers
Stax Lainda Pro/SRDX headphones les dem)
Technics SHX1000/SLZ 1000 Transpon/DAC CI) Play er

listening

ILJ

Selected used equipment

£999

BEARD P50 POWER AMP
ARCAM ALPHAS
ARCAM ALPHA 6
QUAD 66 TUNER
LINN MIMIK
PINK TRIANGLE CORDINAL
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO
QUAD 67
MERIDIAN 602/606
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY
SME 5/LYRA CLAVIS
LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W 805
B&W 804
EPOS ES 14
EPOS ES 11
NEATE PETITE
SONUS FABER ELECTA
AMARTORS
MISSION 760

£2600 £ 1200
£3248 £2695
D
£379
£229
D
£897
£719
D+N
£1735 £995
D
£ 1320 £869
D
£1399
£899
S/H
£200
S/H
£299
S/H
£299
S/E1
£499
D
£ 229
£149
D
£329
£229
D
£554
£439
D
£839
£659
D
£ 1526 £ 1069
£1536 £ 1195
D
£825
£659
S/H

£999

S/II
D
D
S/H

£ 1795

£995
£ 1595
£495
£595
£2992

D
D

£ 129

D
D

£249

£5350

£749
£ 1195
£395
£369
£429
£ 1992
£79
£ 149

£3999

D. EX DEMONSTARTION - N- 1
,
11 : W - SII1=SI:COND HAND

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744 SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

The Listening Rooms. I
hl Old Brompton Road, London SW5 (11.1.
'10.1: 0171 244 7750/59

Fax: 0171 370 0192

FOR SALE
LINS sara speakers and stands £300
Beard P100 90 watts per channel
valve amp
£650
LINS LP1ZITTOCK 69 £500
GARRARD 401
£ 100
THORENS TD124 £200
QUAD 11 Rebudt pair.
phonoplugs fitted £350
LEAK TL12.
pair £325
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO £ 100
LEAK TROUGHLINE 3
Istude 12 decoder fitted) £ 110
MICHELL ISO/Hera £325
DNM 28 turn preamp £325
LEAK stereo 20
Ring
LOWTHER Cabs 8drive une
Ring
PS AUDIO Model two poweramp £250
MUSICAL FIDELITY Pre 34 £250

WANTED ANY SECOND HAND OR VINTAGE HI FI

• Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
• Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

atv

Analogue
Productions:
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound: Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Propnus; East Wind;
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos:
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M 8 K.
bwrIoridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier: Hyperion,
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings.
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest: Cardas, DCC.
Clarity; Columbia: Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space:
Mercury Living Presence: OJC: Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator,
BIS; Capri: Delmark; Denon; Donan: ECM: Elektra; EMI,
EPIC. Harmonia Mundi. In 8 Out; Island; London; Linn.
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram.
Polydor: Gemini; Quartet: GRP; Hungaroton: Jeton: Klimo:
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko: Gift Horse.
Catalogue $5.
Karnei; Rhino: Rounder
Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913)825-0156

Information/

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043. U S A

„
r-s

AUDIO DESIGNS
26

HIGH STREET EAST GRINSTEAD
WEST SUSSEX RH19 3AS •

TEL/FAX 01342 314569 TEL 328065
USED AND EX DISPLAY PRODUCTS
M.%s
NOU
£400.01)
I I\\ s5R .\ xl \\ l1> ( 151- \VIRf
Wb. Il \ IIt \I)
£554.00
1,454.00
1551 Yll
I21111 X1)
£370.00 £ 209.011
S \ II\ ii
£1040.00 £840.00
ii
£730.00 £499.911
\ii
£398.00 £ 318.01)
tl r. SRItIr) \ ISS
£229.00 £ 1, 9.011
\i SS
£229.00 £ 179.01)
£498.00 £425.011
\II \ \ I \\
/11,5 1,1 Il \Ii
£198.00 £ 159.0(1
\ 5151 it)1 \ I \\
£1997.00 £ 1-1 )
- .00
\ \ 11,100 ISHI
£690.00 £. 2-3.oc
55 .11.1 il 1x111> \ i)
£699.00
1,5 - 9.00
SIII s i \ I)
igq 00 £425.00
I \ \ \ Il(\ \ I)
.£ 1-00.00 £ 1.460.00
I\\ \ I311 .1tIli, XI ,
iIII> no
£1120.01)
.).2(»»1111) £ 1950.011
I\\ 1,11 \ III\ \ I)
.5.20wo.o0 £ 1595.00
I\i\ 1,Ittl I \ Iit
I\\ (slt il II \ FI ,
t2non no
i95.00

SLATE AUDIO
ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENTS
THE POWERHOUSE Quartz locked
power supply for Garrard 301/401 TD I24

Lockwood Audio
THE

and Universal. THE GREEN MONSTER
Marble plinth system (
R) for Garrard

MAIL ORDER ACCESSORY SPECIALIST!!
AGENCIES INCLUDE:-

XLO, ORTOFON, BEYER, QED,
AUDIO QUEST & MANY MORE.
For aFREE copy of our price list send your name
and address to BOX NO. 0780 HI Fi News
TARGET,

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

£3499

S/S

MISSION 780
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST

MERIDIAN 201 Preamp £ 450
MERIDIAN 204 Tuner £350
MERIDIAN 2068 CD player £500
MERIDIAN 0600 Deal active
speakers digital and analogue
inputs I(3000 new) £ 1300
ALL MERIDIAN EQUIPMENT BOXED
AUD(ORESEARCH SP8
valve preamp mint £775
PIONEER PD73 CD player
massive copper bummed
wooden sidecheeks Icost
£800 when new) £250
AMC CD player COK
£200
MERIDIAN component
POWER AMP
£ 140
TANNOY 12" HPD dual concentnc
Anne units las newi
pair £250

Sale

£5843
£1950

APRIL 1996

AUTHORISED

zsmar

SPECIALIST

301/401 TDI24. THE GLASSMAT Garrard

SPARES AND REPAIRS

301/401 and Universal platter mat.

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

THE SPEAKERSTAND Solid slate.
"BEST IN THE WORLD". MICKEY
MOUSE Slate Gyrodec upgrade.
TEI.: 01525 384174 or 0421 624429

(*allers

welcome by appointment

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 I
WE
Rue Phone: +44101181-207 4472 =,..)
Fax: +44101181-207 5283
I1

classified
RIMS Revelation

M AD1SOUND PROVIDES

Blistering performance from acompact and
beautifully engineered loudspeaker complete

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

11 VE71111

with built-in stand and magnetic shielding.

('all FREEPHONE 0800 454 468
You can upgrade from one model to the next

IcUI

and order inter-changeable finishes all at an
affordable price. Read the March issue review.

DAins

Full money back guarantee

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify or ye-align any high-end equipment. We can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can also offer a vat\ e

Mud..

matching service. E‘pect only the best

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

LEAP

•

SSole. lonl.tors

Clicacaurvuxpoly coap•

MAuDne

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless
your

SLEDGEHA1414ER

Company

42>

EACH ADDITIONAL HALF METRE. ADD £ 20.00
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS. CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE
AYLESTONI. LEICESTER. LE2 80E.
TEL: 0118 2835621

strangle

The

based

Cable

on

feed-

NI FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $50.
SI 48 brands, 238 cable products.
MI FREE of all US taxes

1\-COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IIÇPTUBES

The Cable Company
Call, write or fax for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 ' fax (215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950

kledisound Speaker Components
(8808 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 808-831-3433
Fax: 808-831-3771

PRICES;
HALF METRE TERMINATED £ 59 99 • £ 3.50 P&P
ONE METRE TERMINATED. £ 79.99 • £ 3.50 P&P

database,

can

best in your system.

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFF
CATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER WITFI M ASTERCARD OR VISA,
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

ALL CABLES ARE DOUBLE SCREENED.
SILVER SOLDERED. PSEUDO BALANCED.
TERMINATED WITH QUALITY GOLD PLATED
PHONOS AND FINISHED IN A SMART GREY BRAID.

system.

trials, can tell you what cables will work

TRANSLUCENT
CABLE FOR UNDER £60.00
IMPOSSIBLE!! BUT TRUE.

choices

back from thousands of US home cable

pettitse
99.99% PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT

cable

excellent

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 (incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each (per insertion). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word [cg Pioneer A400 = two words]

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Please publish the above advertisement for
E FOR SALE

insertions' under the head 'ne

III WANTED

Box number required

El yes

Address

El no.

Cheque ¡postal order enclosed for

.‘

(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines plc.

OR Please charge my Access IVisa Diners I
Amex' Card Number

Expires (date)

Signature

Please indicate which'No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
............
4•1
I•1111
....

IIN

Name

1

Daytime telephone number
Cut out your advertisement (
or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Cr
..................
oydon CR9 2TA.
APRIL 1996

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

I

1

For Fast 'n Free 24 hour Mail Order Contact: 0181 852 1321
»..---,

THE CHOICE IS TRULY YOURS
We carry the finest range of Hi Fi in London and you can be
....,......

•UN

sure that any of the products you see advertised here are on
display and available for audition. Our helpful experienced
staff are always on hand to help explore the possibilities

II

open to you. This month - check our Interest Free, for the
most flexible way to buy what you really want!

248 LEE HI
GHRo, LEWISHAM, LONDON, SE 13 5PL
TEL: 0181-318 5755/852 1321 FAx 318 0909
OPEN: 10.00 AM -6.30 PM .MON -SAT (
CLOSED THuHs)

CD PLAYERS
Arcam CD Players-Full range?

Mou choose The Deposit
Time G Amount

YES!

Arcam Alpha One ( F/L)
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus ( F/L)

£ 299.00
£479.00

Arcam Alpha 6 ( F/L)
Arcam Delta 270 ( F/L)

£ 599.00
£ 799.00

Arcam Delta 250 Transport

£ 799.00

Arcam Black Box 50

£ 470 00

..)rcam Black Box 500
i)enon DCD 825

£ 745.00
£ 239.00

•

£850.00
£ 199.00
£ 349.00

£ 240
£129.00
£549
£429

, £529 ( ,
Radio AM/FN1Tur• ' F L ! 229
PT tll"t5AX . :', 9

Denon DRN1550
Denon DRS640
Denon DRW 580 ( New)
NAD 613 ( New)
Nakamlchl DR3 ( Was 399)

£ 159 r
£ 209.0( '
1199.00
£229.00
£449.00

Nakamlchl DR2 ( F/L x 2)
Nakamlchl DR1 ( F/T)

£699.00
£ 799.00

Nakamlchl Dragon ( F/Lx2) .. £2350.00
Yamaha KX380
£ 169.(
Yamaha KX480
£ 199 tto

TURNTABLES

Unn 1P12 Bask*
Unn LP12 Lingo*

£149.00

'.'•D 414 RDS
Marantz ST55 Tuner
Nalm NAT 03 Tuner ( F/L)
, : ad FM4 Tuner IF/L)

CASSETTE

Nalm CD Players- Full range?
YES!
Pioneer PD -S904
£399.00

Yamaha KX-W482

£ 249 ri'

Yamaha KX580 ( F/L)

£ 249.00

LOUDSPEAKERS

£ 199.00

Raga Planar 2 Inc R13250*
Rega Planar 3 Inc RE3300*

NAD 402 Tuner

Rotel RT 9404X ( F/L)

£ 349.00
f199.00
£249.00
£949.00

Dual CS504 inc AT95e

( ') Tuner Plus
f . 1' '
Arcam Delta 280 Tuner ( F/L) £399
Di.11011 I
L. . L.,OL Tuner
£ 11!'
Linn Kudos
£ 775 '

,p,a
utel

Iinn Unfit( CD Player
£ 875.00
Linn CD Players - Full range?
YES!
Marantz CD46(New)
£ 179.00
Marantz CD63/2
£269.00

Quad 77 ( Mains)
Rotel RCD 930AX
Rotel RCD 970BX ( F/L)

TUNERS

Quad 66FM Tuner(F/L)

(FIL) = FREE CHORD COMPANY
INTERCONNECT WORTH £25.00

Marantz CD63se
NAD 501
NAD 512 ( F/L)
Nalm CD3 ( F/L)

•

£198.00
£260.00

(FREE C.T.3) = FREE CABLETALK 3.
B&W 601 (New)
£199.00
B&W 602 (New)
£279.00

£1050.00
YES,

B&W 603 (New)
£499.00
Castle Durham 900(Free C.T.3) £ 279.00

*Free local Installation for the above

Heybrook H131
NAD 5120 Inc Cart

£ 139.00

Linn Full range stocked & on Dem? YES!

£ 220.00

Arcam Alpha 6 Plus
Arcam Delta 290
Arcam Delta 290P

[ 349.00
£ 499.00
£ 399.00

Creek 4240

£ 249.00

Linn Majik ( line)
Linn Wakoncia trine)

1690 00

Unneull range stocked?

Mission 751 ( Free C.T.3)
......

-

Quad 101 (New)

..,

NAD 310 Amplifier
NAD 312 Amplifier

£99.00
£ 199.00

NAIM Nait 3 Integrated

£ 549.00

•

,

Nairn NAC 92 Preanin
Naim NAP 90/3 Powe ,••..

; up

Naim 82 Preamp ...
Pioneer A400X AninItlit a
INTEREST FREE CREDIT • 0% A.P.R.
YOU CHOOSE THE DEPOSIT & PERIOD
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS
Quad /7 Integrated Amp

£ 595.00

Rega Brio Amplifier

£ 229.00

Rega Elex Antpiifier
Rotel RA 02:2A5 :-.

£ 398.00
[ 149 00
L199.00

.

£ 498 r '
£249'
£ 129

Tannoy 632 ( Free C.T.3)

£199 r ,

Tannoy 633 ( Free C.T.3)

12 9 ' 00

A/V AMPLIFIERS & PROCESSORS
Arcarn Xeta One
£ 999 r
Arcarn Xeta Two
£ 649

-.

MIN LOAN £ 350 -MIN DEPOSIT
0% PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
-- ---

Rega Ela ( Black)
Rogers LS33 ( Free C.T.3)
Tammy 631 Speakers

AUDIO VISUAL

•

NAIM Full range stocked?
YES!
Call to arrange your personal audition.

Naun FlatCap Supply
Nairn 72 Preamp .

£ 699.00

Quad ELS63 on Demonstration? YES!
Rega Kyte ( 131k or Wal)
£ 198 n'

YES!
,

£299 '

Mission 752 ( Free C.T.3)
£499
Mission 753 ( Free C.T BlwIre) f699 r '
ProAc Tablette 50
£ 599 '
ProAc Response One ... ... £ 999 '

Unn Multi-room now on demonstration.
,,„

£229.00

NEF Coda 7
£ 129.00
NEF Coda 8 ( Free C.T.3)
£189.00

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus

Linn LK100 IA, Am:

._

Yamaha DSP580
LASER DISC PLAYERS
Pioneer CLD '
515

Pioneer CLD'2950

f1000

DEPOSIT

f100

DEPOSIT

£ 500

DEPOSIT

iBALANCE

f900

BALANCE

£ 2000

BALANCE

12 MTHS @ £ 75

GOODS PRICE

f2500

20 MTHS @ £ 100

GOODS PRICE £ 5000
f1400
£ 3600

24 MTHS @ £ 150

f499.00

1699 00

SURROUND - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
• -.),
V HCM2 + Power Bass
£ 399.00
300, 80C.60S System

GOODS PRICE

£ 449 r,

\LF 90 ( Centre)

£ 999.00
£ 259.00

Mission 73S ( Surround)
£ 99.00
Polk RN13000/2 S)stern
£699.00
P.r,.../ ,.. t): 5 it ' ,all, '- ,.•, t‘ ,1) ¡ ran 00

0it o
o1 331 o
o 7/ri.

AUDIOPHILE
International Ltd.
The UKs Largest Selection Of Superior Pressings
To Order Call: 01276 855578

Feature;
Classic Records

Fax 24 Hours: 01276 855580
For Any Information: 01267 855530
credo for creating the best possible products

cannot be emphasised strongly enough. In order to be as faithful to the
original RCA Living Stereo releases and the Master Tapes 'Classic'
assembled the best possible team to make their dream areality. Left we
see Jack Pfeiffer, who in his youth was apioneer for stereo sound and
Bernie Grundman transferring the music from the original master tape to
lacquer with extreme care after hours of direct comparison against
numerous copies of different pressing's of original LPs. ( In an attempt to
preserve the intentions of the original producer(s), in terms of the equalisation
that was often applied to the original LPs). The freshly grooved lacquer is
taken to the plating plant as quickly as possible. It will be silvered and
electroplated in the baths to produce amaster, which is re-plated to produce
Mothers', which are further re-plated to produce stampers, which are used to
press records. Sample test pressing's are produced to assess strengths and
weaknesses. If there are no problems the production run begins. If defects are
found, Classic start the whole process again. It is this attention to detail that has
helped Classic Records become one of the most incredible reissue series of this
century.

Audiophile

nternational

Present -

DCC Compact Classics

Classic Records HQ LPs
Buy two or more of any £28 title for £25 each.
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC

1806
1817
1831
1893
1900
1901

STRAUSS - Also Sprach Zarathustra £28
OFFENBACH - Gaite Parisienne
£28
BRAHMS Piano Concerto No.1 £28
RAVEL - Daphnis Et Chloe £28
BERLIOZ - Symphony Fantastique
£28
TCHAIKOVSKY - Symphony No.6 £28

1934
2077
2134
2135
2150
2183
2185
2201
2222
2225
2234
2257
2271
2285
2288
2298
2313
2322
2323
2418
2419

BARTOK - Concerto For Orchestra £28
STRAUSS - Till Eulenspiegel
£28
OVERTURE! OVERTURE! £28
PROKOFIEFF - Cinderella £28
STRAVINSKY - Lt. Kije ( Reiner, CSO) £28
THE REINER SOUND
£28
RACHMANINOFF Symphony No.3 £28
MUSSORGSKY - Pictures At An... £28
DEBUSSY - Iberia ( Reiner) £28
WITCHES BREW ( Gibson) £28
SAINT-SAENS - Piano Concerto No.2 £28
ELGAR - Pomp & Circumstance
£28
RAVEUD'INDY - Piano Concerto
£28
WALTON - Facade
£28
PROKOFIEFF - Symphony No.7 £28
BORODIN - 2nd Symphony £28
SOLTI - Venice ( Royal Opera House) £37
SHOSTAKOVICH - Sym. No.1 £28
TCHAIKOVSKY - Capriccio Italien
£28
ELGAR - Enigma Variations £28
DVORAK - Slavonic Dances £28

2423 REINER - Festival ( Chicago S.0) £28
2430 RACHMANINOFF - Theme' Paganini £28
2436 RESPIGHI - Pines Of Rome ( Reiner) £28

120

asmall selection

Classic Records HQ LPs

180gm Virgin Vinyl LPs & 24kt Gold CDs

More RCA - LSC 180gm HQ LPs

RAY CHARLES AND BETTY CARTER £25
THE BEACH BOYS - Pet Sounds
£25
LIGHTNIN HOPKINS - Blues Hoot
£25
SONNY ROLLINS - Saxophone Colossus £25
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (2LP Deluxe g.fold) £35
ROD STE WART - Never A Dull Moment £25
STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD - Jazz Samba £25
RAY CHARLES - Greatest Country & Western Hits £25
ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits
£25
WES MONTGOMERY - Goin' Out Of My Head £25
CREAM - Fresh Cream
£25

LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LDS

CD Only Titles
BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 Revisited £25
CREAM - Wheels Of Fire ( 2CD Set)
£35
THE EAGLES - Hotel California £25
THE EAGLES - Greatest Hits
£25
THE DOORS - The Doors
£25
THE DOORS - Strange Days
£25
THE DOORS - L.A. Woman
£25
THE DOORS - Waiting For The Sun
£25
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Relaxin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Steamin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Workin'
£25
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI- Fl
£25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Willy & The Poor.. £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Cosmos Factory £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Bayou Country £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Green River £25
THE BAND - Stage Fright
£25
BILL EVANS - Portrait In Jazz
£25
THE BEACH BOYS - Endless Summer
£25
LEON RUSSELL - Leon Russell
£25
BLONDIE - Parallel Lines
£25
HEART - Dreamboat Annie
£25
STEVE MILLER BAND - Book Of Dreams
£25
£25
STEVE MILLER BAND - Fly Like An Eagle
LINDA RONSTADT - Greatest Hits
£25
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - Eldorado
£25
JIM CROCE - Gold In A Bottle
£25
WES MONTGOMERY - So Much Guitar! £25
ELLA FITZGERALD - Sings Cole Porter Songbook £35
JOHN COLTRANE & PAUL QUINICHETTE £25
SONNY ROLLINS - Tenor Madness £25
BADFINGER - Straight Up
£25
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY - Know What IMean? £25

2449
2456
2500
2541
2625
6065

GOUND - FaustiBIZET - Carmen £28
LALO - Symphonie Espagnole
£28
STRAUSS - Waltzes ( Reiner, C.S.0) £28
LISZT - TODTENTANZ £28
MILHAUD - La Creation ( deluxe cover) £35
THE ROYAL BALLET GALA ( 2LP) £50

Verve Jazz 180gm HQ LPs
ELLA FITZGERALD - Clap Hands Here Comes...
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Back To Back
COLEMAN HAWKINS Encounters
COLEMAN HAWKINS - Alive At The Village Gate
BILLIE HOLIDAY - Songs For Distingue Lovers
ELLA FITZGERALD - Let No Man Write My...
BILL EVANS - Live At Montreux
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Side By Side
SONNY STITT - Blowing The Blues
JOHNNY HODGES - Blues A Plenty

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

RCA 180gm HQ LPs
HARRY BELAFONTE - At Carnegie Hall 2LP

£37
£25
£25
£25

BOB & RAY - Throw A Stereo Spectacular
DICK SCHORY - Bang Baa-room & Harp
SONNY ROLLINS - The Bridge

CBS Jazz 180gm HQ LPs
DAVE BRUBECK - Tinie Out
DUKE ELLINGTON - Blues In Orbit

£25
£25

Jazz Planet 180gm LPs & HQ CDs
ART DAVIS - A Time Remembered ( 180gm LP) £25
HQ CD
£ 15
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Look Whats New At :AUDIOPHILE

INTERNATIONAL!

Recommended CDs & LPs

Black Diamond Racing
"The Shelf"

The following are recommended by Audiophile
International Ltd. For Sonics or content.

First seen at the '94
U.S.A's summer CES
show, where it left
listeners in the ProAc
room speechless.
Black Diamond Racing
'The Shelf' moves you
a lot closer to the
music, or if you prefer
brings the musicians
home, to play in your
own home!
'The Shelf' us an ultra
dense weave of
carbon fibre, and used
in conjunction with the 6carbon
fibre impregnated polymer Black
Diamond Racing support cones
provides the ultimate isolation toe
For more information regarding
Back Diamond. Call 01276 855530.

JOHN COLTRANE - The Heavyweight Champion
These are the complete Atlantic Recordings. 7CD £98
Also available as a 12LP box set
£200
TORI AMOS - Boys For Pele ( US import)
Stunning new album. Two LP Clear Virgin Vinyl set £ 15
TAB BENOIT - What Ilive For ( US import CD only) £ 13
RAY BROWN/JIMMY ROWLES - As Good As.(CD)£13
MILES DAVIS - Live At The Plugged Nickel
US imported 7CD box set
£ 125
BJORK - Post ( European Black Vinyl) £9
British Pink Vinyl
£ 12
k.d.LANG - All You Can Eat ( US import LP) £ 12
BRIAN ENO - Passengers ( US import LP)
£ 12
TERRY EVANS - Putting It Down ( HQ 180gm LP) £ 17
HO CD
£ 15
BEATLES - Anthology ( 3LP set)
£25
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS - Out In LA ( US import)
an album that captures the best of this groups talents.
19 unreleased cuts, rare versions and club mixes. £ 10

Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs
MUDDY WATERS - Folk Singer
£25
PINK FLOYD - Atom Heart Mother
£25
EMERSON LAKE & PALMER - Tarkus £25
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT - Tales Of Mystery... £25
THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - MJQ
£25
THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - At Carnegie Hall £25
U2 - The Unforgettable Fire
£25
STAN GETZ & JOAO GILBERTO - Getz / Gilberto £25
TRAFFIC - The Low Spark Of High Heeled Boys £25
JOHN HIATT - Bring The Family
£25
QUEEN - The Game
£25
JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Oxygene
£25
ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND - Brothers & Sisters £25
DUKE ELLINGTON - Anatomy Of A Murder ( LP) £25
MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream £25
DAVE BRUBECK - We're All Together Again For.. £25
COLLINS, CRAY & COPELAND - Showdown! £25
EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER - Trilogy £25
ERIC CLAPTON - Eric Clapton
£25
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Exodus £25
JOHN MELLENCAMP - The Lownesome Jubilee £25
JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel
£25
HANK CRAWFORD - Soul Of The Ballad ( LP only) £25
TODD RUNDGREN - Something / Anything? (2LP) £37
ALBERT COLLINS - Cold Snap
£25
JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Equinoxe
£25
THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - At Music Inn £25
RICK WAKEMAN - Journey To The Centre Of ... £25
REM - Murmur
£25
MOODY BLUES - Every Good Boy Deserves ... £25
SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE McGHEE
£25
GERRY MULLIGANCAT & BEN WEBSTER £25
B.B.KING - Lucille
£25
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Catch A Fire £25
COUNT BASIE - April In Paris
£25
JOAN BAEZ - Diamonds & Rust
£25
DEREK & THE DOMINOS - In Concert (2LP) £37
BERNARD HERRMANN - The Fantasy Film World £25
MULLIGANCAT & DESMOND - Blues In Time £25
OSCAR PETERSON, MILT JACKSON - Very Tall £25
STEVENS - Teaser And The Fire Cat
£25
AVERAGE WHITE BAND - AWB
£25
JOHN MAYALL - The Blues Alone
£25
£25
BILLIE HOLIDAY - Body And Soul
£25
ELLA FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG
£25
NEIL YOUNG - Old Ways
DERIK & THE DOMINO'S - Live ( 2LP Set)
BOSTON - Boston.
TOTO - IV

Audiophile International Ltd.

MARY BLACK - No Frontiers
MARY BLACK - The Collection
MARY BLACK - The Holy Ground.
MARY BLACK - Circus.
EMMYLOU HARRIS - Cowgirls Prayer.
EMMYLOU HARRIS - Wrecking Ball.
CHRISTY MOORE - Live At The Point.
JANIS IAN - Revenge.

New - Books & Magazines

- —

Super high quality 24kt Gold CDs, PopeMusic have
created the 'DYNAMIC FIDELITY' process to be the
best canvas and brushes any artist could ask for, to
provide the ultimate in expression; to evoke both the
subtlety and strength of the entire range of human
emotions.

APRIL 1996

Although many believe that TAS is no
longer with us we have in stock the
following exciting new issues.
TAS 100 For Information call £8
TAS 101 For Information call £8
TAS 102 Analogue Issue £8
TAS 103 Special Recordings £8
TAS 104 Quo Vadis High- End £8

the tracking angle

The tracking angle is an exciting new magazine written
by Micheal Fremer. Following the success of his
column in TAS Micheal has launched his own music
review magazine.
LORI LIEBERMAN - A Thousand Dreams
TA 001 The First Issue
£5
An original acoustic recording that weaves you in a TA 002 What Makes A Classic Record £5
multitude of moods.
£25
TA 003 Zen And The Art Of Record Cleaning £5
THE UNLIKELY SILHOUETTES ( Russian Sym)
TA 004 The Rolling Stones LPs & CDs Survey £5
Unique interpretation of Bizet's "Camen Suite" and TA 005 Double Issue which includes;
Shostakovitchs "Bolt".
£25
Hendrix LP & CD survey, Interviews with engineers
ENTANGLED DEVOTIONS ( Russian Sym)
Eddie Kramer & Shawn Murphy. Sill only £5
18 Months in the making, Beethoven's Piano Concerto
No.5 "Moonlight" Sonata arguably the most romantic
performance of our generation.
£25
KENDRA SHANK - Afterglow.
LORI LIEBERMAN - Home Of Whispers
A classic follow up album, with Lori at her most Produced by the incomparable Shirley Horn to
introduce agifted new bollard singer - fresh, sensual. A
personal, you will not be left unmoved!
£25
new reference for female voice transparency and
FAREWELL ( Russian Symphony Orchestra)
£ 13
Mark Gorenstein's evocative interpretation of intimacy.
NORRIS TURNEY QUARTET - Big, Sweet ' N' Blue
Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony.
£25
Ellington 'slast alto star, Norris Tumey with an historic
rhythm section: Jimmy Cobb, Miles' drummer; Walter
Ilenri eat “≤ rea
MN, '1,9116,11:e ,f15
Booker, Thelonious' last bassist and Larry Wills on
piano. Mapleshade's biggest, mellowest sax sound yet.
£13
WALTER DAVIS JR. - In Walked Thelonious.
Breathtaking interpretations of Monk by the late
renowned pianist who toured with Bird at 17 and
became Monk's protege at 18. Creates an intense,
mystical dialogue between Walter and Thelonious
himself. Captures the powerfully percussive piano
sound of the bebop master like no other recording. £ 13
THE FRANK KIMBROUGH TRIO - Lonely Woman
One of the most listenable, harmonically rich new piano
High quality 180gm HQ Vinyl LPs and 24kt Gold CDs
trios since Bill Evans. Deep lyricism on slow ballads.
haunting originals performed with great sensitivity.
THE WEAVERS - Reunion A Carnegie Hall
£25
Transparently clear piano, warm and lucid bass,
ART PEPPER - Meets The Rhythm section
£25
startlingly delicate cymbals.
£ 13
£25
SONNY ROLLINS - Way Out West
EDDIE GALE QUINTET - A Minute With Miles.
£25
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS - Goin' Away ( LP only)
A great trumpeter's odyssey: Eddie Gale takes you from
£25
BILL EVANS - Waltz For Debby
Africa to New Orleans to modern jazz and beyond.
£25
DUKE ELLINGTON - This One's For Blanton
Instruments sound stunningly present. 3-dimensional
£25
RAY BROWN - Super Bass
and focused.
£ 13
£25
MILES DAVIS - Cookin' ( LP only)
BASIE JAM
£25
COOKIN1VVITH THE MILES DAVIS OUINTET
£25
COUNT BASIE - Farmers Market Barbecue
£25
CHARLIE BYRD - The Guitar Artistry Of...
£25
JANIS IAN - Breaking Silence New
£25
JOHNNY ADAMS - Sings Doc Pomus New

Mapleshade HQ CDs

Atabliu9

Analogue Productions

P.O Box 303. Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8RX.

If you really like music and want abetter selection of the latest releases on standard vinyl, gold CD and audiophile vinyl and the
reassurance that your order will reach you safely you ought to join our world wide data base. Send £3 in postage stamps for our huge
gloss catalogue ( includes £3 refunderable coupon) which contains the UKs largest selection of audiophile recordings, then every
month receive free of charge ' update' catalogues containing new releases and used mint condition LPs. To order call one of our
numbers, your order will be handled that same day. First LP £3additional 75p. First CD £2 addtional 50p. Orders sent First Class
Recorded. For large orders we offer Parcel Force Next Day (any weight) fixed at £6.75.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

£9
£9
£9
£ 10
£9
£ 10
£9
£ 10

We now have in stock the following U.S. Imported
Magazines.
,
• ••
the absolute sound

Pope Music Dynamic Fidelity

Super high quality 200gm LPs and 24kt Gold CDs.

Available Soon;

Grapevine LPs & CDs
Please note; Grapevine CDs are £ 13 each.
MARY BLACK - Mary Black
£9
MARY BLACK - Collected
£9
MARY BLACK - Without The Fanfare £9
MARY BLACK - By The Time It Gets Dark £9
MARY BLACK - Babes In The Wood
£9

finale
A famous
photograph
sparked one
movie that
really says
something
about the
world of jazz

The event is lovingly documented
in A Great Day in Harlem, afilm by
Jean Bach (available on video from
Blue Dolphin; distributed by
Wienerworld). Like the 3Dspectroscope which tracks round
corners inside Harrison Ford's
snapshot in Bladerunner, this 60minute movie takes us right into the
famous photo, melting that frozen
moment. Surviving musicians talk
about the day and we see clips of
n the summer of 1958, the art
them playing. Shots from the session
director of Esquire magazine
suggested to his jazz-crazy editor
(Kane's, as well as Mike Lipskin's
that they publish an all-jazz issue.
free- loading snaps) are brilliantly
One of his bright ideas was to
montaged by editor Susan Peehl; the
gather together all the musicians for musicians seem to move. Mona
a giant photo session. The photo
Hinton, wife of the bass player Mili
became a classic, and the
Hinton, ran his 8rnm cinecamera: so
photographer — this was his first we get moving pictures in colour!
ever assignment — ' became' Art
Pianist Marian McPartland's dress
Kane, one of the leading New York becomes a startling yellow, and you
photographers of the era.
begin to feel you were actually there
They were all there: Count Basie,
(like watching the videos of awedding
Lester Young, Coleman Hawkins, obliterated from memory by alcohol).
Thelonious Monk, Sonny Rollins ...
Present day interviews with
fifty seven in all. Kane had no participants feature afair amount of
'he was my idol' mutual admiration.
studio, so word went out to meet
on 126th street at ten in the Jazz
sceptics
may
remain
morning. The art director, Robert unconvinced. However, unlike the
Benton, admired the way Kane
unction on display at the Oscars, this
handled the situation: ' this wasn't is not just money and power
just a great picture, it was a still congratulating itself. These are the
from a movie! Kane went with the spiritual leaders of America's poor
flow; it taught me a lot' ( Benton and oppressed ( mainly blacks and
later directed many films, including Jews), and they take on that role with
Kramer vs Kramer). Kane really had grace and dignity. Critic Nat Hentoff
quotes his wife, ' these
aren't just musicians,
they have real presence
—
they're
literary
figures!'.
In
jazz,
personality is etched into
the grain of intrumental
production.
Eugene
Chadbourne has pointed
out that ' jazz is amusic
with heroes in it', and
you can't really get close
to jazz if you're not
prepared to love the
musicians as people.
Monk stands sidewayson in the final shot, just
like one of his wayward
chord choices.
It's pretty funny, too.
little choice. Many of the musicians
Dizzy Gillespie was a notorious
hadn't seen each other for years,
humourist, and he does a hilarious
and it'd be hard to find a more
description
of
Monk's
wilful bunch of extroverts.
unwillingness to talk — when you
'I never felt so alone in my life,
asked Monk a question, his wife
watching all my heroes. Igrabbed a Nellie would answer. Pianist Hank
copy of New York Times and
Jones, wiry and well-preserved at
twisted it into a megaphone shape
76, goes through the photo making
and put it to my mouth and yelled
jokes at the expense of the
and begged, ' Can you please move
presentday physique of the
into some kind of formation, move
survivors. Art Blakey's intelligence
onto the steps of that brownstone.., it
comes over fierce and unbending,
was like trying to get ababy to tale.
telling us in gravelly tones, ` Monk
Count Basie grew weary and sat
had higher morals than any man I
on the kerb, so twelve local kids sat
ever met — if you wanted to know
alongside and got included.
something and you asked him a

l
l

A Great Day In
Harlem: 57 leading
jazz musicians
assembled for
this historic
'Esquire' photograph
in 1958

122

question, he's going to tell you the
truth, and that's what people don't
like'. Marian McPartland, already
known for her brilliant radio
interviews (now aCD series), sits at
the piano making wise observations:
'Mary Lou Williams transcended all
remarks about women musicians, she
was just agreat musician, and always
on the cutting-edge of playing'.
Walter Benjamin said the task of
the critic was to ' save tradition from
the conformism that threatens to
overpower it'. Many creative
musicians react against the jazz
myth, seeing it as abelated reward
from an establishment that has no
time for the music when it's really
happening, a fossil on a pedestal.
Indeed, Art Kane's photograph now
hangs in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. However, because it lets the
musicians speak, A Great Day In
Harlem reveals another side to jazz:
how its respect for musicianship
rather than success sustained a
heartening, collective solidarity
amongst undimmed personalities.
A tie-in CD of the same name
[Columbia 481399 2] is the
obligatory accompaniment to the
video. It's a pleasant enough
selection of tracks, but it'd be
difficult to find any jazz from the
late ' 50s that didn't feature these
musicians. The video is special in a
way the compilation is not.
It's paced like aballad and ends in
aheartrending climax as trumpeter
Art Farmer exclaims how many in
the
photograph
have
died
(interviewees Art Blakey and Dizzy
have gone too now). He adds, 'they
are in us and they will always be
alive'. As the camera tracks across
the picture and the participants'
names appear, a stone would weep.
Farmer's
words
are
partly
conventional consolation, but they
are also demonstrably true; Coleman
Hawkins' tiffs live again everytime a
saxophone is played, or indeed
whenever arhythm really swings.
Because they preserve, whilst we
perish, recording technologies are
reminders of mortality. Usually this
fact is repressed, swamped in
Hollywood's predilection for happy
endings. A Great Day In Harlem is
moving (in a way Clint Eastwood's
Bird failed to be), because it
addresses this material aspect of
documentation (it's not a costume
drama set in a jazz never-never
land!). Attempts by minor musical
talents to seize jazz history and
make it arespectable soundtrack for
the new black middle class should
not blind us to how unpretentious
and streetwise were its originators.
This film communicates how much
we've lost, and does it most
movingly.
Ben Watson
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Doug Brady
Hi Fi oflownellies
WARRINGTON TEL: 01925 828009
Wilson Benesch.

Somethings never change,
but somethings do.
A picture of our old model
next to our favorite new one
Happy birthday to

Craftsmanship, Innovation, Leading Edge Technology

Turntable, Tonearms, Cartridges, Head Amplifier, Loudspeakers. Turntable Table. Equipment

HiFi News

STUDIO SERIES
A REFERENCE STANDARD FOR ALL CRITICS
studi

2-12-20

0

STUDIO 2

Tonal clarity is superlative
throughout the frequency range,
with treble and midrange singing
beside fast, weighty bass...
1éisually, the Studio 2s are a
nuiriatu
.re work of art. 'Their metal
drive units fit snugly into the real
wood veneer.. .offer a
performance of outstanding
value."

Jr.

e-

STUDIO 12
"The 12's really are superb,
with breathtaking clarity and
detal ..glorious pin-sharp
focus..smooth, detailed
treble...immensely listenable
balance ... gorgeous styling.
This level of prformance is
difficult to find anywhere, really
rather fabulous speakers.

STUDIO 20 SE
"Monitor Audio's Studio 20 SEs
in our system, about the highest
recommendation we could give"

STUDIO SO
"Superb, detailed, accurate- big
br_othvr of studio 20SE"
Best Buy Hi- End Loudspeakers

MONITOR AUDIO LTD
Designers and manufacturers
of hie quality audio equipment
Unit 34, Clifton Road,
Cambridge CBI 4ZW England
Teleple me: (01223) 242898/246344
Fax: cat 223) 214532

